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THE EGYPTIAN MIDDLE KINGDOM AT MEGIDDO 

JOHN A.. WILSON 

An extreme simplification of the history of ancient Egypt might 
confine itself to action and counteraction in the play of forces between 
Egypt and its neighbors. Thus the late predynastic age showed strong 
Asiatic influences coming into the land of the Nile. Then the Old 
Kingdom exploited Sinai, Phoenicia, and perhaps Palestine economi
cally. In the First Intermediate Period Asiatics "invad~" the Egyp
tian Delta. The Middle Kingdom moved again into Asia. in some 
measure and with some authority. The Second Intermediate Period 
saw the Hyksos invasion of Egypt. The New Kingdom set up an 
Egyptian empire in Asia. The balance swung again with attempted 
invasions of Egypt in the thirteenth and twelfth centuries B.c., etc . 
The scheme of things becomes clearer in these later phases; the nature 
of the empire under the New Kingdom is fairly well known. WE' know 
less about the outreaching of the Old and Middle kingdoms into the 
areas beyond their normal frontiers. What was the nature of Egyp
tian "imperialism" under the Middle Kingdom? 

The Middle Kingdom did not spring into being fully armored. It 
took time for the pharaohs of the Eleventh and Twelfth dynasties to 
establish their authority within Egypt. When that was accomplished 
they were ready to reach out toward regions beyond the frontiers . 
Sesostris III established his authority solidly a.t the Second Cataract, 
and trading-posts reached as far south as Kerma near the Third 
Cataract. Was there a similar situation in Syria-Palestine? 

Oriental Institute A 18622 (Pls. I- III) is the lower portion of an 
Egyptian seated statuette, found by the excavations of the Oriental 
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Institute a.t Megiddo in Palestine. Gordon Loud, field director of the 
Megiddo Expedition, makes the following statement on the discovery 
of the statuette (Field Xo. A 1199) out of its normal context: 

This and fragments of three uninscribed statuettes constituw an Egyptian 
group found obviously out of place in and about the Stratum VIIB phase 
{13th- 12th century B.c.) of the eastern wmple, which itself is conWffiporary 
with the Law Bronze Age palace. Three of these pieces, including the one 
under discussion, were incorporated into the rubble of which the wmple plat
form was built. The fourth had reached an equally low status in the rubbish 
supporting the pavement just outside the temple door. In mawrial they vary 
from the coarse, gray, granite-like stone of the one found outside the temple 
to a fine, black, polished stone, possibly diorite (e.g., see Illustrated Lond&n 
News, June 20, 1936, p. 1108, Fig. 2, where-as also in A. Rowe, A Catalogue of 
Egyptian Scarabs .... in the Palestine Archaeological Mmeum, p. xlvii- the 
names on our statuette are incorrectly given on the basis of preliminary study). 

Investigation has shown that the foundations of the wmple originated not 
later than Stratum VIII (15th-14th century B.C.) and were so deep-set that 
they rested at one point no more than a meter above a standing wall of 
Stratum XV (20th- 19th century B.c.), reused in XIV (19th century B.c.), to 
which level or levels we should attribute these statues. It is not improbabl~ 
therefore, that they were first encountered in the excavation for the founda
tions of the temple, and being of a useful building material were thus in
corporated in the structure of the building. 

The extant fragment of the statuette is approximately nine and a. 
half inches high (24 em. high by 17 em. long by 13.5 em. wide). The 
material is a. bard, black stone of the diorite or basalt type. The indi
vidual depicted was represented as seated upon a. chair, with his left 
palm upon his left knee and his right hand holding a kerchief the ends 
of which are visible against his right thigh. He wears a. pleated skirt 
with a folded forepiece. Musculature visible on the left leg suggests a 
sculptor of ability. 

Four columns of hieroglyphic inscription cover the left side of the 
base and four columns the right. The supporting column at the back 
of the statuette probably once ran up to the individual's bead, with a 
single column of text. The inscriptions present conventional appeals 
for a certain Thuthotep, with little more than names and titles. The 
following translation must be provisional, as certain broken passages 
and certain titles puzzle me. Fortunately, the essentials of the inscrip
tions are clear. I am indebted to Dr. Keith C. Seele for collation, cor
rection, and corroboration. 
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EGYPTIAN MIDDLE KINGDOM AT MEGIDDO 227 

TRA.'JSLATION 
"LEFT SIDE 

(1) An offering which the king gives (to) Khnum, Lord of the
Foreign-Country-of-the-God,<•> that he may give an invocation-offer
ing (consisting of) bread, beer, [cattle), fowl, etc. ,<bl to the ka of the 
'revered one1,C•l (2) the Count, Controller of the Two Thrones, Over
seer of Priests, Chief of Five,1d1 Royal Intimate, he who sees the mys
teries [of] .... <•> (3) the King and exalts the courtiers, the Great 
Overlord of [the Hare Nome], .... 'of the Royal Favorite .... <ll 
(4) at the head of1 •••• , [Thut]hotcp, born to Si[t-Kheper-ke].<c> 

RIGHT SIDE 

(1) An offering which the king gives (to) Thoth, Lord of Divine 
Words, <hl .... w (2) r the one revered in the presence ofl the great 
god, Cil the Count, Controller of the Two Thrones, Overseer of Priests, 
Magistrate and Administrator of Buto,<~l 'Mouth of Hierakonpolis, 
priest : ... <u (3) .... twenty .... in the palacel,<m> High Priest of 
Thoth, 1sem-priestJ,CnJ who has the text read,Col (4) .... ,<P> Kay's son, 
1Thuthotepl,<v ..... 

REAR 

•... 1in the House of Thoth,<•> Great of .... ,t•> Ruler of ... . l<t> 
in the House of Khnum, Kay's son, Thuthotep. 

NOTES ON THE TRANSLATIO~ 

(a) "The-Foreign-Country-of-the-God" is unknown to me. We 
have here a sanctuary of the ram-god Khnum. The outline of the 
signs as they stand on the stone is beyond doubt. There is a question 
as to whether the land sign may be read lJ,~t ("foreign country") or 
zmyt ("highland" or "desert"), but the implications would be essen
tially the same for the contrast of the upland foreign regions to the 
fiat Egyptian plain. More important is the use of the city-sign deter
minative, involving the question whether this sanctuary can be in or 
out of Egypt. 

On the face of it, the city sign should mean a town in Egypt, a 
hitherto unknown sanctuary of Khnum. That may be the safest hy
pothesis, but I do not wish to discard the possibility that this may be 
an early and hitherto unknown designation of Megiddo, with a local 
ram-god of pastoral Palestine assimilated to the Egyptian god Khnum. 

In defense of the rare possibility that a non-Egyptian town might 
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be written with the city sign as determinative, I point to the Empire 
writing of Beth-Shan so determined, in "Mekal, Lord of Beth-Shan" 
(A. Rowe, Topography and Hist<Jry of Beth-Shan, Pl. 33), and to a 
Nineteenth Dynasty writing of the name Nebet-Kepen, "Lady of 
Byblos," with Byblos so determined (Turin 166, Recueil de travaux, 
IV, 140). It must be admitted that this determinative for Asiatic 
names is highly exceptional. The Empire permitted itself to deter
mine the names of Nubian towns with the city sign, as in the case of 
Buhen (D. Randall-Maciver and C. L. Woolley, Buhen, Text, passim) 
and of Anibeh (G. Steindorff, Aniba, Tex't, passim). It may well be 
that cities which were assumed to be Egyptian, as belonging integrally 
to the Egyptian empire, might be so treated, especially when an Egyp
tian deity was lord or lady of the town. If so, Megiddo is here a possi
bility, and the question of the type of Egyptian control of the town 
comes into play. 

A related problem, also not susceptible of solution, concerns the 
identity of the god in the name "Foreign-Country-<>f-the God." One 
thinks of the analogy of the Egyptian term tH!~r, "Land of the God," 
which applied to regions east of Egypt, including Syria-Palestine, and 
in which the god was the sun-god (Ch. Kuentz, Bulletin de l'Institut 
fran~ais d'archeologie orientale, XVII, 178 ff.). But it is not necessary 
that the two names be psychologically related. The "god" may have 
been the ruling pharaoh. Further, Khnum in the Nineteenth Dynasty 
had a sanctuary at or near Elephantine called 8.w-n~r, "Lakes of the 
God," and on this analogy may himself be the god in question (A. 
Mariette, Abydos, Vol. I, Pl. 45, Xo. 29). 

We emerge from the discussion without established results. We may 
have here a new name for Megiddo, indicating Egyptian control. It is 
safer to assume that we have a name for a sanctuary in Egypt, other
wise not yet attested. 

(b) No certain trace of the ox's head of the word "cattle" could be 
isolated. Further, the oval sign under the goose's head may be ab
breviated to the right of center. There is some abnormality in the 
usual formula. See the next note. 

(c) The apparent spacing of the ka-sign to the right of center is in
explicable. The traces of im3o, "revered," at the end of the line are 
probable but not certain. 

(d) Thuthotep's titles "Controller of the Two Thrones, Overseer of 
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Priests, Chief of Five," as well as the "High Priest of Thoth" (right 
side, I. 3), are those of the High Priest of Thoth at Hermopolis (R. 
Anthes, Zeitschrift fur aegyptische Sprache, LIX, 100 ff.; see a~so K 
Sethe, Amun und die acht Urgiitter von Hermopolis, §§ 73 ff.). The res
toration of "the Hare Nome" in line 3 is certain from Tbuthotep's 
tomb at el-Bersheh. 

(e) About half a square is lacking at the end of the line. The trans
lation is grounded on P. E. Newberry, El Bersheh, Vol. II, Pl. VII, 
pp. 23 f.: m33 s.m .... ny-swt, sgs(r) 8nywt, where the writing fortu
nately brings the word §nywt, "courtiers," beyond question. Newber
ry's restoration of pr, "house," in the lacuna, resulting in the transla
tion "he who sees the mysteries of [the House of) the King," seems to 
be an unsupported guess, although a reasonable one. 

(f) A diligent search of Middle Kingdom titles has provided no res
olution of the titles or epithets of Thuthotep at the end of this line and 
at the beginning of the next. A full square is lost at the end of line 3. 

(g) The mother's name is known from Thuthotep's tomb. The t 
over the back of the duck cannot be established with certainty. The 
remainder of the line provides just room for the remainder of the 
name. For the writing of m.s, "born," with horizontals, see J. Polot
sky, Zu den Inschriften der 11. Dynastie, page 21. 

(h) Is this the earliest noted occurrence of the epithet of Thoth, nb 
1ndw-n~rf A. Erman and H. Grapow, Worterbuch der aegyptische 
Sprache, II, 181, gives it as beginning in the Eighteenth Dynasty. 

(i) The presence of a reed leaf toward the end of the line makes 
restoration of the customary mortuary formula difficult here. 

(j) At the beginning of the line the im3o sign is probable but not 
certain. The '3 sign in "great god" is certain. 

(k) Note the abnormal writing of Dp, "Buto," with the di sign. 
(I) The arrangement of signs and the visible traces at the end of the 

line are puzzling. If this be r3 Nbn, "Mouth of Hierakonpolis," why is 
theN on sign to the right of center? The last group shows the top of a 
nlr sign, followed by a stroke (lower end visible), followed by a tall 
sign with rounded top. If this be }pn-n~r, "priest," the writing is ex
traordinary. 

(m) The "twenty" seems to stand isolated, with a possible, but im
probable, horizontal trace faintly visible above it. In any case, 
"thirty" (for the title wr mgw 8m'w, "Chief of Southern Tens") seems 
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difficult to introduce here. The initial sign of the assumed lzt, "pal

ace," is not certain. 
(n) A clean-looking cut diagonally across a poorly cut s makes the 

reading sm uncertain. But what else could it be? 

(o) Thisrdi mdw drf, later common as an epithet ofThoth, may be a 
characterization of humans in the Middle Kingdom (K Sethe, His
wrisch-biographische Urkunden des Mittleren Reiches, I, 62: 17; 18:19, 
occurring in the latter shortly before the title sm). For g used for d, 

cf. Polotsky, op. cit., page 21. 
(p) Unintelligible traces are visible near the top of the line and just 

above the k3 of "Kay." 
(q) The beak of the Thoth ibis and the right end of the ~tp sign may 

be discerned, chiefly because one knows where to look for them. 
(r) Perhaps "[Chief of Five] in the House of Thoth." The peculiar 

writing with m. last might be justified on the theory that the Thoth 

sign, carrying with it the house sign, bad been given honorific preced
ence. But the uncertainty about the following titles makes any hy

pothesis difficult. 
(s) The first of two unknown titles, which may be only one title. 

The striding bird looks most like the gm bird ("Great of Finding"? 
"Chief of those who Find the Two M-3 Cords in the House of 

Khoum"?). But there are other possibilities for the bird, such as mm, 
"feeding"; /.13m, "fishing-fowling"; or dSr, "red." 

(t) On the face of it, /.1~3 <r~.wy, "Ruler of the Two Cords." Could 

it possibly be "Ruler of the Last Two Days (of the Month)"? And one 
notes a late priestly title of Hierakonpolis and elsewhere, /.1~3 <r~ 

(Erman and Grapow, op. cit., III, 172). This and the preceding title 
probably involve priestly functions in some sanctuary of Khoum. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

This, then, is the statuette of the Egyptian official and priest 
Thuthotep, the son of Kay and of a woman whose name begins 

Si ..... From the names and titles there can be no doubt that this 
Egyptian was Thuthotep, nomarch of the Hare Nome, whose tomb at 
el-Bersheh is well known.1 In his tomb we have the statement that he 

• P . E. Newberry, Bl BtroAeh. Vol. 1: The Tomb of Tdvti-htlep; K . Selbe, llitlorieelt
biogrophitcAe Urku01dt,. dtl Afittlerell Reich.,, I, 44 ff.; J . B . Breasted. A"ei••t Ruord1 of 
Bgvpt. Vol. 1. H 688 ff . The 10mb Is famous for the scene showing the transpOrtation ot a 
col018U8 from the Quarries. The Hare Nome was the flf«lentb nome ot Upper Egypt, with 
IU chief cby a~ HermoJ)Olls :\lagna. aaoss the river from ei-Ber11heb. 
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was a "royal child" under Amenemhet II (1938-1903 B.c., Breasted) 

and was still an active functionary under Sesostris III (1887-18-19 
B.c., Breasted). His father Kay invested him with the office of nom
arch of the Hare Nome. His mother's name was Sit-Kheper-ke. 

It is safe to take it for granted that this small piece actually be
longed in Megiddo at some time during Thuthotep's life. But what 

was a statuette of Thuthotep, high priest of Thoth at Hermopolis and 
nomarch of a nome in Middle Egypt, doing in Megiddo? I assume 

that he was resident there in some capacity. It is improbable that he 
was a member of a merchant colony. His titles and the indications of 

his career under three successive pharaohs make it unlikely that he 
was an exile like Sinuho. An ambassadorial post is a distinct possibil

ity, although we do not know enough about Egyptian envoys at this 
time to affirm that a man of the rank and responsibilities of Thuthotep 

would be sent as ambassador to a town like Megiddo. 
Other Middle Kingdom objects will be summarized below. Some 

pieces found in Asia carrying the names of Egyptian individuals may 
be argued to be those of merchants. But this statuette and that of 

Sesostris-enekh at Ras Shamra give me the impression of an Egypt 
which posted men of commanding authority abroad. If so, I must re

vise my ideas about the foreign relations of the Middle Kingdom. I 
have assumed that its Asiatic imperialism was commercial and cul
tural but not military and administrative. But the presence of 

Thuthotep at Megiddo, added to other accumulating evidence, makes 
me feel that I have been wrong. Perhaps the Middle Kingdom, in 

Asia as in Nubia, did extend its administrative control beyond the 
frontier of Egypt and thus by power held the main arteries of trade. 

SOME MIDDLE KINGDOM CONTACTS WITH ASIA 

The following notes are not intended to be exhaustive. I enumerate 
some of the more significant objects or blocks of material bearing on 
the problem of Egyptian relations with Syria-Palestine under the 

Middle Kingdom. I can draw no binding conclusions from this mate
rial; I do draw a strong presumption in favor of a type of Egyptian 

empire. 
A. The biographical evidence on Thuthotep himself is slight, and 

his tomb provides no evidence that he resided outside of Egypt. An 

isolated title is <~ n bSst nb(t), "Door of Every Foreign Country," 
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(Newberry, op. cit., p. 16). I have not noted this title elsewhere. Does 
it connote frontier or customs or consular responsibility? Newberry's 
Plate XVIII provides A. M. Blackman with an interesting suggestion 
in Journal of Egyptian ArcJuuwlogy, II, 13 f. In this scene "cattle of 
Retenu (Syria-Palestine)" are addressed with the words: "(Once) you 
trod sand, (but now) you walk on herbage." Understanding that the 
cattle have been moved from Asia, Blackman points out that this may 
be indirect evidence of Egyptian military campaigns into Syria-Pales
tine. On the basis of our statuette these Asiatic cattle may be given 
further consideration.2 

B. A stela now in Manchester mentions Sesostris III's conquest of 
an Asiatic country named Skmm (Shechem?), "together with the 
wretched Retenu" (T. E. Peet, The Stela of Sebek-khu; Breasted, op. 
cit.,§§ 676 ff.). This may have been a raid, a conquest of territory, or 
a punitive expedition against rebels within the Egyptian domain. 
No other direct statement of Middle Kingdom military activity in 
Asia is known. a 

C. The presence in Egypt of '~mw, "Asiatics," as traders or as 
slaves need not indicate anything but peaceful relations with foreign 
lands. There is the famous scene of the arrival in Middle Egypt of 
thirty-seven Asiatics bringing eye paint (P. E. Newberry, Beni. Hasan, 
Vol. I , Pls. XXX- XXXI) . There are passing references to the trans
fer of Asiatics within Egypt as slave property (F. 11. Griffith, Hieratic 
Papyri from Kahun and Gurob, 12:1Q-ll ; 13:15-17; 30:35) and to 
Asiatic dancers at Egyptian feasts (ibid., 24:4-6, 13- 14). 

Equally inconclusive is such evidence as the Asiatic nature of some 
of the T6d treasure of Amenemhet II ("T6d (1934 a 1936]," Fouillu 
de l'Institutfranrais du Caire, Vol. XVII, Pls. XV- XVII, pp.l13 ff.). 
Trade or royal gift is a sufficient answer, without assuming tribute. 

D. On a wider scale there is a variety of evidence covering an ex
tended period. There was the incursion of Asiatics into the Egyptian 

1 Corroborative evidence trom a different tomb group of the MJddle Kingdom may lie 
In the acone or cattle labelod as the "caule or the Asiatics ('lmtD), brougM from .... " (or 
"brought a.s .... "), d1scussed with caution by Blackman, Tile Rock T ombt of M eir, ll, 
18 n. In each case the cattle may have come to Egypt by trade rather tb.an conquest. 

1 But note the reportod Twelfth Dynasty blocks aG Karnak bearing names or Palestine 
tribute-bearers (R. M. Engberg, TA• Hvktoi Boc<mridertd, p. 33, n. 38). In the same note, 
the twenty lbips or cedarwood sent by Amenembet I "to meet the Setetyu"-Aslatlcs rest.s 
on ,. dubious roo.dlng; K. Setbe, Flictoritch-bioqrGphitch• Urkv"d'" du MiUicre" Reicllu, 
I, 12, reads the destination or these ships as probably "Upper Egypt." 
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Delta in the First Intermediate Period, and there is the construction 
of the "Walls of the Ruler" on the eastern frontier (probably a chain 
of fortresses), built by Amenemhet I "to ward off the Sttyw-Asiatics 
and to crush the Sand-Farers" (Sinuhe, R43). The Middle Kingdom 
execration texts, whatever their precise date, indicate a very real 
threat to the Egyptian throne, active relations with Asiatic towns, and 
a fairly detailed knowledge of the personnel of such towns. 4 

The Middle Kingdom relations with Sinai, for the exploitation of 
the mines there, are not conclusive evidence on the nature of Egyptian 
imperialism. For example, in one case Amenemhet III dispatched an 
expedition of 734 soldiers to the Sinai Illines (Breasted, op. cit., § 713). 
So large a force of soldiers was not necessary from a military stand
point to guard the mines against the Beduin. Rather the soldiers were 
used as the active Egyptian workers on the Illines, just as Ra01ses IV 
later sent 5,000 soldiers to the Wadi Hammamat quarries (ibid., Vol. 
I V, § 466). In other words, such a force does not set the effective 
Egyptian frontier in Sinai. 

Further, no general consideration of the period would be complete 
without an understanding of the gradual crystallization of the Hyksos 
movement, beginning before the Twelfth Dynasty and culminating 
after the Middle Kingdom power had disintegra.ted.5 

E. Egyptian scarabs and seals found in Palestine and Syria must be 
brought into the picture (see especially A. Rowe, A Catalogue of Egyp
tian Scarabs .... in the Palestine Archaeological Museum). They may 
be treated in two classes: those containing the titles and names of 
Egyptians resident in Asia and those containing the titles and nsmes 
of Asiatic princes. Thus there is the "Scribe of the Vizier, Senebef," 
found at Jericho (Rowe, S.5), and the "Guard of 110 Asiatics, User-

• K. Setbe, Die AtchlunQ feindlicher Parcten, V~lker und DinQe, etc. For more recently 
found documont.a cr. W. F. Albright, Bulleti11 oft he American Schoolt of Oriental Rtatarch, 
No. 81 (1941), pp. 16 !f. On the ba.sls cf my own attempt to enter the hJeratic signs or the 
Atchtungctu" Into MOUer's ll itratitcht PolaoQraphie, Vol. I , I am lncllnod to agree with 
W. F. Edgerton (J AOS. LX. 402, n. 44) that these texts "cannot be earlier than Sesostrl.s 
III and aro more probably to be placod In the Second Intermediate Period." Since their 
date cannot be Oxod with precision, they may be used for tills argument only In a general 
way: Asiatic princes rulod Asiatic towns, but the conmcts wltb Egypt were arguably more 
dlrect than thoae perml~ted by mere trade and diplomatic relations. 

• In Engberg, op. til .. and In Albright's studies In Jourftal oflht Po!tcline Orienta! 
Socittv, VIII. 223 If.; XV, 194 ff ., there are uacfultrea.tments or Egyptian-Asiatic relations 
In the periods In question. 
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khepesb," of which the Palestine provenience is unknown (Rowe, No. 

15-but is it actually of the Twelfth Dynasty?). From Syria. come the 

"Lady of the House, Sit-User" (Syria, VIII, 85 ff.) and the "Heredi

tary Prince and Count, Impi" (ibid.). These arguably had temporary 

posts in Asia. On the other hand, the scarabs of the "Counts of 

Byblos" carry the Asiatic names 'lnln, 'l b8mw, and Yp§mwib (Syria, 
X, 12 II.; K2mi, I , 90 II.; J oumal of Egyptian ArchaeoW(Jy, XIV, 109; 

XIX, 5!). These Asiatics ruled Byblos as princes. But the repeated 

title 1,13ty-', conventionally translated "Count," is of importance. In 
Egypt this tille was ccnferred upon an individual by the king. (Cf. 

Breasted, op. cit., Vol. I, § 385, or cf. Hepzefi's inability to transmit 

property from his count's estate in ibid., § 551.) In other words, even 

though we do not know that the same situation applied outside of 

Egypt, this title presents the argument that the Asiatic rulers of 

Byblos were confirmed in their rule by the king of Egypt, implying a 

measure of Egyptian control.' 

To carry on the evidence, at the end of Rowe's catalogue there is a 

summary graph of Egyptian objects found in Palestine. Ignoring dif

ficulties and taking the evidence in its sweep, this graph provides the 

following rough ratio of materials: Middle Kingdom, 3; Second Inter

mediate Period, 7; New Kingdom, 10; and post- New Kingdom, 3. 

Such a ratio does not argue for an Egyptian empire in the Middle 

Kingdom of the same intensity as in the New Kingdom. On the other 

hand, it does indicate a moderately active beginning for the spread of 

Egyptian influence in Asia on the basis of physical evidence.7 

F. We come next to objects of Egyptian sculpture bearing hier

oglyphic inscriptions and found on Asiatic soil. Inscriptions of the 

• W. F . Edgerton obJects that I overstate my case. The title "Count" wa.s conferred by 
Egyptian kings, vAe" chou ki"g' ,..,. • .trong enough. Perhape such strength did not reach 
Byblos under the Middle Kingdom. Edgerton points out that the use or the uraeus to 
ornament a Bybllte scimitar and of the cartouche (turned backward) around a princely 
name do not eugges~ that ~beee princes were "loyal," even though they may have been 
friendly. Such words of caution are necessary In our present knowledge of these tlmee. 
However. such considerations do not modify my argument. which Ill no~ a sweeping claim 
of an aggressive hnl)erlallsm. 

' Tbe materlalsllllted above are not all or the Twelfth Dynasty: 80me of them belong to 
the period following that dynasty. In this summary survey I forbear to llst unlnscrlbed 
materials such aa pottery or such scarabs a.s do not contain clear names. It would be In
structive to deal with such evidence. See. e.g .. Table YIn P. L. 0 . Guy and R. :\1. Engberg, 
Mtgiddo To01b1, pp. 100 r .. ror a sun·ey or foreign relations as Indicated by the material 
round In the tom be at l\IOI!Iddo. 
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"Butler Heka-ib" and of the "Citizen Dedu-Amon" were found at 

Gezer (R. A. S. Macalister, The Excavation of Gezer, II, 311 ff.). A 

sphinx of Amenembet IV was found at Beirut (British Museum Quar
terly, II, 87 II.; Syria, IX, 300) . A sphinx of the princess Ita, daughter 

of Amenemhet II, was found at el-Mishrifeh = Qatna. (Syria, IX, 
10 f.). From Ras Shamra come a sphinx of Amenemhet III (Syria, 
Vol. XIV, Pl. XV opp. p. 120), a statuette base of Khnumit-nefer

hedjet, the wife of Sesostris III (Syria, Vol. XIII, Pl. XIV, p. 20), and 

the statuette group of the vizier Sesostris-enekh (Syria, Vol. XV, Pl. 

XIV opp. p. 116, and pp. 131 II.). The latter is a most important docu

ment. Commenting on the phrase found on this monument, "[to 

whom was given] the gold of honor," Breasted points out that this was 

a reward for distinguished service abroad.8 The vizier of Egypt might 

reside in an important foreign town as an ambassador or as a. governor. 

Perhaps these terms draw too much from modem situations, and we 

might think of Sesostris-enekh as an Egyptian high commissioner, 

keeping a watchful eye on a Syrian state which was nominally inde

pendent but subject to Egyptian "protection." 

There is no need to linger over objects bearing the names of 

Amenemhet III and IV from the tombs of the princes of Byblos (P. 

Montct, Byblos et l' ~gypte, Text, pp. 155 ff.). These were royal gifts 

to friendly or loyal princes, a remark which applies also to the sphinxes 

listed above. 
On a different footing are two statuettes found in Anatolia., that of 

the "Nurse Sit-Snefru," found at Adana (Bulklin of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, XVI, 208 II.), and that of an untitled Kerey, found 

east of Ankara (AJSL, XLIII, 294 II.). At such a distance we can 

hardly think in terms of firm imperial control. Sit-Snefru may have 

been an Egyptian governess engaged by some Anatolian prince, and 

Kerey may have been a merchant. Their presence so far from the land 

of the Nile is a measure of the range of Egyptian cultural influence 

under the Middle Kingdom. 

On the fragment of an Egyptian ivory wand found at Megiddo the 

inscription invokes magical protection "over the Lady of the House 

• Svrio, X\' I . 318 If. I cannot follow Breasted In bls restoration "wbo satlsftes tbe king 
aa bls deputy lin Kba)ru and In the royal cabinet." Tbls would lnYolve a strange spadng 
and lack of determinative ror ~~,. •• "S)'Tla." 
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r .BC~wmw\ by night during the night and by day during the day" 
(IUustraled LoruUm News, November 25, 1939, p. 795). This was found 
in Stratum VIII (fifteenth-fourt~nth centuries B.c.) but in such a 
context that it may have been carried over from earlier levels. Such 
magic wands may be of the Eighteenth Dynasty but are most com
mon in the Middle Kingdom. The assumed c~ sign in the lady's name is 
highly doubtful, but the name seems to be non-Egyptian in character. 

G. Finally, we turn to the story of Sinuhe, a political refugee, who 
fled from the sphere of Egyptian control at the death of Amenemhet I. 
The geography of his flight and sojourn in Asia is not clear, but he 
went as far north as Byblos on the Phoenician coast and then ap
parently cut to the east, where he was received by a prince of Upper 
(mountainous) Retenu, in a land of fruits, 'Vines, grains, and cattle. 
Although be lived near a route which saw the passage of travelers to 
and from Egypt, he was out of the reach of Egyptian police or legal 
power. Such a region as the Buqaa, with the great road running north 
and south between the Lebanon and the Anti-Lebanon, might serve 
the purposes of the story. 

In this case we might suggest that the Egyptian effective control 
applied to Palestine and to Phoenicia with greater force than to the 
hinterland of Syria. Or we may have an early Twelfth Dynasty situa
tion, before the later pharaohs had been able to set up a tighter con
trol of Asia. I incline to the latter as a working theory. 

No clear-eut conclusions have been won. However, the delegation 
of the vizier Sesostris-enekh to residence in Ugarit and of the high 
priest of Hermopolis Tbuthotep to residence in Megiddo is significant. 
This was something more than cultural and commercial empire. If 
men of such standing were sent to posts in Asia, there must have been 
a measure of administrative and military empire. On the basis of pres
ent evidence .a working theory would be that Egypt in the nineteenth 
century B.c. confirmed the rule of local princes but held them in con
trol by resident high commissioners, possibly backed by garrison 
troops. Perhaps Egypt of the nineteenth century A.D. provides an 
analogue for Egypt's Asiatic empire in the nineteenth century B.c. 

ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

THE ORIGIN OF THE NAME "HEBREWS" 

E. G. KRAELJNG 

Since the discovery of the Amarna letters much ink has been spilled 
over the lja-Br-ru and their relationship to the Hebrews.1 Unfortu
nately, the problem of who the former were has become more compli
cated all the while. Since the discoveries of Chiera it has become in
creasingly clear that the word is not ethnic but rather has something 
to do with the sphere of social legislation.' The vexing problem of 
the correct transliteration of the cuneiform word lja.-Br-ru3 as tlabiru 
or ljapiru, and the identity of the Semitic root (whether "''::lM,4 '"~ElM, 

"'0}', "''EJl') seems now to have been decided by the Ras Shamra 
texts. Virolleaud announced on June 30, 1939, that these texts proved 
that the transliteration should be ij'a-pi-ru.5 In a. letter to the present 
writer' he quoted the passage on which this claim was based: 

4lutfal-bi csmthlnsAG-OAZ = tflh cprm 

It associates the Syrian city of :ijalbi with the SAG.GAZ people (usually 
written SA.GAZ, another name for the lJa-BI-ru) and transcribes this 
ideogram into Ugaritic <pr-m (0"'1~), thus showing that the root is 
"\~l'. In a letter to J. W. Jack7 several other references to l}albi are 

1 The m08~ clrcumllpect or the numeroll!l dJscusslons of the problem prior to the dis
covery or the Nuzl materl&ls wu tha~ or BOlli, "K&naanier und Bebrier," Beilr4ge '"' 
Wi•w•ocAcs/1••"' All•" Tul""''"'· Vol. IX (1911). It Is still wonh reading, as are the basic 
remar1ts in Knudtz.on, Di1 Bl A"'"'"" Tcs/dn (1916). pp. 46 r. 

a Chien., "Bablru and Hebrews.'' AJSL, XLIX (1932/33), 115 f. To this mll!l~ be 
added Spel.ser, "Ethnic Movement& In the Near Eaa~ In the Second Millennium s.c .. " 
AASOR, XIII ( 1933), 13 t ., and Lewy, "Bablru and Hebrews," HebrtWJ Union Colltgl 
A""ucsl, XIV (1939), 687 r .. wbere tbe new 80\lt'Ce materials are subjected to further am
pllftcatlon and examination. In addl~lon. cr. ibid .. XV (1940), 47 r. A good ~wn61s given 
by Meek, Hebrew Oriqi"' (1936). pp. 6 t., where additional literature will be found cited. 

a The sign 01 stands tor both bi and pi; the special sign for pi alone occurs only by ex
ception in the Amama letters. Of. Bllbl, Die Sprothe der A marnabrit/e (1909), p. 9<> n. My 
spelling ija.-ot-ru thus emphll81zes the ambiguity or tbe middle syllable. 

• This Wll8 the etymology adopted In my Arcsm csnd l•mel (1918), p. 34. It was re
cently tavorod also by Ohorme. R .. ,., bibliqu1. 1924, pp. 12 r., and, with changed Interpre
tation, In Reoue del'hi1loire du rdigion1, 1938. pp. 170 f. 

• Academle des Inscriptions et des Bel.les-Leures, Complu rend..,, May-June, 1939 
p. 329. 

• Kraellng, "New LlgM from Ugarlt on the Bablri,'' BASOR, LXXVII (February 
1940), az r. 

1 Jack. "New LlgM on the Bablru-Bebrew Question," PBQ, July, 1940, p. 97. 
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cited, and Goetze8 draws the conclusion that they all refer to certain 
parts of the city-the last lJlb cprm being the quarter where the 
l:Ja.piru, a distinct class of the population, were living. 

The question has, however, been raised whether the reading carries 
the weight that Vrrolleaud (and myself in the article aforementioned) 
have attributed to it when we considered it a.s proving that the con
nection with the name "Hebrews" was impossible. Albright expre~d 
doubts in a postscript to my article and toned down its final sentence 
so that, as Rowlcyg observes, it ends on a less certain note than that 
on which I began it; and Jack, too, expresses doubts in quoting his 
letter from Virolleaud. It is to be noted that Jack approaches the sub
ject with the fum conviction that there is a relation between the 
Hebrews, on the one hand, and the l:Ja-BI-ru, on the other, so that it 
is for him only a. question of explaining the divergent Ugaritic reading 
'prm. He makes much of the confusion or interchange of b and p 
in the languages, dialects, and scripts of the ancient Near East; a 
somewhat similar line is taken by Rowley, who, however, is more 
open minded with respect t.o the general problem at issue. Their 
approaeh here is rather "external," and many of these examples prove 
little or are themselves uncertain. Of decisive importance, of course, 
would be the claim that the Ras Shamra texts also spell ']Jrm a.s 
<brm if that were true.10 This rests on Virolleaud's communication I 
some years ago, of the following passage from an unpublished text: 

k k8p l <lmn zt 
br~ l 'Orm k8 

"Like silver is the olive tree to the <brm 
Gold is the kS (-tree) to the <brm." 

But Virollea.ud's earlier identification of the <brm with the ija.-BI-ru 
(and the Hebrews) in this passage was hasty.11 There is no reason 
here to expect the name of a people or a social group. The only natural 
rendering is "wanderers," "passers-by" (cf. Ps. 129:8, etc.), for one 
can readily see how a. fruit tree would be very desirable to wanderers. 

1 Goetze, "Tho City Khalbl and the Kbaplru People," BASOR, LXXIX (October, 
1940). 32f. 

• Rowley, "Raa Shallll'& and tho Hablru Question," PEQ, July, 1940, pp. oo r. 
"Ibid., p. 93, n . 6; Jack, op. cit .. p. 100. · 
11 VlroUoaud, "La Mort de Baal, Srria, XV (1934), 317; L"' Le~e~de de Kmt (1936), 

p. 74. 
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whereas there is no reason why it should be more precious to the 
"Hebrews" than to anybody else. In view of the agreement of U garit
ic, Egyptian (Eperu), and doubtless also the Assyro-Babylonian that 
the consonant is p; in view, furthermore, of the fact that Ugaritic 
often preserves words more closely corresponding to the primitive 
Semitic form than Hebrew does, it would seem difficult to defend 
Jack's hypothesis that the Ugaritic form with p is secondary. The 
shakiness of his position is even further revealed by his introduction 
of a. secondary line of argument. He suggests that the Ras Shamra 
scribe may have been an Egyptian or have stood under Egyptian in
fluence because he observes a widespread Egyptian inclination to 
write p for b. But the rule in Egyptian is just the opposite,t2 and 
the exceptions he lists are few and, owing to the possibility of 
errors of hearing on the part of Egyptian scribes, do not prove much. 
In the case of tho Eperu (people who were present in Egypt itself)U 
we may assume that the writing is accurate and does not reflect an 
error of hearing. At all events it would seem that Jack's conclusion 
that "in view of the fresh light from the Ras Sharma. texts there seems 
to be decided proof at last that the ija.biru were Hebrews" is without 
foundation. 

Far more valid than Jack's approach is that of Albright, already 
mentioned.14 Here there is no trifling with the fact that 1Japiru is pri
mary. For him the new reading vindicates a suspicion that he had enter
tained previously that "1Ja.biru" or "Hebrew" derives from an earlier 
1Japiru, because stop sounds may become voiced in the presence of 
r (or, as Goetze suggests, only in immediate contact with r). Of course, 
if it is now to be accepted that the word is to be read tlapiru wherever 
1Ja-Br-ru occurs in the Amarna texts and elsewhere, the change from 
p to b would have taken place in the period when South Canaa.nitic 
vocalism was modified, leading from ' Apiru > cJpr. But, while such 
a change is a possibility, it can certainly not be said to be a necessity, 
since it did not occur, for example, in the name of the Midianite clan 
Epher < cJpr < ' Apir, long since (e.g., Bohl) cons,idered as a possible 
equivalent of ija.-BI-ru (if it was to be read 1Ja.piru), or in words like 

11 ErOUUl, A~I!Piitthe Grammatik (3d ed .. 1911), p. 102. . 

11 W118on, "Tho Eporu of tho Egyptl&n Inscriptions" AI SL, XLIX (.1932/ 33), Z76 f. 

14 BA SOR, LXXVII. 32 f. Ct. Ar<haeolog11 of Paltfli"e and tlte Bible (1932), pp. 206 f. 
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sepher and kopher. If this is true, then the assumption of such a change 

remains a highly precarious theory. The burden of proof for the actual

ity of the occurrence of the transition in this word lies on those who 

advocate the identification of ljapiru and Hebrews; the purely theo

retical possibility that such a change might have taken place can 

carry only slight weight over against the solid fact that the two forms 

must be considered different until proven identical. 
Here a point made by Rowleyt~ might well claim attention. He 

asserts that "the view that the ljabiru or lja.piru of the Ama.rna. let

ters represent one of the waves of Hebrew or Israelite immigrants 

does not rest merely on this [philological] equation, nor would it fall 

if the equation were definitely ruled out." The only other thing beside 

etymology that can underlie the conviction of a relationship between 

the Hebrews and the lja.-BI-ru is the assumption that the latter are 

foreign invaders who are conquering the country after the manner 

of the Israelitic tribes of the Book of Joshua. But that assumption is 
itself very doubtful in the light of the new information concerning the 

ija.-Bt-ru." It seeins to us far more likely that we are concerned with 

social revolution within the land than with invasion from without. 

Such revolutions took place repeatedly in Egypt and elsewhere. Why 

not in Palestine? If we find the statement in Amarna 67: 17 that 

"Aziru is an escaped dog like the SA.GAz" this seems to us to suggest 

quite clearly that the SA.GAz and {Ja.-Bt-ru in the Amarna period are 

runaway or emancipated servants (many of them doubtless men who 

were in military service) who band together and seize control of local 

towns and communities.U 
But whether this view is correct or not, our intention in presenting 

it is merely to show that the other main prop on which the identifica

tion of lja.-BI-ru and Hebrews rests involves an "assumption" that 

itself now requires further proof. It is not our intention here to enter 

into that :(:Ja.-BI-ru problem in its full range. I t is a problem in the 

oriental history of the second millennium B.c. and will have to be 

settled in the light of inscriptional and archeological data. The Israel

itic sources cannot be used as "historical" source material of the first 

u Op. eil., p. 03. . 
,. Lewy (op. eir .. XIV (1930), 615) sa.ys "no 1)88188111n the Ama.rna !etten shows tlu.~ 

they are nomadic Invaders." 

u cr. now Lewy, ibid., pp. 616 r. 
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rank in dealing with such a. problem, any more than Herodotus carries 

the weight for Assyro-Ba.bylonian history that a cuneiform text car

ries. The problem of the name "Hebrews" is, in our opinion (as will 

be set forth below), a problem of the early part of the first millennium 

and for the present at least, or until more inscriptions having bearing 

on this age come to light, will have to be investigated as a. biblical 

problem. When the proper limitations are not observed, only con

fusion results, and the entire l:Ja-BI-ru-Hebrew discussion has been 

tinged with that sort of thing. In the following pages we shall investi

gate the name "Hebrews" exclusively on the basis of the Old Testa

ment. This is the more necessary since the only recent study, that of 

Parzen,18 reaches what we believe to be erroneous conclusions. We 

are particularly concerned with one point which everybody seeins to 

take for granted, viz., that the name "Hebrews" is old and was applied 

to the Israelites from the very beginning of their history. This is an 

assumption which certainly ought to be tested. 
The chief proof for the supposition that the name is ancient is its 

use in the narratives concerning Israel's beginnings. It is rather naive, 

however, to suppose that this usage accurately reflects that of the 

times concerning which these narratives speak. In the light of our 

present insight, the nation called Israel crystallized from various 

groups which came to unite or were united as a. result of forces or cir

cuinstances that need not be further discussed in this place. AU evi

dence points to the fact that " Israel" was the common name for this 

union of tribes from the very beginning. There is no evidence and 

very little likelihood that the separate groups previously had a com

mon name for themselves or were designated by such a name, except 

this usage of sources many centuries younger than the events they 

purport to relate. The only actual fact at our command is this-that 

documents dating from the period of the divided monarchy, presum

ably the ninth and eighth centuries, employ the term "Hebrew" or 

"Hebrews" in a. few connections as a designation for an Israelite or 

the Israelites. What occasions surprise is not so much the existence 

of an alternate name as the spotty nature of its occurrence. We must 

make clear to ourselves that this name plays no discernible role in the 

historical life of the people. Nowhere in Joshua, Judges, II Samuel, 

"~en. "The Problem of the !brim In tbe Bible," AJSL. XLIX (1933), 258 r. 
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I or II Kings, or in the great stream of prophetic literature (cf. below 
on the seeming exception in Jeremiah) is this name employed. Its 

actual use is restricted to a few clusters of passages (where it occurs 
repeatedly) and to several isolated instances. A little reflection will 

show that under these circumstances the term cannot be regarded as 
very deeply rooted in the national tradition. 

We must first of all glance at the tradition itself to see if we can 
find any principle or set of principles governing the choice of the word 
where it is used. The first "cluster" of passages is that found in the 

Joseph stories, which dwell on Egyptian-Israelite relations. Joseph 
is referred to by the Egyptians as a "Hebrew man," "Hebrew slave," 

"Hebrew boy, slave of N. N." (Gen. 39:14, 17; 41: 12). Joseph speaks 
of Palestine as the " land of the Hebrews" (40: 15), and the narrator 

himself contrasts Egyptians and Hebrews on a point of custom 
(43:32). The second "cluster" of passages is found in the Moses 

cycle, which also dwells on Egyptian-Israelite relations. We hear of 
"Hebrew midwives" and of "Hebrew women," who in one case are 
contrasted with Egyptian women (1:16, 17, 19; 2:7), and of Hebrews 

in general (2 :6). In all these instances the word is used either by 
Egyptians in speaking to or about Israelites or by Israelites in speaking 
of themselves to Egyptians. This is true also in the case of all the 

occurrences of the plural masculine except two. In 2 :6 we hear of 
Hebrews in the mouth of the Egyptians and in 3:18, 5:3, 7:16, and 
9:3 of Hebrews in the mouth of Israelites. But it is to be noted in 

2: 11 and 13 that the narrator himself uses the word in speaking of 
his own people. 

The third "cluster" of occurrences is composed of passages which 

arc found in I Samuel. They are concerned with Philistine-Hebrew 
relations. We hear the Philistines speaking of the Israelites as He
brews in 4:6 and 9, 13:19, 14:11, and 29:3. In 13 :3 Saul is supposed 

to have said, "Let the Hebrews hear," but we share the opinion of 
many critics that this verse must be rearranged and that it originally 
spoke of the Philistines hearing that the Hebrews had rebelled (cf. the 

commentaries and Kittel's Biblia Hebraica), so that the word was 
used by the narrator. In 13:7 the word "Hebrews" must probably 
be gotten rid of entirely; the subject of the verb "and they crossed 

over" (emend to impf. cons.), is still the men of Israel in verse 6. In 
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14:21, finally, we have the word used in the mouth of the narrator. 

Thus the same mixed situation occurs here as in the Joseph and Moses 

cycles. 
There is also a fourth group of occurrences, which, though not in 

proximity, form a cluster from a material point of view-Exod. 21:2, 

Deut. 15: 12, and Jer. 34:9 and 14. It is obvious that Jer. 34 :9 and 14 
are closely related to Deut. 15: 12 and do not have any independent 
value. But Deut. 15:12 is merely a restatement of the law of Exod. 

21:2 for a. different age. Except as attestations of the continued ex
istence of the word "Hebrews," the secondary passages are without 
significance for the purposes of this inquiry. Exod. 21:2 is their foun

tainhead and need alone concern us. 
Finally, there are the two isolated occurrences in Gen. 14: 13 and 

Jonah 1:9. The former would, of course, be of great importance if 
the document were an ancient one. Since we cannot accept that view 
and see no strong arguments lending support to it, we feel that the 

reference to "Abram the Hebrew" carries no historical weight. The 
Book of Jonah being admittedly late, its allusion to the hero a.s a 

Hebrew does not lend much light to the subject.n 
The first question awakened in the mind as one scans this material 

is this: Is the word "Hebrew" an ethnic term? 
Under the influence of the ija.-BI-ru-Hebrew equation and in the 

light of the new materials given to the world by Chiera it became 
clear in recent years that ija.-BI-ru could not be ethnic; therefore, 
there ha.s been a. tendency to read this result also into the Old Testa

ment use of "Hebrew." The strongest argument in this direction wa.s 
put forward by A It, who claims that in Exod. 21 :2 <lbri signifies a 
debt slave (cf. below).20 But we doubt the probability of that exegesis, 

for would not ' ebed be unnecessary and tautological if <Jbri per se 
meant debt slave? Surely the idea would not have occurred to Alt 
if it had not been for the texts from Nuzi. Meek, because of the same 

"We will !I()C6pt as correct tho statement or Parzen that the namols not used extensive
ly 1n 1)08t-blbllca\ 80ur008. the oxcoptlons being Judith and II Maccabees. In the tormor 
we have mere Imitation ot biblical U838e: In the latter. Alexandr~ atmosphere. where the 
term "Jew" aroused hatred and contempt. 80 that "Hebrew" was artlllclally revived. It Ill 
Interesting t.o note that Paul calls hlnurelt a Hebrew with obvious pride (II Cor. 11:22: 

Phil. 3:6). 

u Alt. Ur~prGnge dtt ;,odititehen Rtchte (1934) , pp, 19 t. Ct . also Gordon, Biblical 

Archa•ologi1t, III (1940). 12. 
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general line of thought, would even deny the ethnic use in Gen. 14:13 
and finds justification for this in the fact that the LXX renders 
11"EPclT1)~.21 But, as Notb rightly says, this LXX translation proves 
nothing except the understandable need felt by the Greek translator 
to make clear what was thought to be the significance of this designa
tion at the first place in which it occurs.!! Since cJbri is nowhere used 
as a word for a transient or nomad, we have scant grounds to regard 
it as an appellative of that meaning in Gen. 14: 13.u If the nonethnic 
rendering cannot be defended in these two places, it is impossible to 
prove it anywhere else. Curiously enough, some of the scholars who 
start out with the claim that "Hebrew" is originally nonethnic of 
necessity end up by theorizing as to how it became ethnic in time 
(e.g., Speiser and Lewy). Noth, however, alluding to the inconsistency 
of such a procedure, frankly admits24 that, if 'lbri really were an ethnic 
designation, one would have to separate ija-Br-ru and Eperu from it 
entirely. 

We must now ask: Why did the writers who employ the term 
"Hebrew" choose to use it when they did? Since 'lbrt pl. 'lbrim < 
cJbriyyim is a gentilic form,~ Landsberger bas suggested that it serves 
as a gentilic substitute for "Israelite."• For some reason not quite 
clear a ni8be of "Israel" is found only in II Sam. 17: 25 where, bow
ever, it is an error for "Isbmaelite" {cf. I Chron. 2: 17) and in the 
late passage Lev. 24:10f. (cf. also the N.T. John 1:47, etc.). In our 
older texts, Alt asserts "Israelite" is always expressed by the phrase 

u Op. cit., p . 7 . 
" Noth, "Erwlgungen %Ill' Hebrlierfrage," Futtchri/t Otto Proch eh (1934) , p . 107. 
"The LXX translator seems to h&ve etymologized the term aa "we.nderer." The word 

&ppears &gain only In Phllo 1. 349. P&rzen suggests th&t the tranal&tor probably read 
h4·'6blr In Genes!&, chap. 14, but that can h&rdly be taken aerlow!ly. 

"Qp. cit .. p . 101. Noth's theory Is th&t Ua-at-ru- Hebrew Is & self-designation or the 
nom&ds who h&ve entered & settled region and tent there without property rights. Bul 
th!B falls with the l;Ja-st-ru equation and the disproof or their nom&d!Bm. 

"This tact by Itself should h&ve discour&ged comparison with the word l;Ja-st-ru . The 
Nuzl rem. Ua-pi-r4-tu makes ltespeci&lly clear, for the ni•b• would be b<>pir4itu > bBpiritu. 
The nitbe or the m&SCUIIne Uapiraiu, &a pointed out by Knudtzon (op. cit., p . 47) occurs 
only In two isolated IDBtances or the Cassite period, &nd there with tho writing b/ pir ln
ate&d or the usual one. On these pa.ss&ges see Weidner. ArcAi• tar Orientforachung, X 
(1937), 2 f.; L&ndsberger, Archit /Gr Ori• nttomhunq, X (1937), 140 t. Such isolated oc
currence IIC&rcely wammts the weigh\ given it by Meek. op. cit., p. 13. BOhl's &Ueml)t to 
link these Instances with & "6aplrtu" connected with Elam (KoMBnchr ... . , p . 86) Is 
no lonser poesible; the name Is 5a-tam-tu. Cf. Poebel, AJSL, XLVIII (1031), 20 t . 

• L&ndsberger, "H&blru uod LuI & b b u," Kl•iMii4tittAe Foracllungen, I (1929). 
329. 
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"Man of Israel" (Judg. 7:14, Num. 25:8 and 14; cf. also "a man from 
the house of Israel," Lev. 17:3, etc.)Y Since nisbe's are formed from 
similar names like Ishmael and Jeracluneel, one wonders why this situ
ation should exist. Apparently foreigners did hesitate to form one, for 
Shalmaneser speaks of Ahab as "Sir'lai," using a nisbe form. One sus
pects editorial eliminat ion of this form in the Old Testament litera
ture for some reason that can only be guessed. But this much is 
clear-that, if "Hebrew" had actually served as gentilic for "Israel," 
we should find it used more consistently and not merely in several 
clusters of passages. It appears necessary, then, to seek for a different 
explanation. 

It seems to us that where the name is employed it is an alternate 
name for Israel and is used purposely in place of the latter name. A 
certain nuance of feeling which the true national name conveyed to 
those who bore it was to be ruled out; or, conversely, a different nuance 
of feeling was to be expressed when the word "Hebrew" was intro
duced. It is wrong to go as far as Parzen does when he asserts that 
there was something derogatory in the term "Hebrew." But it is a 
fact that the term is chosen (when chosen at all) in situations where 
the Israelite is not a free citizen in a free community or on free soil. 
If one will assume for the moment that, in contrast to the rather ex
alted term "Israelite," "Hebrew" was more objective, one can readily 
understand why the Israelites in the house of slavery, Egypt, would 
be spoken of as Hebrews and, above all, why an Israelite man who be
came a slave would preferably be called a "Hebrew slave" in Exod. 
21:2. This would also fit I Sam. 14:21, where the writer differentiates 
"the Hebrews who belonged to the Philistines" as vassals from "the 
people of Israel who were with Saul and Jonathan." We think it 
totally unnecessary to separate these Hebrews tribally from the Is
raelites, as is so often done. That the Philistines in all the other pas
sages are made to speak or think of "Hebrews" rather than of "Israel" 
may well be due to the fact that the story-tellers consider them as 
subjects-now in a state of rebellion, it is true-but theoretically 
Philistine dependents. Even in Genesis, chapter 14, Abraham is a so-

"Op. cit., p. 21. One wonders. however, whether the phrase does not have & slightly 
dill'erent nu&nce than the use or the gentUie would convey- referring not so much to deri
vation aa to presen\ membership In the n&tlonal religious community! 
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journer who pays tribute to Melchizedek, and in Jonah the prophet 
is a. helpless man, away from his land and his people. 

Having found at least a provisory explanation for the use of the 
name where it is used, we must now attempt to approach the matter 
of its origin. Was it a designation which outsiders actually used of 
Israel or is it a self-designation? The Egyptians bad their own terms 
for the Asiatics of Palestine, and if one rejects the link with the 
Eperu-l:Japiru, Hebrew is not found among them. "Israel" is directly 
mentioned in the stele of Merneptab. Mesha of Moab speaks of Israel, 
evidently meaning the northern kingdom, and also refers to one tribe 
of the Israelites as "men of Gad" (,;- 'lD~). This suggests that the 
Philistines, too, were wont to use the national name or the names of 
specific tribes with whom they came into contact. It seems to us, 
therefore, that "Hebrew" is purely a self-designation. But while this 
conclusion, if correct, relieves us of the expectation to find the "He
brews" referred to in foreign inscriptions, it still leaves the origin of 
the term in obscurity. 

To account for the name, it might be well to take into considera
tion the possibility that it is the name of an early group which was ab
sorbed by the Israelites. We today speak of Britons and Anglo-Sa.xons 
as though they were alternate names, whereas historically they repre
sent totalJy different peoples. Might not the alternate name "He
brews" also be the real name of an earlier stock? The possibility can
not be ruled out, but it seeiDS strange that there is no mention of a 
tribe of "Hebrews" in our earliest documents, even though they reflect 
such matters as the existence of a tribe of Makir and the early im
portance and subsequent decline of such tribes as Reuben and Simeon. 
It would seem, therefore, that there was no actual Israelite group 
with the tribal name of Hebrews involved in the early settlement of 
Canaan. 

Another possibility seems more attractive, viz., that we here have 
a designation that came into vogue some time in the early history of 
the monarchy as a result of Israelite self-orientation in the world in 
which it had become a power. The question who are we and who are 
our next of kin must inevitably arise in youthful peoples that come to 
have a national consciousness. One answer that, as we shall see, im
pressed itself enough to gain widespread acceptance at a certain time 
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was this: we are cJbrtm. That per se has a touch of racialism in it 
and implies separation from certain near-by elements and a linking
up with other more remote elements. For the antithesis to the near-by 
elements (Canaanites, Philistines) is a vital part of the national con
sciousness. 

At this juncture one might well argue that "Hebrews" was the 
name of a distant group, contemporary or well remembered from 
former days, like the Aramaean AbW.me of whom we hear so much in 
the Assyrian inscriptions. Tradition (or speculation) asserted: we 
went forth from them. At a much later time, one might continue, it 
was no longer so clear who the '!brim were, and the deuteronomic 
passage (26:5) gives a modernized answer to 'the same question of 
origin and kinship when it says "a perishing Aramaean was my father." 

It can hardly be doubted that both Eber > 'lbr and cJbrim are 
possible tribal names. J. J. Hess has adduced some close parallels to 
both when he points out28 that it is said in the Taj el <Arus, "And 
al 'lbr is a tribe that stretches along the Euphrates to the Syro
Arabian desert, and which ~ag8.ni mentions, and Banu. )l 'lbr is 
(also) a. tribe but another than the aforementioned." He also cites 
from E. C. Ross's list of the Beduin tribes of Oman one that is identi
cal with cJbri=cJbrim: "Name of tribe, adjective form: cJbri. Col
lective plural form el cJb~in" and says that "tradition of Oman as
serts that these tribes came from the west, and may once have dwelt 
along the Euphrates." The latter point would seem to imply reflec
tion on the etymology of the name, as having something to do with 
the shore of a river. It should not be overlooked, however, in the case 
of the names al cJbr and Banu )l ' lbr that the use of the article betrays 
consciousness of the appellative character of the name, whereas it is 
not clear that biblical Eber was anything more than a name. 

But, unfortunately, we are unable to prove the existence of a con
temporary tribe of Eber or '!brim: hence it seems advisable to look 
for a different solution. Now the explanation of national relationships 
in genealogical form was an especially easy and vivid way of dealing 
with the need of self-orientation in the world. Not only the Hebrews 
but even the Greeks followed much the same plan.28 Various construe-

u J. J. Bess, "Bodulnlschee zum Alwn und Neuen Testament:' Zeiltchri/1/ilr die Glt· 
tutomentliche Wi"'"'tho/t. XXXIll (1916). 120 C. 

n CC. Meyer, GtttAithte du Alltrlu•"· III (2d od., 1937). 290. 
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tions arose at different times. The theory that there was an ancestor 
Eber may be one of these. 

Our Book of Genesis gives an int-eresting glimpse of this rivalry of 
theories which resulted eventually in harmonistic compromises. Thus 
in the early poetic lines of Gen. 9:25-27 Shem stands as Israel's an
cestor and representative, with no thought of larger horizons; the out
look is purely Palestinian-8hem (=Israel), Canaan, and Japheth 
(Philistines, Thekel, etc.) are three groups descended from the aborigi
nal vintager Noah. In the later Jahwistic stratum where the vintager 
Noah has been identified with the Babylonian flood hero of the Gil
gamesh epic, Shem is no longer identified with Israel but moves up 
into a more remote position as ancestor of a group of peoples. Now in 
J 's system we find Eber referred to in a manner showing that he has 
been demoted: "To Shem, moreover, the father of all the sons of Eber 
was born (offspring)" (10: 21). The artificiality of this statement is 
patent; the father of all the sons of Eber can only be Eber. Shem has 
crowded him into the background owing to the larger panorama the 
author-editor desired to obtain by connecting up with the (newly ele
vated) flood hero and his sons. Pin his re-working of J 's system makes 
Eber the son of Arpachshad whom J had put in the group Elam, 
Ashur, Arpachshad, Lud, and Aram, and provides for a direct line of 
descent leading from Shem through Arpachshad and Eber to the an
cestors of Israel. But perhaps Shem and Eber were not the only rival 
ancestors. In his mention of Peleg, J says that under him "all the 
earth was divided" (vs. 25); unless it is a secondary element suggested 
by the desire of punning on the name, this statement alludes to a sys
tem in which Peleg was the father of sons representing various groups 
of men. It is not clear, however, who the (two?) sons of Pcleg were, 
though we can infer from P (11: 18) that one was Reu. Peleg himself 
has now been demoted to the rank of one of two sons of Eber, the 
other being Joktan. In P's final system we hear of only one son of 
Eber, Peleg, and the latter is the father of Reu, from whom the line 
leads via Serug and Nahor to Terah. But another observation must 
be made. The system that put Eber at the head and made the sons 
of Ebcr ancestral to a line leading down to Israel, on the one hand, 
and to certain Arab tribes as far down as Hadramaut, on the other 
hand, is basically similar or even parallel to that which makes Abra-
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ham father of both Isaac as ancestor of Israel and Ishmael as ancestor 
of an Arab group, or the other which makes Isaac father of both Jacob, 
rival ancestor of Israel, and Esau, ancestor of the Edomit.es. We thus 
get a glimpse of the fact that historical speculation, availing itself of 
the genealogical principle, attempted to establish a considerable va
riety of systems which eventually resulted in certain compromises. 

The possibility that the name "Eber" is secondarily personalized 
from a geographical name is one that now needs to be investigated. 
This is particularly recommended by the fact that so many other 
geographical names are found in genealogy. In J's list of Shem's sons 
we doubtless have geographical names, though Arpachshad is still 
obscure. ao P makes Eber the son of this Arpachshad and the progeni
tor of the line Reu, Scrug, Nahor, Terah. Of these names, Serug and 
Nahor are certainly personalized geographical names.31 I once ex
plained Terah as derived from the city name Til-Sa-Tura.bi, likewise 
in the vicinity of Ha.rra.n, and still think that, owing to the geographi
cal "environment," this is not entirely ruled out;32 but the discovery 
of a personage named Trb in an obviously lunar role in the Ras 
Shamra textsn and the vocalization of the biblical Terah like jeralJ, 
"month," as well as the appropriateness of the idea that the moon-god 
should live at Harran (Gen. II :32) makes it more likely that the name 
is to be explained from that quarter.14 An exception, however, only 
helps to prove the rule. In view of the large use made in this list of 
personalized geographical names, and also in view of the fact that the 
most natural etymology strongly suggests ·some connection with the 
other shore of a river, 14 we have very good cause to look for the origin 
of the ancestor Eber in a geographical term of some sort. 

u This name Is particularly vexing. I ex1)8Ct oo return oo It In another connection. 
Meanwhile cl. my Arcun ond Itroel. )). 18. 

"Ct. Schrader, Keolintchri/t"' O<ncl dot Aile r.,tament•, pp. 477 f.; my A rom onclltroel, 
)))). 18, 24. 

"ZA IV. XL (1922), 153 f. 
u Oussaud, Lu coneerl., de Rot Bhamro et l'oncien teatoment (1937). )). 81, n. 4, and)). 

102, n. 3. 
u The "lunar" lnt~rprctatlon of the ftgure Terah, hln!OO a~ by Jeremias. Da• Aile 

Tutoment im Lichte clu All•• Ori•nt•, p. 269. thus has rooclved unexpec!OO confirmation. 
u Another ))OIISibie etymology Is "one who has passed over." Cf. Ae§coly, "Falasha

Ibrlm:' AISL. LI (1936). 127 f., for a par&llel. But in that ca.se one would have oo as
sume the name oo be a designation g! von by othens and not a self-designation. The analogy 
quoiAld above from the tribeilof ol'lbr, etc .. POints more in the direction of connection with 
the shore of the river. Cf. my A rom 011cl hrod, ))p. 31 f. 
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A clue to such a geographical term seems to be given to us by the 
passage from the Bala.am oracles referring to Eber (Num. 24 :24). 
Now it is quite true, as Dillmann first pointed out, that Num. 24:2Q-
24 do not seem integral in the connection,ae but this does not prove 
that the words are necessarily a very late fabrication; it merely sug
gests that they are of separate origin. It is difficult to see what inter
est late times could have in Amalek or Cain or an otherwise unknown 
Eber. The oracle predicts the end of Amalek, considered a highly im
portant nation, and the deportation of Cain by Ashur in spite of its 
impregnable position on a high rocky plateau, and then closes with 
the words 

And ships (will go forth) from the side of the Kittaeans 
And will humble Ashur and will humble Eber 
And moreover it (?) perishes for aye. 

Mention of the Kittaeans has suggested to some scholars that this is 
an interpolation from the Greek period because "the land of Chittim" 
in I Mace. 1: 1 is Greece, whence Alexander went forth. 37 Meyer re
jects that idea entirely because of the presence of the verses in the 
Samaritan Pentateuch. as I am not sure that this particular argument 
is valid, for it might conceivably be shown that the Samaritanus was 
re-edited in the light of the t~xt set up as authoritative by the Jews. 
But allusion to the isles of the Kittaea.ns in Jer. 2: 10 certainly shows 
that the term could be used in pre-Exilic times. Furthermore, I can 
see no connection between Num. 24:24 and the history of Alexander; 
the latter merely used his fleet to ferry his army across the Darda
nelles and then marched overland to his wars with the Persians, for 
whom Ashur and Eber would have to be a sort of cryptic designation. 
Num. 24:24 presupposes a situation in which ships come, apparently 
via Cyprus (to which the name Kittaeans, derived from Kition, pri
marily belongs), and land troops that attack Ashur and Eber. Dan. 
11 : 30 sees the prophecy fulfilled in the coming of the Romans at the 
time of Antiochus Epiphanes, but that very fact seems to us to prove 
that Num. 24:24 is much older. We must reject as unthinkable the 
idea that it is so late an interpolation. 

• Cf.,ln general, Mowinckel, "Der Ursprung der BU&.atnSaie," ZA IV, XLVIII (1030), 
233 f. Elssfeld~. "Ole Komi)()Sitlon der Bila.amerzlihlung," ZA IV, LVII (1039), 212 f. 

"Of. Baent.scb, llt>ndkuuner~t<>r: B:rodua-Lt~aticuo-Numtri. t>d. loc. 
u .Meyer, Di• Tart>tlite" ""d I /are NGcAborat4mme (1006), p. 321. 
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Before proceeding further a word must be said about the method of 
interpreting this prophecy. Dare we use in this instance the principle 
of the post-even tum prediction? Meyer doubts the necessity of always 
historically int~rpreting words of a soothsayer, especially words that 
may be intentionally obscure. u He asserts that some of these words 
will never be satisfactorily interpreted. But since the post-eventum 
principle regularly gives us the key elsewhere in this type of prophetic 
passage, one is reluctant to back down in this instance without trying 
to make use of it. If one employs it, it would seem to necessitate our 
assuming (1) that the Assyrians carried off the Kenites; (2) that 
"Eber" and Ashur were humbled by t roops landed by ships from the 
west. We would then have allusions to historical events not other
wise known. The matter leaves the historian somewhat helpless. Why 
should the Assyrians have troubled themselves to deport the Kenites 
and when could they have done it? How was it possible for ships from 
Kittim to humble Ashur and Eber? The classical philologist, Dorn
seiff, takes the phrase "from the side of Kittim" literally and says 
this means ships of Kit ion, the Phoenician city on Cyprus. 40 He in
terprets this with the help of a list of the sea rulers from the fall of 
Troy to 480 B.c., which a historian of the time of Caesar, Castor of 
Rhodes, put together and which reports a sea rule of the Cyprians 
880-846 B.c. But unfortunately this period coincides with an era of 
great Assyrian power under Ashurnasirpal and Shalmaneser, so that 
an actual humiliation of Ashur by invaders from the sea seems out of 
the question. Furthermore, the great importance of Tyre at this pe
riod precludes a Cyprian sea rule. Meyer is doubtless right in dis
missing the list of Castor of Rhodes as a worthless fabrication. 41 

Under the circumstances, then, it seems as though we have actual 
prophecy in Num. 24:24 spoken at a time when Assyria had become 
known as a factor of history for the West and when Amalekites and 
Kenites were still enjoying an independent existence and seemed for
midable to Israel. 42 The information that we have concerning both of 
these tribes is rather meager, but we may hazard the guess on the basis 

"Ibid. 

.. DormeiJJ. "Antlkos zum Alten Testament," ZA W, LV (1937), 135. 

u Meyer, Gt~claiclale du Allortu•u, II•. Part 11 (1931), 62. 

"Cf. Meyer. I arotlittr~, p . 302. Be. coo. considers the l)aSSaf!e ancient. 
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of what we know that the situation fits the early period of David's 
rule, prior to his subjection of Edom. The name "Eber" can hardly 
have referred to Israel, as Dornseiff assumes. Its proximity to Ashur 
in the prophecy and its place in the genealogies of Genesis, chapter 10, 
all point to Mesopotamia. It was apparently used at a. certain time 
to describe the ancient Mitanni-territory which included the region 
that lay "across" the river (Euphrates)-the district around Harran 
to which Jahwistic tradition points as the home of Abram. 

The establishing of a connection of 11Hebrew" with a geographical 
11Ebcr" is ancient. I t was already suggested by Aquila in his revised 
rendering of LXX in Genesis, chapter 14, as 1rEplur11s, a word 
used by Josephus BJ ii. 20. 4 for 11one of the country across the 
water," i.e., Pera.ea. The narrow Palestinian viewpoint of the Roman 
period is not to be confused, however, with the broader international 
horizon of the Israelite era.. In those days hannahar, 11the river," was 
not the Jordan but the Euphrates. It is not likely that Eber had any
thing to do with Transjordania in Num. 24:24 or in the personalized 
ancestor of Genesis, chapter 10, for special district names prevailed 
for that area; a man from thence was a Gileadite, etc. Connection 
with the river Euphrates seems the only reasonable one, if a geographi
cal link is to be sought. 

Jensen recently raised the question of the connection of Eber with 
the term Eber-hannahar that we meet in Ezra 4: 10 as the name for 
the province west of the Euphrates. n This is obviously a formulation 
from the viewpoint of the Assyrians or Babylonians (and Persians) ; 
for them Syria is Transeuphratensian. Jensen asks whether it is pos
sible that the term "Hebrew" could have come up among the Jews 
in the Babylonian exile? We frankly think that it is impossible to 
make our references so late. But it is quite possible that prior to the 
rise of a province of that name, the people living in Syria or Palestine 
should have described the territory lying east of the Euphrates (from 
their point of view) as Eber-hannahar, and then abridged that term 
further to 11Eber." That they used the phrase 11other side of the 
river" in thinking about that region is obvious (Josh. 24:2, etc.), 
though we cannot prove that a name Eber-hannahar had an official 

" JllllliOO, "Aittestamentllch Kell1n8cbrlttUches," ZA W, LII (1934), 123 t. Ct . also 
my A rom ud lnotl, p. 31. 
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status for that territory. But we think that Num. 24:24 shows that 
Eber was a familiar geographical term for it during a certain period
no doubt the very time when the vogue came up to describe the 
Israelites as 11Hebrews." After that geographical term ceased to be 
used (presumably owing to the definite absorption of the territory by 
the Aramaeans which led to the use of the designation A ram N aharaim 
in Gen. 24:10 etc.), Eber became merely the name of an ancestor, as 
in Genesis, chapter 10.44 

UNION TREOLOOICAL SEMINARY 

NEW YoRK CITY 

"A word may be added here on tho supplementary article ot Lewy, "A New Parallel 
between Uablru and Hebrews."' II UCA, XV {1940), 47 t. In his note on the Ugaritlc 
spelling ottho word ho takes in effect the same llne as Rowley and Jack. He seeks to bolster 
the reading Ua-bi-ru by rererrlng to tho god ij.-s•-ru at Ashur (Schroeder, Keil.ehri/ttt%le 
OUI Auur .. rtehiedenen l nholtl. Pl. 37, col. II. I. 9; ct. Gustavs ZA w. XL [1922], 313 t .). 
But the spelling may be traditional and the god Imported (ct. Albright, BASOR, LXXXI 
[1941], 20). It Is also J)0881ble, howover, that the name ot the god Is ot an entirely dltreront 
derivation. Even the god Amurru Is not necessarily to be associated with the AmoriklS 
(ct. Reolluikon /Gr JJ.uvriologie, I, 99). And In the case ot the Ua-a•-ru we are dealing 
with a soc:lal class rather than W'lth an ethnic group, making It even more dltlicul\ to beUeve 
that It could lend Its name to r. dlvtni~l It Lewy says tha\ I overlook \he tac\ that the 
dJscusslon ot the I;J.-a•-ru-Bebrew problem no longer centers about a chleJ!y linguistic 
question bu\ rather on the Nuzl analogies. he w1ll ftnd that the above article takes the 
basis from underneath Ills own dllcwslon. Proor ot the survival ot Hurrian or any other 
line or law or practice In the Palestlne ot the ftrst millennium Is Interesting and valuable 
but can show nothing as to the or!gln ot the Israelltea. 
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THE DATE OF THE BYBLOS TEMPLES 

BUILDI1~GS IT, XVIII, A.'W XV 

ROBERT 1. BRAIDWOOD 

In his recent Fouilles de Byblos (Paris, 1939), Volume I, Maurice 

Dunand publishes three buildings of monumental character and the 
evidence for his interpretation of their dates. The buildings in ques

tion were set on sloping ground, and their excavation, in view of the 
differential levels involved, made for exceedingly complicated archi

tectural digging. The success which M. Dunand achieved in the ex
cavation and presentation of these buildings deserves only the highest 

praise. The matter in hand is merely concerned with his interpreta
tion of the evidence for dating these buildings. Were it not for the 

specific invitation made to the reader of his volume to make original 
interpretations, I should hesitate to present mine publicly, for I am 

firmly convinced that no opinion can bear so much weight as that of 
the excavator himself. 

Fully realizing the huge responsibility with which the excavations 
of Byblos charged him, M. Dunand dug entirely by a system of 0.20 m. 
lev~s, each lev~ peeled off one after the other, and each kept "rigour
eusement horizontale." The system has both advantages and disadvan
tages. It is only pertinent here that objects are generally noted by lev~ 
rather than by relation to a specific occupational floor. The plan pre
sented here (Fig. 1) was made by assembling on one sheet the tracings 
of the individual buildings published in the Fouilles de Byblos, Vol
ume I. The section was constructed on the basis of the assembled plan 
and with the aid of various statements in the text (pp. 29Q-.308). 

The buildings and their dates as published by M. Dunand are: 

la. Building II (dernier ~tat du corps principal)-Middle Kingdom, 
on the basis of the Twelfth Dynasty materials found in the jars of 
foundation offerings, underneath pavements of the building. 

lb. Building II (premier ~at) -Old Kingdom to as early as the offer
ings of Khasekhemui (pp. 298, 304).2 

• I am obliged to Goorge R. Hughes and Rlcha.rd A. Parker tor checking the portlnent 
Egyptian lnacrlptlons, and to Harold D. Bill tor the ftnlshed dra.wing . 

• Since the Khasekhemui Inscription was found on the surface, the dating Is by lmpllca.
tlon only and need not a.pply speclftcally to Building II. 
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2. Building XVIII- built against Building II, probably before the 
Third Dynasty (p. 304), with various additions, of which a great stair
way is said to have been added toward the end of the Old Kingdom. 

3. Building ~verlaid in fair part by Building II ; this is called 
the first important construction to be built above the buildings of the 
"first Urban Installation." M. Duna.nd says of Building XL: "Elle 
~tait d~ja en ruine quand furent construits les plus anciennes parties 
du Batiment II, temple que les phara.ons Khasekhemoui, Choops, et 
leurs successeurs dot~rent de leurs offrandes." He makes no attempt 
to assign a more exact date than this implication that it is pre-Second 
Dynasty (pp. 295-96). 

4. Buildings of the "Premiere installation urbaine," which underlie 
everything at Byblos but the aeneolithic necropolis. No precise date 
is attempted, of course. 

My difference in interpretation is based on a study of the plans pub
lished and on the following assumptions: 

1. That the floors of the buildings in question can be assumed to lie 
at those levels, shown on the plans, which contain such occupational 
architectural features as doors, sills, sockets, column bases, and pave
ments. 

2. That where the stone walls of the buildings in question do not 
show the above features, the excavation has proceeded below the floors 
and has exposed the founM.ticm walls of the buildings. 

3. That in rooms of the buildings in question, where the plans show 
no intrusion of later walls or other possibilities of contamination from 
above, and, where the occupational features are present, then the level 
of the floors in those rooms may be assumed to be intact. 

4. That the latest datable objects found below these intact floors 
must serve as a terminus post quem for the building. 

From the levels given on the published plans, it was possible to 
establish the following floors, within the bounds of the assumptions 
listed above. 

Building II-shows no occupational architectural features below 
±27.50 m. contour (from sea~level), save for a patch of cinders at 
23.80 m. contour, which must belong rather to the walls of the "first 
Urban Installation" exposed at that level, below Court E of Building 
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II. The foundations of Building II descend as low as 22.60 m. contour, 
and the north run of the main east wall of the building rests on a wall 
of much larger stones which bears slightly eastward and is overlaid by 
the wall of Building XVIII, Room B, northwest comer, at least below 
23.93 m. The change in masonry noted in Fouilks de Byblos, Volume 
I (i.e., Pl. XVI), as well as the cross-walls which exist within Room E 
just under 25.10 m. (Pl. CCVII), are strong arguments for M. Du
nand's division of Building II into two phases, but no occupational fea
tures or floors below those at ± 27.50 m. are evidenced in the plans. 
One more point which assures the height of the floor of Building II in 
its northernmost portion is the fact that the walls of Building XL are 
preserved as high as 26.67 m. (p. 297). 

Building XVIII-shows a number of doors, sockets, pillar sup
ports(?) at ±23.75 m. contour, but also two clumps of stones in the 
corner of Room C at ± 21.40 m. The preponderant number of occu
pational features at the higher level, however, makes the assumption 
of the floor at ± 23.75 m. more likely. The fact that the floors of 
Building XVIII are so much lower than those of the associated Build
ing II must be accounted for by the general west-east pitch of the 
mound at this point. Even some clearance of older debris from along 
the east side of Building II may have been made in preparation for 
Building XVIII. Whatever the reason for the depth of the floors of 
Building XVIII (with levels comparable to those of the "first Urban 
Installation" just west of it under Court E, Building II), there can be 
little doubt that Building XVIII was annexed to Building II, as 
Dunand proposes, especially since its walls so plainly cover the basal 
wall of Building II, in Building XVIII, Room B. 

Building XL-shows a considerable number of occupational fea
tures, in fact, it is practically possible to establish its floors room by 
room, between ± 25.25 m. and 24.30 m. contours. The difference in 
floor level is probably due to the proximity of rock below (the western 
part of Building XL is cut out of rock). How deeply Building XL is 
founded otherwise is not published, but its walls were preserved above 
floor level to as high as 26.67 m. contour. 

With these floors once set out as indicated above, it is merely neces
sary to go through the inventory of objects in the Fouilles de Byblos to 
discover which arc the latest pieces to underlie the floors of the various 
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buildings. These, especially in Building XL, have been chosen from 
areas where there is no published evidence to make one expect intru
sion. The dating pieces are: 

Building II-the Twelfth Dynasty jar deposits, said to have been 

buried under the pavement in Court E, 27.4(}-26.80 m. contours. 
Building XVIII-fragments of inscriptions: )l'o. 5136, with Old 

Kingdom titles similar to those of the Hesire panels of the Third 

Dynasty, in Room A, 23.(}-22.8m.; No. 5141, either Pepi, Room F (cf. 
Pl. CCVII), 23.(}-22.8 m.; No. 5191, Pepi I , RoomE, 22.8- 22.6 m. 

Building XL-fragments with ca.rtouches: No. 3860, a Pepi, rec
tangle 48 ("Salle B"), 24.4-24.2 m.; No. 3980, Unis, rectangle 48 

("trouve vers le centre du rectangle," i.e., must be under floors of 
Building XL, Rooms D, H, or I), 24.2-24.0 m.; No. 3981, Unis, rec
tangle 48 ("trouve a cote du no. precedent"), 24.2-24.0 m. 

On the basis of the evidence given above, my interpretation of the 
dating of Buildings II, XVIII, and XL would differ from the interpre
tation published by M. Dunand as follows: 

1. Building II was built some time after Building XL (V- VI 

dynasties), which underlies it, probably quite close to the date of the 
Twelfth Dynasty jar deposits buried under its pavements. Whether 

there was an earlier stage of Building II or not, there is certainly no 
earlier fixed dating evidence published for it. 

2. Building XVIII can be no earlier than the two Pepi inscriptions. 
On the other hand, if it must be considered an annex of Building II 
(for which the architectural evidence is excellent), then we must as

sume that there was no contamination of the earlier levels with con
temporary materials when it was founded. 

3. Building XL can be no earlier than the Fifth-Sixth Dynasty in
scriptions found below its floors. Its latest limit is, of course, fixed by 
Building II above it. 

In conclusion, the reader must again be reminded that this inter

pretation is based on such knowledge as can be gleaned from the pub
lished report. M. Dunand had the very evidence in his hands, hence 
his interpretation must be given first consideration. 

ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

WOMEN AND THE STATE ON THE EVE OF ISLAJ\'1 

NABlA ABBOTl' 

We have seen in a preceding article* that ancient Arabia had its 

queens and that some of these were also the priestesses of their local 
gods. They thus paralleled the priest-kings so familiar in the history 

of the entire ancient Orient. We have also seen that after the astonish
ing careers of the Emesan J ulias and the Palmyrene Zenobia, Arab 

queens receded more or less into the background. Thus, for the last 
few centuries of the pre-Islamic period, characterized by the pious and 

proud Moslems as al-Jahilryah, or the "Age of Ignorance," we can 

point at best to a shadowy Ijimyarite Balqis, a half-forgotten Ghas
sanid(?) Mawia, and a humiliated and bereaved Lakhmid Hind. The 

great majority of the royal women of these dynasties and of that of 
Kindah figure little or not at all in the available records. This may 

be due partly, as already pointed out, to the paucity and poverty of 
these records, if not indeed to the prejudice of the second- and third
century Moslem recorders. On the other hand, the situation may be 

reflecting some loss in public position suffered by the women in the 
centuries immediately preceding Islam. Changing social conditions, 

due in part to contacts with neighboring peoples and kingd01ns, may 
have deprived the Arab woman of this period of some of the public 
prestige and privileges enjoyed by her earlier sist~rs. 

However, it must not be inferred that the influence of the Arab 
woman had become negligible in the various phases of both private 

and public life. In her home the free Arab woman of all classes in her 
time-honored role of legal wife and mother expressed herself freely 

and forcefully. In poetry, the major literary passion of pre-Islamic 
Arabia, the Arab woman figured large. Not only did the romantic 

poets sing her praises in passionate verse but the chivalrous Arab, as 
yet not too civilized, coveted and prized her opinion as literary critic. 

The story is told of how the Kindite "vagabond prince" and greatest 
of Arab poets, Imru al~Qais, during his wanderings settled for a while 

• See "J>ro.lslamlc Arab-Queens." AJSL, LVIII (1941), 1-22. 
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among the Banii Tayy and married one of their women known as 
Umm Jundab. One day Imrii and that other famous poet, cAlqamah 
ibn cubaidah, fell to arguing about their respective merits as poets, 
and neither would give preference to the other. Finally c Alqamah sug
gested that Imrii 's wife should decide the question, and 'to this Imrii 
readily agreed. Umm Jundab then called on each to compose, in the 
same meter, a poem on the qualities of the horse, and, when this was 
done, she decided in favor of cAlqamah. Imrii, annoyed at the de
cision, divorced his wife whom cAlqamah then married.' Though this 
particular story may well be legendary, since the rivalry between the 
two famous poets has been questioned,2 the presence of a woman liter
ary critic in a land and at a time when poetesses received full recogni
tion according to their merits is not at all improbable. For the pre
Islamic Arab accepted, as a matter of fact, woman's poetic contribu
tions for general circulation. 3 In this connection one need only men
tion that greatest of a long line of pre-Islamic Arab poetesses, Tumad.ir 
al-Khansii, who witnessed the advent of Islam and accepted the new 
faith, and whose poetry won the approval and praise of Mohammed. • 

In the religious life, which generally linked up with the economic 
and political development and welfare of the people, a certain class of 
women played definite and well-recognized roles. Among them were 
the kahinah or woman-seer and soothsayer, the rabbat al-bait or temple 
priestess, and, now and again, the more pretentious nabiyah or 
prophetess. They seem to have exercised their functions in the same 
way as did their masculine counterparts, the kahin, rabb al-bait, and 
nabi. The known references to the kahinah in Arabic literature are 
too numerous to list.$ The traditions associate one of these women 
with almost every major move of tribal policy or migration. There is, 
for instance, the well-known story of al-Zarqii, whose visions and pro
nouncements guided the movements of the Yamanite Tanakhids 

' A~h4nl, VII, 126-28. 

'Cr. CICmcnt Huart, A Hiatorv of Arabic Literature (New York, 1903), p. 16. 
1 Lewl.s Cbelkho, Riv44 ai-Ado.b fi Matdthl 8ho.oe4'ir ol-'Arob (Lu Potttuto Arobu) 

(Boyrouth, 1897), a work devoted to p~Islamlc Arab poetesses. 

'Ibn l,la.)ar. K. oL-lt4boh (Calcutta. 1873), IV, 550; cr. Chelkho, Commt•tarito our 
It Di"'"" d'oi-Uano4' (Beyrouth, 1896), pp. 19-23. 

1 BJ, II, 624-26; Wellhausen. Reolt arabitchen Htidtrllumt• (Berlin, 1887), p. 130; 
Anastue Marie de St. EUe, "La Femme du desert autrefol.s et aujourd'hul," In A10thropoo. 
Il l (1908). 60; Lammena, L' Arabie occidentale ara•t I' Hlgire (Beyroutb, 1928). Index, 
"K4ho•a"; Buhl, Do• Leben M11hammed~. trans. Schaooer (Lelpzlg, 1930), p. 82. 
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northward to l_Iirah.• A similar and equally important role is assigned 
to the kahinah 'furaifah, who accompanied other Yamanite tribes into 
the J:Iijaz.7 Kahinah's play their parts in the war of Basas between 
Taghlib and Bakr and in the Battle of Dhii Qiir8 between the Arabs 
and the Persians. A kahinah consulted by the Quraish is said to have 
foretold Mohammed's prophetic mission by some twenty years.9 Sev
eral of them are mentioned in Mohammed's time: There is the Qu
raishite al~Ghaitalah,'0 there is the kiihinah of Banii I:Iadas,11 there is 
Hudhaim the kahinah of the Banu Sacd, there is Fiitimah hint al
Nucman at Makkah at the time of the Hijrah, and there is an un
named kahinah at Madinah of about the same time.12 Neither did 
they quite disappear13 with the coming of Mohammed, who was him
self dubbed a kahin by his opponents. The prophetess Sajiil), as we 
shall presently see, is likewise said to have started her role as a 
kahinah. 

The kahinah, like the kahin, was usually not restricted in action or 
movement. Not infrequently the kiihin performed also the duties of 
the /.Uikim, 14 or judge-arbiter. Whether the kakinah as such performed 
this function is hard to trace, but the /.Uikimah, or woman judge-arbi
ter, is met with in the traditions.•• Sometimes the k~hinah became 
associated with the shrine of a specific goddess or temple and was 
then called rabbat al-bait, or the mistress of the temple. Just what her 
specific functions were does not seem to be clear, though their politico
religious nature is hardly to be doubted. She does not appear in the 
traditions as frequently as does the simple kahinah; but this may be 
due to a change in her position in the few centuries before Islam. Or 
again it may be due to the change in meaning that the word rabb, and 

o BI (Suppl.). art. "Taniikb." 

'A~h4nl, XIII. 110; Mas' iidl, MuriJj ai-Dhahab. eel. Meynard and Gourte!Ue, Ill 
(Paris, 1864), 352, 370 tJ.; for others see ibid., pp. 364, 394 f. 

• Lammons, op. cit., pp. 122 r.; cr. also ibid .. p, 100. n. 6. for other incidents. 

o A!Jmad Ibn ijanbal , Maenad (Cairo, 1313), I , 332; Ibn 'Asiiklr, Tarikh al-Kablr, I, 
367. 

"Ibn Blshiim, Stroh, ed. WUslCJlreid (Ollttlngcn. 18.50), pp. 132 f. 

11/bid., p. 797. 

u Ibn Sa'd, Tab4q4t, 1•. 40 r .. 110, and 126. 

"Cr. Agh4nl. XXI, 275. 

" cr. LammenJ, op. cit .. pp. 100, 135. 158. 

" A~hdol, XXI. 206, lists a number or thC6e; cr. also Anastase l\Iarie de St. EUe, op. cit., 
p. 60 and Freytag, Arabum prorerbia (Bonn, 1838), I, 56, n. I. 
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therefore also rabbah, underwent with the coming of Islam. For, 
whereas before Islam these words were applied to human beings, after 
Islam rabb was limited to the deity alone," and rabbah was left with 
no further strictly religious Islamic use. Nevertheless, there seems to 
have been some two or three of these temple priestesses in Moham
med's time,17 and one of them, Sarra bint Nabhin, is said to have been 
converted to Islam.18 Arab prophetesses appear in the Moslem tradi
tions even more rarely than do the priestesses. In fact, we know only 
of one active prophetess, the well-known SajiiQ, whose prophetic ca
reer, to be dealt with below, ran its course largely after Mohammed's 
death. 

We have seen how frequently the queens of ancient Arabia led their 
armies in person or accompanied their husbands on their campaigns. 
And what a queen does other women frequently do. It is, therefore, 
not surprising to find that the Arab woman on the eve of Islam played 
several roles in Arab warfare.19 At times she was the cause, if not the 
prize, of intertribal warfare; at others she used her wits in providing a 
sort of intelligence service for the benefit of family and tribe. Fre
quently as not she accompanied her men "to the front," both to in
spire and to help. Many a woman urged brother, husband, and son 
to heroic action; and there was no title that an Arab woman coveted 
more than that of munjibah, or "mother of heroes."20 

Still this all important business of inspiring the warriors to courage, 
even unto death, was not left on major occasions to the inclination or 
patriotism of the individual woman. It was instead organized around 
a well-recognized institution that may well be called the cult of the 
Lady of Victory.'1 A woman of outstanding social position would be 
placed within or associated with the portable qubbah, or sacred pavil
ion, of the tribal or local deity. Other women, varying in number, 
would accompany her. The sacred group, within sight and hearing 

" Lammon~. op. cit .. pp, 134, 1381 .. 152, 154. 
"Ibid .. p. 162 and n. 4. 

"Ibn Sa•d, VIII, 227; ct. Gertrude H. Stern. "The Flnlt Women Converts In Early 
Islam," ltlamic Culture, XIII (1039), 298. 

"Ct. lise Llchtenstlldt.er, Women iothe Ail!tl"' al-' Arab (London. 1035), pp, 13 tf. 

"Ca11881n de Perceval, Buoi "" l'hi•t&ire d., Arab., (Paris. 1847-48). II , 417; Nichol
son. A Lit.rarv lli1torv of the Arab• (Cambridge, 1930), p. 88; ct. aiiio A~Abl, XVI, 20. 

"Ct. R. Geyer, "Die arabl.schen Frauen In der Schlacht,"in Milleih"'O•• dcr a•throp•· 
logitche• Guclltcho/t. XXXIX (1909). 148. 
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of the warriors, if not indeed in the actual fight from its start, urged 
and incited the men with their stirring war songs sung to the accom
paniment of their lutes. The leader of the group was the Lady of 
Victory herself who, with hair flowing and body partly exposed, em
bodied an appeal to valor, honor, and passion. Around her and her 
women the battle raged until the day was lost or won. The practice 
no doubt had some age-long, though now perhaps somewhat dimmed, 
religious significance. tt Its complex psychological influence on the war
riors is not to be underestimated. For according to their military code 
the capture of the chief lady meant the loss of the battle to her side 
and the consequent disdain of the women for the vanquished fighters. 
For the captured women themselves it might mean slavery and dis
honor. On desperate occasions, as, for instance, in the Battle of Dho 
Qar,23 the Arabs either hamstrung the camels carrying the women or 
severed their saddles and litters so that the women fell to the earth . 
This device of thus incapacitating the women at a time when they 
were exposed to extreme danger was meant to banish from the minds 
of the men any thought of retreat or flight. The warriors had to fight 
or die. 

In still another role the women played an important part both dur
ing and after a ba.ttle.u They formed a sort of Red Cross base behind 
the immediate line of action, while the bolder ones ventured into these 
lines with water t() quench the thirst of the fighters and with simple 
supplies with which to dress their wounds. After the battle the wom
en, going out on the field now strewn with the fallen, the wounded, and 
the dying, conc«>ntrated on their ministering services to their own at 
the same time that, with the added equipment of a. club, they dis
patched the wounded enemy soldiers to their final rest. In a few in
stances some of these women, thirsting and literally hungering for 
revenge, would give vent to their emotions by barbaric mutilation of 
a. corpse. 26 

With this brief sketch of woman's position and participation in 
public life, let us turn our attention to the women of the leadmg tribes 

"Lammens, op. cit., eootlon on "Le Cult.e dee Bt!cylee," eep. pp. 12o-2s. 

" Ntiqtl'id. II, 643; for treatment or and references to several other incidents see Geyer, 
pp. 150 r.; Llchtmstlldt.er, pp. 42 r. 

"Geyer, pp. 1~2 1.; Llchtenatldter. p . 43. 

"Geyer, pp. 162 r. 
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and families of ijijiiz. Here again the Moslem traditions give us but 
bare glimpses of most of these women. But here and there an out
standing woman demanded and received their attention, though not 
infrequently the picture they give us of her is highly colored by the 
ideals and politics of her day and is sometimes even redrawn to har
monize with the policies of a later political party. 

The first of the women of the I;Iijiiz to come before us is ijubba, the 
daughter of ijulail, the last Khuzii' ite priest-king of Makkah. The 
traditionally accepted story is that her father married her to the ag
gressive young Qu$8yy whose Quraishite descent he accepted. To this 
couple were born four sons and two daughters, Takhmur and Barrah. 
Of the girls little is known, except that Takhmur is mentiont-d as 
mourning her father in verse.26 The sons were ' Abd at-Dar, 'Abd 
Mana£, 'Abd al-' Uzza, and ' Abd Qu$8yy- names famous in Quraishite 
genealogy and in early Islamic history. As ijulail advanced in age he 
turned over the guardianship of the Ka' bah to his daughter I;lubba 
and handed her the key which she sometimes intrusted to her husband. 
Before he died he is said to have acknowledged his son-in-law, QU$Qyy, 
and his own grandsons as his successors and to have left them his 
spiritual and temporal powers by a will, which, however, was rt
pudiated or denied by the Khuza' ah who thus forced Qu~yy and the 
Quraish to fight for their rights.n Other details, in contradiction with 
part of the above, are also woven into the story. Thus, when ijulail 
gave I:Iubba the guardianship of the Ka'bah, she pointed out to her 
father her inability to open and close the gates. Whereupon he ap
pointed Abu Ghubshan (who according to some was his own son, but 
according to others not so) to do that for her. Later, evidently after 
ijulail's death, Qu~ayy made Abu Ghubshiin drunk and purchased his 
office from him for a skin of wine and some camels.28 

Whichever version of this story we accept, the part played by 
I:Iubbii. herself seems to be secondary. She seems to be willing to hand 
over the key to either her husband or her assistant, and she then dis-

• lbn Sa'd. I•. 39, 42. 

" Ibn Blshiim. 68, 75 t . : Ibn Sa 'd. I •. 37; WUstenteld. Dio CAronihn dor Stadt M t kkG 

(Lelptlg. 1857~1). I. 59 and 62 t.,III, 44: Tabari, I, 1092 ft.; Ibn Ourald. Kit4b al hAtiqdq, 
ed. Wllswnteld (Ollttlngen. 18M). p. 276; ct. also Muir, Lit o (London. 1861), I. ex: ff.; 
Caetanl, A nnoli dtll'I• Iam, I (1005), 99 ff.: Lamroens. op. til., p . 112. 

"Ibn Sa•d , I•, 37; Tabari. I, 1094; Mas'iidi, III, 117 t. 
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appears from the records. If either of the versions is to be accepted, 
I;Iubba is only a means of transferring the control of the Ka'bah from 
the tribe of Khuza'ah to that of Quraish. On the other hand, if we 
do reject the story as a whole, there is nothing so improbable about its 
several details so far as l;Iubba is concerned. As the daughter of a 
priest-king any woman might well be associated with some temple 
function; an ambitious and aggressive politician might well aspire to 
her hand and, having won it, use it to establish his own power and line. 
History is replete with the political marriage motif, and among the 
pre-Islamic Arabs themselves several instances are reported where 
political power was transferred from one house or dynasty to another 
through such marriages. There is, for instance, the case of the semi
legendary Balqis of the later F.fimyiirites and the TanUkhid Jadhimah 
of J:Iirah who married his sister to a descendant of the Abgarids who 
then succeeded him in power at I;IIrah. s~ 

Aside from this connection of the office of guardianship of the 
Ka'bah with J:Iubbii, who ought to be looked upon as a. successor to 
or transmitter of her father's powers (and these, therefore, not neces
sarily limited to the guardianship of the Ka'bah), the office itself is 
not associated with any other woman. Some modem scholars have 
drawn attention to the fact that at the time of the conquest of Makkah 
the key of the Ka' bah was in the possession of a woman. They leave 
the impression that the sources themselves represent her as holding 
the key in her own right. ' 0 Actually, however, the traditions make 
cUthmiin ibn 'fal!)ah, a descendant of Qu$8yy through his son 'Abd 
al-Diir, the one who really held the office of the guardianship. Accord
ing to some, he seems to have intrusted the key to his mother, Suliifah, 
for safekeeping. It was from him that Mohammed demanded the key 
and it was to him, cUthmiin, that his mother delivered it as it was 
again he, cUthman, who handed it over to Mohammed.31 Sulafah's 
part, so far as the traditions go, was apparently no more and no less 
than a mother's natural reluctance to see the key, and with it a lucra
tive office, pass from her son and family. When Mohammed, in ac-

,. Ibn Hlshiim. Kitab oi-Tij4n (Hayderabad. 1028-29), pp. 144ft.; ct. Nabla Abbott, 
The Ri~t of the North Arabic Script and 111 J; ur-4nic Deulopment ("OlP," Vol. L [Chlcago, 
1939)) , p. 4. 

" E .g .. Lammens, op. til .. p . 112; Stem, op. til .. p . 298. 

n Ibn lllshiim, SlraA, p. 821; WUstenteld. op. til , I. 67, 184-87 ; Ya'Qubi. Hi•l•r11, II, 61. 
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cordance with his policy of leniency and reconciliation, returned the 

key and the office to cUthman ibn Talba.h, his mother, Suliifah, did not 
figure in the scene at all. When one recalls that kcihinah's, priestesses, 

and even a prophetess were on the scenes in the first years of Islam, 
one suspects that both },lubba and Sulafah have probably suffered 

considerable effacement at the hands of the Moslem traditionist. 
So far as can be directly gathered from these same traditionists, the 

women do not seem to have been given any part in the government 

that Qu~yy eventually evolved at Makkah. The deliberations that 
were to be conducted in the Dar al-N adwah, or council hall, were, with 

few exceptions, to be participated in only by the Elders or men of 
forty years and over. More often than not when the women of this 

period are mentioned in the traditions it is in connection with geneal
ogy, since for this and the early Islamic period the mother's descent 

was as carefully investigated and as much valued as that of the 
father's. Here and there a woman is vaguely associated with some 
political affair. ci\tikah hint Murrah, wife of cAbd Mana£ ibn Qu~yy 

and mother of several of his children including Hashim, Mutta.lib, 

and ' Abd al-Shams, is credited with having a part in the ~ill al
Aluibi8h" or a confederacy bringing together the Quraish and the 

Abyssinian and negro elements in Makkah. The circumstances and 
date of this confederacy are more or less obscure. 13 It is, therefore, 
not surprising that ci\tika.h's part in it is also obscure. The text can 

mean either that she brought about the alliance or that she participat
ed in the concluding ceremonies. The former alternative seems hardly 

probable, and the nature of the latter can perhaps be guessed at by 
the part attributed to a daughter of cAbd Al-Muttalib in the later 

Mlf al-M utaiyaMn, or the "Confederacy of the Perfumed. "14 This con
federacy was organized by the Banu cAbd Mana£ against the party of 

the Bani1 cAbd al-Dar, when the latter refused to give up their preroga
tives in the Kacbah. In the concluding ceremony the parties to the 

confederacy, having first dipped their hands into a common bowl of 
perfume, placed them next on the Ka.cbah to sort of sanctify the common 

pledge. Two of ' Abd al-Muttalib's six daughters are associated with 
this occasion. According to some, it was Umm },laktm, but, according 
to others, it was her sister, ci\tikah (of whom more presently), who 

11 Ya'<liibi, I. 279; cf. Bl. I, 307 f. : art. "ij.llf." 

"Of. Lammens, op. cit., pp. 2~. "Of. Bl, I , 307!., Arablceourcee lberedWld. 
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prepared the bowl of perfume from which the confederacy took its 

name.ai To whichever of the two sisters we concede the honor, the 

part itself so far as the traditions go seems to have been incidental. 
We know next to nothing of Fatimah hint ' Amr, one of several 

wives of ' Abd al-Muttalib, but mother of five of his daughters and 
three of his boys, including cAbd Allah and Abu Talib, and therefore 

grandmother of both Mohammed and ' Ali.ae Four of her daughters, 
aunts though they were of Mohammed, are little more than names 

to us.U The fifth was ' Atikah, of whom the following story is told. 18 

Three days before the arrival of Abu Sufyan's messenger at Makkah 

bringing the unexpected news of the threatened danger to his caravan 
she dreamed of this messenger and of the unwelcome message he had 

to bring. She was much alarmed and confided her dream to her brother 
' Abbas, who in turn confided it to a few others. Presently the dream 

was known all over the city and became a lively topic of conversation. 
Abu Jahl, Mohammed's inveterate enemy, seized the opportunity to 

taunt 'Abbas with, "Is it not enough that your family has produced a 
prophet? Now you have a prophetess tool If nothing happens within 

three days, we shall be obliged to testify that you, the Banu Hashim, 
are the greatest liars among the Arabs!" But the events, so the story 

goes, came to pass just as ' Atika.h had dreamed them. She was con

verted, presumably soon after, and migrated to Madina.h. We hear 
little more of her, although she outlived Mohammed. 

Yet another daughter of cAbd al-Mutta.lib and aunt of ~ohammed 

has received some considerable notice at the hands of the traditionists. 
She was Safiyah, full-sister of Uncle l:Iamzah and mother of Zuba.ir 
ibn al-cAwwilm and therefore the grandmother of the future rival 

caliph cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubai~. She seems to have been among the 
small group of early converts at Makkah and to have migrated early 

with the rest to Madtnah. At the Battle of Ubud (3/625) when Mo
hammed's forces were forced to retreat, Safiyah, spear in hand, rushed 

among the soldiers, striking them and crying out scornfully, "So you 
desert the messenger of Allahi"3

Q When the battle was over, Fatimah, 
we are told, dressed her father's wound, and $afiyah searched for her 

» Ya'Qilbi. I. 288. II. 16. • Ibn BJshim. pp. 69 f. 

u Cr. Ibn Sa'd. VHl. 27-31. Ibn Blsbiim (pp. 108-11) !dis bow all slx daughters com
posed elegies on tbe dealb or lbelr fatbe.-. 

UJbn Sa'd. VIII . 29 r.; Ibn Rlsbim. pp. {28-30. " Ibn Sa'd. VIII. 28. 
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brother I:Iamzah, to whom she was much attached. Mohammed, 
anxious to spare her the sad sight of l;lamzah's mangled remains, told 
her son Zubair to head her off. But she would not be denied. "I will 
not go back," she cried, "until I see him." Leading her to the body, 
Mohammed left her to her anguished grief. Then to comfort her he 
told her that I:Iamzah's name was listed in paradise as the "Lion of 
Allah and of his Apostle. "40 

We find her again in an aggressive part during the siege of Madinah 
at the time of the Battle of the Trench (5/ 627). The women and chil
dren had been placed for safety in a fortlet belonging to ~Tassan ibn 
Thabit, Mohammed's court poet. I:Iassan, who fought for Islam with 
the pen but not the sword, was in the fort with this group. The Banil 
Qurai~ah, Jewish allies of Mohammed, were being courted by Abil 
Sufyiin and were therefore becoming suspect to the Madinese, who 
were presently to accuse them of treachery, for which the unhappy 
tribe was later mercilessly massacred. While Mohammed still had 
his hands full with the enemy, $afiyah, back in the fort, noticed a Jew 
prowling about. Suspecting him of being a spy, she asked J,Iassan to 
attack and kill him. But I,lassan had no taste for the undertaking. 
So $afiyah, taking a club, according to some, but a sword according to 
others, lay in wait for the Jew and, slipping through the gate, stealthily 
struck and killed him. 41 

In another and later scene she appears not quite in character with 
the fighting $afiyah of the preceding incidents. The occasion was that 
of the conquest of Khaibar. In the usual challenge to single combat 
before the battle Zubair rushed forth to meet a Jewish challenger, 
whereupon $afiyah, much alarmed, ran up to Mohammed and ex
pressed her fears for her son's life. Mohammed assured her he would be 
victorious, Allah wilJing. Allah indeea so willed. 42 Allah's messenger 
then gave Aunt $afiyah forty camel-loads of the produce of the newly 
acquired Khaibar while a similar gift went to his Aunt Umaimah, who 
was also his mother-in-law, being the mother of his cousin-daughter-in
law and wife, Zainab bint JaQ.sh. 43 The last glimpse the traditions give 
us of $afiyah is her presence, together with Fatimah, with the sick 

"Ibid .. Ill', 7-9 and VIII, 28; Agh4ni, X.IV, 23; ct. Mulr, Life, ed. Weir (Edlnburgb, 
1923), p. 264. 

"Ibn Blshim, p . 680; Ibn Sa'd, VIII, 27 f.; AgAdnl, IV, 16; ltdboA, IV, 671. 
"Ibn HJsbim. p. 761. 
"Ibn Sa'd, VIII, 27 and 31. Ct. Ibn Hlshim, pp. 773-75, tor the long list of both men 

and women who received glfta on this occasion. 
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and dying Mohammed just before he was transferred to the house 
of Aisbah. "Oh Fatimah, my daughter and thou $afiyah, my aunt! 
Work ye out that which shall gain acceptance for you with the Lord; 
for I verily have no power with Him to save you in anywise."44 She, 
with her sisters Arwii. and ' Atikah, composed several elegies on Mo
hammedn as did other women and men, the latter including Abil Bakr 
and the poet I;Iassan. $afiyah herself died in the caliphate of cUmar 
ibn al-Kha~tii.b.46 

Two women of the family of Abil Sufyiin, chief of the Quraish at 
the time of Mohammed, have received considerable attention at the 
hands of the Moslem traditionists and historians. They were his wife, 
Hind hint cUtbah, who opposed Mohammed and the new faith, and 
his daughter (not by Hind), Ramlah, who early accepted Islam and 
later married its prophet. 

We do not know when Hind was born or when and to whom she was 
first married.47 She was descended from the <Abd al-Sha.ms' branch 
of the Quraish, and we first meet her as the wife of Fakih ibn al
Mugbirah the Makhzilmite, the uncle of Khiilid ibn al-Walid48 the 
future "Sword of Islam." Fakih, suspecting Hind's fidelity and claim
ing to have seen a stranger leaving their private apartment, repudiated 
his wife and sent her back to her parents, thus exposing her to the 
active gossip of the community. Her father, ' Utbah, distressed at this 
development, was willing to go to any length to save his daughter's 
reputation. He, therefore, informed her that he had two alternative 
plans of action. If she was guilty, he would have Fiikih assassinated 
and thereby silence his accusations; but, if she was innocent, then he 
would demand that Fiikih subinit the case to trial before some Yama
nite kahin's. Hind vigorously protested her innocence, and the sec
ond plan was then followed with due publicity and ceremony. The 
kahin pronounced Hind not guilty; furthermore, he prophesied that 
she would be the mother of a king named Mu'ii.wiyah. Fakih, accept-

"Ibn Sa'd, n•. 17, 46; ct. 11fuJr, op. cit., p. 494. 

"Ibn Sa'd, II•, 93-97. 

"Ibid., VIII, ZS. 
n Ibn Sa'd, VIII, 170, doee no~ mention her husband Fiklh but says she was married 

to J,Iatslbn al-:Mughirah, to whom she bore Abii.n; hor marriage to l}atals mentioned also 
by Ibn Qutalbah, 'U11un, I. 283. Chronologically, this marriage seems to belong to the 
earlier career of Ulnd before her marriage to Fiklb, unless there has been some contusion 
be~ween Fildb and I;Jats. 

"AgUn,, VII, 26. 
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ing the decision, was more than willing to take her back, but she now 
would have none of him. 49 

How much of this story is fact and how much fiction can be left to 
the judgment of the reader. However, in its essentials this, the earliest 
story we have of Hind, characterizes her as a woman holding to the 
heathen practices of Arabia, a wife whose virtue was not above suspi
cion, and a proud lady with a mind of her own, a mind that was qui~k 
to decisive action. All three characteristics will cling to her throughout 
her career as we have it in the traditions. 

Hind, thus parted from Fakih, had no lack of suitors. There was 
Musiifir ibn Abi 'Amr, a minor Quraishite poet and a relative, who had 
developed a passionate love for her, and who now wished to marry her. 
Though he was well known for his poetry and generosity and held the 
respected title of "the traveler's provider," indicative of his great 
hospitality, Hind was satisfied with neither his position nor his wealth. 
She refused to marry him, though gossip again had it that she received 
him as a lover and that, fearing another scandal, she asked him to 
leave. Musiifir, still much enamored and hopeful, wended his way to 
ijirah to the court of the famed 'Amr ibn Hind with the express pur
pose of seeking there fame and fortune with which to win his beloved 
to wife. Fate granted him the first of his wishes but ironically denied 
him the last for which alone the first was sought. For at l:IIrah Musii.
fir won 'Amr's favor and prospered. But Hind either knew not of this 
or cared not to await the return of a distant lover. Two other suitors 
were at hand, and she was free to choose either, having first heard her 
father's description and estimate of them. 5° The one, Suhail ibn 'Amr, 
she refused because, though he was noble, generous, and good tem
pered, he was withal a weak man. The second and successful suitor 
described in glowing terms as a man strong in character and in leader
ship, was none other than Abii Sufyan Sakhr ibn I:Iarb ibn Umayyah, 
the Quraishite, a wealthy and influential merchant if not the chief of 
his tribe and the actual leader of the city republic. The unfortunate 
Musafir did not long survive the shock of this news casually imparted 
to him by none other than Abii Sufyan himself while on a trading trip 
to J:Iirah. 61 

It was soon after that Hind gave birth to Mu'awiyah, the future 
" AgAhl, Vlii, 50 f.; Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, 'lqd ai-Parid (Cairo, 12i13), Ill, 273 f . 
M1bn Sa'd. VIII, 171; ' lqd, III, 274 C. 
" AgAhl, VIII, 49 and XIX, 105; Causs!n de Perceval, I , 33&-38. 
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caliph and founder of the Umayyad dynasty. The year of this event 
is not known; it is estimated as falling within the first decade of the 
seventh century of our era." be bore Abii Sufyiin one other son, 
'Utbah, and two daughters, Juwairiyah and Umm al-I;Iakam.u She 
was, of course, one of several wives of Abii Sufyiin, though we bear 
little of her relationship with the other wives. Ibn Qutaibah relates 
how she constantly nagged Abil Sufyiin until he divorced one of these, 
Sa'bah, the daughter of 'AbdAllah ibn Malik. 54 

The traditions, so far, afford us only one definite reference to Hind 
for the entire period covering Mohammed's ministry at Makkah. Abii 
La.hab, the disapproving and actively antagonistic uncle of Moham
med, had already drawn a Qur'linic curse on his head; so also had his 
wife, referred to as the "carrier of wood" in Surah 111, which is de
voted entirely to the curse on this couple. Abii Lahab's family rela
tions to Mohammed were further complicated by the fact that his son 
bad married one of Mohammed's daughters, either Ruqa.iyah or Umm 
Kulthiim. Abii La.hab's own wife, Umm Jamil, the sister of Abii Suf
yan, disliked the girl and her father Mohammed and incited her 
husband against them. Abii La.ha.b forced his son to divorce Moham
med's daughter and when the sharp break came between Mohammed 
and his Makka.n persecutors, who placed a ban and a. boycott on the 
new movement, Abil Lahab deserted the Hiishimites and joined the 
opposition. Among the chief leaders of the opposition were several 
of Hind's relatives-including her father 'Utbah and her uncle Shai
bah and, of course, Abii Sufyiin. Hind's own part at this stage of the 
opposition is not stated. That she must have been keenly interested 
in the current events is hardly to be doubted. Abii Lahab, meeting 
her on the street during the period of the ban, asked and received her 
approval of his conduct in the cause of Allat and al-'Uzzii and in the 
cause of those who followed them.'' 

But not all of Hind's family were opposed to Mohammed. Her 
brother, Abu J:Iudhaifah, was among the first converts to Islam. At 
the Battle of Badr (2/623) he challenged his father, 'Utbah, to single 
combat; and Hind was quick to satirize him for this unfilial conduct.66 

., LammeM, In 81, lll, 617. 
u Ibn Qut.albah, Kirdb ol-!ofo'4ri/, ed. Wllstenfeld (GOttJngen, 1850), p . 176; Ibn Sr.'d, 

VIII, 174 f.; 1•4baA. IV. 864. 
u •u11on, IV (Cairo. 1930). 101: for Sa'bah see!.4boA, IV. 664. 
u Ibn Hisbim, 231. For Abil L&hab'e tamlly situation see ibid .. J>. 465. 
.. Ibn Sa'd, IIJl, 69 f .; cr. !\lulr. Lift, pp. 60 and 228. 
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After the battle she satirized her cousin, Ramlah bint Shaibah, who 
had become Moslem and was married to cUthman ibn cAffan.67 There 
was also later her stepdaughter, Ramlah bint Abi Sufyan, who mar
ried Mohammed. 

It is in connection with the aftermath of the Battle of Badr that 
we get our first full view of Hind. But first we must take note of a 
curious story that connects her with the flight of Mohammed's daugh
ter, Zainab.u Hind is here cast in the unexpected role of Zainab's 
helper, the story being tra~ed back to Zainab herself. Hind, so the 
story goes, hearing of Zainab's plans to join her father at Madinah, 
offered to help her with supplies for the journey, justifying her un
expected action to the suspicious Zainab by a statement to the effect 
that the affairs of the men did not concern the women. When Zainab, 
starting on the journey, met with rough treatment at the hands of 
those who would prevent her departure, it was Hind who rebuked the 
ruffians with, "Ah! in time of peace ye are very brave and fierce against 
the weak and unprotected, but in battle ye are like women with gentle 
speeches." Hind's ready tongue may have uttered the gibe against 
Zainab's assailants; but it is difficult to account for her offer of help 
to Zainab. The account states that Abu Sufyiin and the Quraish, hav
ing but recently suffered defeat and comparatively heavy losses at 
Badr, were lying low and were therefore ready to connive at Zainab's 
departure. Hind may, therefore, have been acting in accordance with 
this policy, but even then she would hardly need go to the length of 
offering direct help to Zainab. Further, if we accept this story, we 
would have to credit Hind with an amount of outward diplomacy that 
is incompatible with her general character, for her conduct in this in
stance is in conflict with the rest of her activities in this same period. 

Hind, having lost father, uncle, and brother at Badr, took the affairs 
of men very much indeed to her woman's heart. Tradition credits her 
with several dirges on her father's death, though those learned in po
etry arc skeptical. However, her grief for her dead and her determina
tion to avenge them are not to be questioned. Makkah, humiliated, 
was burning for revenge; but pride stifled the expression of natural 
grief. "Weep not for your slain," cried Abu Sufyan, "bewail not their 

"Ibn Sa'd, VIII, 173 t .; Balidburi, An16b, V, 106. 
••tbn Bl.shiim, 466-68; Tabari, I, 1348 t.; Muir, Lift, pp, 345 t.; bu~ see Htlllrl Lam

mel\8, P4timG tl filltt de .lfoAo"'tl (Rome, 1912), pp, 6-7, wbere Zainab's very existence Is 
qullstloned. 
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loss; neither let the bard mourn for them. Show that ye are men and 
heroes! If ye wail and lament, and mourn over them with elegies, it 
will ease your wrath and diminish your enmity toward Mohammed 
and his followers. Moreover, if that reach our enemies' ears, and they 
laugh at us, will not their scorn be the severest calamity of all? Per
chance ye may yet obtain your revenge. As for me, I will touch no oil, 
neither approach any woman, until I go forth to war against Moham
med." A month passed before their pent-up grief broke out with 
double force, and for another month all Makkah wept for its dead
except Hind. 11Why sheddest thou no tears?" they asked of her; 
"why weepest thou not for thy father cUtbah, for thy brother, and 
thine uncle?" "Nay," she replied, "I wiJI not weep until ye again wage 
war with Mohammed and his followers. If weeping would wash away 
grief from my heart, I would weep even as ye; but it is not thus with 
Hind."'9 

Dwelling on her triple bereavement, Hind now saw fit to challenge 
the claim of al-Khansii of being the most bereaved of all the Arabs. 
Al-Khansa, who had lost her father and two full-brothers before Islam, 
had continued to mourn them in stirring and touching verse. It was 
her custom to visit the annual fair at 'Uka~, riding in a pavilion 
marked by a banner, and there to give expression in verse to her grief. 
Hind, we are told, set out for the fair in a. similar pavilion, sought out 
the poetess, and challenged her claim, whereupon both women com
posed extempore elegies on their distinguished dead.8° Ko decision in 
favor of either is recorded, but the future was to accord the claim to 
al-Khansa, who lost four noble sons in the Battle of Qiidisiyah.81 

In the meantime the Quraish were preparing to avenge Badr and 
remove the stigma cast upon them by that defeat. Abu Sufyan, now 
the most prominent and acknowledged leader in Makkah, was fore
most in these preparations, of which Hind no doubt approved. 
Furthermore, by virtue of her position as his wife, if not indeed by 
virtue of her own agressiveness, she seems to have been accorded the 
role of leader among the women. The day of expected revenge drew 
near, and Hind and her women were ready. 

"Muir. Life, pp. 236 t . ; WiiQidi, Kit4b ol-Moghd•l, ed. Kremer {Calcutta, 1856), 
pp. 14-18; thls will be tbe edition cited unless WUstenfeld's German translation Is specift. 
cally Indicated . 

,. AgA4nl, JY. 34 f .; Chclkbo, Commentoritt .... , pp, 58 ! . 

"It4boh, IV, 551; Cbelkho, Commtntori,. . ... , pp. 21-23. 
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The Quraish, led by Abu Sufyan, marched to the Battle of Ubud 
(3/ 625) accompanied by their women and their gods in true heathen 
fashion. Most of the traditions enumerate the leaders as accompanied 
by their wives or mothenr--Abu Sufyan, according to some, taking 
with him not only Hind but also a second wife, Umaimah bint Sa<d.61 

Led by Hind, some fourteen or fifteen of these women, the cream of the 
Makkan social aristocracy, played the time-honored role of Arab wom
en in major battles. They sang their stirring war song, they played 
their tambourines, they danced and rushed onto the battlefield heed
less of danger. Their men, seeing them, had to fight or die. In short, 
Hind and her women were the ."Lady of Victory" group. And Hind 
played her part with amazing energy and spirit.63 Nor were the rest 
of the women lacking in spirit or courage. When at one time the Qu
raish standard was down, it was one of them, cAmrah bint al-I;Iarith, 
wife of Ghurii.b ibn Sufyiin, who held it up.44 When the battle was 
over and Quraish had won the day, Hind's long-awaited hour of re
venge had come. It was not enough to know that I;I.amzah, who had 
killed her father at Badr, was dead by the hand of the Abyssinian, 
AbU Dasamah, whom she had specifically and repeatedly urged both 
before and during the battle to dispatch him, but she must herself see 
the fallen enemy and vent her wrath on his corpse. It is at this point 
that the traditions paint for us a particularly diabolic Hind. She is 
credited with tearing out l;Iamzah's liver and biting it, with cutting 
off his nose and ears, with accumulating on the field enough noses and 
ears to make necklaces, bracelets, and anklets which she wore with 
fiendish glee." Then, standing on a high rock, she exultantly flaunted 
in the face of the fallen enemy the general victory and her personal 
revenge in extempore satirical verse which drew answer from the wom
en in Mohammed's party and later from I;Iassan ibn Thlibit.46 

It is hard to believe that Hind, the aristocratic matron of 
Makkah, went to the barbaric revenge with which she is credit
ed. Muir67 long ago suggested that this picture of her as a Fury 

" Ibn Ills him, p. 657; Wiqidl, p. 201; Tab&ri, I, 1386 f.; Agh4nf. XIV, 12 f. 

"Ibn Blshim, p. 562; Wiqldi, pp. 207, 22l;'fabari, I. 1400 f.; Agh4nl, XIV, 17. 

"Wiqldi, p. 201. 
"Ibn BIBhim, pp. 680-82; Ibn Sa'd. IJll, 5 f.; Waqldi, p. 279; Tabart, I, 1416 t.; 

Y&'Qilbi, II, 48. 
•Ibn Hlllbim. pp. 680-82; Tabari, I, 1416--17; AgAanl, XIV, 20 t.; Uaasin Ibn Thibl~. 

Dhc4n, ed. Hlr8cbtcld (London, 1910), Nos. 214, 224 f. 

"Lift, IU (London, 1861), 129. 
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was overdrawn by the traditionists, and Lammens'8 goes further and 
suggests that the account of her orgy was likely an cAbbiiSid invention. 
Both of these suggestions I find are reinforced by a direct though 
hitherto overlooked statement of Ibn Sacd, who, after relating the in
cident, adds as his own opinion, "These are violent attacks on poor 
Hind."" It is interesting to notice in this connection that her son 
Mucawiyah, founder of the Umayyad dynasty and hated alike by 
cAlids and cAbbasids, is sometimes referred to in the traditions as the 
"son of the (human) liver-eater. " 70 

Another story of Hind at Ul).ud seems likewise to bear the earmarks 
of an invention. It is that Abu Dujanah, 71 armed by a sword which 
Mohammed had given him, penetrated the enemy ranks and headed 
for the women. He reached Hind and held his sword over her head 
ready to strike but hesitated, unwilling to have it said that he had 
stained that sword with a woman's blood. 

We hear little of Hind's doings until the next and final trial of 
strength between Mohammed and the Quraish. This was in connec
tion with the conquest of Makkah in the Year Eight of the Hijrah. 
Here she appears in opposition to Abu Sufyan's policy of appeasement 
and surrender. Had she had the final word, she would have ordered 
the Quraish to give battle. When she realized that AbU Sufyiin had 
practically handed the city over to Mohammed, her rage knew no 
bounds. She publicly denounced Abu Sufyan. Taking him by his 
beard and striking him with her hands, she cried out, "Kill this old 
fool, for he has changed his religion." AbU Sufyan himself the while 
was crying out, "0 people, become Moslems and be sa.ved!"71 Again 
when cAbbiis was proclaiming Mohammed's terms of safety, Hind 
strove to stir up the crowd against him. u But her efforts were of no 
avail. Realizing that the day, and with it the cause, was lost, she 
vented her wrath this time on her powerless gods. Shattering her idols 
to pieces, she cried, "We have certainly been deceived in you!"74 

Tradition next has it that Mohammed had condemned five or six 
men and four women to death. Three of these were of the lower class, 
singing girls who had spoken evil of him. Two are believed to have 

" L' Arobie occidentale, p. 124. "Ibn Sa'd, III•. 6. 
,. 'lqd, II. 138; Ibn ai-TIQUQii. Pakhrl, ed. Deren bourg (Paris, 1895), p. 144. 

"Ct. Caussln de Perceval, Ill, 101. 
"Wiqldi, pp, 308, <113. 

"Ibn Hlsbi.m, p. 815. "WUstenfeld, op. cit., I, 78; lfdbaA, IV. 821. 
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escaped the sentence; the third, according to some, is said to have paid 
the penalty." The fourth on whom this sentence was passed was none 

other than Hind, and she escaped it by becoming Moslem and hasten
ing, all muffied up, to take the oath of allegiance to Mohammed, who 

did not realize at first that he was indeed speaking to his erstwhile 
enemy, Hind. 

If any incident in Hind's career is to be discredited, this certainly 
should be. lt is inconceivable that Abu Sufyan, despite his differences 

with his wife, would consent to any agreement with Mohammed with 
a sentence of death hanging over Hind. Nor can we imagine Moham

med, with his farsighted policy of peaceful conquest and reconcilia
tion, seriously considering such a sentence. Finally, Hind, in the tak

ing of the oath of allegiance, speaks not as one fearing or sidestepping 
a death sentence but delivers herself with pride and spirit if not with 

veiled resentment. 
Mohammed, having first received the oath of allegiance from the 

men of the now conquered city, turned his attention next to the wom
en whose oath he deemed necessary for the full completion of the con

quest and for the firm establishment of the new faith. Again, as at 
Ul,lud, Hind was the leader and the spokeswoman for the group. The 

scene, much dramatized by the historians, displays the Makkan wom
en and their men, together with Abii Sufyiin, at one side of the stage 

and Mohammed's party, including cUmar ibn al-Khattab and ' Abbas 
ibn ' Abd al-Muttalib, at the other, with Hind and Mohammed in 

the center. Mohammed began the administration of the oath: 

Thou shalt luwe but one God. 
"We grant you that." 

Thou shaU not steal. 
"I only stole provisions from Abu Sufyan, who is too stingy to give me 

enough." "That," said Mohammed, "is not theft." 

Thou shalt not commit adultery. 
"Does a lady commit adultery?" 

Thou shaU not kill thy children. 
"We brought up our young children but you killed them full grown at 

Badr." 

n Ibn Sa'd II', 98; Ya'qubi. U. 60 r.; Ibn Risbiim, pp. 819 r. 
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Thou shalt not Blander. 
"Slander is indeed abominable and exceeds all bounds." 

Do not disobey me in anything that is right. 
"Had we intended to disobey you, we would not be here now."" 

Hind was as good as her word. Thereafter she was on friendly terms 
with Mohammed, to whom on one occasion she is said to have brought 

a gift of two lambs77 and to whom on other occasions she confided her 
economic difficulties with the close-fisted Abu Sufyan. 78 La.t~r she was 

to fight as strenuously and wholeheartedly in the cause of Islam as 
she had previously fought against it. 

It is not until early in the reign of cUmar ibn al-Khattab that we 
hear again of Hind. She and Abu Sufyan were up in Syria visiting 

their son Mu'ii.wiyah, who was governor of that province. Both hus
band and wife took part against the Byzantines in the hard-fought 

Battle of Yarmuk (15/ 636), in which the Moslem women as a group 
fought with great energy. Hind's daughter, Juwairiyah, was among 
them and was wounded. Hind herself is cast in a characteristic role 

of leadership, her battle cry on this occasion being, "Strike the un
circumcised with your swords!"n 

Some time after this Abu Sufyan divorced Hind,80 but the reason is 
nowhere told. Both were by now pretty well advanced in age, Abu 

Sufyan being past seventy, since he died some sixteen to twenty years 
later aged eighty-eight years. 81 Hind, though past middle age, must 

have still retained her charm if the story that Mu' awiyah refused her 
hand to an unnamed suitor is to be believed.8' The divorce does not 
seem to have affected her sons' affection for her, for we find Mu'awiyah 
and his brother ' Utbah taking pride in being the sons of Hind.83 

Hind took to trading after her divorce. She had no capital of her 
own and one would hardly expect Abu Sufyan, of whose stinginess she 

bad complained repeatedly, to advance her any. We find her bor-

,. Wiiqtdi, pp. 416 f.; Ibn Sa'd. VII f. 4; Tabari, I. 1643 f.; Ibn al-Atbir, K4mil fi al· 
Tarlkh (Chronicon), ed. Tom berg (UI)6llltao, 1851-76), II, 192 f.; Pakhri, pp. 144 r.; 
1t4bah, IV, 821. Cr. alllO Wenstnek, A Handbook of Earll/ Mu~ammadan Tradition• (Lei
den, 1927), p. 8, under heading, "Abu Sufyii.n: His Covetousness." These treaty clauses 
are found al110 In S~rah 60:12. 

" Ibn Sa 'd. VIII, 171 t.; Ibn al·Athir, II, 191. 

"Ibn Sa'd, VIII. 172; rePOrted freQuently In the Sabl&ai!l. 

"Balidhuri. Pwu•&. p. 136; i\iulr, An11alo (London, 1883), p. 109. 
00 Tabari, I, 2767. n lt4baA, IV. 821 r. 
11 Nawawl, Bi011. Diet .. p. 726;ef. alliO Bl, I. 108. "Tabari, II. 69, 210; 'lqd, n. 129. 
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rowing capital from the caliph ' Umar and trading in the north in the 
lands of the Banu Kalb. Hearing that Abu Sufyiin and his son ' Amr 
were on a visit to Mu'awiyah, she too made her way there to see 
Mu' awiyah and to caution him against making lavish gifts to his 
father and half-brother lest the people be dissatisfied and complain 
of such gifts to the stern <Umar, who, being what he was, would not 
forgive him. Mu<awiyah followed her advice and gave his father and 
brother a very modest gift, the size of which AbU Sufyiin immediately 
attributed to Hind. The three traveled together to Madinah, where 
Hind disposed of her merchandise and where she had some argument 
with <Umar about the trade duties which he refused to remit since, 
he said, they belonged not to him personally but to the public treas
ury. a• She seems to have sensed how futile it was to oppose the stern 
<Umar, for we find her on yet another occasion advising Mu<awiyah 
to act in accordance with his wishes. 85 

Hind did not live to see Mu'awiyab as caliph. According to some 
accounts, she died in the reign of ' Umar in the year 14/ 635.se This 
must surely be an error, since she took part in the Battle of Yarmiik, 
at which time she was still the wife of Abu Sufyiin. The story of her 
trading is placed by 'fabari under the year 23; this would fit in with 
the accounts that place her death in the reign of <Utbmiin.'l 

We have gone into the details of Hind's career for several reasons. 
Her own personal story, in what we can gather of it, is arresting. She 
might in a way be considered the last "queen" of pre-Islamic western 
Arabia. The traditional accounts of her story bear repeatedly the 
mark of later political coloring. In her private role as daughter, wife, 
and mother she claimed and exercised her rights as a free and spirited 
Arab woman. In her public role as the leading woman in the Makkan 
republic she was both a. fearless though unheeded counselor and a 
ready fighter. Resenting the major role she, a woman, played against 
Mohammed, the Moslem traditionist of a later century, encouraged 
further by dynastic rivalries, caricatured the temperamental and ag
gressive Hind in the cause of Islam and to the detriment of the fallen 
Umayyads. 

But Hind was not the only Arab woman to take a leading and ag-

"Tab&ri, I. 2766 r. "'lqd, u. 300. 
• Mas<Qdi, TanbiA (" BGA"), Vlli (1894), 287; Ibn al-Athlr, II, 380. 

., lt<lbaA, IV, 821 r. 
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gressive part against Mohammed and Islam. The Banii Ghatafan 
resented Mohammed's encroachment on their territory to the north
east of Madinah. Their chief and leader was ' Uyainah ibn ~isn of the 
Faziirab who on several occasions clashed with Mohammed's men 
and with whom Mohammed finally made a treaty in order to keep 
the peace. 88 Again, during the siege of Madinah in the year 5/ 627, 
<Uyainah's threatening opposition to Mohammed caused the latter to 
favor a. treaty between them even to conceding <Uyainah one-third of 
the produce of the date trees of Madinah. Fortunately for Mohammed 
there were those in his party who would not hear of this and who 
wished to give ' Uyainah "nothing but the sword."89 

The next year we find Za.id ibn lJarithah, Mohammed's adopted 
son, on an expedition to Wadi al-Qura against the Fazlirab seeking to 
avenge a previous skirmish in which he had received a. wound. He 
found the Fazarah on this as on the previous occasion led by the widow 
of Malik ibn ijudbaifah, Umm Qirfab Fatimab hint Ra.bi' ab, a. well
known and powerful woman though much advanced in age. She in 
person led her party including her numerous sons and grandsons 
against the enemy. But the day went against her; she and her beauti
ful daughter, Umm Ziml Salmii. hint Malik, were taken captive. Zaid 
avenged himself by putting the aged woman to a barbarous execution, 
tying each foot to a beast which when driven tore her in two. 90 

The defeat and drastic punishment may have bad its influence on 
<Uyainah since the dead Umm Qirfah was his aunt and the captive 
Salmi his cousin. At any rate we find him the next year in Moham
med's camp, though he was a follower with mental reservations. How
ever, his influence was still so considerable that Mohammed counted 
him among those whose hearts must be won by generous gifts. He 
was, therefore, among those who received the largest share of the 
booty of I:Iunain, and one of those who refused to give any of it back 
to the unfortunate losers when these became Moslems. Distrusting 
this turbulent man, yet knowing his influence, Mohammed found it 
necessary to handle him with kid gloves.91 

11 Ibn Hlsbim, pp. 670, 719; Taoori, I. 1463; Caetanl, II1, 55 f. and 119; ct. also for 
brief blograpbles.ItllboA, Ill, 107- 10; Nawawi, pp. 499 r. 

11 I bn Blsbim, p. 676; 1\lulr, Lif e, pp. 307 and 312. 
"Ibn Hlsbim, pp. 970 r. ; Tabari. I, 1667 f .; W"aqldi (WUst.) , pp. 236, 238 f.; Ya'qubi, 

II, 74 r. ; Caelanl, I, 700, 702. 
"Ibn HJsbim, pp. 874, 877 r .. 881, oss. 988; Wiqldi, pp. 422 r . 
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But cUyainah had never been a. true Moslem at heart. We find him, 
therefore, among those who apostatized after Mohammed's death. On 
his side, he claimed to have known little peace and to have experi
enced constant uncertainty regarding his boundaries ever since Mo
hammed came on the scene. The Ghatafan had in the past been allied 
with the Banii Asad, and cUyainah now renewed this alliance. This 
meant that he made his own the cause of the pretender, 'fulai):la.h 
ibn Iiliuwailid of the Asad. This he was not unwilling to do, preferring 
to have a prophet from among his allies than one from the Quraish; 
for Mohammed was, after all, dead and 'fulai):la.h very much alive. 
The news of this alliance caused several tribes to fall away from Islam 
and several others to watch and keep close to the new allies. Abii Bakr 
dispatched his ablest general, Khalid ibn al-Wa.lid, against them. At 
the ensuing Battle of Buzakhah, cUyainah and his seven hundred 
fighters soon discovered that God was not on the side of 'fulai):lah. 
They retreated. 'fula.il;l.ah and his wife escaped to Syria and later both 
accepted Islam. cUyainah was taken captive and brought to AbU 
Ba.kr. Accused of apostasy he boldly exclaimed he was never a Moslem 
until then and thus won a. pardon. H 

But not all of 'fulail;l.ah's party were willing to give up the fight. 
With their previous leaders deserting them, the small group of die
hards found a desperate and daring leader in none other than Salmii, 
cousin of cUyainah and daughter of the barbarously executed Umm 
Qirfah. Salmii, whom Mohammed managed to acquire from her captor 
in the affair of Wadi-a.l-Qura, had been given to Aishah, whom she 
served for a time. Later she was married to a relative of Mohammed. 
She had gone over with cuya.ina.h to 'fula.iJ;l.ah and, remembering her 
mother's cruel fate, determined now to avenge it or die. To her ban
ner flocked men of Faziirah, Asad, Hawazin, Sulaim, and 'fayy. Like 
her mother, she led her men in person, riding on her mother's camel. 
Around her the fighting was most severe, for Khalid had promised a 
hundred camels to him who should disable hers. The odds were heavi
ly against her; she and her camel fell but not before a hundred others 
(Bicl) had fallen around her. u 

tt Daliidburi, Pulil~. p. 96; Tabari. I . 1893, 1896; Yiqut, Geog .. I . 601 

"Tabari. I. 1001->l; Yiqut, Geog., II. 353; Slrat al- 1/allabi~ah, Ill, 203-5; r,4boh. IV, 
638 r .. calls be.- Umm Qir1ab the younger and makes be.- erroneously the granddaughter 
ot Umm Qlrtab tbe elder. Caetanl (II'. 623 r. note, and II•. 811) questions tbls epl8ode 
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It was this same period of the apostasy of the Year Eleven that 
brought the last of the Arab "queens" to the foreground. This was 
the prophetess Umm ~adir Sajiil) bint Aws ibn ijiqq of the tribe of 
Tamim. Her story is nowhere fully and consecutively told. We know 
nothing of her before her sudden appearance and little that is certain 
after that, while of the major episode itself in which she figures several 
versions are told. 94 Of these, two are more or less clearly defined. The 
one originating from the school of 'Iraq and transmitted largely 
through Saif ibn cUmar, a fellow-Tamimite living in the time of the 
cAbbiisid Hariin al-Ra.shid, and supplemented by sundry notices, gives 
us a very ungratifying picture of Sajal) as a woman and as a politico
religious leader. However, this same Saif, thanks to Western scholar
ship, has been shown to be a notorious romancer whose great objective 
was the glorification of his tribe and the removal from it, if possible, 
of the guilt of apostasy. 95 As for the sundry notices, they bear every 
mark of wilful malice. According to this version, therefore, Sajal) was 
a Taghlibite and not a Tamtmite; she came from 'Iraq and not from 
the Tamim territory; she was a weakling whom the aged Musailamah, 
the false prophet, violated: she was a pretender impressed with Mu
sailamah's second-rate and insipid if not vulgar utterances. In short, 
she was a weak woman and a false prophetess who eventually saw the 
true light and died a good Moslem." 

The other and less biased version comes from the school of Madi
nah.17 Supplementing it with other notices and bearing in mind the 
general situation, it is possible to piece together the most probable 
story of Saja):l as follows. She was herself a. Ta.mimite, though her 
mother was of the Banii Taghlib, which tribe had long settled in 
southern cJriiq and was largely Christianized. In all probabilities 
Sajii.i)'s religious ideas were influenced by those of her mother's 

because It Is received on the 11010 authority of Salt. However, It Is difllcult to see what 
motives Salt oould have had ror Its fabrication. The elements In the story Itself and 
Umm Zlml's backgrounds make tho oplsodo probable, though perhaps somewhat embel
lished by Salt. 

"Caet.anl. fll. 62G-36. 644-48; II•. SO!l-12. gives the best and most detailed account 
ot SaJiil). wblch Is largely followed In the brief notice or ber in EI, IV, 44 r. 

"Ct. EI, IV, 44, and Wellhausen. Skiuen und Vorarbeilen, VI (Berlin, 1899), 3 f'!. 

"Tabari. I, 1008, 1911- 19; Agh4nl, XVIII, 166f.; ct. Caetanl, JII. 628ft.; Pokhrl. 
pp. 104 r. 

•• Balidburi, PutQ&. pp. 9\l r. ; ct. Caetanl. II. 626 t. 
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tribe, though there is nothing to make us conclude that she herself 

was a Christian. Some of the accounts tell us she was a kahinah. ta 

We have already seen the significant role a. kahin or kahinah could and 

did play in heathen Arabia. Kahinah or not, Sajal) must have already 
achieved some sort of leader's position with her people before the death 

of Mohammed, otherwise she could not have found such ready fol
lowers when, on Mohammed's death, she proclaimed herself a proph
etess. 

The politico-religious situation into which she plunged and on 

which she risked her political all was indeed a complicated and serious 
one. Mohammed was dead. AI-Aswad, 'fulail,lah, and Musailamah 

had come forth as prophets. This then was an age of prophets. A 
stout-hearted, ambitious woman, especially if she were already a 

kdhinah, would find the situation inviting, and into the arena of 
prophets would come a. prophetess. Sajal) must have thought herself 
equal to the challenging situation. 

Several of the divisions of the Banii Tamim threw off the Moslem 

faith and cast in their lot with hers; among them were the ijanzalah 
subtribes with their leaders Waki' ibn Malik and Malik ibn Nuw~irah. 
Other divisions hesitated between Islam and apostasy. The Banii 

Tamlm were thus divided. This led to civil war among them, and 

Sajal)'s faction lost two minor battles, after which some of her sub
tribes deserted. She was thus forced to make peace on condition she 

leave the Tamim territory. This setback was not serious enough to 
cause her to forsake the call to prophesy. She would march against the 
prophet Musailamah and, having vanquished him, try to settle mat

ters with Abii Bakr and the Quraish. For were not the Tamim, like 
the Quraish, of the Maqr Arabs? If prophecy can belong to the latter, 

it can also be the right of the former. The Quraish and Mohammed 
can stay in the l;Iijaz and northwestern Arabia; the Tamim and Sijii.l) 
claimed the Najd and northeastern Arabia.99 

Sajiil,l and her army headed for Yamamah, Musailamah's capital. 
Here, local rivalry and opposition to Musailamah had crystallized 

around Thumamah ibn Uthal, and Sajal;l.'s advance came, therefore, 
at a. most inopportune moment. Musailamah, taking council with his 

men, decided to meet her halfway and work out a peaceful arrange-

•• Bllliidhuri, op. cit .. p, 99. "Ct. Agh61ll, XIV, 66: XVIII, 165 t . 
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ment. An interview was arranged, the result of which is variously told. 

It was at this point that the aged-he was said to have been a hundred 
and fifty years old- and distracted Musailamah is supposed to have 

assaulted the warring ajal), forced her into a dishonorable marriage, 
which he promptly repudiated, and then sent her humiliated, dis
graced, and empty-handed back to her people in southern <Iraq.•00 Ut
ter nonsense! Another version states that at this interview Musaila

mah succeeded by his timely revelations in convincing Sajal) of his 
superior claim to prophecy and then proposed honorable marriage 

which she accepted. With this version would fit the tradition that 
Sajal) made common cause with Musaila.mah, with whom she stayed 

until the fall of Yamamah.101 Some of the accounts, in addition to one 
or the other of the above versions of this interview, mention a treaty 

between SajaQ. and Musailamah, according to which she was to with
draw her army in return for a year's revenue from Yamamah. Half of 

this revenue was to be paid then, and the other half was to be turned 
over later to three of her generals whom she left behind for that pur
pose.•ot 

Were it not for Musailamah's extreme age and the mention of a 

treaty, the second version of the marriage might find some acceptance. 

As it is, the probabilities are in favor of the treaty alone. For, in the 
meantime, the die was being cast in favor of Quraish. Khiilid had al
ready made swift work of 'fulaibah and perhaps also of Umm Ziml 

Salma. Sajiil,l's own army was none too good or reliable. Musaila
mah's terms were generous. Sajitl,l might well have decided that under 

the circumstances discretion was the better part of valor. She ac
cepted the terms and went home, not to the Tamim territory from 
which she had been recently ousted but to her maternal uncles, the 

Taghlibs of ' Iraq. If she had any further claims of religious leadership 
and other ambitious plans of military conquest, the events of the 

succeeding months must have put an end to them. Khii.lid, the Sword 
of Islam, had swept like a scourge over the land. Malik ibn Nuwairah, 

who had been her chief Tamimite ally, was no more; and Musailamah, 
the last and most pretentious of the "false" prophets, had fallen in the 

'" Agh611l, XVIII, 166 t.; Pokhrl, pp, 104 t. 
••• Tabari, I , 1917-19; Ya'qObi, IT. 144 ; Abiliii-Fldi, I. 208-12. 

••• Tabari, I, 1919 t.: Ibn ai·Athlr, H , 271. 
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disastrous Battle of ' Aqrabah. The balance of the revenue he had 
promised her was already in the hands of the conqueror who was, 
moreover, pushing further and further toward ' Iraq. Is it any wonder, 
then, that we hear no more of Sajal}., the warrior-prohetess? Did she 
stay with the Taghlib and become Christian? Or did she return to the 
Tamim, now united once again in their faith, and, like them, become ,. 
a Moslem? In the latter case she would be but following in the foot
steps of 'fulail}.ah. Most of the traditions tell briefly that she, in time, 
returned to the Tamim, became a Moselm, and settled and died in 
Basrah, which had become the chief Tamimite city under Mu'awiyah, 
who settled that tribe there in 41/ 661-62.1oa 

The Moslem traditions have preserved nothing for us of Sajal)'s 
teaching. Only a few of her rhymed utterances have survived and 

' 
these arc mostly orders to march to battle. Her deity is referred to as 
Rabb-al-Sil;uib, "The Lord of the Clouds." She had her mu'o.dhdhin's 
or men that called the people to prayer; she was attended by a Mjib 
or chamberlain and is said to have delivered her message from a 
minlxir or pulpit.1oc 

Emerging from an almost complete obscurity, Sajiil), the warrior
prophetess, played a brief but major role on the political stage of 
Central Arabia and then stepped off that stage into an even more 
dense obscurity than that out of which she had first emerged. Yet, in 
her, the contemporary feminine counterpart of Mohammed the proph
et-king, we see the last of that ancient and long though repeatedly 
broken line of independent Arab queens. The Arab lands that once 
produced the Queen of Shebah, the empress Julia Domna and the il
lustrious Queen Zenobia, will know no more independent and warring 
Arab queens. Henceforth a favorite "consort," an aggressive "queen
mother," or even an ambitious sister or aunt, will pull some political 
strings. A few of these will be so adroit at this performance that the 
political stage of their day will present us with nothing but a clever 
woman's puppet show. However, independent Moslem queens will 
emerge later, but they will not be the daughters of Arabia. 

ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

'" Taba.ri, I, 1920; c!. Caetanl, II'. 648; Ibn ai-Athir, II, 271. 

'" IJI, IV, 44. 

PERSIAN AKD EGYPTIAN CHRONOLOGY 

RICHARD A. PARKER 

Under this heading are here presented three studies in the chronol
ogy of Egypt during the first Persian domination. When Persian 
chronology itself is touched upon, it is, in the main, from the stand
point of the Egyptian evidence. Interest in these probleiDS followed 
upon the invitation of Professor A. T. Olmstead to join in the work of 
his seminar in near eastern history for the year 1940-41. 

I. THE ACCESSION DATE OF DARIUS I 

Recent articles in this Journal by Professors OliDStead and Poebel 
have once again directed attention to the question of the accession 
date of Darius 1.1 The problem arises from the fact that two interpre
tations of the length of the reigns of Bardiya and Nebuchadnezzar III 
have been drawn from the dates by which Babylonian tablets are 
dated. Thus, if Bardiya ruled not seven months but a year and seven 
months, Darius' accession must be placed not late in 522 B.c., the 
usually accepted date, but in 521; and if Nebuchadnezzar III ruled 
not three months but nearly a year, it must be further dropped to 520, 
his first year, then, being 519/ 18.1 

Consideration of the Egyptian data which bear on the problem has 
led me to the conclusion that the traditional date of 522 for Darius' 
accession is correct and that, no matter how one may be inclined to 
interpret the tablet material, it must be accommodated to that date. 
Decisive evidence for my conclusion is found in the double-dated 
Aramaic papyri from Egypt; but, before dealing with them, it may be 
appropriate to discuss briefly the other Egyptian material which has 

1 A. T. Olmst.ead, "Darius and His 'BehJstun Inscription," AJSL, LV (1938). 392 ff.; 
Arno Poeool, "The Duration or the Reign or Smerdfs, the Magian, and the Reigns of 
Nebuchadnezzar III and Nebuchadnezzar IV." AJSL, LVI (1939), 121 ff.: cr. also his 
earlier articles. "Tho Names and the Order of the Old Persian and Elamlte Months during 
the AchaemenJan Period." i bid .. LV (1938) . 130 ff.; "Chronology of Darius' First Year of 
Reign," ibid., pp. 142 IJ. and 285 ff. 

• H would not oo poeslble t.o retain 622 tor the date or Darius' acoession and push back 
the reign or Camby* by two year11. for his seventh year Is ftxed astronomically by an 
eclipse or the moon t.o 623/ 22 a . c. (cr. n . 26 below) . 
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been thought to be useful evidence. This last consists of the Apis stela. 
of year 4 of Darius I, and one of the several Wadi Hammamat inscrip
tions of a. Persian official, Atiya.wahy.3 

A. THE APIS STELA OF YEAR 4 OF DARIUS 14 

This stela. gives the dates of the birth, death, and burial of A pis and 
the length of his life. As he was born in the fifth year of Cambyses, 
Tybi 29, and died in the fourth year of Darius, Pachons 4, the length 
of his life ought to be significant. The number indicating this has been 
read as 7 years, 3 months, and 5 days by some scholars/ but as 8 years, 
3 months, and 5 days by others.' 

The signs in question, with the rnp-sign to the right, appear 
"' clearly as 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1. Borchardt says: "Die 7 besteht aus vier Strichen 

obcn und drei, die auf Liicke stehen, darunter. Der schwache Strich 
in etwas groszeren Abstande links von diesen drei Strichen ist nicht 
bea.bsichtigt."7 This left lower stroke, however, does not appear to 
be at all "weak," though it is not so evenly spaced as the others. 
Posener states, without qualification: "La position de "' eonfirme Ia. 
lecture 8."8 Why he should be so certain is not clear. The o does 
not extend above the stroke in question, nor is it over the center of the 
eight strokes. He may perhaps mean that it is nearer a. central posi
tion over the eight than the seven strokes, and a. central position would 
be the objective in good Egyptian writing. 

Furthermore, while not invariable, the normal writing of 7 with 
upper and lower strokes is 1

1
1
1
1
1
1 ; rarely it is l 11

1 l or 1 l l l . Eight, 
however, is almost invariably l l l l .9 The eight strokes as arranged 
on the stela. might thus be considered as an error for 7 (this must, of 

• Lateet and best publication In G. Posener, La premure domination Peru en E~~pt• 
(i.e Ca.lre, 1936), a valuable sourcebook ror this period. 

• Full bibllography, translation, colliiiiOOtary, a.nd photograph In ibid., pp. 36 fl. and 
Pl. lll. 

• Wiedemann, GucAichte Aguptenl (1880), p. 219; Borchardt, Die Mittel aur uitlichtn 
Plfll<gung t on Purokten der 4g~ptiachen Gea<hichle und ihre Anwendung (Kalro. 1036). p. 64. 
Wiedemann's rOO(Ilng lsaccopted by Poebel, "The Duration or tho Rolgn or Smerdle .... , '' 
op. cit .• pp. 128-29. 

• RovUiout, Notice de~ papurua dlmotiqu,. archaiqu., (Paris, 1896), pp. 387-88; ChM
slnat, Rerueil do tra" ""''· XXlll (1901), 77-78; Gautbler, Le Litre du roi• d'Equptt 
( Le Caire, 1916), IV, 13S, n. 1; Posener, op. cit., p. 39. 

'Op. cit., p. 64, n. 3. • Op. cit., p. 38 (m). 
•In Modinll Habu 111: The Calendar, <lc .. a text In wblch carelessly written ftgures 

abound. In add1tlon to numerous examples written as above a somewhat hMty soarcb re
vealed but one ex~ptlon. i 111

1
1
1 on Pl. 156,1. 867. Another was later pointed out to me 

by Or. Keith Seele, 1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1 on Pl. 166,1.13b9. 
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course, be our eventual conclusion) or, possibly, as an unconventional 
rendering of 8, explained as a graver's correction of an original 7. As 
it stands, however, the stela. must be considered quite indecisive as 
evidence. 10 

B. THE WADI HAMMAMAT INSCRIPTIONS OF ATIYAWAHY11 

Atiyawahy (~ywhy) was a ~ :: srs of Persia and governor of 
Coptos who made numerous visits to the Wadi Hammamat quarries. 
Records of seven such visits have been found. One of them, No. 28, 
has been considered by Wiedemann12 to give the lifetime of Atiyawahy 
as sLx years under Cambyses, thirty-six under Darius, and twelve 
under Xerxes-an assumption which, if correct, would demonstrate 
that Darius' first year followed the last of Cambyses without any 
interval. Posener, on the other hand, believes that this inscription 
refers to two different preceding visits and not to the lifetime of 
Atiyawa.hy at his last visit. 11 In this he is certainly correct, as a. con
sideration of the other inscriptions demonstrates. Let us list their 
essen tia.ls. 

No. 
24. Year 36 of .... Darius .... 
25. Year 2, 1st month of the 1st season, day 19 of 

.... Xerxes ... . 
26. Year 6 of .... Xerxes ... . 
27. Year 10 of .... Xerxes ... . 
28. Year 6 of .... Cambyses; year 36 of .... 

Darius; year 12 of .... Xerxes .... 
29. Year 12 of .... Xerxes ... . 
30. Year 36 of .... Darius .... ; year 13 of .... 

Xerxes ... . 

All the above are followed by the line: "Made by (ir.n) the srs of 
Persia., Atiya.wa.hy." Wiedemann would understand all these inscrip
tions to record, not "Year x," but rather "X years," lived (made) by 
Atiya.wahy. 

u Posener'e obJectJon (op, cil .. p. 4.0) to the use or this stela ror chronological purposes, 
rrom the standpoint that .Egyptian dating dlfl'ered from Persian, will be met In Part Ill 
or tlllll article. It may be eald here. however. that It does not apply. 

u I<'ull blbllograpby In Poeener. op. cit., pp. 117 fl .• his numbers 24 to 30. References 
are there given to photographs In Couyat.-~Jontet, In1e<iption• dv Ovodi Hammamat 
(1912). For convenlen~ Iaball rerer to the lnd1vldutJ Inscriptions by Posener·s numben. 

u Op. cit., pp. 22o-22; quoted by Poobel, "The Duration or the Reign or Smerdill .... ," 
op. cil., p. 129. 

n Op. cit., p. 123. 

i 

I 
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Reading the initial signs, which are f-;;-, as rnpt, "year," instead 
of /;l3t-sp, "regnal year," is a priori most improbable. We know from 
any number of other examples that inscriptions in the Wadi Hamma
mat record a trip made to the quarries at a certain time by a certain 
official or group of officials. Such, for example, must be No. 25 above. 
To interpret that as "1 year, 19 days under Xerxes lived by Atiya
wahy" would be an impossible strain on the Egyptian. This inscrip
tion merely records a date, a point in time and not a period of time, 
and so too must all the others, even though only to the year. The 
fact that Darius reigned thirty-six years and Atiyawahy. visited the 
quarries in year 86 need be nothing more than a coincidence. Again, 
if No. 28 were intended to record the life-span of Atiyawahy, why 
should Nos. 24 and 30, which also mention year 36 of Darius, fail to 
include year 6 (or six years) of Cambyses? 

It must be admitted that the recurrence of year 86 in later inscrip
tions is puzzling. Atiyawahy must have attached to it some special 
significance. One explanation of its prominence might be that it was 
his first official trip and that, as such, he commemorated it later. It 
is to be noted that during the earlier years of Darius we have inscrip
tions at the quarries made by an Egyptian director of work, Khnem
ibre, whose last date is in year 30.14 Atiyawahy would have taken over 
between then and year 36. 

Year 6 of Cambyses, in No. 28, may commemorate another date in 
Atiyawahy'slife which he thought important-perhaps his birth, per
haps a first trip as a boy. Posener has pointed out that, if he were 
twenty years old at the time, in year 12 o£ Xerxes he would have been 
around seventy.1' This is a. not impossible age, but it seems more likely 
that he was younger. 

The Egyptian evidence we have thus far discussed has been seen 
to have slight value, but we may now turn to another body of material 
which will be found to have much greater significance. 

C. THE ARA!.LUC PAPYRI FROM EGYPT 

Among the Aramaic papyri of the Persian period from Egypt are a 
number bearing double dates.16 It is now generally accepted that these 

"Poscncr. op. cit .• Nos. 11-23. u Ibid., p. 123. 

"A. H. Sayee and A. Cowley, Aram<>ic Papvri Di•cortrtd al Auuan (London, 1906) ; 
A. Cowley, Aramaic Papvri oflhe Pi/lh CenturJI, B .C. (Oxford. 1923). 
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dates are according to the Babylonian and the Egyptian calendars;17 

this being so, they become most valuable data for checking Persian 
chronology.18 It has long been possible to convert Egyptian dates of 
this period into the Julian calendar with no error by the use of Eduard 
Mahler's Chrorwloguche V ergleichungs-Tabelkn (Wien, 1889). More 
recently, the same operation with Babylonian dates has become 
practicable, with a rare uncertainty of one day.'9 For our purpose 
this uncertainty is insignificant. 

As a hypothetical example, let us suppose that we have a. papyrus 
dated "Abu 1 = Pachons 9, year 11 of IGng X," and we know that 
"year 11 of King X" might be any year from 456 to 452 B.c. In order 
to determine the exact year, we calculate the Julian dates for Abu 1 
and Pachons 9 for all five years: 

Abu 1 = August 11 Pachons 9 = August 20, 456 B.c. 
u " = " 1 u " = u u 455 
""= 20 ""=" "454 
" u " 8 u u = " 19, 453 
" " = July 28 " " = " " 452 

It is evident at once that 454 B.C. must be the correct year, and it is 
obvious that one day one way or the other in any of the Abu 1 dates 
would not invalidate this conclusion.20 

n :'11. H. Pognon. "Chronologie des papyrus aram6ens d'Etl!phantine," Journal ati
oliqou, XVIII (lOth IWll'. 1911) , 337 tt.: Eduard Mahler, "Ole Doppeldal81 der ara.ml.
ischen Pap)'fi von Assuan," ZA. XXVI (1912), 61 tt. 

11 Not untJI the writer bad complet«< hJs work did be dl8cover tha~ he had boon antlcl
pat«<, both In hJs UBe or the Aramaic papyri and In his conclusions, by ProCessor Mart1.n 
Sprengllng In an early article, "CbJ'onotoglcal Notes trom Aramaic Papyri," A J SL, 
XXVII (1911), 233 tt. The rae~ that a second year rottowlng the traditional date must be 
considered. and our present much greater knowledge or the Babylonian catendBl', justify 
him, be teets. In a new treatment ot the subJect. 

n The writer,ln collaboration with Dr. Waldo H. Dubberswtn,ls now engaged In com
piling tables or Julian dates Cor the boglnnlng or every Babylonian month from 588 a.c. 
to the Cbrlstla.n Era. They are to be Incorporated In a forthcoming study ot the Neo
Babylonian calendar. The Babylonian dates In this article are based on this unpublished 
material, but they may be roughly chocked, It desired, by the early tables or Eduard 
Mahler. Zur Chronologie der Babvlonier (''Denks. d. kals. Akad. d. Wiss .. math. naturw. 
Ct.." Vol. LXII (Wien, 1895)). pp. 641 tt., controlled by the dates for Nlsanu 1 In D. 
Sidersky, "Contribution a t'Gtudo dO Ia clli'ODOiogle n6o-babylonienne," RA, XXX. (1933), 
57 If. 

tt Other poln\3 to bo considered are: (a) Babylonian days ran from sunset to SUDJ!et 
and Egypllan days from daybreak to daybreak, so that, tt a papyrus were written In the 
evening. the Babylonian date would be one day later than the Egyptian. (b) The new moon 
was visible at A88uan torty-68ven minutes earner than at Babylon. As \he new month be
gan with tho ftrflt appearance or the crescent, upon occasion a month could begin at 
Elephantine one day before I~ began at Babylon. Apart rrom all \IIese considerations, mere 
sc:rlbal errors In dealing 'Aitb two calendars are undoubtedly present. 
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Seven papyri have their dates sufficiently well preserved to be 
usable for our present purpose.u They are tabulated according to the 
following scheme. The first regnal year worked out for each papyrus 
is the traditional date, calculated from the Ptolemaic canon, according 
to which the first years of the reigns of the six kings from Cambyses 
to Artaxerxes II are as follows: 

Ye&r~of 
llegn 

Cambyses. ..... .. ... . . .. 8 
Darius I.. .. . ... . .. . ... . 36 
Xerxes... .. . .. ......... 21 
Artaxerxes I. ......... . . . 41 
Darius II.. .. ...... .. ... 17 
Artaxerxes II .. .. .. .. . . . . 46 

Daw. of Fin~ Year 
(No~ Ac:eSon Year) 

529/ 28 B.C. 

521/ 20 
485/84 
464/ 63 
423/ 22 
404/ 3 

Following this traditional year are the Julian dates for the next two 
years, into which the given regnal year might fall according to the 
chronology resulting from a longer reign for Bardiya or Nebuchad
nezzar or both. 

I. Cowley 5 = Sayee and Cowley A 
Ululu 18 = Pachom 28 
September 13 = September 12 ~ 
October 2 = " " 

September 21 = " 11 

2. Cowley 6 = Sayee and Cowley B 

Year 15 of Xerxes 
471 B.C. 

470 
469 

Kislirnu 18 = Tholh 171 (IT 1141 (IT 1171• Year f l, the beginning of 

January 3 = December 23 30 
December 23 = " " " 

" 12 = " " " 

the reign when King 
Artaxerxes sat on his 
throneb 

January 2 465/ 64 B.c. 
" " 464/ 63 
" " 463/ 62 

(a) Cowley states that there is hardly room for 17. This papyrus has 
been included in spite of the uncertainty of the Etzyptian date because of 
the importance of the year dating, which shows that year 21 of Xerxes was 
also the acce~sion year of Artaxerxes. 

(b) As will be explained in Part III, the scribe normally used double
year dates after Thoth 1 until the Egyptian and Persian years again coin-

11 Ono o~hcr (Cowley 8 - Sayee and Cowley D) bas Its dates preserved. bu~ they are 
dcmollSlrably lnco~ (cr. Mahler, ZA, XA'YI (1912), 64). 
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cided, after Nisanu 1. Thus we should expect here, "Kislimu 18, year 21 = 
Thoth x, year 22, the beginning of the reign, etc." However, for a long 
period up oo one or two weeks before, the scribe had been accustomed to 
write only "year 21," and he may easily have forgotten the present neces
sity for a change, just as we ourselves frequently fail oo write the correct 
year in January dates. Moreover, the scribe was undoubtedly confused 
by the fact that the accession year of the next king was involved. 

3. Cowley 10 
Ki8limu 7 -= Thoth 4 Year 9 of Arta.urxes I• 
December 14 = December 18 456 B.C. 

" 3 = " 455 
" 22 .. " " 454 

(a) Here again we should expect "Kislimu 7, year 9 = Thoth 4, year 
10"; but see note (b) to No.2 above. 

4. Cowley 13 = Sayee and Cowley E 

Kislimt' S • Mewe 10 
November 19•= November 17 
December 7 = " 16 
~ovember 27 = " 

Year 19 of Artaxerxes I 
446 B.C. 

445 
444 

(a) Kislimu 3 in Babylonia was probably December 19, as the nine
teenth year of Artaxerxes I should have a second Ululu (cf. the forthcoming 
study of the Nco-Babylonian calendar by the writer and Dr. Waldo H. 
Dubberstein). By this time the nineteen-year cycle with six Addaru's 
and one tnulu as intercalated months is fairly well attested, and the failure 
of the scribes in Elephantine oo know or to recall that this particular year 
required an Ululu and not an Addaru can easily be explained by their 
isolated position geographically. 

5. Cowley 14 = Sayee and Cowley F 
Abu 14 -= POlhons 19 
August 27 = August 26 

u 16 - u 

" 6 - " " 
6. Cowley 25 "" Sayee and Cowley J 

Kislimu S = Thoth It 
December 17 .. December 16 

" 6 = " 
November 25 "" " 

Year t5 of Arta.urxes I 
440 B.C. 

439 
438 

Year 8/9 of Darius II• 
416 B.C. 

415 
414 

(a) That is to say: year 8 of the Babylonian calendar is year 9 of the 
Egyptian. 

l't 
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7. Cowley 28 =Sayee and Cowley K 
Shohalu f4 = Athyr 9 
February 10 = February 10 

Year 13/ 14 of Darius II 
410 B.C. 

" 29 = " " 409 
" 18 = " 9 408 

The following table analyzes the results of our tabulation. 

NUMBER OF DAYS BETWEEN BABYLONIAN AND 
EGYPTL>\N DATES 

PAPnua No. 
To-
TAL 

1 2' 3 4 5 6 7 

AvJ:Jt· 
A Oil 

--- - - - - - ----1----
Traditional year . . ... I 4 4 2 I 1 0 13 1 6/7 
First foUowin~ year .. 20 7 15 21 10 10 19 102 14 4/ 7 
Second foUowmg year 10 18 4 11 20 21 9 93 13 2/ 7 

• TakiD& o-n>ber 30 aa the Julian date. 

Unless this analysis can be invalidated-and at present that possi
bility must be doubted--a. most serious objection is here brought out 
to altering the chronology of Darius I. It is true that we have no 
double dates from his own time, but our papyri demonstrate that 
Xerxes' first year fell in 485/ 84 B.c., and, since we know from the evi
dence of the Babylonian tablets that Darius ruled thirty-six years, his 
first year must have been 521/ 20 B.C. 

Now, it is true that the Babylonian dates as given above rest on 
tables which assume 522 B.c. as the accession year of Darius I , and one 
might argue that, if one year for Bardiya and one for Nebuchad
nezzar III is to be inserted after Cambyses' eighth year, the table 
would have to be reconstructed from 522 onward. This argument, 
however, would lead us into considerable difficulties. In order to show 
this, let us construct a table of the nineteen years of the twelfth cycle 
after Nabunasir.22 This is a normal cycle with seven intercalated 

tt The table Is based upon Sldersk:y, op. cit., p, 63. and Etude 1ur Ia chronologie OUJiro
babl!lonienott (Paris. 1916) . pp. 29 and 38. Tbeconventlonalsystemofninetoon-yearcycles, 
beginning with Nabunaslr. Is here adhered to, although Kugler (Sttmkunde und Stern
diMt t in Babtl, II. Part II. Fasc. 2 [1924), 4221f.) argues for no cycle before 628 s.c .. an 
eight.-year cycle from 628 to 506. a. twenty-seven-year cycle from 504 to 383, and tho ntne
t.oon·Ye&r cycle from 382 on. This Is not the place tor an elaborate examinAtion or his a.rgu. 
ment. which Is not completely convincing. The evidence now a.va.Uablo supporu the theory 
tha.t the Babylonians, though perhaps without deftnlte formullzatlon. were following a. 

I 

.. 
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months, all at tested by tablets." There is no period of years longer 
than three from one intercalated month to another, and there are 
eight Nisanu 1 dates in March and eleven in April. 

Now a most important point is that the Addaru II of the XVIIth 
year of the cycle is dated not to the eighth year of Cambyses but to 

CYCLE XII 

Year of Reanal 
Inter· Date of 

cal a ted 
Cycle Year Month Nisaou 1 

1 ......... .. Cyrus 1 March 24, 538 B.C. 
II . . ... .. ... • 2 Ululu • 12, 537* 
III. ......... 3 Addaru • 30,536 
IV ........ .. 4 April 18, 535 
V .. . .. . ... .. 5 • 9,534 
VI. ....... .. 6 Addaru March 28, 533 
VII ...... . . . 7 April 16, 532 
VIII .. .... .. 8 ~ril 5, 531 
IX . .. .. .. ... 9 Ululu arch 26,530 
X .. ..... .... Cambyses 1 April 12, 529 
XI ........ . . • 2 • 1, 528 
XII . .... .... 3 Ululu March 21, 527 
XIII ... . . .. . 4 A ril 9, 526 
XIV ........ " 5 Addaru ~reb 29,525 
XV . ... ..... • 6 April 18, 524 
XVI .. ...... • 7 . 7, 523 
XVII ....... • 8 Addaru March 27, 522 
XVIII . . .. . . Darius 1 April 14, 521 
XIX . . ...... • 2 " 3,520 

• This is an UD111ually low date, perbape to be uplained by the diaorpn
iution which m1111 have accompanied C)'Tu8' oonqueet. 

the accession year of Darius.24 Hence, the insertion of a year for 
Bardiya and one for Nebuchadnezzar I II, before Darius, would re-

nineteen-year cycle prior to 382 simply on the basts or Intercalating a month whenever the 
calendar required lt. One hM only t.o refer to Kugler's table (op. cit., pp. 424-25) to see that 
from 546/ 46 to 511 / 10 there are two nlnetoon-year cycles which coincide exactly, overlap
ping all but a small part or his three postulated elght.-year cycles. However. even on the 
bMis or elght.-year cyciC8 In tho period from 528 to 605, It may be categorically stated 
that an analysis slmllar to that prlli!Oilted above on the basts or a. nineteen-year cycle 
would result In the same conclusions. 

" I am Indebted t.o Dr. W . B . Dubbersteln for checking this material. The references 
are given l.n Sldcrsky, Studt, p. 29, and Kugler, op. cit., Vol. II, 412. The three Ululu's 
are not unusual In this early cycle. 

" Three tablets, one or which requires an emendation from Ululu to Addaru, are listed 
by Poebel, " The Duration or the Reign or Smerdls . . . .... op. cit ., p. 134. 
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quire that this Addaru II be lowered to the XIXth year. Thus we 
should have to correct the above table as follows: 

XVII. . . . . . . Cambyses 8 . . . . . . . . March 27, 522 

ii*~1. ·. ·.:::: ~b:!~:~- . Adda:~ , : 
1~; ~~ 

nezzar 1 

At once we can see two important objections: (a) there is a period 
of five years from one Addaru to another, which, to my knowledge, is 
not provable in any other cycle; (b) Nisa.nu 1 is seen to begin March 16 
and March 5. Sidersky has tried to demonstrate that Nisanu 1 usual
ly fell on or after the equinox, and only rarely, and by few days, before 
it.26 His own later tables do not bear him out completely; but, apart 
from the exceptional dates of March 11 in the forty-first year of 
Nebuchadnezza.r and March 12 in the second year of Cyrus, the usual 
dates, when Nisanu 1 falls in March, are in the last third of the month. 

Furthermore, besides lowering Nisanu 1 in the XIXth year of the 
twelfth cycle to March 5, we should also have to lower every date in 
the following thirteenth cycle (for which we have seven attested inter
calated months) by twenty-two da.ys.u This would result in the fol
lowing series: 

I March 23 1 VIII 
II " 12 IX 

III " 1 X 
IV "20 XI 
V "81XII 

VI " 27 XIII 
VII " 17 

~farch 7 
" 25 
" 14 
" 3 
" 22 
" 10 

XIV 
XV 

XVI 
XVII 

XVIII 
XIX 

March 29 
" 18 
" 8 
" 26 
" 15 
" 5 

Not one date falls in April, which seems an impossibility for the 
Babylonian calendar. 

But, it may be argued, we need only to intercalate another month 
somewhere in the five-year period between Addaru's to make every
thing satisfactory. To this procedure there are three objections: (a) 

"Etude, pp. 70 tr. 
• U should be stated that we can be Quite certain ot the Nlsanu 1 dat-es• or thiB and tho 

preoedlng cycle because of an eclipse or the moon which occurred In the !Wlventh year ot 
Camb~. A record ot this has been preserved In Ptolemy's Almogut (lv. 14) and In e. 
Babylonian tablet (Stra.ss. Comb. No. 400). The latter dat-es the eclipse to the night ot the 
tourwenth or Duzu, which agrees with the astronomical calculation of July 16, 623 a.c., 
39 minut-es before mldn.lght (cl. Kugler, op. eil., I, 61 tr.). Accordingly, we mun date 
Nlsanu I ot Camby3-es' seventh year to April 7, 523. From this fixed point we can calculate 
torwiU'd and baclcwiU'd In the tweltth and thirteenth cycles, for which we I)OMO!II cectaln 
knowledge or the ln~Aln:&lated months. 
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in a period when tablets are plentiful we have no evidence for such a. 
month; (b) we should then have a total of eight intercalated months 
in the twelfth cycle, which a priori is at least most improbable if not 
impossible;n and (c) we should have to raise all the dates of the thir
teenth cycle by eight days, giving this series: 

I April 22 VIII April 6 
II " 11 IX " 24 

III March 31 X " 13 
IV April 19 XI " 2 
V " 7 XII " 21 

VI " 26 XIII " 9 
VII " 16 

XIV 
XV 

XVI 
XVII 

XVIII 
XIX 

April28 
" 17 
" 7 
" 25 
" 14 
" 4 

These dates, with only one in March, seem as improbable as the 
previous series. 

It is unnecessary to go through the same process to check the re
sult of dropping the Addaru II of the XVIIth year by only one place, 
to the XVIIIth year of the twelfth cycle. The reader can easily see 
that lowering all the Nisanu 1 dates ?f the thirteenth cycle by eleven 
days, or raising them by nineteen, would be equally unsatisfactory. 

Our conclusion should be, therefore, that we can neither intercalate 
another month in the twelfth cycle nor move the Addaru II of year 
XVII to a later year. Thus we can feel certain of the Julian equiva
lents of the Babylonian dates in the Aramaic papyri; and, in proving 
that, we have demonstrated that the Addaru II of Darius' accession 
year must be placed in the XV lith year of the twelfth cycle, or 522/ 21 
B.c., and his first year was therefore 521/ 20 B.c. 

II. THE DATE AND RECONSTRUCTION OF A PAGE OF 
THE "DAY-BOOK" OF THE MEMPIDS ARSENAL 

In 1931 N. Aime-Giron published a number of Aramaic texts, 
among which were some papyrus fragments found by Firth at 
Saqqarah in 1926.u Bearing the numbers 5 to 24 in his publication, 
they are said by him to constitute parts of a "day-book" kept at the 
Memphis arsenal or dockyard. Although the larger fragments fre
quently bear parts of dates, both Egyptian and Persian, no king is 

nIt Is true that Pohl, N Ru. I. No. 20, gives an Addaru II to the second year ot Nabu
nald. making eight tor the elovonth cycle. but this must be either a copyist's or scribal 
error, as we should then have throo Addaru II 's In successive years. and tour In one 6ve· 
year period, bringing a Nlsanu I back to May 7-all Quite unlikely. Furthermore.!~ would 
be impossible to attribute tho extra month ot Cycle XII to the following cycle, tor we 
have seven attested months tor that cycle 

"T<zl,. oromltnt d' Bg~plt (Le Caire, 1931), pp, 12 If. 
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ever mentioned, and the editor demonstrates no date for their com
position. 

Study of the fragments has led me to the conclusion that they can 
be dated with certainty to the reign of Xerxes, in a. period from 
October 25, 472 B.c., to May 17, 471. Moreover, at least five of the 
fragment&-Nos. 10, 11, 13, 14, and 15-once formed the larger part 
of a single pagen of the "day-book." The method, based upon the 
fragmentary dates, by which this page was reconstructed need not be 
detailed here, but the correctness of the reconstruction requires 
demonstration. 

As can be seen in Plate IV, the recto of the page bore two columns, 
of which approximately half of column A is missing on the right. The 
verso, Plate V, apparently bore but one column. Four dates are pre
served, in whole or in part, and we may tabulate them as follows: 

Recto A 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . = ... [Choia)k year .... . 
B 3 11 ( +x) .... year 14 = 3 Choiak, year ... . 
B 11 23 Addaru, ye[ar Xli)II = 8 Choiak, year ... . 

Verso C 3 24 Addaru, year [XII]II = 9 Choiak, year 15 

There is no question of year 14 (Persian) being correct in C 3, for, 
whenever two years are mentioned, the Persian is one less than the 
Egyptian. *0 The sequence of tabulated dates thus conclusively proves 
our arrangement of the fragments. ~o doubt, the still large holes 
might be filled in to some e1..'tent with the smaller fragments, but with
out the physical evidence of the papyrus as a guide that would be a 
hazardous venture. 

We can now restore with certainty Addaru 18, in B 3.at Also in A 9 
the date must have been Addaru 16 or 17 = Choiak 1 or 2. In the 
reign of what king did Addaru 16, year 14, equal Choiak 1, year 15? 
Four kings are possible; and we tabulate the results for each, arrived 
at as explained in Section I, C, of this article. 

Addaru 16, year 14 = Choiak 1, year 15 

Darius I March 26 = March 28, 507 D.c. 
Xerxes " 18 = " 19, 471 
Artaxerxes I " 26 = " 14, 450 
Darius II " 21 = " 3, 409 

"This page could, of course, be merely the end or a. long papyrus roll. Elsewhere In 
this Issue (pp. 302 tr.) Or. R . A. Bowman discusses the restored ~t. 

" Ct. Sec. Ill or this article. 11 The editor read 17(?) . op. cit .• p. 32. 

II 
I 
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Arta.xerxes I and Darius II may be immediately eliminated, but at 
first glance it would seem difficult to decide between Darius I and 
Xerxes. The following considerations make a decision easier. We are 
concerned with a governmental archive which has frequent entries-a 
record which should offer little opportunity for casual errors in double
dating. It is easily possible to account for a lack of agreement by one 
day, but a two-day interval would require a somewhat Procrustean 

explanation. 
In Xerxes' fourteenth year Tebetu began on January 4, 471, 

Shabatu on February 2, Addaru on March 3; Nisanu of his fifteenth 
year began on April 2. as This means that both Tebetu and Shabatu 
were months of twenty-nine days. Now it is extremely doubtful that 
any other aid than actual observation of the crescent was in use in 

Egypt for the determination of the month's beginning; and, if the 
evening of the twenty-ninth day of Shabatu were cloudy at Memphis, 
it is quite possible that the crescent would not be seen and that the 
month would be given another day, especially as the preceding month 
bad but twenty-nine days. This would result in Addaru's beginning 
on March 4 and Addaru 16 would then be March 19, in complete 

' agreement with the Egyptian date of Choiak 1. 

Addaru in Darius' fourteenth year began, by astronomical calcula
tion, on March 11. Even if the preceding month had but twenty-nine 
days, under no circumstances could the first day of Addaru be delayed 
more than one day. The king of these fragments, then, can be only 

Xerxes. 
We can now date other fragments and list all of them in their 

chronological order. The earliest is No.8, and it should be noted that 
the verso was written before the recto. n 

8 v. 19 Tash[ritu) = [11 Epiphi, year 14] = Oct. 25, 472 D.c. 
20 Tashritu = [12 Epiphi, year 14) = Oct. 26, 472 

8 r. [27 Tash)ritu = 19 Epiphi, [year 14) = Nov. 2, 472 
5 r. [ 6 Addaru, year 14) = 21 Athyr, [year 15] = March 9, 471 

" The80 datos have all boon calculated astronomically by the use or Schoch ·s new moon 
tables in Langdon and Fotheringham, The V•""' Tablet• of Ammizaduga (London. 1928). 

n Tho assumption Is thM the editor named a.s recto the side with the horizontal 1lben 
uppermost. While 1~ was generally true that the Egyptian scribe wrote first on this side. 
there are numerous examples where the opposite Is true. The year must also be 14. not 15, 
a.s the editor proi)0888, beca.Ull(lln year 15 or Xerxes, Eplphl 19 could not have fallen In 
Ta.shrltu. 
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Now come the dates on the reconstructed page, given in the table 
above: 

A 9 = March 19 or 20, 471 
B 3 = " 21,471 
B 11 = " 25, " 
C3= "26" 

18 r. 30 Xisanu14 = [14 Tybi, year 15] 
12 r. [x Nisanu or Airu] = [x Ty]bi, year 15 

=May 1, 471 
= Apri118-May 17,471 

(Airu begins .May 2). 

III. PERSIAN AND EGYPTIAN METHODS OF DATING 

Through our discussion of the Aramaic papyri from Egypt we have 

become aware that there was not complete accord between Egyptian 

and Persian dating. The names and usually the days of the months 

differ, and some of the papyri record two regnal years-always, it 

should be noticed, consecutive. We have now to inquire into the 
reasons underlying this double dating. 

Under the Twenty-sixth Dynasty the regnal year coincided with 

the civil year," which began with the first day of the first month of 

the first season, in Persian times and thereafter called Thoth 1. That 

portion of the civil year which remained after the death of a king wa.s 

counted as year 1 of his successor. 36 According to the Persian method 

of dating adopted from the Babylonians, the regnal and civil years also 

coincided, beginning with Nisanu 1, but the unexpired part of the civil 

year after a king's death wa.s called the accession year of his successor. 

It should perhaps be further explained that the Egyptian year con

sisted of twelve months of thirty days each with five epagomenal days 

added at the year's end, while the Babylonian year was made up of 

twelve or thirteen lunar months of twenty-nine or thirty days each. 

As we shall demonstrate, the Egyptians in part accommodated their 

dating to that of their Persian overlords as follows: (1) they kept 

" Astronomically, Nlsa.nu bad but twenty-n.lno days, a clear lndlcatlon that oburoalion 
or tho crescent WM rcliod upon. 

"Tbl.s wM also true or the Middle Kingdom. In the Eighteenth DynM~y. however, 
and probably In the following dynasties, regnal years were couniOO rrom the day of ac
cession, Independently of the civil year (cr. Eduard Meyer, Ata~ptitch• Cllronoloai• [Dorlln, 
1004), pp. 187 II'.). 

• Thus, e.g., from tho reign of Psammetlchus Ill (only six months BCCOrdlng to Ma
notho and llerodotus) we have a. demotic papyrus daiOO to the month or Tybl. year 2. Ula 
t\rst "year" could. therefore. have boon. a.t most no longer tlle.n ono and a fraction months, 
a.s Tyblls the ftJth month of the year (ct. Spiegelberg, Dem. Pap. Stroubura. No. 2, p. Ul) . 
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Thoth 1 a.s their date for beginning regnal years, but (2) they adopted 

the principle of the acceswm year whenever the new king came to the 

throne after Nisanu 1 and before Thoth 1. 
The first is easily proved from the double year-dates in the Aramaic 

pa.pyri.n In 525 s.c. Thoth 1 fell on January 2 (Julian). A hundred 

years later, since the Egyptian year wa.s 365 days and thus lost a day 

every four years, it came on December 8, 426. Babylonian Nisanu 1, 

however, always fell near to or shortly after the spring equinox. Thus 

any given regnal year of a Persian king began in Egypt three to four 

months before it began in Babylonia. Any Aramaic papyri written !n 

this period would bear two year-dates, w~h the Egyptian always 
greater by one than the Persian. After Nisanu 1 the years would again 

coinciae and be written only once. 
The demonstration of the second proposition rests on the fact that 

such double year-dates are not found except in the three to four 
months' stretch of the Egyptian year prior to Nisanu 1, and that these 

double dates are always of consecutive numbers. To clarify this point, 
let us illustrate the usual Twenty-sixth Dynasty dating for a Persian 

king who came to the throne after Thoth 1 but before Nisanu 1. Over 

a. three-year period we would have the following: 

+ ...... Pers. ace. yr. ++ Pers. year 1 .... +I 
+ Eg. year 1 +I 

Thoth Nisanu 

1::. · Pers. year 1 +I+ Pers. year 2 :I Eg. year 2 

Thoth Nisanu 

I: ·:.:.·.Pers. year 2 +I+ Pers. year 3 - -

~I Eg. year 3 

Thoth Nisanu 

The accession of Darius II would fit such a dating situation, for he 

came to the throne in early February, 423 B.c. 38 Thoth 1 came on 

n No double dates for thl.s period have ye~ boon. noiOO in e.ny document written In 
Egyptian. 

u The last rOO<>rded date for Art.a.xerxes 11.8 Shabatu 17, February 26. 423 (BE. IX, 
No. 109), while the flr8t for Darius 11 1.8 Sbabatu 2. February 15, 423 (BE, X. No. 1). I 
owe the Information ror tbl.s and the following footnote to Dr. W. H. Dubberstein. 
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December 7, 424, and Nisanu 1 on April11,423. Correctly, therefore, 
papyri Nos. 6 and 7 in Section I, C, above give double year-dates for 
Thoth 12 and Athyr 9. 

Now let us assume that t he usual dating was also followed for a king 
who came to the throne after Nisanu 1 and before the next Thoth 1. 
Our diagram would then be this: 

Thoth Nisanu 

1

+----.. ········ Pers. ace. year 
+-··········· ······· Eg. year 1 

I
+ ...... pers. ace. yr.-··········+ ,+-···--·····················Pers. year 1 
+ ·· ········ --Eg. year 2······ ····--· 
. .... .... ... ..... ........................... ...... . 
Thoth Nisanu 

'

+-+· .... ·Pers. year 1 ......... + ,+ · ............ _ ............. pers. year 2 
.. ........... Eg. year 3 .......... .. 

. ......... .. 
Thoth Nisanu 

................ ~, 

I t is at once clear that the two regnal years would never coincide and 
that there would be a three- to four-month period yearly in which they 
would differ by two years. We can see now the importance of knowing 
that such a method was never in operation, so that we need have no 
uncertainty in dating any document bearing only an Egyptian date. 

That this method was not used can be demonstrated from our first 
Aramaic papyrus in Section I, C. Its date, in September, is Ululu 
18 = Pachons 28, year 15 of Xerxes. We know that Xerxes came to the 
throne between Tashritu 27(?) (November 7, 486), the last date for 
Darius, and Arahsamnu 22 (December 1, 486), the first date for 
Xerxes. aa Thoth 1 fell on December 23, 486. That the period from 
the accession of Xerxes to December 23 was not called year 1 in 
Egypt is evident from the lack of a double year-date in September of 
his fifteenth year. Confirmation is obtained from II above, where a 
date of year 14/ 15 in Addaru/ Choiak, after Thoth and before Nisanu, 
can fit only Xerxes. 

It cannot be argued that the news of the accession of Xerxes might 
not reach Egypt until after Thoth 1 and that the circumstances, 

" VAS, IV, No. 180; V, No. 117. 
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therefore, would be the same as those of Darius II. Even though the 
news might be late, the date of accession would certainly be known, 
and Egyptian dating would be based on it. I t seems quite clear, there
fore, that the Egyptians consciously adjusted their dating to avoid any 
such situation as outlined in the second diagram above. 

While we are thus sure of the accuracy of dates from Darius I40 on, 
there remains some uncertainty for Cambyses, arising from the fact 
that two dating methods came into use after the conquest. According 
to the first, the six-month reign of Psammetichus I II was disregarded 
and Cambyses' year 1 was considered the balance of the civil year after 
the death of Amasis (526 B.c.) . In his second year, therefore, Cam
byses actually conquered Egypt, and in his fifth year he died. 41 

I n the second method employed the Persian regnal years were taken 
over and applied retroactively to Egypt, wiping out not only the 
reign of Psammetichus III but also the last four years of Amasis.41 

I t can be seen, then, that any date falling in years 1- 5 of Cambyses 
might be off three years, and other data must be used to determine it 
accurately. 

ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY or CmCAOO 

"We have no doublo-dated pap)rl from hl.s reign, but tbeApls stela discussed In Sec. I , 
A. gives us assurance. Dad the balance of Cambyses' elgbth year been counted as the 
ftrs\ ot Darius, the llfo of Apl.s could have been only six years, and Ulere Is no justiftcatloo at 
aU tor reading the dJ.spu~ numeral as 6. 

u Thl.s dating 1.s round In R11l. Du•. Pop., ~o. IX. written in the ninth year o f Dariu~ 
(ct. Grlftltb. R11l.. III. 100). 

u Ct . Coiro Duo. Pop., No. 60059 (Spiegelberg, CotologtU g~ltirol ... d" Coir~. Dit 
Demotitcht ll Dt nkm4ltr. Ill, 42 IJ .) • which refers to year 2 and year 8 ot Cambyses. 
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RA YMOXD A. BOWMAN 

At the request of Richard A. Parker, who has reconstructed and 
dated a page of papyrus from several fragments of a series which 
Aime-Giron had already suggested must somehow belong together as a 
journal of the Memphis arsenal,1 I have prepared this reading of the 
reconstructed text (Pls. IV-V). 

These badly damaged fragments of text are somewhat unique in 
having their most legible readings in the date formulas which epig
raphcrs from experience usually expect to find most difficult. Aside 
from the date lines, the text is in very poor condition. Portions are so 
mutilated that only isolated letters or even traces of letters are dis
cernible, and gaping holes make it almost impossible to gain an in
telligible context. 

Under such circumstances it is difficult to improve on the usual 
careful work of Aime-Giron and almost impossible to glean more than 
he has from them. However, the demonstration that the pieces can be 
read when the fragments are put together as Parker has done it, by 
matching lines and by joining the legible date formulas, can be re
garded as a contribution in advance of what Aime-Giron has done. 
Then, too, my independent readings of the photographs of these 
fragments sometimes differ from those already proposed. Often, it is 
true, these differences depend upon an alternative interpretation of 
very mutilated letters, but these readings might throw light on some 
of the more legible sections of text and, if sound, might affect Aramaic 
lexicography. 

TEX'ft 

COLUMN A, RECTO 

~·-,: :1".:1.,~ ;,n,:~ li . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1 

Iii ;-;u~J6 ii?:il ,.,-;~ r ~= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c2 

'Of. p . 295 above. N. Alm6-Giron, Tutu aramlent d'Bgvr>te (Cairo. 1931), pp. 12 IT . 
(hereafter abbreviated '"A-G '"). 

• 1 attempt t.o lndlcai.e as closely as possible the approximate nate or the text Letters 
about which there Ill aome doubt are dott~. those even more doubtful are dotted In 

302 

PLATE 1\' 

Ar> AR.UIAIC JOURNAL PAG£ 
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::.::::1 1................................. . . .... . .. (3 

lo i~ .. · 1("1]~;.~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . (4 

ii:IJn ' T I ii~·~[C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5 

]I 5::> ~(· ................... ........ .. (6 

J. en~ !C"ili ·r:: .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . (7 

)o o o o o o o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (8 

(-] 

II III X] t"l:w lir.·~; ... C," ,ii I III X ii:i:l "li~; . ... ::l I (9 

l~w III ,::.:::! cip "T ~IS'~ o n ......... .. .. ........... (10 

. . 1,;:::~,. r"'::;:(;~ o o o ........ ............ . ... (11 

[; ]o(i'l .. )o~• . .. ; :::l (:::l .. .... .. .... ....... .. .... (12 

1M[~:>;) II[III] Iii C~~ [,iii .... ................ (13 

COLUMN B, RECTO 

""~:::! • Jri~.,r; ,~; I .. .. . .. . 1~ (1 

)"':::l iili~ i"51 . .. .. .. .. :: (2 

n:;:: in•:>; III C • ,ii I II[I) X n:l!~ "'i~5 ii III ii) IX ~ (3 
[ II III X] 

.:.It: ... ,,:... ,=-- ..... - ... - n""' o"':- l.:, l'"~ • J.,-·""1 \..,. .,--:.. (4 
- ) •" ' ••• v • I - - t I "' :J - ' :~ .... ,.,, ' _ ,.., 

cn~:a l ........ ~;:n ;, · i (5 

...... :iu , ... 1 .. ooo i:, l )!~6::; (6 

I 'i~ ......... o ii:r. i .. [~6 (6 

ljJi•;.: III )::> (7 

·J r ci5J .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . <8 
m ·IrJ o o 1 c P)m ....... ... .. .. 1w 6~1~1 (9 

0 0 0 [ .. .. .... IJ-i• iril:J ~ .. (10 
[-) 

bra~:kets; traces ot lou.ors aro indicated by the mark o. ConJettural nJStoratlons are un

dot!Ald bu~ aro In brackets. 
Dots are used to lndlcats the approldmato number of spaces or lett~ of the tex~ where 

none remain. where such spaces can be computed at the bog!nnl.ng of or wlt.hln lines. 
A t.h1n vertical stroke lnt.errUPts the tsx~ in each line where fragments are divided. 
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X m )10 jri": ; II III (ii]I c,• , ii I [III X 1"\:l ]10 , ,K; III XX :::1 (11 
II III 

IKJn·~Jc, o o o o o :~ 51 ....... ,,,~b' "i Nl"\""~~:i1[~J (12 

]~·.: [~) .. To( ) ...... ol'io~::l i1"1[ 6 (13 

0 o[ ...... )o n~:.-i 0 0 0 0 (14 

COLUMN C, VERSO 

'· .. ; ;; ...... (1 
~~ K~~~ ... C K" [ ..... ~~JI·T pi~i~;il .. .. .. (2 

[-] 
II X mw j MI•:>; III III III C1" ,ii II[II XJinjW "1iN; I III XX ::l (3 

IIi] 
o o ::l o ~ o 5 1 ..... lo jTi::l;..l"\Ul o $ o ; ::l ... 11~m '' "T i'"~g:.::l (4 

o.o ... ) ; ~.( .... jJ ~~~ (1"\]o.;l"\ So.~ .1 .... o i ooo "T ~;~;~ (5 

n l~oo~o 11 ....... Jl.w oo pt: l ....... JI""~::l •r-, ..... (6 

I ,r, lql... (7 

[;) ... :r.:i] ~Sl :.: .......... 0 o( ... ...... nu~:: ;; i~ .. (8 

C(o ~Jii • i~'o .... ... ]; o::lo o \: [C .. · .. Jl[~ ... ]N ~~~;; (9 

liJ~K"'i:l~i,.~ ~ [ • )$~U :T n[ii]"1 ;;.i(S K .... Jlo;$-:.:;·.:~ ~::l (10 

o o o o o c1p ·[TJ ~,:..o o o o Cip o o o ..... II~Jc "T Nc·::~ (11 

TRA..~SLATIOX 

COLUlL'< A 

1. ...... his companions the su[pply officers .... . 
2 .............. thus they said, "Simak(?) went up (the river?) 3 (days 

ago?) 
3 .................. within 
4. . ........... Bagaphernes ... . . . hand of(?) 
5 ............ 1 boat which is h[ere) 
6. . ......... the .......... total 1 (plus?) 
7 ............ [when] a decree [was made] .... . 
8 .......... (only traces) 
9. [On the .... of Addaru, year 14, that is the .... day of Choiak] year [15) 

10. . .......... the ....... which preceded amidst 3 ..... . 
11 ................ Egyptians will make 
12 .......... (only scattered letters) 
13 ............ [that is) day 8 (or 9?) [of Choi)ak 
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COLUMN B 

1. ......... through the agency of(?) H.ormabi 
2. . .......... through the agency of Pal)ah son of ... . 
3. On the 18th day of Addaru, year 14, that is, the 3d day of Choiak, year 

[15) 
4. for a memorandum concerning Bagaphernes son of ..... He went into 

the boathouse to [inspect a boat?] 
5. which was on the dry land ..... Pa-niptem 
6. a ship(?) .......... . 
6(bis) ............. . 
7. Total3 keels(?) 
8. . ........ [Meshu)llam who ........ . 
9. [according to) the instruction of Sh ..... Shelem[iah) who ..... . 

10 ......... (scattered letters) 
ll. On the 23d of Addaru, ye[ar 14), that is the 8th day of Choiak ye[ar 

15) .... 
12. the substructure(?) which they m[ade) ........ ... the .SBYT ••• 

13 ....... (scattered letters only) 
14 .................. . 

COLUMN C 
1. ..... one(?) ..... . 
2. . .... Abdzedeq who is [in charge ofl the ........... the water(?) 

3. On the 24th of Addaru, year 14, that is the 9th day of Choiak, year 15 
4. Bagaphernes who is in charge of cordage (or sails?) ......... Shethra-

buzana(?) ..... . 
5. the boat(?) which they ............ [our?) lord ........ who(?) is in 

charge of(?) ........ . 
6 ......... son of ................ . 
7 ....... he(?) .... . 
8 ........ from(?) over the hou[se of the boats?] .... . 
9. Belonging to the company or ............... . 

10. son of Chemosh-pele~ the ....... , belonging to the company of Vayaz-
data(?) of Memphis, along with Marduk-Sar-uf?ur . . . . .. . 

11. in the wooden bowl(?) which ... ..... .. before .... the ...... [whi]ch 
is before ....... . 

NOTES3 

COLUMN A 

Line 1 (A-G, No. 14, recro, l. 1) 
The length of the line is determined by line 9 of this column which is as

sumed to be a new date entry. The number of spaces available is approxi
mated by counting line 3 of column C (the verso), the most complete date line. 

• The ayawm or transUteraUon used Is that ProPOsed by A. A. Bru.x, "A SlmpWied 
Syst(!m or Hebrew-Engll.sb and Aramaic-English Transliteration." AJ SL, LVIII (Jan-
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The conjunction w supplied by A-G before knwth is not found in the 
photograph, and there is no room for it. The first traces of a letter show, by its 
extended staff, that it is tor k and not w. The last word, restored by A-G on 
the basis of occurrences in the shipbuilding papyrus of 412 B.c., • is convincing, 
but I have translated as "supply officers" rather than "commanders" because 
their function in the shipbuilding papyrus was that of ordnance officials who 
inspected equipment and ordered repairs. 

Line f! (No. 14, r., l. e, and No. 115, r., l. a1) 
Instead of the lh of A-G we must read <lh (for there are definite traces of c 

and the space between words would be too great without it), which could be 
only the verb "he went up," although it is used nowhere else in the papyri. 
The rest of the line is very obscure. One expects a proper name after the verb. 
The first darkened traces suggest the head of s with a short staff.5 The next 
letter is a small one without a staff, probably y. This is followed by a definite 
m and the bottom of a long thin staff which almost intrudes into the line be
low. A-G read it as n, which cannot be entirely excluded, but the traces favor 
a k. A name fitting the traces here, symk, appears in a papyrus of 418 n.c.1 

Smudges that follow are difficult to read. The last blur has been identified 
as > but the thick parallel strokes suggest the figure 2 or possibly 3. The mean
ing of such a cryptic figure is not clear. It may be a reference to a journey 
up the river on the " third" day of the month. 

LineS (No. 14, r., l. S, and No. 15, r., l. al) and line 4 (No. 14, r., l. 4) 
Obscure traces in line 3, but only the last word is clear. Only one word is 

clear in line 4, but uncertain traces suggest that the line was once completed. 

Line 5 (.\'o. 14, r., l. 5) 

A-G reads only spynh .... , which seems certain although the first letter 
is almost completely lost. A single thick stroke follows this word, then a trace 
of z, a complete y, and finally what seems to be t. The single stroke is ap
parently a figure. The practice of writing the numeral for the indefinite article 
is illustrated by Cowley.7 

The space following this line is blank for a single line. Since the text of this 
column preserves only the ends of lines, one cannot determine whether this 
blank is merely the end of a short line or a deliberate dividing space. 

Lines 6 (No. 14, r., l. 7), 7 (No. 10, r., l. 1), and 8 (No. 10, r., l. 2) 

uary, 1941), 57 fl. In order to reproduce tbe unpolnted text, bowevor. oach cbaracter,con
sonant or vowel, Is written In tbe consonantal value. 

• A. E . Cowley, Aramaic Pap11ri of the Fifth Centur11 B.C. (Oxford, 1923), No. 26, 11. 4 
and 8. 

• Cowley, AP, No.5 (471 e.c.), 1. 16. Ct. tbe 'In the name mb•llln the plate for this 
papyrusln A. H. Sayee and A. E. Cowley, Aramaic Pap11ri Di•coltrtd ot Auuon (London, 
I 000), Papyrus A. Pl. 2,1. 16. 

• C'owley, AP, No. 22, I. ?:7. 

' Ibid .. No. 5,1. 4 (471 a.c.) and elsewhere. 
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Line 9 (No. 10, r., l. S) 
Apparently a date line introducing a new entry, as in lines 3 and 14 of 

column B and line 3 of column C. If this be so, one may then approximate 
the width ~ this column by reference to those more complete lines. 

Line 10 (No. 10, r., l. 4) 
A-G reads ....... .... ) ml> zy qdm bywm-U, which he understands to say 

ml> which "arrived" in the "sixth day." AB far as zy, the line is very badly 
damaged. On the edge are traces of what might be t. The l and > are rather 
certain. The second letter of qdm looks like w but may be a poor d. AB indi
cated above, this is regarded as a verb by A-G, who says: "Qdm doit @tre 
consid~r~ ici comme un verbe, probablement au pael avec le sens de 'se 
pr~enter, arriver.' " Qdm does occur in the papyri as a verb (in Cowley, 
op. cit., No. 82, I. 6) in the sense "to be presented" and in the Targums in the 
sense "to precede," "to be early." 

Immediately after qdm the letters get smaller and crowded, as though at
tempting to avoid the next column. It would seem that the smaller letters are 
a later addition to the text, like the interlinear letters in B6 bi.s. 

It is impossible to read /)ywm here, for the second letter is definitely g, and 
what would have to be read m would have no counterpart in the papyri. 

The st read by A-G seems possible but would be unusual for a numeral 
here where strokes are ordinarily used. The best reading is sbn, although snn 
"';th the second n short and curved cannot be excluded. 

Line 11 (No. 10, r., l. 5) 
A-G reads ...... ) o o bm~ll1{lxiun. Them is quite probable, but the b, 

read as clear by A-G, cannot be identified. The reading y<bdun is certainly 
preferable to his alternative reading tfbqun. 

Line 1S (No. 10, r., l. 6) 
I have been tempted to read f?bbl, "in Babylon," but the second b is im

probable. What has been resd as h might also be b, which seems to be followed 
by traces of two more letters of which only the tip of l suggests anything. 
A-G ignores these last traces. 

Line 18 (No. 10, r., l. 7) 
A-G reads ..... )pom oo ........ [kJ!ibk. Since it is probably correct to 

read the month name at the end of this line, one may look for other signs of a 
date formula. This I sec in ywm, "day," as in column B, line 3. If this be 
correct, the space before the month name is enough for eight or nine strokes. 

COLUMN B 

Line 1 (No. 15, r., col. 8, l. 1, and No. 11, r., l. 1) 
A-G reads the > as clear, but there is scarcely enough of a trace to identify 

the letter. For lyd we may read "through the agency of-" parallel in mean
ing to the common expression ana qdti of the Nco-Babylonian business docu-
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ments. The proper name has been identified as the Egyptian /jr-m-ll!--t, with 
the final element written ml!-y, as in the Aramaean spelling, lV~pr<m~y. 

Line f (No. 15, r., col. B, l. f, and No. 11, r., l. f) 
The name PM is identified as the Egyptian P-~H which is foun~ in demotic 

as P..~· and in Greek as paes. a 
A horizontal check line just below the first letter of this line and extending 

into the space between the columns marks the end of an entry and is followed 
by a space a little wider than normal between lines in this papyrus. 

LineS (No. 15, r., col. B, l. S, and No. 11, r., l. S) and line 4 (No. 15, r., col. B, 
l. 4, and No. 11, r., l. 4) 
A-G does not associate these two fragments. Number 15, recto, column B, 

line 4, he reads as above, but the second, he believes, starts with m, the 
last letter of a personal name followed by br, "son of," with the >th as the 
second name. However, what has been read as the bin br looks much more like 
p or even w; since it has no definite head, the traces of the letter before this 
word in the photograph look more like r than like m. It is imperative from the 
join on the verso that there be a bit of space between the two fragments, if 
Parker's restoration of the date is certain. This would permit the reading 
of the n of Bagaphernes and the b of "son of" in the space and regarding the 
pr. or wr., whatever it may be, as a second name. The >th is in this context 
more likely to be a verb than a personal name. 

The lm at the end would seem to be not an adverbial particle indicating 
the beginning of the message but the first part of an infinitive form. 

Line 5 (No. 15, r., col. B, l. 5, and No. 11, r., l. 5) 
Again appears the troublesome <l tbl first encountered in the shipbuilding 

papyrus (A P, 'o. 26, II. 4 and 8). A-G cautiously makes a suggestion that 
thl may be the Hebrew and Aramaic teb,.hel, "world," in the sense of "dry 
land." Assyrian Uibaluoften occurs in contexts where "dry land" is contrasted 
with "water." A-G thinks of a "dry dock" in this place but feels that this 
meaning does not fit in Cowley's context. 

It does not suit the context as Cowley's restorations have constructed it, 
but some of the attempts at restoration are definitely wrong in that difficult 
papyrus. Cowley's own rendering of <l tblas "according to measure, i.e., ac
curately" compared with Hebrew ~rebho.?l, "measuring line," is as poor as his 
ytngd, "drawn up," in the sense of "specifications." Against the idea that 
the "boat" be "drawn up," Cowley raised two objections: first, that the 
word for boat is always the feminine spynh and would not therefore be used 
with the masculine verb ytngd in AP, No. 26, line 4, and, second, that what
ever was "drawn up" bad to be sent to the treasury.' Consequently, in his 
restoration of line 3, he supplies >8rn>, understood as "specifications," as the 

• cr. W. Spiegelberg. "AgYJ)tlsches Spracbgut in den aus llgYJ)ten stammenden aramll
lsehen Urkunden der Perserzeit."' Ori•ntaliaclt• Studi•" TAeodor Nold•ko (01tl8zen, 1906), 
11, 1103, No. 24. 

' A P, p. 92, fUb. I. 4 . 
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object to be "drawn up accurately." But the subject need be neither "boat" 
nor "specifications." It might be a part of a boat that is regarded as of mascu
line gender. One could suggest "keel" as something that might be "drawn 
up" on land. It is possible that the ngydh of AP, No. 26, line 8, is to be read 
"its keel" or "its prow." The root ngd, with the meanings "strewh, draw, pull, 
prolong, guide," would be an excellent one from which to derive a noun 
"keel" or "prow," since several of the meanings would fit the requirements for 
a long projecting part of a ship that was of some use in dragging it up on 
the beach. I suggest that ngydh, "its keel," be substituted for Cowley's >8rn> 
in the reconstruction of line 3 and read also in line 8. This would overcome 
the first of his objections. 

As for the second objection, if the text is properly read, nothing is said 
about sending a boat or speci[teations to the treasury. As elsewhere in the 
shipbuilding papyrus (cf. I. 6) the verb sll!- in line 4 means "send word"; the 
treasury officials were to be notified when the boat was ready for inspection. 

If further need exists to support A-G's interpretation, it is found in line 7 
of the shipbuilding papyrus (AP, No. 26), where it is definitely stated that the 
boat was "(upon) the sand which was before the fortress," just where the 
[ngydh) ytngd [<l t)bl of lines 3 and 4 instructed the boat should be. In my 
opinion, with its proper context, the meaning of <l tblas "dry dock" fits the 
context of the shipbuilding papyrus. 

After broken context the last clear word in the line seems to read pnpim, 
which A-G regards as possibly an Egyptian name formed by prefixing the 
element p to the name Nfr.:itm. But he rightly notes that one would then 
expect the spelling np:tm written with an ' · More probable is the suggestion 
made to me by Parker that the god-element is ~'frtm, the son of Ptah, the 
principal god at ~Iemphis. Such a formation as P-Nfrtm would be appropriate 
for a local Egyptian. It has already been recognized that the element nfr 
can be spelled without the r in personal names, as in Pt--t-;p!Jtp. But it is inter
esting to find that the name Nfr-tm is written in Babylonian as -ni-ip-le-e-mu.l0 

Since our name is spelled in Babylonian fashion and the spelling of the names 
MarduJv.Sar-~ur and Memphis (col. C, I. 10) likewise show Babylonian 
spelling, it seems quite likely that our scribe had Babylonian rather than 
Egyptian training. 

The remainder of this line is blank. 

Line 6 (No. 15, r., col. B, l. 6, and No. 11, r., l. 6) 
The third letter of the first word is very difficult, but the traces suggest 

nothing better than A-G's q, peculiarly made but proved by the example in 
the name <fx4dq in column C, line 2. Apparently the same word appears as 
~4l> in line 5 of column C, with which A-G cautiously compares the ~lqal 
knanhJi.yim of Isa. 18: 1 which is rendered by the Septuagint as ploiOn pleruges. 

I' I d • "b Thinking of the verb m> with the traces that follow, he reo ers this as ateau 
de charge.'' 

•• H . Ranke, Keilt<Ari/llicAu Matvial '"' al14glll>litcA•" l'okoli•ation (Berlin, 1910) 
p . 40. 
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Where I read ... w bu:h o o ..•. , A-G has "I."'D{Joo." He suggests that this 
and the following line contain proper names, but there is too little evidence to 
venture even a conjecture here. 

Line 8 In$ (No. 15, r., col. B, l. 8 bi8, and No. 11, r., l. 7) 
An interlinear line in smaller letters, apparently a later addition. Whether 

the last line on fragment 11, recto, belongs to this line or to the line below is 
not easily determined. The nex1. line, as a total, was probably short. This 
leads one to believe that the interlinear line was begun with small letters, but, 
when the line below concluded, the letters became larger as the interlinear 
line was finished. 

In contrast to my reading, A-G has in fragment 15, byooot /li:h ....... . 
and in fragment 11, line 7, recto, ......... .. yd I. A third possibility for 
beginning the line is bo ... k I znh . .. , but this is less likely, for there are 
traces of another letter immediately after what would then be znh. 
LiM 7 (No. 15, r., col. B, l. 7) 

As A-G has noted, the things or persons here enumerated can be read either 
ngyd or ngyr. The occurrence of ngyd in this context would be another witness 
to the possibility of a substantive in the nQ!Jdh of line 8 of the shipbuilding 
papyrus. 

One would scarcely read naghfdh, "leader" or "ruler," here. If the preced
ing entries are concerned with boats, as they seem to be, and with repairs, as 
<l tbl would signify (if read as "dry dock"), then one might well read "keels" 
here as the type of repairs made. 

Immediately after the total there is a horizontal line, as after line 2, and a 
space marking the end of an entry. 

Lint 8 (No. 18, r., l. 1) 
A-G reads on this darkened fragment ...... oom ... zy ..••. The be-

ginning of the line, which should be on fragment 10, recto, as column B, 
line 1, is entirely gone, and, as the photograph shows, little can be done with 
the next two Lines also. 

Line 9 (No. 10, r., col. B, l. 1, and No. 18, r., l. t) 
This line is much destroyed. It has been read as ooTt 8 ...... (in frag. 10) 

and ....... ilm oo(z](y ng . .. (in frag. 13), but I have indicated here only 
what I can see in the photograph. The (k]pm is probable; it is the term used in 
the papyri to indicate one dictating to a scribe11 but might also be used to 
indicate one giving orders. 

LiM 10 (No. 10, r., col. B, l. 2, and No. 1S, r., l. S) 
A-G reads in No. 10 ooo, .. tit if . .... , and in No. 13 he questions whether 

there is any writing at all. The end of the line is probably blank, indicating 
a. short line ending an entry. There is no horizontal line, since that part of the 
papyrus is destroyed, but a blank line is left after the entry. 
LiM 11 (No. IO, r., col. B, l. 8, and No. IS, r., l. 5) 

The use of brackets in the transcription by A-G does not accord with what 
is visible in the text. 

"Ct. Cowley, A P, 'No.5, I. 15; No. 6.1. 17; Xo. 8, I. 28. etc. 
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Line I2 (No. 10, r., col. B, l. S, and No. IS, r., l. 6) 
The first word is a probable restoration based on an occurrence of the word 

in the shipbuilding papyrus where it is also associated, as here, with the verb 
"to make."n From the traces that remain this is a better restoration than 
the second one that A-G offers, (n)wpkrt>, "construction de bateau," derived 
from Persian navi and krta. Although this word must still be classed as "un
known," it is probably derived from the Persian upa, "under,''11 and kar, 
"make," and, if not part of a ship, is probably a reference to a substructure 
upon which a boat will be set while being built or repaired. In the ship
building papyrus the ordnance officials who inspect the boat in need of repair 
are to make the >wpkrt>, Since there (II. 8-9) the superintendent of the 
carpenters is presumably included among the ordnance officials, it was doubt
less he who had charge of making the >wpkrt>. 

For fragment 13 A-G reads ............ l >lon> wj!oyt>, but the pawrus 
is too destroyed by wear and stain to be certain of any reading. The s/Jyt I 
read suggests at once the spytkn of the shipbuilding papyrus (I. 9) which 
Cowley understood as a place name (cf. also spt, "nome"), the home of the 
chief of the carpenters. But the second letter, although somewhat doubtful, 
looks more like b than p. 

Line 1S (No. 10, r., col. B, l. 5, a11d No. IS, r., l. 6) 
A-G has here kotn b/:loo o ...... , with all the letters marked as doubtful. 

Line 14 (1\-o. 10, r., C{)l. B, l. 6, and No. 13, r., bottom) 
This has been read "oookygzt," which A-Gsuggests may be the Persian name 

Kaigatat(?) formed witl1 the element azata, "noble." The first letter might be 
d or r but hardly k. 

Nothing is legible in this line on fragment 13. There once may have been 
a few letters, now blurred, at the beginning. Apparently it was a short line, 
ending just beyond the edge of the break. 

COLUMN C 

Line 1 (No.JJ,roerso, l.1)andlinet (No.JJ, v., l.2, No.15,v., l.1, and No. 14, 
v., l. 1) 
A space two line.~ deep follows this entry. 

LineS (No. 11, v., l. S, No. 15, v., l. 2, and No. I4, v., l. 2) and liM 4 (No. 11, 
v., l. 4, No. 15, v., l. 8, alld No. 14, v., l. S) 
Perhaps this Bagaphernes is the same as in column B, line 4, and possibly 

is to be read in column A, line 4, also. In the papyri this name is found for a 
judge (dyn) who "came up (the river)" to Syene in the thirty-first year of 

"Cowley, AP, No. 26. I. 5. 
u Tills clemen~ Is found In San.ekrlt In the sense of "under" and also In Greek as &ro but 

1.s not found In Old Pmlan However. In the Aramaic from Persepolls alongside the wo.U 
~~•br, "trea.surer" or "si.Oree keeper." Ls found 'pp~zl>r', which W. Eilers bas suggested 
mus~ be "subtreasurer." Tbls would indicate that the element •,.p here may mean "'b
and that other words. such as 'ooplr. beginning with tills element, are 1.0 be explained In tbe 
same fashion . 
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Artaxerxes I (435 B.c.); and as the son of WS~y, it is mentioned as that of a 
contributor to the fund of the Jewish temple at Elephantine in 419 a.c.u 

A-G has translated nwzyn as "cables" or "voiles,'' deriving the terms from 
the root nwz, meaning "to twist, twine; to weave." 

For fragment 15 the reading by A-G is ..... o.:O y§bitrwn, of which he 
translates only "qu'ils se gardent," as though from the root imr. But there 
is no trace of the initial y, and them would be very peculiar. I prefer to read 
it as the Persian name S2lhrabazana (Old Persian X8alhrabUjyaM) found else
where in the papyri as Stbrzn» and in the Aramaic rescripts from the time of 
Darius as SlharMzMy.16 This reading, more in accordance with the Persian 
pronunciation than the others, satisfies all the traces of letters, although the r 
is crowded. For the uncertain traces on fragment 14 only the b has been sug
gested as legible heretofore, and even that has been marked as doubtful. 

Line 5 (No. 11, v., l. 5, No. 15, v., l. 4, and No. 14, v., l. 4) 
For the ~4l compare the note on column B, line 6 above. In the first frag-

ment A-G's readings end with the zy. In fragment 15 he reads ..... . 
ool. thon mr' ........ For the last he reads only ....... y 8 .•..... 

JAne 6 (No. 11, v., l. 6, No. 15, v., l. 5, and No. 14, v., l. 5) 
A-G has read for fragment 15 .... . ... 8rno zooo ...... and for num-

ber 14 merely traces with nothing legible. 

Line 7 (No. IS, v., l. I} 

This has been read( ....... b]gw by A-G, but the h seems quite clear with 
no trace of a preceding b. A slanting trace of a tail of a letter seems to be p, 
because of its length below the line, but it might be either r or d. 

Line 8 (No. JS, v., l. $, and No. 10, v., l. I} 

For fragment 13 ........ i11n •.. <l ooo has been read heretofore and 
for 10 ...... ion ... 8 d .... p .... . 

Line 9 (No. IS, v., l. S, and No. IO, v., l. B) 
Since the dgl referred to is presumably at Memphis, it is difficult to deter

mine the name of its commander. At Elephantine names of commandants 
beginning with ' are the Persian 'rtbnw and >trwprn and the Babylonian 
'dnnbw. 

Forfragment10 A-Greads "oso . . . oo .... l oi'il.ooool .... . "- too broken 
to permit even a conjecture for restoration. 

After this line he notes a vacant space, but, according to the photograph, 
there is nothing unusual in the spacing here. 

"Cowley. A P. No. 16.11. (1] a.nd 6; No. 22, 1. 133. 
"Cowley, A P, No.5 (471 a .c.), I. 16, &nd possibly t.o be restored In No. 13 (447 a .c.) 

1.18. 

"E:u& 5:3, 6; 6:6, 13. 
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Line 10 (No. IS, v., l. 4, and No. 10, v., l. S) 
The ~loabite name km8p4 is unique. A-G cites the divine name km& used 

in the Moabite stone and the use of the element -pl{ in Hebrew names11 but 
does not note personal names using the Chemosh element. It is interesting to 
note that, aside from the name Chemosh-nadbi found in the annals of_ Sen
nacherib •• other examples in cuneiform are found, like Chemosh-pelet, m the 
Persian ~riod. In the sixth year of Cambyses a busin~ do~~ent from 
Babylon involves the "Babylonians" ltli-ntJ.bu-balO.(u and Stn-J.:ilri,_ both so?S 
of one bearing the hybrid name Chemosh-sar-14ur.l' -~on~ ~he witnesses m 
a business document involving prominent and offiCial mdiVtduals, dated to 
the tenth day of the second Addaru of the sixteenth year of Darius (computed 
by Parker to be March 27, 505 n.c.), we find mentioned ijantusu _the son. of 
Chemosh-ilu.to It is apparent that from the begin_ning of _the Perst~n peno~ 
Moabites participated in the activities of the Persi~n emprre, often m promt
nent positions, as far away from Moab as Babylorua and ~gy~t. 

In the translation I have tried to indicate that some official t1tle must have 
followed the personal name. 

The name of the commandant of the company is read by A-G as lVyoot, 
but there is scarcely room for two letters in the gap. Since z takes up but 
small space, my conjecture may be correct. . . 

A-G's read.ing mnpy for :\I em phis, while in agreeme~t With the spellmg of 
the name elsewhere in the papyri,21 does not agree With the somewhat ob
scured traces here. The second letter suggests m rather than n, and ~ere 
is scarcely room for y after the p. Its spelling thus suggests ~he cuneiform 
name of the city, 1ne-im-pi or mi-im-pi, rather than the ~~tian Men-nufe. 

For the name Marduk~r-u~ur, A-G rightly notes that sar lS usually spell~ 
in Assyrian fashion 8ar instead of in the Babylonian manner as here, but he 7' 
misleading when he suggests that the a is almost gone. Only one stroke lS 

missing, and the traces that remain could only be read as 8. 

Line 11 (No. JS, v., l. 5, arul No. 10, v., l. 4) . 
A-G reads as "very probable" bbym as the first word, but as1de from re~rd-

ing the first b as a preposition he has nothing to offe~ wit~ re;:pect ~ mea~~; 
A better reading is bbys' . This may be ~he ~lmudic btsq?, kn~g bo'd: 
or "kneading trough," which may also 1dentify the wooden ObJect known m 

cuneiform texts as bfsu. 

ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY OF CniCAOO 

nCr. Palll; Pilla11; Palll' ll, Plalu4hu, and Plalu~h. . . 
11 D . D. Luckenbill. The Annalt of S•nnaeherib, Col. II, I. 56; Ane1ent Record• of Auuna 

and Bobulonia, Vol. II.I230, p. 119. 
u :M. de Clercq, Collection de ClereQ (Paris, 1903}, II, 126 ft., Tablet C, II . 1-2, 5 and 

12, P l. XXVI , 3A- F. 
• G. Contooau. Contrail nlo-babuiMien•. Vol . II (1929}, No. 193, I. 33. 

"Cowley, AP. No. 37. I. 11. 
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DARIUS AND XERXES I~ BABYLONIA 

GEORGE G. CAMERON 

Problems connected with the chronology of the accession years of 
the false Bardiya, the two Nebuchadnezzars, and Darius have re

peatedly been published in this Journal. Those connected with the 
accession of Xerxes have received ample publication elsewhere. New 

discoveries and a re-examination of the sources now make possible a 
clearer interpretation of these events. 

I. BARDIYA AND "TARZIYA" 

The available evidence from Babylonia, supplemented by that from 
Egypt (seeR. A. Parker's article in this issue), definitely confirm the 

traditional date of 522/ 21 for the accession year of Darius. Once this 
is recognized, it is obvious that all the material from Babylonia must 

fit in one way or another into the general picture. That it does so is 
clear from the following summary. 

Herodotus, in Book ill, chapters 6&-67, informs us that Cambyses 
reigned for seven years and five months. As others have shown, this 

figure is absolutely correct. The earliest document recording the sole 
rule of Cambyses1 is dated on the twelfth day of the sixth month, 
530 B.c.; from the Behistun inscription, § 11, we know that Bardiya 

revolted on the fourteenth day of the twelft h month (523/ 22); 
Cambyses reigned, therefore, six full months of 530/ 29 plus six full 

years plus eleven months of 523/ 22-a. total of seven years and five 
months. A few scribes in Babylonia, as is to be expected, were un

aware of Ba.rdiya's revolt; others, of Cambyses' death. The last tablet 
dated to Cambyses, signed on the twenty-third day of the first month 

of the eighth year,2 was written by such a scribe. But the scribe who 
wrote the first extant published tablet of Bardiya knew that the last 

month of the Babylonian year 523/ 22 was in itself Bardiya's ''acces
sion year"; therefore, he correctly dated a document written in the 

'Soo W. H. Dubberstoin, "Tho Chronology of Cyrus and Camby-." AJSL, LV 
(1938), 417- 10. 

' See Olmstead, AJSL, LV (1938) , 397. 
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next Babylonian calendar year to "year one, first month, day 19."3 

Another scribe, unaware that Bardiya's revolt began in the last month 
of 523/ 22, dated his tablet to "accession year, second month."• Other 

scribes were similarly confused; some continued to regard 522/ 21 as 
Bardiya's "accession year," while others regarded it (correctly) as his 

" first year."' 
In § 13 of his Behistun inscription Darius says that Bardiya was 

killed on t he tenth day of the sevent h month. The last tablet dated 
to him is "year one, sevent h month, first da.y"-nine days before his 

death. Herodotus iii. 66-68 relates that Bardiya was unmasked and 
killed in the eighth month of his reign; this, too, is accurate. Bardiya's 
reign included the last month of 523/ 22 plus six full months of 522/ 21 
and part of the seventh month-a total of eight months. 

One tablet, never published in full, would seem to indicate that a 

TARziya (often identified with Barziya./ Bardiya.) still reigned in t~e 
eighth month.& Pinches, who gave us our first information about thlS 

text, stated the case as follows:7 

The tablet 82-9-18 360a • which is a receipt for a certain amount of tithe 
for the month March.:Swan 

1

(0ctober), paid to TakiS-Gula. [Bic!) (apparently a. 
receiver of tithes at Sipar or Sepbarvaim), is dated "the 11th ~ay of M~rcb~ 
wan, in the first year of Tarzta, king of Babylon and countries ... · · This 
Tanta is apparently a. variant for the more common Barzta. 

The type-set signs given by Pinches read: 

(ara~) Ara~amnu u.-11-KA.ll 
Mu ...- KA.M r TAR-zi-ia 

8dr TIN-TIR(ki) U KUR-KUR 

That any scribe in Sippar, one month and one day af~er the death of 

Bardiya in the Nisaean Plain not far from modern Kmn~nshah-~nd 
therefore only a few days' ride from Sipp~r-could s~1~ be d~tm~ 
tablets to him, even in a moment of absent-mmdedness, 1s 1mposs1ble. 

1 Poebel. AJSL. LVI (1930) , 123. 

•mL - > ~ 
, In addltlon to tho list or known tablets datoo to Bardlya (see Poebel, 1~. col. • -

tessor F: w. Ooors notod tho unpubllsbod text BM 77436whlchroads: (c>r<>G\ Abu >&u-1-XAv 
•bar-•i-ia i clr babili iclr mcltdti (day and provenience Wlknown) . 

•Boo now Poebel . op. cit., pp. 123, n . 7, and 138 f . 

• TAt Bab~lo~ian and Oritnl4l Record, I (1886/ 87), 54 f . 

1 Now Bi\1 7~5. accordlng to Kugler, Sttrnkvndt un<l Slt rnciie,.ll ;,. Bahtl, II, 395. 

• See also Poebel, op. cit .. pp. 138 f . 

• 

• 

• 
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Some other explanation is demanded. The one here proposed is so 
simple that, although this writ~r is unable to collate the original, he 
has no doubt that it is the correct one. Clearly the scribe intended to 
write 

MU ;- x:AM T klim-bu-zi-ia 
' 'Year one, Cambyses" 

but, by the commonest sort of haplography, wrote instead 

MU ;- kam-bu-zi-ia. 

Pinches knew that MU-1-KA.M was the normal way of writing "year 
one," and expected the name of a king to follow. Perhaps a badly 
written bu10 appeared to him as I TAR; thus arose a "king" Tarziya, 
whose existence we must strongly doubt. 

Striking corroboration of this explanation is found in the appear
ance of Taqish-Gula, named by Pinches as "a receiver of tithes" at 
Sippar. The name is quite common. There is hardly any reason to 
doubt, however, that the Taqish-Gula at Sippar named in the Pinches 
tablet is any other than the person of the same name who received 
offerings in this city for the sattukkun from the second year of Cyrus 
onward.1' From the reign of Cambyses specifically, Taqish-Gula 
figures as the recipient of objects for this offering11 on one tablet from 
the accession year, six from the first year, 14 four from the second year, 
fourteen from the third year, two from the fourth year, and two from 
the fifth year. Thereafter Taqish-Gula, in this capacity, is heard of no 
more. 

II. NEBUCHADNEZZAR III 

The words of Darius, in § 16 of his Behistun inscription, indicate 
that Bardiya's death was followed immediately by the "revolt" of 
Nidintu-Bel, who called himself Nebuchadnezzar. It is now quite 

" It 18 stlll more probable that the scribe actually wrot~ wu ,_ dw T. then bad his 
&ttentlon divert«! for a moment; when he turned back to his tablet he saw tbo dw and. 
without bothering to erase the vertical wedge, wrote Immediately after It bu-•i-ia. '!'be 
vertical wedge, followed by a somewhat crowded Nco-Babylonian bu (see the form of tWa 
sign Min Strllll8maler, Cambva<~, No. 60, rev., I. 1) could have been mlltaken for • TAR, 

11 Pinches' translation or the signs for 1attukku at this period w1111 "tax. tithe"; see his 
I 111cribed Babvlo11ia" Tablet• (London, 1888), pp. 16, 34. 

"See Tallqvlsl, Neubobvlonioeh•• Nomenbueh, '·'· 
11 I bid .. supplemented by occurrences found In the rues or the Oriental Institute's 

AMyrian Dlctlon&ry. 

"Strassmaler (Cuobv•"· No. 69) mentions Taqlsh-Gul& and t.s actually daled year 1, 
month 8, day 4, or one week earlier than t.he Pinches "TARZiya" tablet. 
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clear that all tablets assignable to this period which belong to Nebu
chadnezzar III are dated to the "accession year of Nebucbadnezzar. " 16 

The first tablet so dated has been thought to be one written on the 
seventeenth day of the seventh month-a week after Bardiya's death. 
One other tablet, however, appears to be dated to him at Sippar on the 
fourteenth day of the fourth month in the same year." This cannot be 
correct, however, for it would signify either that Nebuchadnezzar III 
had already "revolted" at Sippar in the fourth month (unlikely, since 
Sippar acknowledged Bardiya in that month) or that this one tablet, 
dated "accession year," belongs to Nebuchadnezzar IV (also im
probable, since all the documents dated to the latter are dated "year 
one").17 A solution, though given here quite reluctantly, is that Strass
maier's copy is to blame. The Nco-Babylonian signs for the months 
Du'zu (fourth month) and Tashritu (seventh month) are similar; one 
vertical wedge, often written under two horizontals, is the chief differ
ence.1s If we assume that the tablet in question comes from the four
teenth day of the seventh month, instead of the fourth month, then all 
our available evidence checks. Bardiya was killed near Kirmanshah 
on the tenth day of the seventh month; the news could easily reach 
Sippar four days later, as the writer knows from experience,!' at which 

,. Poebel, op. eit. pp 13 1 and 136 rr 

• StrasSmaler, Xohododooo or. No I. Cf. Poebel, op. cit .• pp. 135, n . 51. and 139 
(where 1~ 18 died as unpublished) 11ith reference to Cngnad. OLZ. Yol. X (1007). cots. 
464 f., who there nates tha~ t.ablets of ~ebuchadnezzar III are daled from the fourteenth 
day or the rourth monlh of the accession year to t.he t...-enty..seventh day of the &e\enth 
month of hls ftrsl year (Poebel. 1..-. cit., n. 66. citeS the last as being (unpublished) in Ber
lln). Ungnad rerers. however . to hll review in ZA, XIX (1905/ 6), 416, n. I, where he as
signs S~malor. Nobuchodono•or, Nos. I and (perhaps) 18 to this period. No. 1 Is the 
tablet d&led t.he fourt«ntb day of the fourth month of the aoce6Sion year, and No. 18 
1.1 d&t.ed thelwenty~ventb day of the seventh mont.h of the first year! Poebel's table on 
p . 135. with notes 51 and 66 are. t herefore. to becorrect.ed; n . 6418 likewise to be struck 
out, for the tablel referred to 1.8 Stra8Smaler, Nabuehodonotor, No. 17, clt.ed in Poebel's n. 
63. 

That No. tin Strassm&ler. Nobuehodonotor, belongs to this period (with Ungnad) seems 
clear from tho occurrences in Sip par of Bel-ellr. epiU4nu, from the tooth, tweltlh. thir
teenth, and Oft.oenth years of Nabunald ; the eooond year or Cyrus; the Orst, second. and 
ft!tb years or Cambyses; and the flfth year of Darius. 

n Sec Pocbel. op. tit., pp. 135 and 139 f. 

u The respective signs for these two months h&ve contused others also (ct. Thompson, 
CotaiO{IU< of the Lote Bahlonian Tablet• in th1 Bodleian Librarv. Orford [London, 1927], 
pp. 8(No. A tll ) and 80 [Corrigenda). who writes of another date "Tammuz (or Tl.shri?J," 
and DongherW. GGCI. Vol. II. No. 84, where the copy clearly shows Du'zu (fourth month) 
but In the "Cat.alogue of T&blete" on p . 60 this Is read "seventh month"). 

u Sec also W . Blnz. " Oas ente Jahr des GrosskOn.lgs Darelos," ZDMG, XCII (193a), 
146. 
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time Nebuchadnezzar III " revolted," and a scribe dated his tablet ac
cordingly to "Nebuchadnezzar, accession year, seventh month, four
teenth day."'0 

This Nebuchadnezzar ruled, at least in Babylon and Borsippa, un
interruptedly through the twenty-first day of the ninth month (his 
last exiant published tablet). Darius engaged him in battle five days 
later, and again on the second day of the tenth month. Four days 
after the latter event, presumably by the sixth day of the tenth 
month, or December 22, 522, Darius was acknowledged king in 
Babylonia.21 

III. NEBUCHADNEZZAR IV 

In § 49 of the Behistun inscription Darius tells us that there was a 
second Babylonian "revolt" under a pretender ''Nebuchadnezzar" 
(IV) while he was in Persia and Media-thus, presumably, sometime 
in the fourth month (of 521/20).22 The first tablet of this period dated 
to ''Nebuchadnezzar, Year 1"-and therefore assignable to Nebu
chadnezzar IV-was written on an unknown day of the fourth month 
at Babylon.u Throughout the fifth month and the first day of the 
sixth, however, Sippar was held by Darius, and scribes dated tablets 
to him. 14 By the latter part of the sixth month, specifically on the 
twenty-fourth day, Sippar was in the hands of troops of Nebuchad
nezzar,u who also occupied Babylon and Borsippa in the north and 
Uruk in the south throughout parts of the sixth and seventh months. 
Their control at Sippar was only temporary; Darius was acknowledged 
as ruler there on an unknown day of the seventh month, but Nebu
chadnezzar once more on the twenty-seventh of that month." 

"Nobuchadnezzar III may even have revolted between the first day (lut tablet of 
Bardlya) and the fourt«mtb day or the seventh month. 

"Not.e. however, Poebel's remarks In op. cit., p. 134, n. 33. 1t Ibid., pp. 140 r. 
"Strllll8maler, Nabuchodonotor, No. 12. Contra Ungnad, ZA, XIX (1005/6), 416, n . 1, 

the Marduk-n~r-apU desoondaM of Egibi In thls tablet can scarcely be any other tha.n 
Ma.rduk-n~r-apll, son or Ittl-Marduk-balatu. descendant of Eglbl of Strllll8malor. op. cil., 
Nos. 13 and 17, admittedly of this period; cr. also Apia, son of Suqala. descendant of 
L~u-an&-nur-Marduk of No. 12, with Bel-iddln, son of Suqala, descendant or Lueu-ane.
nur-Marduk, In Stra.ssmater, Dariut, No.236 (eighth year); also .... mlr, son or Bal-abbe
bulllt of No. 12, with Itti-Bel-lurnmir, son or Bel-abbe-bulllt. descoodaM or Sagdld1. In 
several Cambyaes tablets (see Tallqvlst, op. cit., u.). See Poebel's table (op. cit., p. 136) 
and correct accordingly by comparison with n. 16 above. 

"Strassmaler, Doriut, Nos. 16-19; correct Poebei's table (at n . 60). 
u Strllll8maler, Nabuchodonotor, No. 15. 

• St1'118Smaler, Doriut, No. 20; Nabuchodono•or, No. 18. 
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This curious picture of the fluctuating fortunes of the city as it 
recognized first one sovereign, then another, as troops of one or the 
other aspirants were quartered in its midst or camped just outside, is 
exactly what we should ex-pect from these turbulent days. It has an 
exact parallel in ancient times in the struggle for the city Seleucia be
tween two Parthian rulers, Phraates IV and Tiridates II, each of whom 
commemorated his all too brief dominance by actually coining money 
within the city's walls.t7 News of the capture of Nebuchadnezzar IV 
on the twenty-second day of the eighth month was doubtless received 
in Sippar with a si~~:h of relief. Babylonia, though now under the con
trol of a foreign conqueror, was at peace, and the documents were 
thereafter dated to the reign of Darius. 

IV. XEUXES AND THE BABYLONIAN REVOLT 

For thirty-five years Darius capably governed Babylonia.. From his 
thirty-sixth year come tablets which bear witness to his continued 
control through the fifth and sixth months and into the seventh.'8 His 
death, therefore, can with considerable probability be placed in the 
seventh month of 486, which began on October 12. 

It has generally been assumed that Babylonia revolted once more 
either just before his death or when news of it arrived in the lowlands. 
Tablets dated to the accession years of Bel-shimanni, Shamash-eriba, 
"A.ksbimakshu," and" hikushti" have been accepted as bearing wit
ness to this revolt." 

Now it is quite true that Xerxes' appointment as legitimate heir to the 
throne, before the death of his father, passed over several other sons, as 
he himself declares, 10 and that this situation might well have provoked 

"N.C. Debe>'ol!e. A PoliticalllittoriJ of Parthia, p. 137, n. 45. 
u The tablets from tho last three months or the thirty-sixth year are: 

Month Day Proven I once Reference 

v 6 Babylon(T) Bl\1 33,966, clt;ed In Guido 10 tho Nimroud Central Saloon 
.•.. Britith Muuum (1886), p. 117, No. 96, and Guidt 
to lho Babulonian and Auvrian Antiquilitt (3d ed., 
1022(,*· 158, No. 346 

v 9 Borslp1>a vs. V , o. 166 (cf. No. 177) 
v 28 Borslppa v s. Ill, No. 164 
VI 13 Dllbat VS, Ill. No. 165 
VI 19 Oil bat VS. V. No. 110 
VII 27(7) Borslppa VS, IV, No. 180 

to PrUek, Guchichlf dcr Mtder 11nd Perter. II, 112 and 148 tr.; R. W. Rogers, Hutoru 
of Ancilnl Pmia (Now York, 1029), pp. 146 f.; Ungnad, OLZ. Vol. X (1907), cots. 4~7. 

"Herzfeld. "SAOO," No.6; last publlsbed, Allperti•cllc ln•chriften (Berlin, 1938), 
No. 15, pp. 3~. 
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revolts both within Persia and elsewhere. It is also true that he him
self refers to the revolt of an unnamed country early in his reign. '1 His 
statement in itself is not, however, unequivocal. 12 Disaffected ele
ments in Egypt or in Asia Minor, instead of in Babylonia, could be 
referred to by the words "Among those lands which are enumerated 
above there was (one which) was restless." Furthermore, there is no 
evidence to show that Xerxes carried out in Babylcnia his assertion 
that, "where formerly the daiva's were worshipped, there I wor
shipped Ahura Mazda ..... " Thus, although the present writer be
lieves that Babylonia was intended, it must be admitted that these 
inscriptions themselves give no proof for this belief and cannot help 
us in dating the revolts. 

On the other hand, the available evidence shows that Darius' 
chosen heir, Xerxes, was accepted immediately in Babylonia. The 
last tablet of Darius in the seventh month is followed without a break 
by an accession-year tablet of Xerxes in the eighth month (Arabsamnu 
22 =December 1, 486). Other extant tablets demonstrate that Xerxes' 
reign was uninterrupted throughout the balance of his accession year 
and all of his first year." 

II Uenl'eld, Allpcrai•tAf lMdri/1<,., No. 14, pp. 27-35;- a1Jio Kent, Lo"~'"'~'· XUI 
1937), 292-305, and J AOS, LVIII (1938), 324 f., for the Old Pend.an version, and Weiss
bach, Sw.,bola• Pa,.lo K .. cAdtr dtdical<u (Lelden, 1939). pp. I 9-98. for tbe Elamlte 
version . 

n Contra Hartmann. OLZ, Vol. XL (1937), cols. 1~; esp. cols. 168-00. 

" Tbe tableu of Xerxes trom Babyloola are: 

Year Montb Day Proveolence Reference -----Ace. VIII 22 Borslpp& vs. v. No. 117 
IX (or 11 Borslpp& vs, VI, No. 177 ("Aksblmakshu") 

XII?) 
X 7 ················· Stra.ssm&ler. In Ad,. d" h"itiAme Co,.~rh 

int<rnatio,.al de• Oritrllali•lu, II (1893), 
Section ~mJUque (B), art.er p. 283, No. 
16 

X 22 ·Borsiiiii& .. · · · · · · Ibid., No. 17 
XI 9 VS, VI, No.l78 ("Aksblmakshu") 
XI 27 ·Bo . ..Si~a.· ····· · · Stra.ssmaier, Act•• .... No. 18. 
XII 21 "ShJlrushtl" tablet;- below 
X X Blt.-Z Iran(?) Evetts, l n•cription• o/th• Rtigno of Bt il· 

1 I 23 Babylon 
Merodach . . .. , Appen .. No.2 

BE, VIII, No. 119 
1(1) I 23 · siiiJ)ar · · · · · · · · · · Thompson, op. cit., p . 13. No. A 124 

li 7 Guide to the Nimro"d Central Saloon . ... 

III 3 BorsiEpa 
Britith M,.,. .. m, p. 120, No. 104 

VS, IV, No. 101 
III X Baby on VS, VI, No. 179 
IV )or 15 ················· Thompson, op. cit., p. 8, No. A Ill 

VI) 
v 20 ················· Strassma.ler, Actu ... , No. 19 
VI 17 ········ ·· ······· VS, IV, No. 192 

!Footnote 33 continued on page 321) 
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Furthermore, the assumed king 11 Akshimakshu" is none other than 
Xerxes himself ;14 the scribe or scribes who so wrote the royal name 
had obviously misheard it and would no doubt have been quite sur
prised to discover that historians of a later day would ascribe it to 
another than Darius' legitimate successor. 

Likewise there was no Babylonian rebel named "Shikushti." The 
evidence for such rests entirely on a brief paper read by Pinches before 
the Thirteenth Congress of Orientalists meeting in Bamburg in 1902, 
a resume of which was published in the proceedings of that body. 35 

Therein he presented the formulas of two tablets, one dated to Bel
shimanni, the other to "Sikusti, king of Babyon, king of the lands." 
Bel-shimanni is known from other sources and must be accredited 
(see below). But Pinches himself was dubious about "Shikushti," for 
he says: 

The .... Persian royal name is .... mutilated, the first character, Si, 
and the last one, ti, being all that is certain. Between these two characters 
are two others, which look as if they might be ki-nim, but the inclination at 

Wootnote 33 continued trom page 320) 

Year I Month Qay I Provenience Retermce 

--~ ~11 30 . Rlinme· (llOnili>i>ai 
VS, IV, No. 193 

29 0. Krlickmann, Ntl<bab~lo~i•cAo RttAt.-
"r&d Vtrooolt,.ng.-Tutt, No. 98 

Xll 3 Susa l'S, IV, ~o. 194 
XII 13 ·············· vs. n. No. 180 

2 I X Sip par Evet14, op. cit., Appen., No. 3 
III 14(?) SlppU .(T) ....... I' 8, VI, No. 181 
Ill 15 Rev111out, PSBA, IX (1887), 238 
(\' 6 Borslppa Clay. BRA/, I, No. 85 

2(1) Vlb 25 DOr- .... VS, V, No. 118: seen. 40 
3 II 2 Babylon Strassm&ler, Act<~ ... , No. 20 

• IV 1 Babylon(?) Evetts. ·~ cit., Appen., ~o. 4 
5(11) I 22 · a·aliylon· ·· · · · · · · 

VS, Ill, o. 181 
5 IV 2 Evetts, op. cit., A~., No. 5 
9 11 0 Babylon Moore, Neo-Ba~ nian Docnotr•t• in tlto 

U!liotrtitvof • ichi~on Collectian, No. 56 
12 X 6(?) Nip cur BB, VIII, No. 120 
16(1) v 26 Ara tu VS, III , No. 185 
16 VI 2 Borslppa KrUckmann, op. cit., Nos. 173-77; also VS, 

Ill. No. 182 
VI 5 I(Ar-Taahmotu m VS. Ill, No. 183 

(Babylon) 
VS, III, No. 184 VI 10 Dorslppa 

16(7) X X Arabtu v s. m, No. 186 (cr. No. 185) 

Over 110 Elamlte tablct.il trom Perse()OIIs, now undergoing examJoatlon In Cblcago or 
copied by tho writer ln Teheran. document aU the years or Xerxes except 8. 9, 11, 13, 14, 
17, and 21. Thill group or tons ts from tho Treasury. 

uSee also Ungoad, OLZ. Vol. XI (1908), Belhefte, p. 25; F. W. Ki!nJg, Reolltziko" der 
Auvriologie, •·•· "AkJimakAu." The dates or the tablets bearing this name fit admirably 
Into the acoosslon year or Xerxes as can be ob&crved In the preceding note. 

u T. G. Pinches, "Notes u()On a Small Collection or Tablets .... Belonging to Lord 
Amherst or Hackney." Vcrho .. dlu•gtn du XIII. lrll<rnatio...Ue .. Oriet&talitln-Ko .. ~r<UU 
(Lelden, 1904), pp. 267-70. 
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wh~ch some of the wedges of the inscription are written suggests that some, 
whtch look like "corner-wedges," are in reality uprights, or even horizontals, 
and in this case a modification of the traces would be necessary, changing .... 
ki to .... ku, and .... nim to .... u8. 

No copy is given, and the owner of the collection, Lord Amherst, 
died before the tablet could be included in a proposed second volume 
of the Amherst tablets; the collection was sold in separate lots, and the 
location of this text at present is unknown. ae Pinches' transliteration 
runs as follows: 

Bar-sip D.S. [ara~] Adari, 12mu e8r<ia-t8ten, [8altu] r~8 lugal-nam-u8(1Hu, 
Si-ku(1)-u8(1)-ti 8ar Bdbtli D.S. tar matati. 

Apparent at once is the fact that lugal-nam-u8U)-bu cannot stand. 
It is, of course, possible that 8arr11ti could be written LUOAL.NA!\1 (if 
this is not another mistake of Pinches) instead of NAM.LUGAL(.LA). 

But, if so, then the royal name must begin either with the doubtful 
us or at least with the bu; the latter sign must on the original be fol
lowed by a vertical wedge which Pinches could interpret as the male 
deterillinative. Anyone who takes the trouble to turn the translitera
tion back into the script of the period may see that the royal name can 
be read as one of the many forms of Xerxes' name. These forms vary 
from Ak-li-ia-(lr-8i and Ak-Si-ia-mar-8tt (with their parallels) to lfi
§i-i-(lr-8u (with its parallels) and Afr8i-ia-(lr-lu.U Pinches' u8(f)
lJ.u(l)<"'>si-x-x-ti can easily be a misreading of partially illegible signs 
which are merely a Illinor variation of the latter form. His uJ(r)
lJ.u(f) is clearly "'AlJ, which is followed by si; u8(1)-li at the end is 
obviously mar-8i, and the whole name is to be read •AlJ-Si-i(r)-mar-li. 
Thus we may safely elinllnate "Shikinimti" or "Shikushti" from the 
list of pretenders or claimants to the throne of Babylon. Since the 
witnesses' names "belong to the end of the reign of Darius, and are 
also found during that of Xerxes" (so Pinches), we may unhesitatingly 
add this tablet to the few already known fr&m Borsippa dated in 
Xerxes' accession year. ss 

Through the accession and first years of Xerxes, therefore, there 
• Plnchee' pr1ldlctlon that hJs original paper would "probably appear" In PSB A see~m 

never to have been fulftlled. HIs to be ho))1)(! that be made a compte~ copy or this text 
and that his copy Is now In the hands or E. F. Wel<lnet. who inherited Pinches' coplee or 
other tablets In tho same collection; see A/0. XIII. Bert 1/2 (1940), 46. 

"So written In Evet14, op. til., Ap))ell., No.3; written A~·lll-mor-li-'i and A./a-li-io
"'or-111 In Straasmaler, A <In ... , Nos. 16 and 19, respectively. 

" Seen. 33, above. 
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was no opportunity for any Babylonian to raise the standard of revolt. 
A revolt in the second year is likewise improbable. We know from 
Elamite tablets from Persepolis that the second year was an inter
calary year, possessing a second Ululu. u As we shall see, tablets dated 
to the accession years of Bel-sbimanni and Shamash-eriba, accredited 
rebels, come from months five and six (Abu and Ululu) and six and 
seven (Ululu and Tashritu), respectively. Now, if either of their re
volts (particularly the latter) occurred in the second year, we would 
expect-in spite of our limited evidence--<>ne of the tablets to be 
dated in that second Ululu. The fact that none is so dated is meager 
proof, but our suspicion that there was no disturbance in this year is 
corroborated by a Babylonian tablet of Xerxes' reign dated to a 
second Ululu of a year which must be the second year. 40 If, therefore, 
Xerxes held Babylonia. in this month of the second year, it is at least 
unlikely that the land had revolted at all (or was in rebellion in t he 
preceding and following months) in this year. 

One or both of the revolts may, however, have occurred in any year 
of Xerxes after the second year (exclusive of the sixteenth). The 
third and fourth years are represented by only one tablet each; the fifth 
by two; the ninth and twelfth by one each. All the other years of 
Xerxes have no documentation whatsoever. This may, of course, be 
more or less accidental. What ean hardly be an accident, however, is 
one of two changes in the royal titulary. In all the documents from 
the accession year through the first three months of the first year41 

Xerxes' title is " ICing of Babylon, King of the Lands," with a minor 
variation.« In the fifth month of the first year came word-no doubt 
by royal decree-that the title was to be changed. One scribe in that 

u Nos. PT 4-168 Md PT 4-7t6, copied by tho writer In Teheran. 

"vs. v. No. 118. Tho coplod 81gns or tho year-da~ are cross-hatched, lndlcatlng 
doubt on tho part or tho copyist \Jngnad. and look like 4 above, plus 2 or 3. beneath. This 
would be an abnormal wny or writing() or moro In this period, however. Further, as will be 
made clear below, the tltlo given Xerxee ("King or Persia.. Media.. king or Babylon and the 
Lands") 1s one mod only from about tho tltth month or the ft.rst year through the fourth 
month or the fourth year. Tho tablet can therefore hardly be dated after the fourth 
year, ror It Is not an wLimi)Ortant document (ct. the witnesses}, and 114 scribe would 
surely be a. ware or the correc~ royal titulary. Inasmuch as we know from other sourcee 
~hat Xerxee' second year actually had an Intercalated Ululu (soo n. 39), Ungnad's copy 
must represent a crowded 2-dw. 

"Excluding vs. VI. Nos. 177 (accession year} and ISO (ft.rst year}, and VB. IV, No. 
192 (firs~ yoar}, which bear no title, and the two documents In Thompson, op. cil., for 
which no title l.s given. 

""King or Babylon and Lands." 
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month wrote "King of Persia, Media," after Xerxes' name,41 but 
thereafter, through the fourth month of the fourth year, the title is al
ways " King of Persia, Media, King of Babylon and the Lands" (with 
minor variants). This alteration was merely an expansion of the first 
title and is scarcely worth emphasizing. The really marked change, 
and one which may well indicate royal exasperation with the re
fractory people of Babylonia, comes with the fifth year. Probably 
with the very first month of that year44 "King of Babylon" is dropped 
from the royal titulary and is never again used throughout the balance 
of Xerxes' reign or in any of his successors'. The chief Persian title, 
"IGng of the Lands,"•$ though used earlier in Babylonia, now became 
standard. Its use for the first time in Xerxes' reign early in the fifth 
year is an argument, however weak, for dating at least one Baby
lonian revolt to the preceding or fourth year (482) just before Xerxes 
set out for Greece. Noteworthy is the fact that in Xerxes' army list 
Babylonia and Assyria are bracketed together, 46 indicating that each 
had lost its status as an independent unit. Further, when we bear in 
mind the fact that, according to some classical sources, Xerxes is 
connected with the theft of a statue of Marduk, with a revolt, and 
perhaps with a razing of Babylon be/lYT'e his Grecian campaign (481/ 80), 
then it appears quite likely that these events were bound up intimately 
with the revolts of Bel-shimanni and Shamash-eriba in the fourth year 
and an arbitrary change in the royal titulary by the fifth. When the 
revolts were put down, Marduk's statue was carried off so that no 
future rebel could "grasp the hands of Bel" and thus be recognized 
as the legitimate ruler of Babylonia. 

The classical sources, unfortunately, do not entirely agree as to 
the time of the theft and the revolt. One passage of Herodotus (i. 183) 
merely states that, whereas Darius did not dare to carry off a coveted 
statue of Bel-Marduk, Xerxes not only succeeded in doing so but 
even killed a priest of the god in the process. Another passage (iii. 
150 ff.) contains a folk story (often copied by later Latin authors) 
relating how Babylon revolted from Darius but, after a siege lasting 

"Strassmaler, Actte ... , No. 19. 

" VS. III, No. 181 ; cr. Evetts, op. cit., Appen., No. 5. 

.. Cf. Herrleld, A Ml, I, 15, for its possible Median origin. 

• Herodotus vU. 63. whlcb was called t.o my attention by Professor A. T. Olmstead. 
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over twenty-one months, was subdued through the machinations and 
self-mutilations of Zopyrus. The usually unreliable Ctesias47 tells how 
Xerxes became king, visited Babylon to see the tomb of "Belitana," 
and then proceeded to Ecbatana, where he heard that Babylon had re
volted and killed its commander, Zopyrus. Babylon, says Ctesias, was 
recovered by Megabyzos. Photius says of this version: "What 
[Herodotus] relates of Zopyrus is attributed by Ctesias (with the 
exception of a mule giving birth to a foal) to Megabyzos, son-in-law of 
Xerxes." Ctcsias then specifically states that this revolt occurred and 
was put down before Xerxes departed for Greece. 48 

Unfortunately, likewise, there is nothing to indicate the specific 
year or years of Xerxes into which fall the "accession-year" documents 
of Bel-shirnanni and Shamash-eriba. 49 All in all, there is no conclusive 
evidence regarding the time of the revolt . This much, however, ap
pears evident: Xerxes followed Darius-in Babylonia at least-with
out any untoward event. There were no revolts against him in his 
accession year or in the first and second years which followed. His 
adoption of the title " IGng of Lands" by his fifth year is, in all likeli
hood, to be connected with t he subjection of one or more revolts in 
Babylonia. in the third, or, more probably, the fourth year. 

ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY OF C HICAGO 

" Frags. 20-23 (eel. :II Oller; Gil more's edition Is not available). These sections of 
CUl6ias' natTative are parapbrMed and explained In Aellan Vor. H i<tttr. xlJJ. 3. 

•• Arr1an .h ob. vU. 17 (cf also Ill. 16) daUll! the sack or the :llarduk ~pie ar~ the 
retum rrom Greece. No daw 1.s given In Suabo Gtoqr. xvi. I . 5 or In Plutarch. 3!or4lio, 
p. 173C. 

"The Bel-«hhmarull tablot.s are : 

Month Day Provenience Title Reference 
- -

King or Babylon and Lands Seen. 35 v 10? Borslppa 
VI 1 Oil bat King or Babylon VS, YI. No. 331 
X X Dorslppa King or Babylon and Lands VS. III, No. 180 

The ShamMh-erlba tablote aro: 

Month Day Provenience Title Reference 

VI 25 Borslppa King or Babylon VS, III, No. 178 
VI X Borslppa King or Babylon. king or Lands V S, III, No. 179 
VII 21 Bor8lcpa King or Babylon vs. v. No. 116 
VII 22 Baby on King or Babylon and Lands ZA, III (1888), 140 r. and 

157 r . 
Vll 23 Bor8lppa. King or Babylon, king or Lands vs. n. No. 173 
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TWO IXSCRIPTIONS OF ASHURXASIRPAL 

It is not generally known that, in the possession of the Walker Art Gallery 
at ~finneapolis, there are two inscriptions of Ashurnasirpal. These texts are 
inscribed on two limestone blocks or tablets; the first (No. 375) measures 
roughly 18 by 30 inches, and the second (Nos. 373+374) 18 by 36 inches. 
Both tablets are in an excellent state of preservation; the cuneiform char
acters are extremely clear, and it is only in the case of the second tablet that 
even a portion of the text has been obliterated (the right-hand edge of the 
stone is slightly worn). 

The two texts are very similar to those published by Budge and King.! 
That on the first tablet is 23 lines in length and follows the version there 
given without significant variation except for the latter portion (rev., II. 9 ff.) 
which is identical with the text published by Le Gac in Les Inscriptions 
d' A88ur-n~r-aplu III, page 168, center. 

The inscription on the second tablet, 24 lines in length, is quite similar to 
the fragmentary versions published on pages 16(H)S of Le Gac's volume. 
The missing parts of lines 8-9 of those inscriptions appear as follows (1. 24): 
u ruM (pl) 8d da-ra-te epus(u8) tki-im-8i, with which the Walker tex-t ends. 

UNIVERSITY OF :\fr!I."NES<Yl'A ToM JoNES 

I A1111ol• 0/IAo KiNIJI of AU!Iri11 (London, 19()2). l, 173-76: " (nscrfptloo UPOD LJmo
ltOD8 Tablets Recording the BuDding of Ashur-DA$lr-pal"s Palace In Calab. ·• 

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 

THE UNIVERSITr OF CHICAGO 

In connection with tht celebration of its Fiftieth Anniversary, tht University of 
Chicago extends a cordial invitation to scholars and scientists to attend a series of 
symposia to be held from September 22 to 26, inclusive. "Approaches to Lin
guistics," "Interpretation and Criticism of Art and Literature," "Problems in 
Historical Materials," and "Archeology as a Tool in Humanistic and Social 
Studies" are some of the topics which will be of considerable interest to our 
readers. Among those who will take part are Am. Alonso, C. R. Morey, M. I. 
Rostovtzejf, E. H. Sturtevant, R. L. Engberg, H. Frankfort, A. L. Kroeber, 
R. H. Lowie, R. P. McKeon, W. L. Westermann, and H. R. Willoughby, of 
whom the first four TUJmed will receive honorary degrees in the course of the celebra
tion. Everyone who wishes to accept tht invitation is urged to send his name and 
address as soon as possible to The Director of tht Fiftieth Anniversary Celebra-
tion, The University of Chicago. · 
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KLEIN WALTER C. Al-lbanah 'an U~ul ad-Diyanah ("American Oriental 
Seri~," Vol. XIX.) Xew Haven, 1940. Pp. xiii+ 143. $2.00. 
In his version of al-Ash<ari's al-Ibanah 'an U~l ad-Diyiinah (The Elucida

tion of IsMm's Foundation) Walter C. Klein presents .t~ Mosie~ classic's 
first translation into a Western language. The translations value IS measur
ably increased by the Introduction- thirty-eight pages of skilfully condensed 
exposition. Ijtihlld (p. 8, n. 19) is better rende:OO, literally, ?Y "self-exertion" 
than by "effort, struggle." No one will quest10n the assertiOn (p. 11) of the 
Umayyads' "unmistakable secularity," but one wonders whe~?e~ the next 
statement-"Only one of them, <Umar II, was a devout man -IS not too 
strong. Little mention is made of Zoroastrian influences in Islii.m and none of 
Manichaean: zi1uiu/s (p. 22) are defined only as "dualists, atheists." bila 
kayfa ''the magic form of words" (p. 36), is rendered by "without further 
inq~" (p. 24); "without hou>-ness" (i.e., "without further specifi~tio~"). or 
"without modality" would more nearly convey the sense to the ChriStian 
theologian, non-expert to the resourceful intri~cies of Moslem. ~eology,'' 
whom the translation is intended to instruct. W1th the same ChriStian theo
logian in mind one regrets that such a well-balanced book should be marred 
by the impro~r term "Mubammadanism" (p. 1) for "al-~llim." . , 

The author fears lest his style "occasionally seem unsUitably colloqwal 
(p. 39); this reader found no passage where such was the case. The transla
tion stands in lucid straightforward prose, and the footnotes are both com
plete and instructiv~. ai-Ilajjaj b. Yilsuf, "the notorious Umayyad general" 
(p. 54, n. 124), would mo~ aptly be called "viceroy'' or "governor-general." 
There are few misprints: page 129, note 539, for ~loth r~ Mother. In the 
index of Arabic words (p. 137 f.) arsh and istiwa (so given m .Prof~~ ~~ac
donald's transliteration, p. 83, n. 306) should appear ~ 'ars and istut~ ~ 

nf nn with Dr. Klein's system. l:tadil (p. 137) has lost 1ts accent. Ibn Asa-co o il I . - 1 Al:< _, Jcir's "Kitab tabyln kidb al-mu~tarl fr ~a. nasaba a' -tmam .... a -.. ., -~~ 
(cited on p. 25, n. 78, and again 10 the Bibliography, p. 39) should read Kitab 
.... ft mil nusiba ..... " 

The sum of such small mistakes in no way detra~ts from the v_alue of the 
volume. This handy translation, buttressed by 1ts Introduct1o~, notes, 
Bibliography, and excellent indexes (of Arabic words, Introduction, and 
Qur:>fulic citations) will be e. ready tool for the hands of many. The translator 
well terms the I banah "an arsenal of arguments"; for recasting these weapons 
into depende.ble English he deserves the thanks of all students of the Moslem 

world. 1. v. THoru.s 

Oriemal I mtitute 
Unit•ersily of Chicago 
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BOOKS RECEIVED 

GLUECK, NELSON. Tlu! Other Suu of lhe Jordan. New Haven: American Schools 
of Oriental Research, 1940. Pp. xviii+208+127 figs. and Frontispiece. 
This compact volume is based on the lectures given by the author in this coun

try f!Om ~to~r to December, 1939. Most of the material has been presented be
fore m vanollll JOurnals, for the most part in the annuals and the bulletins of the 
American Schools of Oriental Research, for which Dr. Glueck carried on his work 
as director in JerW!aiem. The results of the author's explorations, the archeological 
finds, and their bearing on the period of the Hebrew advance into Palestine and the 
~o!l~rc~y a~e of the utmost importance to the student. His chapter on Nabataean 
CIVIhzatiOn mcludes the results of the work at Khirbet et-Tannur and gives a fine 
picture of that as yet too little known kingdom.- A. D. TusuiNGHAM. 

GRANT, ELIHu, and WRIGHT, G. ERNEST. Ain Shems Excaaxuiom (Palutine), 
Part V: Text. ("Biblical and Kindred Studies" No. 8.) Haverford, Pa.: Ha-
verford College, 1939. Pp. 172+ 11 figs. +2 pis. in color, including Frontispiece. 
With this volume of text to a.ecompany the plates in A in Shenu IV (1938) is 

~gun the definitive publication of the material collected during five field expedi
tions (1928-33) conducted by Haverford College. The material is well organized, 
separate chapters in Section I being devoted to stratification in general, defenses 
and to each of the separate settlements on the site. In Section II the pottery iS 
~U8sed stratum by strat~J!D, and thC!l the rest of th~ artifacts. Under the latter 
18. mcluded a very fine secllon by Emily de Nyse Wnght tying the flint finds of 
Ain Shems with what is known of the Neolithic culture and periods immediately 
following, i.e., the Tahunian, before 4000 B.c., the Ghassulian of the fourth mil
lennium, and the Canaanean: the culture of the historical period which begins as 
early as the seoond half of the fourth millennium.- A. D. TusmNOBAM. 
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~.·.~~r••· September, 1941, the University of ¢hie-ago wt1 
celebrate its FiFtieth Anniversary 

Tile Itus bu been a part of the University from the beginnmg. It ia the .,. ol 
"-UDivenity, without which the words and the works of BCholan could DOt he 

aDd d;.minatcd for the advancement of the knowledge ol the world. Ia 
fint fifty years the Press has published almost 3,000 titles, and ia cunmdf 

'4~.DUbliilbiiJg eighteen scholarly journals. First to be established was tbe 1-,.J 
IWi.tutll. &oam] in December, 1892; last to be acquired was the].,.,. tflJt. 

Disltuls, whose publication was taken over in January, 1941. Tbe 18 
iour'DA.I.I published by the University of Olicago Press are: 

In the humanities anJ the social sdences 

In the playsblanJ biological sdenc8$ 
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A book of 119 magnificent 
aerial photographs 

FLIG~TS OVER 
ANCIENT CITIES OF IRAN 

By ERICH F. SCHMIDT 

"The reviewer has seen no other publication in which air photo· 
graphs have been so sumptuously presented. The large format 
permits a magnificent sweep of landscape in full-page views. 
The archeologist and the historian will delight in the details 
so clearly shown in the pictures themselves and further 
elucidated in the text and by means of supplementary maps, 
transparencies, and lines drawn on some of the views themselves 
to emphasize particular features. The text is a pleasant blend· 
ing of archeology with informal accounts of flights and journeys. 
Many of the oblique views are breath-taking in the austere 
grandeur of the desolate scenery they show, especially in the 
little-known mountains of Fars and Luristan and along the 
fringes of the desert . . . . . Many of the photographs will inter
est geographical students of land forms and erosion patterns as 
well as of types of contemporary settlement and land utiliza
tion •.... "-Gtographical Rtuitw. 

119 plates, 6 maps, lolio (30X40 em.) 

$20 
SPECIAL PUBLICATION OF T~E 
ORIENTAL INSTITUTE OF T~E 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
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The Origin of Monumental Architecture in Egypt 
H. Frankfort S!l9 

The Old Aramaic Alphabet at Tell Halaf: The Date of the 
".Altar" Inscription - - Raymond A. Bowman $59 

The Story of Jericho: Further Light on the Biblical Narrative 
John Garatang 368 

Darius and His Egyptian Campaign Richard A. Parker S7S 

Hurrian Consonantal Pattern - Pierre M . .Purrea S78 
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1941 - - 405 
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The American Journal of 

SEMITIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 

Volume LVIII OCTOBER 1941 Number 4 

THE ORIGIN OF MONUMENTAL ARCHITECTURE 
IN EGYPT 

H. FRANKFORT 

Interchange of ideas between individuals, it is generally admitted, 
stimulates mental activity. But that intercourse between communi

ties has the same effect is not so readily granted. In fact, any sugges
tion of foreign influence upon a community is likely to be regarded as 

derogatory to the group. It is forgotten that the "cultural potential"• 

of the group is one of the most important elements in the process and 
that there is an immense difference between mechanical copying, on 

the one hand, and, on the other, creative borrowing in which a stim

ulus from outside unchains indigenous inventiveness. 
The origin of monumental architecture in Egypt is a case in point. 

Suddenly, with the First Egyptian Dynasty, we find throughout the 

country buildings of sun-dried brick, ornamented with elaborate re
cesses. This type of architecture did not survive the Fourth Dynasty, 

but its derivations, translated into stone or paint, are found at all 
periods in the "false doors" of the tombs and in the traditional frame 

• A useful term introduced by Captain G. H. L . F. Pitt.-Rivers. See R11ce 411d Culturo 
(London: Royal Anthropological Institute or Great Britain and Ireland, 1936), p. 4. 

The Uluau-auons used for thls article are drawn from the following source~: Pl. I, 
A and B: oourw.y the Oriental Institute and Dr. Heinrich Balcz; Pl. I, C, with Figs. 3. 7, 
&nd 11 : from Petrie, Wainwright, and Gardiner. Tor.Uo11, Vol. I; Pl. I, D, and Ftg. 12: 
from Capart. L"Art tg11pti••· Vol. I; Pl . I, B. &nd FIJ. 4: courtesy E. A. S~; Ftss. I 
and 2: from De Mo.rsan. Rk4trtlt•• ... dt I'B.rptt; Flp. 6 and 6: trom UVB. Vol. 
VIII ; Ftg. 8: from Ke111i, VII (1938), 40; FIJ. 9: after Balcz. 
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which surrounds the Horus name of Pharaoh. The meaning and func
tion of these two features are fairly well known. They are therefore 
commonly used as the starting-point for a discussion of the earliest 

Egyptian buildings in brick. But, as we shall see, we can explain 
neither the character of these latter structures nor the sudden appear

ance of a highly sophisticated method of brick-building in Egypt in 
that way. Moreover, any explanation of the facts in strictly Egypto

logical tcrrns ignores the remarkable circumstance that closely similar 
buildings were erected at about the same time in Babylonia. Now all 

these problems find a simple and straightforward solution when we 
assume that a technique and style which we can watch developing in 

Mesopotamia became known to the Egyptians about the time of 
Menes. 

Recent Egyptological writings show a noticeable aversion to this 
sort of explanation. This is largely a reaction against the gross over
working of the argument of foreign influence by a preceding genera

tion of authors. But the prevalent assumption that Egypt, especially 
in the formative phases of its development, was entirely self-contained 

is equally unwarranted. Hence this prefatory plea for an unbiased ap
proach to the problem under discussion. 

I 

Stone architecture, so characteristic for Egypt, was not intro

duced before the conclusion of the experimental phase of Egyptian 
culture in the Third Dynasty. Blocks of stone, boulders adapted to a 

limited architectural purpose, had been used already in the First 
Dynasty for important parts in the subterranean sections of the royal 
tombs, such as doorsills, floors, and the portcullis. But the visible por
tions of the tombs, as well as the cenotaphs and valley temples which 

formed part of the funerary monuments of Dynasties I-II, were built 
of sun-dried bricks. They represent the earliest Egyptian buildings 
in that material and, at the same time, are the earliest monumental 

buildings known in the Nile Valley. They therefore form a new de
parture in two respects. 

As regards the building-material, there is no difficulty in assuming 
that the Egyptians invented brickmaking of their own accord. The 

point cannot be proved, though, for we do not know of any structures 
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in brick antedating the First Dynasty.' At Maadi some square bricks 

were found' (later Egyptian bricks are always oblong), but they did 
not belong to any recognizable structure. The houses there were built 
of wood and matting, distinguished from those at Badari and from 

Amratian houses by a somewhat more solid method of construction. 
At Merimde dugouts have bE-en discovered, oval structures, half

underground, built up with lumps of clay. In building these, and in 
daubing wattle and reed shelters with clay, there was ample oppor

tunity to invent brickmaking, which merely required standardization 
of the lumps used. But opportunity does not always lead to inven

tion, 4 and there is nothing to show that bricks were used in Egypt 
to any extent prior to the First Dynasty. Corroborative evidence 

that the introduction of brick architecture was one of the features dis
tinguishing early dynastic from prehistoric culture comes from Nubia. 
There the predynastic culture continued to flourish after the reign of 

Menes, and brick architecture is not found in protodynastic times. 
We have evidence that public buildings too were built of wood and 

matting in predynaslic Egypt. The Hunters' Palette depicts one of 
these buildings, and pictures of others survive in hieroglyphs repre

senting certain traditional shrines or palaces (Fig. 10).• There is, 
therefore, nothing in what we know of predynastic architecture that 

would lead up to the brick structures of the First Dynasty. Yet the 
latter sometimes recall the older buildings in one respect: they oc
casionally carry a painted decoration which renders poles and multi-

• Petrie and Qui bel (Novod" ""d Ballot. J). 64) mention '"New R:u:e·· graves with brick 
lining. bu~ tbero 18 no certainty that they antedate the Firat Dynasty. Petrie (Prehi•toric 
BgJipl. p. 44) gives the sequence date~~ or these graves as 60-70 and 74, respectively. and 
sequence datee do not work well ror the last part or the J>ro<iynastlc J)Orlod. Babylonian 
intluence booomos strongly manJrest at sequence date 63. where the Gebel el Araq lmlre 
handle Is to be J)lacod because or tho type or lte Oint blade. 

• Milltilungen dta Deut~eh•" I "'lil•l•/ar A•llii7JI. Allerlum•hnde (hereaJter abbreviated 
MDIAA). V {1934). 112. 

• Tho invention or copper-working ror practical purposes 18 a good examJ)Ie or thlslack 
or connection between OI>I>Orttmlty 1111d achievement. A. Lucas has shown (/ B A. XIII, 
162ft.) that Egypt was most ravorably sltuatod to make the dlscovery. yet COruJ)arlson or 
the actual artifacts shows that A.sla po88C8Sod a tar superior copper industry throughout 
the rourth and thlrd mJilonnlums a.c. and that It was already regularly making obJects or 
practical use. wbll& EgyJ)t l>roducod such obJects and eome ornaments only occasionally. 
CoJ>per came Into J)ractlcal use In EgyJ)t by the end or the Predynastlc J)Orlod when Inter
course with Asia had domoMtrably reacl1od considerable lnWlnslty (see Soc. III or t.hl.a 
artlclo). 

• Tho lnterprotatlon as ahrlnosla usual. Tba~ on the lower right or our ftgure 18 called 
a J)al:u:e by Selbe, Urgtachidte urwl 4tltult Rtligio" derlltlll/1'1.,. (1930), J). 130. n. 2. 
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colored mats. There is no example of this painting known in the 
First Dynasty, when only traces of whitewash or red paint are found. 
But a few of the later instances show a painted decoration which is 
obviously intended to equate the structure with the venerable pavil
ions and kiosks of an earlier age.6 The more striking is the contrast 
between the plan of the new buildings and the requirements of the old 
material which the painting simulates. We observe the rendering of 
a wooden framework of uprights braced by horizontal poles; and 
variegated mats are lashed to the latter by means of ropes (Fig. 12). 
This procedure leads in actuality to wide unbroken stretches of sur
face. But the brick wall, upon which the image of this construction 
is painted in the Old Kingdom, presents a. succession of projections and 
recesses of not more than ten to twenty centimeters in width. There 
can be no question of any connection between the plan of the brick 
structures and those which had hitherto been built of wood and mats. 
The painting is evidently superimposed upon a building of entirely 
independent origin, and it cannot, therefore, explain the latter at 
all. 7 

The contrast just discussed underlines the extraordinary fact that 
there are no antecedents in Egypt for structures of such complexity 
as the tombs and cenotaphs of the First Dynasty. Of predynastic 
times none are known to us; the tombs of Aha and Narmer, the rivals 

• Thlll Ia Ute view lll08t commonly held. Relsne<" (Drrtlopow•t oftltt Bg~JIIior& To'"b· 
p. 292) assumee tha~ Ute painting imitatee a temporary structure tlnlCt(l(l to harbor olfer
lngs or Pe<"haps the klng"a body while the totnb was being pre))8l'e(l. H would be moat 
unusual to lind that the periiWlfllt structure simuiat(l(l the apJ)B&l"ance or the ~mporary 
one Instead or the reverse. 

' It may be an acdden~. but tbe earliest occurrence or this style or pain ling datee to the 
Third Dynasty (Reslre) ; tr not accidental, tbls fact would suggest a wiliUI approximation 
to hallowed arehalc structures rather than a mere imitation or a recently dorunct style 
or building. The latter aaaumptlon would have been support()(! If the earlhlllt brick build
Ings, thoi!O or tho First Dynasty, had been covered with designs Imitating mats on a 
wooden framework. The Importance or tbls question is that lmltatlon would load to a 
falthtul reproduction of as tnany original features as was pracllcable, while tho magical 
equation did not require an exact reproduction of the original structure. and the exist
once or the roc8880d surface or the brickwork would be no obJocUon to covering It with a 
suitably adapted design suggesting tho older technique of bulldlng. A. van Oonuep and 
0. Joqulor ln L• Tiuau• aw: carton• ot 10n utilioation dlcorati•• dan1l'ancionn• Bu~vt• 
(N ouchlltel, 1916) show thaHhe designs on the "false doors" could have been produced by 
the technique which they discuss. If the "false door" is, however. considered In Its relation 
with the actual buildings or the First Dynasty which have survived and which are re
C(l8Sed all around, It Ia hard to- bow a tochnlquo which produces narrow etriPI or woven 
material can accoun~ ror the architectural forma with wblcb we are confronted. (Bee 
Soc. II , 4, below.) 

- ---- ~ - -· ;._,. . --=---
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FIG. 3 
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for identification with the legendary Menes, were lined with bricks 
and possessed presumably a brick superstructure.8 But if we can say 

little about the character of their brickwork, the cenotaph of Neitho
tep, the queen of Aha, has been well preserved at Naqada. And this 

cenotaph is decorated on the outside with an elaborate system of 
recesses built of special bricks smaller than those used for the core 
(Figs. 1 and 2). Thus the first generation of Egyptians to use bricks 

on any scale at all was at the same time familiar with every refinement 
of which the material was capable. 

It has been shown that structures similar to the cenotaph of Ncitho

tcp stood at the edge of the cultivation at Abydos, to the cast of the 
royal tombs of the First Dynasty. Petrie has plausibly suggested that 
they served the same purpose as the valley temples of the pyramids 

in the Old Kingdom.e Moreover, tombs of this type spread all over 
the country within the first few reigns of the First Dynasty.•o The 

absence of simpler constructions of bricks preceding these, and also 
the painted decoration which imitates a mode of construction incom

patible with the new forins, suggest that the latter do not represent an 
organic development of Egyptian architecture. It was not merely the 

use of bricks that appears to have been adopted under the First Dy
nasty but the usc of bricks in a definite application to a very specific 
type of building, namely, to structures decorated all around with grad

uated recesses. And it is precisely this advanced and sophisticated 
type of brick building which is found in Mesopotamia during the peri

od when contact with Egypt is known by a great deal of evidence to 
have taken place. 

A comparison of Figures 12 and 1 with Figures 5 and 6 shows that 

the Mesopotamian temples of the Uruk and Jemdct Nasr periods pre
sent outlines resembling those of the cenotaphs and tombs of the 
First Dynasty in Egypt. In Mesopota nia, however, the development 

• Th(lt!(l aro fully dlscussed in Reisner. op. cit., pp. 307 fl. 

'Fl!ndert Petrie, Th• Tomb• of th• Courliera. His view Is indorsed and elaborat.ed by 
Reisner, op. cit .. pp. 10, 243, and 349. 

11 NQQQdQ: cenotaph of Nelthotep (so-called "Tomb of l\lenes"); Abvdot: vaUcy 
templ08 of tho kings of the First Dynasty; Saooara: tombs of Romaka, Nebctka. and 
others. mainly ln tbe reign of Den-Wedlmu; Q.S. 2185; Gisa: Tomb V. K- (Kulhrgt
•chithl•. p. 326, n. 3) spoaks of "/ll.rttliclte" tombs in the north or Egypt, but thJa muat be 
translated "prlnooly." not "royal." though the context suggests that K- Intended the 
latter meanlns· Tbe monuments are not. however, tombs or klnga but of hlgb omclaiJ. 
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of these complicated outlines from simpler plans can be followed in 

some detail. 
Bricks were used in :\Iesopotamia in the Al Ubaid period, and in the 

0 

• 

" " uwu u vn ntNtttU , ...... , ... , ....... .... 
... ,_ .... ,, wtl-. ......... l _ ......... .............. , ... ...... . _ ......... .... 

Wl!f ·~ ... , ..... ., ..... - .... ., ........... ... ... 

FIG. 4 

north, at Tope Gawra, we find recessing in use even at this early time 
on the acropolis of Gawra XIII (Fig. 4). This recessing, however, is 

considerably more simple than we find in Egypt. Lenzen has pointed 
out that the plans of Gawra XIII may well reflect wooden buildings 
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in which stout posts are connected by plank walls.11 We must insist at 
once that this explanation differs in all essentials from the similar
sounding one which has been frequently applied to the Egyptian re
cessed buildings and which we shall discuss in detail below (Sec. II, 1). 
At Tepe Gawra we are, first, in a region where even now wood is not 
scarce. Second, the plan, with the correspondence of projections and 
recesses inside and outside the building, suggests an actual wood con
struction, while in Egypt, as we shall see, the connection between 
brickwork and its supposed wooden prototype cannot be established 
by a simple functional interpretation but requires a fanciful and forced 
theory. Third, we notice at Tepe Gawra significant features which 
show that (if the theory of a wooden prototype is correct) the bricks 
arc already being utilized in an independent manner and with special 
regard for their potentialities. For in the corners, and in the buttresses 
of the northern temple, stepped blocks of brickwork were used as 
reinforcements. Whatever value we attach to the theory of a deriva
tion from woodwork (and the theory is not indispensable for the rest 
of our argument), these blocks of stepped brickwork, and the alterna
tion of "posts" and fiat walls at Tepe Gawra, show the first stages on 
the road which led to the elaborate recessing of the Uruk and Jemdet 
Nasr periods, which so closely resembles that introduced in Egypt 
under the First Dynasty. A further step on this road may be seen in 
the temples of Eanna. at Warka, where the earlier buildings show sim
ple recesses, and these inside (Fig. 5, Building C); then we notice doors 
whlch have been subsequently bricked up (this also happened in the 
temple on the Anu ziggurat),'' and thus outside niches may have been 
suggested and introduced; they become more complicated in the later 
buildings in Eanna, dating to the Jemdet Nasr period. If, on the other 
hand, the earlier stages of the "White Temple" (Fig. 6) go back to as 
early a period as has recently been suggested," the development at 
Eanna would merely be collateral and the invention of recessing is 

u U v B. X. 26. The sculptured vase base from KhafaJe (OIC, No. 20. Fig. 27) cannot 
be quoted In this connection. The "planks" of the side are Joined ln such a way that rain 
water would be guided Into the house through the cracks. Nor Ls Lenzen's vlow that the 
lower part would repr~t a stable tenable; the object Is part or a numerous serlce or deco
rated temple furniture wblcb does not reflect obJects rrom dally IU'e at all. 

n UVB, Vlll,4. 

II Ann Louise Perldns, "Comparative Stratlgraphy or MesoPOtamia" (unpubll8bed 
dissertation to appearabortly aa an SAOC). 

:. 
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as old in the south as it is in the north of the country. We need not 
worry unduly, however, about these early stages of recessing in Meso
potamia. It suffices to realize that it is an old and indigenous manner 
of building in brick in that country. Whether or not one accepts a 
wooden prototype for the buildings of Gawra XIII, whether or not one 
considers that the blocking of doorways helps to explain the presence 
of outside niches in the south, in any case the close correspondence of 
details between the developed brick building, especially in southern 
Mesopotamia, and the earliest brick buildings of Egypt is far too ex
traordinary to be accidental. It is not only that such niches as appear 
in Figure 5, Building D, recur exactly similar in Egypt. There are sev
eral technical details which the two countries have in common and 
which corroborate the evidence of the plans. 

The alternation of three rows of stretchers with one row of headers 
at Naqada recalls the Riemchenverband of Warka and its parallels at 
Tell Asmar.14 The cenotaph of Neithotep at ~aqada. appears to stand 
upon an oblong base (Fig. 2). In reality, however, the building was 
not set upon a. solid platform, but, after the walls had been erect
ed, a small revetment was built up against it around the outside. 16 

This method is the same as that used in the much-discussed kisu of 
Babylonian architecture, first discovered at Babylon but now known 
from many places such as Ishchali and the "White Temple" at War
ka..11 The latter building possesses yet another feature which recurs 
in the Egyptian brick structures. Its wcll-pr<.'served walls show the 
impressions of short round timbers, inserted horizontally to strengthen 
the brickwork. Some of these timbers are actually preserved in 
Egyptian recessed brickwork of the mature Old Kingdom at Abu 
Roash (Fig. 8), but a wooden sarcophagus of Tarkhan, of First 
Dynasty date, allows us to judge the effect of this feature in the ap
pearance of the older Egyptian buildings (Pl. I, c), and this usage is 
identical with that observed in Mesopotamia in the combination of 
recesses and timbers in the "White Temple." 

We may recapitulate the argument by stating that building with 
u OIC. No. 20, p. II, and Figs. 7-8; Belnrlch, S<hil/ ul>d /,thm, p. 40. A' Tell Asmar 

the layers of headers are more numerous than the stret.chen. 

u .i\Z, XXXVI. 88. n. 3. 
"Koldewey, Da• witdtrrrlttlo.tMdt Bobvlo11, lnd~U under "111c"; 0/C, No. 20, p. 78; 

UI'B. YIII, 38. 

PLATE I 
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sun-dried bricks gradually developed in Mesopotamia to the exact 
sta te of complexity in which we meet it, without indigenous ante
cedents, in First Dynasty Egypt. There is consequently a strong 
prima facie case for assuming that its introduction into Egypt was 
based on knowledge of contemporary buildings in Mesopotamia. And 
t he corroborative evidence to that effect is conclusive. 

To a ppreciate this, we must realize that only one period in Meso
potamia provides parallels for all the features we have just mentioned. 
That is the Jemdet Nasr period. Only then do we find small oblong 
bricks used, if not exclusively, then at least predominantly. In pre
ceding ages the bricks were, on the whole, of a much larger type; and 
in the succeeding Early Dynastic period the bricks were plano-convex. 
In this latter period the recessing is, moreover, of a different character; 
if used all around a building, it is of a highly simplified type, while the 
complicated recesses resembling those in Egypt are reserved for the 
two towers which flank and thereby accentuate the entrance into pal
ace or temple complex. But in the Jemdet Nasr period we find all
around recessing used outside the buildings and also inside in impor
tant rooms or courts such as Room 252 in Figure 5 or Sin Temple Vat 
Khafaje. The extant brick buildings of the First Dynasty do not con
tain such rooms or courts, but we find the same usage in some tem
porary buildings of the Fourth Dynasty, erected in brick where the 
permanent structures were to be of stone. 17 We know that the stone 
architecture of this dynasty did not use recessing. Its appearance in 
the brickwork with which Shepseskaf completed the unfinished valley 
temple of Mycerinus shows., therefore, that recessing was an estab
lished traditional feature of brick-building in Egypt at the time and 
that there is some likelihood that it was used around courts or rooms, 
just as it was used around the outside of buildings, at the t ime of its 
first introduction. This presumed similarity would agree, in any case, 
with those more firmly established indices pointing to the Jemdet 
Nasr period (to t he exclusion of the periods preceding and following 
it) as the stage in Mesopotamian culture in which Egypt learned the 
use of bricks for monumental buildings. 

u Relllner, Ml!ctri,.ut, Plans IV, VIII, IX and Pis. 3lc, 32b, e, 33, and 74. For Meso~ 
potamla eoo Room 252 ot Bulldlng C in Fig. 5 and the central room of Sin T&~eyle V in 
ore. No. 20, Ftg. 26. 
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This conclusion is corroborated by two independent sets of evi
dence. In the first place, it has long been known that a number of 
features of pre- and protodynastic Egyptian culture possess Meso
potamian parallels; these can now be assigned to the Jemdet Nasr 
period. In the second place, there is independent stratigraphical 
proof from Tell-Judeideh that the Jemdet Nasr period was contem
porary with the Late Predynastic and Protodynastic period in Egypt. 

We shall consider these two sets of evidence in Section III of this 
paper. For the moment we merely point out how much material falls 
into place, how many phenomena find an explanation, when we inter
pret the sudden appearance of brick architecture in an accomplished 
form under the First Dynasty as due to Mesopotamian examples. 
We may well ask whether any alternative explanation can compare 
with it in coherence and economy of means. 

II 
All earlier explanations of the recessed buildings of Egypt are de

fective in that they do not account for the remarkable resemblance 
which the structures show with contemporary buildings in Meso
potamia. We repeat that this resemblance requires explanation no less 
than the connections with material falling traditionally within the 
scope of the Egyptologist. Since, however, these Mesopotamian paral
lels have been discovered onJy recently, we shall here consider-on 
their merits., irrespective of their common failing- the current theories 
on the origin of this type of structure. They may be classed under 
four headings. The first two are entirely without foundation; the last 
two are valuable in establishing the relation between the protody
nastic and later usages without, however, explaining how recessing 
first came to be adopted. 

1. In 1912 Flinders Petrie found at Tarkhan sarcophagi made of 
planks which had originally served another purpose, as shown by 
a series of holes which stood in no relation to the function of the planks 
as parts of coffins but which enabled them originally to be lashed to 
other boards (Fig. 11). Petrie, knowing the unheralded appearance of 
recessed brick-building in the First Dynasty and having previously 
entertained the idea that there might be wooden prototypes for these 
buildings, attempted to join the boards, reused in the Tarkhan coffins, 

_.: • • I 
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in such a manner that a recessed surface resulted. Many other meth
ods of joining them are possible, although nobody has ever proposed 
an alternative combination; and indeed it would be useless to spend 
much time on such an attempt since it is most probable that the 
planks represent only a minute remainder of the original structure. 
Moreover, no one reading Petrie's account18 can be under the delusion 
that be provides proof for the correctness of his reconstruction. He 
frankly states that he started with the assumption that recessed brick
building rendered a wooden prototype; he then proclaimed, however, 
that he had found "the actual timbers." He further embarks on a 
sketch of the life of "the more prosperous people" using "wooden 
houses which had to be moved twice a year"; but this is no more than 
an ingenious fantasy in which puzzling ancient remains are combined 
with observations of modern Egyptians, though these are innocent of 
lashed wooden houses. · 

Such an imaginative reconstruction is often enlightening. In the 
present instance, however, it has served us iJI. Newberry in 1923" 
and Balcz as late as 192920 adopted Petrie's flight of fancy, and Wool
ley even introduced it, lock, stock, and barrel, into Mesopotamian 
archeology." It is not remembered that the painted decoration {Fig. 
12) of this type of building in Egypt, even if it were not incompatible 
with the wall surface upon which it is superimposed, would not repre
sent a wooden original at all but a framework of poles to which mats 
are lashed. The building thus rendered agrees perfectly with the pic
tures of early buildings preserved in hieroglyphs (Fig. 10) and on such 
monuments as the Hunters' Palette.22 The whole assumption that 

u Pelrlo, Tor .tAu I and AI e"'pAi• v. p. 24. Soo also a comn Ud or such planks from 
Abu RoAsh In Kemi, Vol. VII, Pl. XIII, 2. 

"Presidential address t.o Sec. R or the British Association ror tho Advancement or 
Science. 1923, p. 11. 

to MDI AA (see above, n. 3), I, 78 tf. ta RaU and Woolley, AI Ubaid, pp, 68fT. 

" Pror8!JSOr E. Baldwin Smith, Eqvpticu• Architecture a1 Cul!ural Ezprtuion, approachoe 
our problem ae an architect but does not solve it. Re admit.'l that Petrie's st.ory or tho 
wooden hoU808 l8 unsubstantiated (p. 33) but accept.'l as relevant his scheme or Joining 
the comn boards rrom Tar khan (p. 47) a.nd postulatoe a prot.otype ror tho ttrtlch conslstlng 
or a palaeo constructed or small-wood joinery. Even trwe accep~ the author's Interpreta
tion or one or tbe archaic buildings preserved on seals or the First Dynae~y as proor that a 
"light Umbered construction" existed in Late Predynastlc Egypt and that It consisted or 
"a paneled framework made or small pieces or wood skillUUY squared and Joined t.ogothor." 
thia would not In any way explain the recosslng nor the ract that reoossl.ng appeara tin~ or 
all 1n brick bulldlnga. 
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wooden houses existed at all is based on the finding of some perforated 
boards in secondary use. The perforation must, of course, be explained. 
But we know of a most important class of products which were demon
strably built of lashed and pegged timbers. These are the ships of the 
ancient Egyptians.u It is interesting that some of the boards at 
Tarkhan are curved (Fig. 11), most unsuitably if they were lashed to
gether to resist climatic changes and to protect the inhabitants of 
movable wooden houses from ''gaps which let the wind blow directly 
in," but very understandably if they derive from boats. The most nat
ural explanation of the Tarkhan boards is, evidently, that they repre
sent valuable raw material salvaged from wrecked or disused Nile 
craft which was unsuitable for usc in furniture for the living by reason 
of the holes but which served well enough for coffins. 

2. According to certain Egyptologists, the recessed brick buildings 
present a Lower Egyptian style. This assumption does not explain 
their origin, of course. Balcz and Newberry, as we have seen, borrow 
Petrie's hypothesis to account for them, but the first uses one other 
argument, namely, that in some renderings of these structures a pair 
of bound papyrus flowers appears high up in the niches (P l. I, D). 
This design is considered a parallel of the later symbol in which the 
hieroglyph $tn', "to unite," joins the heraldic plants of Lower and 
Upper Egypt. Much ingenuity is spent on the explanation of the fact 
that two identical plants combined may stand for the combination of 
two different regions. The entirely hypothetical course of events 
postulated by Sethe,14 on the strength of later texts (treated with a 
method of most dubious validity"), is made to supply the political 
units, the coalescence of which is reflected in the two bound flowers. 
It seems to be quite forgotten that we lose here every connection with 
ascertained fact, even irrespective of the circumstance that we know 
next to nothing about the Delta in prehistoric times but a great deal 
about Mesopotamia during that period. 

"Short wood only being available, tho planks or the hull were very thick and Joined 
by largo pegs In the shape or dowels which would well tit tho boles which we observe In 
the boards. Lashing was al80 resorted t.o (800 W. F. Edgerton, "Ancient Egyptian Shill8 
and Shipping," AJSL, XXXIX, 1091!., oep. 128 and 134). 

" Sethe, op. cil. 

,. Kees, 1n NacAricAttr; dtr GlltlllcAa/l /Gr WiuentcACI/Itn in GMtinqen (PhU.-hist. 
Klasse, 1930): K ullltgtltdo u"d Urg11dithtt. 
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We might, perhaps, drop the matter here, but the distinction of 
Upper and Lower Egyptian features assumes the characteristics of a 
fashion and should be warned against. Its origin may be found, per
haps, in charff's successful explanation of the puzzling overlapping 
of the First and Second Predyna.stic (Amratian and Gerzean) cul
tures.21 He made it appear highly probable that the Gerzean culture 
<'xisted in Lower Egypt while the Amratian still continued in the Up
per Nile Valley. The distinction between Upper and Lower Egyptian 
styles of architecture has, however, no evidence in its favor. Yet we 
find Steckeweh, in an excellent publication,27 contrasting the ''open" 
architecture of Upper Egypt, which tends to elaborate its outward ap
pearance, with the "closed-in-on-itself," introspective style of the 
North. Wol£28 and Pfliiger,29 on the other hand, find the Upper Egyp
tian style, with its "grave greatness," a" truly African" phenomenon, 
while the "charming gay lightness of the Mediterranean world" is said 
to be clearly felt in the Lower Egyptian style. This swamp of fortu
itous and contradictory interpretations has even brought some very 
distinguished authors under its spell. Junker refers to our tombs as a 
Lower Egyptian type;'o Scharff31 admits that the cenotaph of Neitho
tep at Naqada, in Upper Egypt, is the earliest example of recessed 
brick-building but insists, nevertheless, on its Lower Egyptian char
acter. The Lower Egyptian style would, besides recessing, be char
acterized by the inclusion of magazines or other rooms in its super
structure, while the Upper Egyptian type would use smooth outer 
wall for its solid superstructure but possess subterranean rooms ap
proached by a shaft. If this were correct, it would be paradoxical that 
in the tomb with two "false doors" it is not the northern but the 

to J EA. XIV. 261 tr. 
" Die PGrtltnqr4btr •• ,. Qa .. (1936). p. 43. The place wWcb the tombs at Qau occupy 

In tho history or art Ls very well establlsbed by the author. I merely take exception to cer
tain or his Interpretative generalizations. 

1t AZ. LXVII (1031). 129 tr. 
It J EA. XXIII. 7 tr. 
,. Junker. Gi•o 11. p. G. Daum (ln Gi•a I. pp. 66 If.) I>OStulates a contrast between the 

Naqada and the Abydos types of tombs wWch can hardly be substantiated. since the suPer
structures or the Abydos tombs are unknown. Moreover. be Ignores the existence or the 
valley temples at Abydos. 

u llcadbu<A der ArcA4ologit. pp. 440 f!. When Scharff mentions only the tomb ot 
Nclthotep M Naqada as an Upper Egyptian example or the supposed Lower Egyptian 
wve. be Ignores the valley temples of kings zer and Zet and Queen Merneith at Abydoa. 
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southern one that shows the recesses in most cases. n However, the 
distinction does not hold good. At Sakkara tombs have recently come 
to light which belonged to high officials, Hemaka and Kebetka, of 
kings of the First Dynasty, especially of Den-Wedimu. n And in these 
tombs we find recesses but also rooms in both substructure and super
structure. 

It would seem that the attempt to distinguish between Upper and 
Lower Egyptian peculiarities is, in any case, unlikely to lead us very 
far. The physical configuration of the Nile Valley makes for a uniform 
culture. What evidence we have seems to show that fashions set by 
the Residence spread easily and quickly throughout the land except 
in times of disturbance.U We can distinguish metropolitan and pro
vincial styles; but, if there were at any time marked local differences 
between the north and the south, they seem to have become unrecog
nizable at this distance of time. 

Rejecting this theory, we must account for the group of the two 
joined papyrus flowers high up in the recesses, just as we have ac
counted for the perforations of the coffin boards at Tarkhan after re
jecting Petrie's hypothesis. In the present instance we ean be less 
certain of the correct interpretation, for the flowers preserved are only 
in ancient renderings, not in the original. It is interesting, in the first 
place, that a very similar design appears in a. Mesopotamian rendering 
of a recessed building, namely, on a seal cylinder of the Uruk period 
from Tell Billa (Pl. I, E). Here there can be no question of papyrus, 
of course; but, if the Egyptians took over certain fairly complicated 
types of buildings, they may have retained the detail of the flower 
design but translated it into familiar forms. Its simplest explanation 
would be a. wooden window grille. That would explain quite naturally 
its position high up in the recesses. In stone models of similar recessed 
buildings found at Warka,36 the windows seem to be triangular; but 
that is certainly unusual, and to assume that the pair of flowers in the 
frame render a square space closed by a grille with an attractive de-

"Relsncr. Tomb Dntlo-pm••t. p . 240. 

u W. B. Emery. TA• T omb ofll•maka; J EA. XXIV. 243; Annalu du ttroice dt~ Gnli· 
quitl•. XXXVIII (103S). 465 f!. 

"Brunton (Qow o"d Badari. I. 75) shows how the spread or certain types orvottery and 
other objects was Interrupted by the upheaval or tho First Intermediate period. 

" U VB, Vol. VII, Pl . 48. 
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sign does not tax our imagination unduly. The design is found in 
Egypt used for this very purpose; it is shown in the Sixth Dynasty in 
the carved wooden screens which close the curved top, front and back, 
of I pi's litter, u and it recurs in the open-work (mmhrabiya) upper 
parts of doorways in the r ew Kingdom. n 

3. It has been assumed that the recessed buildings render a royal 
palace. as Not that any palaces anterior to the Eighteenth Dynasty 
have been discovered, but the framework in which the king's Horus 
name is written is also known as a hieroglyph reading serekh, perhaps 
best translated "seat of royalty." The serekh design shows indeed a 
panel of recesses; but it is a design on the fiat and consequently 
teaches us very little about the actual appearance of the building 
which it is supposed to depict. It may be well to recall that no satis
factory correlation has as yet been established between the ruins of 
the three buildings, probably palaces, actually excavated at Tell el 
Amarna, and the two detailed drawings of the royal palace which have 
been found in the rock tombs at the same site. In dealing with the 
serekh we have much less to go by: If we try to translate this design 
back into three dimensions, we have no guaranty whatsoever that our 
reconstruction hits the mark. We do not even know which part of the 
palace is indicated by the serekh design. Why should it be the fa~ade 
and not, for instance, part of the throne-room? Moreover, if we accept 
the interpretation as fa~ade, we gloss over the very real difficulty that 
the actual buildings which we know-namely, the cenotaphs and val
ley temples of the First Dynasty-are covered with recesses on all four 
walls. The idea of a fa~ade picture is fortuitous. 

The serekh sign actually supports our view of a Babylonian origin 
of recessed brick-building. If it is hazardous to argue from an ancient 
rendering to the appearance of the building in the round, we may at 
least compare Egyptian abbreviated renderings with similar render
ings from Mesopotamia. These are preserved on seal cylinders of the 
Uruk and Jemdet Nasr periods (Fig. 9, right). It is quite clear that 
they resemble the Egyptian designs (Fig. 9, left) so closely that some 

•• Wreszln.skl. Atlo•, I, 405. 
n AZ. LXXIII. 68 II'. with Pl. VIlla and Fig. 3. 
u The Mlest account or the reasons wblch support the ldentJ6catJon with e. royal 

p&lace e.re given In ReJBner. Dtf<lopmt"l o/111• B11n>1ian Tomb. 
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relation must exist. There arc, however, sufficient differences to make 
it impossible to assume that these Mesopotamian designs themselves 
were copied in Egypt. Consequently, the actual buildings, of which 
the Egyptian and :Mesopotamian engravings are independent ab
breviations, must have resembled each other; and this is the conclu
sion reached in Section I of this paper. 

I am tempted to indulge here in a little speculation. If the tomb, 
and possibly the palace, of pharaoh assumed architectural forms 
which in Mesopotamia (whence these forms were derived) were char
acteristic for temples, this choice of the Egyptians is perfectly under
standable, for it corresponds exactly with the difference in Mesopo
tamian and Egyptian views as to the nature of kingship. The Meso
potamian ruler, though representing the god, was LU.GAL, "the Great 
Man"; but pharaoh was a god. 

However this may be, it does not affect the present argument that 
the derivation of the rccess<'d buildings of the First Dynasty from the 
royal palace is unsatisfactory because it merely displaces the problem 
to a category of buildings of which no example survives. The brick 
buildings in Egypt, tombs and cenotaphs, show recesses on four sides, 
corresponding in that rCSP<'Ct to contemporary Mesopotamian tem
ples. The serekh designs are no certain guide to the actual appear
ance of buildings, but in so far as they resemble contemporary small
scale dra,vings from Mesopotamia they suggest that somewhatsimil~r 
buildings were erected at about the same time in both countries. The 
occurrence of towers raises a fine point of chronology. In the first 
place, the tower with a vertical side is a regular feature of Mesopo
tamian architecture but a very unusual one in Egypt which developed 
the pylon, with a pronounced batter. Second, these towers do not oc
cur on seals of the Uruk period but are known on a cylinder of the 
Jemdet Nasr period (Pl. I, B) and arc a standing feature in the suc
ceeding Early Dynastic period. The occurrence of serekh designs with 
towers (Pl. I, A) and without (Fig. 9, left) suggests therefore, again, 
the Jemdet Nasr period as the age of contact. 

4. We can say that recessed architecture is a feature of brick
building in essence as well as in incidence. The point is strikingly illus
trated by some temporary brick structures with which Shepseskaf 
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completed the unfinished valley temple of Mycerinus. 39 Recesses were 

not used in the stone architecture of the period; yet as soon as bricks 

were used in a funerary monument they reappear, obviously because 

they were a traditional method of enriching brick surfaces. In the 

stone-built tombs of the Old Kingdom we find, however, recessing in 

one particular instance: the " false door" which forms a feature of 

these tombs in one of its two usual forms consists of a monolithic slab 

showing a door flanked by a standardized set of recesses on either side 

(Pl. I , D). The other form, a narrow doorway in which the figure of 

the dead appears sometimes underneath a stone imitation of the 

rolled mat with which it could be closed,40 need not be considered in 

this context. 
It is clear that the elaborate form of the false door, the "great door" 

or "palace fa~ade door," is related to the brick architecture of the 

First Dynasty; moreover, it is sometimes covered with a painted deeo

ration41 which is similar to that used in some tombs with recessed 

walls (Fig. 12). But what is that relationship? Because the false door 

is a typically Egyptian feature of the tombs, well known and long in 

use, Egyptologists have often been inclined to make this the basis of 

an explanation of the First Dynasty tombs with recesses. This pro

cedure is, however, illegitimate. 

The "false door" or "Ka-door" served to mark the place where of

ferings to the dead were made and where, in a general way, communi

cation with the departed took place. This idea is thoroughly Egyp

tian. In fact, it seems to go back to the broadest Hamitic substratum 

of Egyptian civiJization, since Korth African tumuli have a niche 

which seems to fulfil the same purpose. 41 Some very simple graves of 

the First Dynasty at Tarkhan (Fig. 7) have a pair of slits in the brick 

"Soon. 17. 

"E.g., tomb or Moreruka. at Saqqa"ra, or Iduw at Glzoh (Bo•ton Bulletin, XXIII. 13). 

" Tho best-known example ts N. de Garis Davies. The M a1taba of Ptahhtttp and A khet· 

htttp, Pis. XIX and XX-XXA. 

u Bau.mgacrtol. Dol me" 1md Ma•taba (1926), Figs. 4 and 7. Balcz's objections, in
dorsed by Wolf. a.ro quito lrrelovan~. Of course. thei'O IB no direct connection between the 
prehistoric African stone buildings with Egyptian stone architecture. What matUlrs, 
however, Is the common Idea underlying both-namely, that tho structure or the toomb 
should mark In 110me wa)• bow communication with the dead 1.8 malnt.alned; and. further
more. tho speciJlc architectural form given too that Idea In the arrangemen~ or a niche in 
the toomb. 
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wall of their superstructure in front of the face of the dead, and the 

tomb chapel where the offerings are made is constructed at this place 

against the tumulus. An earlier expression of the same idea may be 

found in a burial jar from Maadi pierced by two holes. 43 A later in

stance is the serdab in Zoser's funerary complex at Saqqara, which 

shows two slits in front of the statue's face. Again, in the tombs of the 

Fourth Dynasty at Gizeh there are perforations in the large stone 

which closes the entrance to the burial chamber, and behind these 

openings is placed the " reserve head" of the dead. 44 

All these cases evidently present expressions of the same idea which 

found its final form in the "false door." Even the fact that two of 

these doors are often found may well go back to the very primitive 

use of two slits corresponding with the two eyes. The presence of two 

doors is generally explained as an imitation of royal usage. The king of 

Upper and Lower Egypt would have required two false doors in his 

tomb. But two false doors are found already in tomb Q.S. 2105 at 

Saqqara, a private tomb of the First Dynasty (reign of Zer), and it 

seems hazardous to project the adoption of royal usages by private 

people, traceable from the Late Old Kingdom onward, back into the 

very period when the united kingship arose. The derivation from a. 

pair of eyeholes of a prehistoric period seems less forced, and the re

tention of both doors (even after they had become large structures, 

placed at opposite ends of the wall) would be a characteristic mani

festation of that curious Egyptian, or rather Hamitic, tendency to

ward a dualistic scheme of things. u 

Whether we find one or two false doors in any given tomb, whether 

u MDI A A, V, Pl. XlX b 1. 

"Junker. Gua I, p. 43. 

"Tho dlchotoomy and polarUy which Melnhotf (Dit Spraehe der Harniten, p. 20. n. I, 
et pauim) round In the structure or Hamitic languages Is al110 noticeable In such features 
as the conslst.ont preservation, beyond all actuality or reason. or the '1ew or Egypt as 
"tho Two La.nds"-whatover the historical ba!Jis of tba~ doslgnatlon may have boon 
orlglru~lly. U appoal'f!. moreover. In tho manner hi whlcb tho conflict between Horus and 
Set becomes tbo pretext ror an excoodingly farfetched system or ldent16catlon or anum
ber or obJects with one or the other or these protagonists (In which Osiris may take the 
place or Horus. or course). With this In mind a soono like Sotho. P<~t•pi<l. 1411t., becomes 
most Illuminating. H Illustrates too a nlcet)' tho "polarity" 11•hlch :\felnholt observed In 
Hamitic graDIIDM. The relation between Ka and man. with the respective physical 
substra!a. such aa we 6nd abo in the treatment of body and placenta in Uganda (Mu. 
1911 , pp. 971t.), and similar featureS. all deserve study aa a manll'est.atlon or tbl.s curious 
fundamental duall.sm in the lllinds or tbe Egyptians. 
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they are of the simple or of the elaborate type, it is certain that they 

marked the place of communication with the dead. No architectural 
form could be less suitable to serve that purpose than the all-around 

recessing of the brick tombs of the First Dynasty. It is impossible to 
explain this type of building as a. development of the ''false door." 

The latter marks one particular spot as important ; the other presents 
a series of identical features rhythmically articulating the whole of the 
available wall surface. 

It has been suggested that the all-around recessing expressed the 

idea that the dead was entirely free to ''come forth" and go wherever 
he wanted. 46 Even if the Egyptians of the First Dynasty had inter
preted the complete recessing in this manner, it would leave us with 

the unsolved problem of their sudden ability to erect highly sophisti
cated structures of a material not used by them hitherto or, at least, 

not used on any considerable scale. On that assumption it would be 
easier to imagine thatsomesucb interpretation made foreign buildings 

of recessed brickwork attractive models for them to follow. But even 
this hypothesis bas little in its favor, for we have no need to invoke the 
interpretation of "Ka-doors" to explain the appearance of recessing in 

Egypt. We have seen that many technical details suggest that it was 
in this accomplished form that the large-scale use of bricks became 
known in the Nile Valley. 

Moreover, this symbolical function of marking the place of exit of 

the dead is by no means the most important role which the "false 
door" plays in tomb architecture. It marks the place of communion 
with the dead and has, therefore, its significance for the Jiving as well 
as for the deceased. The perforations in the funerary pot found at 

Maadi, and those in the stones closing the burial chambers of the 
Fourth Dynasty tombs, are examples of purely symbolical features, 
since they appear in places to which the living did not have access. 

But in the superstructure of the tomb we must expect the main fea
tures not only to symbolize the status of the dead (namely, his ability 

to "go forth") but also to be related to the acts with which the living 
maintain their relationship with him. Their part in the communion 
also requires tangible expression. The two slits in the simple First 

Dynasty tombs of Figure 7 are as much determined by the require-

" Reisner, B&lcz, and others. 
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ment of the celebrants of a formal indication in the structure itself 

that their acts and words are addressed to the relative buried within, 
as by the thought of the corpse's two eyes. But the "false door" repre

sents the mature expression of this twofold significance of the place of 
communion. Standing out in the unbroken wall, it formed as com

pelling a focus for the ri tual as the altar in a church. In its form as 
"door" it continually stimulated in those gathered in front of it the 

consciousness that they addressed one mysteriously surviving death. 
The impenetrable "Ka-door" is magnificently adequate to its func

tion. 
But the same reflection which reveals the adequacy of the "false 

door" shows that its efficacy would be diminished if it were placed 
within a wall composed of a series of ornamental recesses. If we 

should accept tho theory that recessing is derived from the "false 
doo~;" and that each recess in fact represents a possible place of exit for 

the dead, then we are led to the absurd assumption that the ancients 
had chosen to enact their ritual in front of a partition resembling a 

modern row of telephone booths- hardly conducive to the concentra
tion of thought and feeling which the occasion demanded. We shall 
see that one hybrid form of this type is known, but no conceivable de

velopment leads from the "false door" to the recessed monuments of 
the First Dynasty. 

Moreover, the latter antedate the appearance of the "false doors" 
by several reigns. If the underlying notion of the "Ka.-door" is an im
memorial part of Hamitic funerary requirements, its form is evidently 
derived from the recessed architecture which appears, ready made, at 

the very beginning of the First Dynasty. Thus the relation between 
"Ka-door" and recessed brick buildings is exactly the reverse of that 
usually assumed. In fact, we can follow in some detail how the Egyp

tians adapted the new architectural style to embody the idea of the 
"Ka-door" until, at a later time, they abandoned recessing as alto

gether unsuitable. We have at least two instances where we observe 
how the Egyptians, confronted with a building ornamented all around 
with identical and equivalent niches, singled out one to serve as a 

place of communication. At Tarkhan this has been accomplished by 
putting a wooden floor in one of the niches (Fig. 3). At Naga ed Deir 

one of the niches is more elaborate than the others, and the deepest 
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recess is painted red to indicate the wooden leaf of a door. 47 Both 

tombs belong to the First Dynasty. 
These attempts to superimpose the "false door," required by in

digenous custom, upon an architectural form which is characterized by 

the absence of emphasis on any one point of its circumference are 

easily explained by our view that Mesopotamian buildings, like our 

Figures 5 and 6, served as prototypes. For these were neither tombs 

nor cenotaphs but were accessible through doorways placed in some 

of the recesses. The Egyptians needed merely to make one of these 

doors into a "Ka-door." But it is interesting to note that this style of 

architecture was soon given up in Mesopotamia too, and evidently 

for the same reasqn as it was abandoned in Egypt. It was apparently 

felt to be unsatisfactory that the door, a feature of outstanding func

tional importance, did not receive any architectural emphasis but was 

hidden in one among several recesses. This interpretation of the 

change is no mere modern postulate, for the new Mesopotamian style, 

appearing by the end of the Jemdet Nasr period and characteristic for 

the Early Dynastic age, made the entrance the most striking detail in 

the building's silhouette. The all-around recessing was very much 

simplified, and the elaborate niches were reserved for the towers, 

which now flanked the entrance and thus accentuated its presence in 

the wall. Tho "Ka-door" required no less adequate architectural ex

pression than the real doorways of the Mesopotamian temples, and it 

is clear that the makeshifts of Tarkhan and Naga ed Deir could not 

permanently satisfy the Egyptians. They found the solution in one 

or two "false doors" standing out in an otherwise unbroken .wall 

surface. 
The form of the " false door" derives from that of the early brick re

cesses, at least in the case of the "palace fac;ade" variety (Pl. I , D), 

but it is important to realize that, architecturally, the tombs with 

"false doors" represent the total abandonment of recessed building. 

There is no gradual development from the one to the other as is so 

often assumed,48 but, on the contrary, we observe the victory of one 

form over another which had descended from the very first monumen

tal buildings erected (as far as we know) in the Nile Valley. The form 

"Reisner, To11b Dntlop,.tlll, p. 292. 

" So Junker In a; • ., 11. 
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with two "false doors" is known already in the First Dynasty,4' and 

Reisner has proved that it remained continuously in use until it be

came the prevalent type in the mature Old Kingdom. 50 In other words, 

the method of aU-around recessing is simply supe~ded.u 

5. The issue is somewhat confused by the existence of a few tombs 

which show the old recessing, though on one wall only. And this wall 

is, moreover, mostly part of an inner corridor and not an outside wall. 

The tomb of Hesire at Saqqara is the best known of these atypical 

tombs, and there are some of Fourth Dynasty date,52 while in the prov

inces (notably at Denderah) they enjoy a local vogue down to the end 

of the Old Kingdom.53 The first appearance as well as the distribu

tion of this type shows that it is not part of the main stream of archi

tectural development. It is not transitional but hybrid. The recessed 

wall in Hesire's tomb contains in the depth of each recess a finely 

carved wooden panel showing the standing or striding figure of the 

dead man. Since Egyptian relief does not distinguish between the two 

attitudes, it is possible to maintain that he is supposed to come forth 

from each recess. The disadvantages of such a fiction were discussed 

above, and, in any case, the need to mark clearly the focus of the ritual 

enacted in the tomb existed here, too, and was met by showing the 

dead man, not standing, but seated at his funerary meal, in the central 

recess of the wall. The difference from the other recesses is, of course, 

too slight to be really adequate; it seems that Hesire had been desirous 

of combining the rich effect of the recesses with the "Ka-door" as the 

place where the dead and the survivors communicated, though the 

two requirements are incompatible. For the significance of a door 

consists in its position within an impermeable wall, and the logic and 

"Saqqara, Q.S. 2105. 
" Reisner, Tomb Dntlopmtnt, J>J>. 238-43. 

"There Is no need t.o rerer t.o the prohlem or tho square st.one showing the dead at 
table and which rorms part or the "false door" In most Old Kingdom t.ombs, except ror the 
ract that It Is ortcn treated t.ogether with tho history or t.omb architecture. SchariT, ror 
Instance. makC6 hero again a distinction bctwoon \Jpper and Lower Egypt, willie ReiBner 
connects his "slab-stela" or "niche stone" with the Abydos stelae (beth In Stvdit~ p,. 
unttd to P. Ll. Gri.(fith). See also H. W. MUller, In MDI A. A., IV, t651T. and Junker In 
Giao I, pp. 13 r. and Giro II. pp. 14 r. A.nno/t1 dv urriu, Vol. XIII, Pl. IV shows bow at 
Giza 100 the combination or the fUnerary chapel (made or bricks) and the mastaba pro
duced the eiTect or a "false door." 

"Reisner, To"'b Dtrdop•elll. pp. 282-87. 

" Petrie, Dt~tdtraA, Pl. 29. 
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clearness of the First Dynasty solution where two slits were made near 

to each other in a. smooth wall (Fig. 7) and of the usual Egyptian 
usage of showing one or two "false doors" in an otherwise unbroken 

surface naturally ousted the recessing from tomb architecture. 
It is significant that the one application of recessing which found a 

place in the normal Egyptian tomb served to isolate the "false door" 
and to enhance its effect. This use of recessing is found in the "!{a

door" in its elaborate "palace fa~ade" form; it consists of a. narrow 
slit, the actual door, flanked on either side by a standardized set of re
cesses, the whole cut into a monolithic slab of stone (PI. I , D). A new, 

composite unit had been created, and the recesses were no longer by 

themselves the elements of decoration.&• Thus the recessed building 
suddenly introduced under the first kings of the First Dynasty leaves 

its trace in the form of the "false door." To start from the latter, 
though it is better known, and to attempt to explain the First Dynasty 
building in that way, means putting the cart before the horse. 

III 

We have found the current explanations of the recessed architecture 
of the First Dynasty inadequate, even irrespective of the fact that 

they fail to account for the contemporary construction of similar 
buildings in Mesopotamia. If, on the other hand, we assume that the 

Egyptians of the First Dynasty derived from Mesopotamia the pe
culiar form of brick building which is the first to appear in Egypt, all 

facts fall quite simply into place and become understandable. Now 
this assumption does not need to be made ad hoc. There is a consider
able number of phenomena which require for their explanation a. some

what sustained and elaborate acquaintance, on the part of the Egyp
tians, with Mesopotamian culture. Several of these have long been 

known; others have recently been placed in their true significance by 
discoveries in Mesopotamia. 66 We here enumerate them once more 

u 'l'hls now unU Is. In U.s turn. used decoratively In some sarcophagi like thM of Mycerl
nm, which are decoratod all around with "false doors" ot the elaborate wpe. Now that In 
contrast with the recesses In Beslre's wmb the decoration or these coffin• had no ritual 
tuncUon, slnce the living never approached them. 

.. Soo Sehartr In .Az. LXXI (1935), 89 tr. His synchrOnistic table can be slmplllled In 
the manner Lndleatod In our text. and his Interpretation of the e' ldence from the seals 
eeems Incorrect but can now be dispensed with In any case. It Ill unfortunate that the 
relief ot shell which he dJscw;sed In a separate article (.41 DI A A, Yl. 103 tr.) must be ex-
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in a somewhat systematic form because their implications are clearer 

when it is realized that they do not represent a random collection of 
resemblances: 

l\lESOPOTAl\liA.\ IXFLUENCE IX PRE- A.\""D 
PROTODYXASTIC EGYPT 

I. EviDENCE OUTSIDE THE FIELD OF ART 

a) Mesopotamian objects found in Egypt: 
1. Three cylinder .~ealR of the Jemdet T asr period 

b) Mesopotamian usages temporarily adopted in Egypt: 
1. Sealing with engraved cylinders 
2. Recessed brick-building for monumental purposes 

c) Mesopotamian objects depicted on Egyptian monuments: 
1. Costume on the Gebel el Arak knife handle 
2. &alloped battle-ax on fragment of late predynastic stone vase 
3. Ships, on Gebel el Arak knife handle, "decorated" vases, stone vase, 

and ivory labels of First Dynasty 
II. EVIDENCE IN THE FIELD OF ART 

a) Mesopotamian motives depicted in Egypt: 
1. Composite animal.~, Cl1pecially winged griffins and serpent-necked 

felines, on palette.~ and knife handles 
2. Group of h£ro dominating two limt..~, on Gebel el Arak knife handle 

and in tomb at Hierakonpolis 
3. Pairs of entwined animal.~, on knife handles and Xarmer palette 

b) Mesopotamian peculiaritie:; of style apparent in Egypt: 
l. A ntithetual group, on knife handles and palettes 
2. Group of camitoqre attacking im]XJ88it~ prey, on knife handles 
3. Drawing of mwlculature, on Gebel el Arak knife handle 

In comment something has first to be said about the time at which 
the intercourse between the two countries took place. The imported 
Mesopotamian cylinder seals obtained in Egypt are particularly valu

able in this rrspect68 since they are typical for the Jemdet Nasr period 
and unknown in the preceding Uruk period of Mesopotamia. And 

eluded altogether. HIs certainly tho copy In hard material ot a. tablet or the Jemdet NIU!r 
period with two seal lmJ>re.'ISIOIUI and some oumora.ls. But Its connection with Egypt con
sists merely In the hloroglyph mr wblch Scharff saw In the engraved sign on one race. 
C'loser scrutinY. however, reveals that It ls no such thing. but an ordinary picture or tbe 
Mesoootamlan plow! It the object ill turned on lt.sslde with the lett side as base, we clearly 
806 on tho right of the engraving tho small crossbar at the end or the POle, below It tho col
ter. and, on tho lett. somewhat more vaguely, tho two handlebars and the sood tunnel. 
Compare the clear renderlnl(8 ln. e.g .. my C~hmltr Stal•. Pis. XXI/; XXd; XXle. 

"Frank tort, op. cit., p. 293. 
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this useful distinction cannot be made in respect to most of the other 
features listed here which, as far as we know at present, may occur in 

either period.n We have, however, already seen that the presence of 
towers fianking the entrance is similarly unknown before the Jemdet 

Nasr period. 
Moreover, there is entirely independent evidence to prove the syn

chronism. This derives from the work of the Syrian Expedition of the 
Oriental Institute and more especially from the stratigraphical work 

carried out by Mr. Robert Braidwood, to whom I am much indebted 
for permission to use the information. In certain layers at Tell Judei

deh, seals of the Jemdet Nasr period were discovered, as well as pot
tery of the type which was found as importations in the tombs of cer
tain First Dynasty kings in Egypt and notably of Zet. A great deal of 

corroborative evidence, involving Palestine also, cannot, of course, be 

discussed here, but the fact that the Jemdet Nasr period is contem
poraneous with the Late Predynastic period and the early part of the 

First Dynasty must be considered proved. 
It should be remembered that this conclusion is quite independent 

from the material which is the subject of this paper. It should also 

be remembered that Mesopotamian infiuence upon Egypt would be 
easier to explain in the Jemdet Nasr period than at any other time. 

For this was an age of great Mesopotamian expansion; its tablets and 
seals have been found not only in Elam but on the central Iranian 

plateau as well, at Siya.lk near Kashan ; its cylinder seals occur as far 
afield as North Syria, Anatolia. (Alishar and Troy), and even in the 
Cyclades.68 Thus their occurrence in Egypt, and in fact the very 

varied signs of Mesopotamian influence at this time, harmonize close

ly with the known trends of the period. 
The evidence in our table which does not concern art is exceptional

ly important because stylistic testimony is often subject to suspicion. 
It might be argued, for instance, that the antithetical group was so 
well in keeping with the general tendency toward a stricter order in 

politics, art, and religion that its temporary adoption needed no fur-

" Tho group or tho hero between animals is not known on cylinder seals oorore tho 
Sooond Early Oyna.stlc period but occurs in exactly tho same form M on tho later ~8 on 
a sculptured stone vase of the Jemdet Nasr period round by WI at Tell Agrab (Illutlrattd 
Londo" Nt'll)f. September 12. 1936, p. 134. Fig. 16). 

"Frankfort, op. cit .• pp. 227 ff. 
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ther explanation. This point of view cannot account, however, for 
the appearance of a hero in purely Mesopotamian costume on the Ge

bel el Arak knife handiest nor for the scalloped ax which appears on a. 
sherd of a late predynastic stone vase60 but which was only adopted in 

Egypt by the end of the Old I<ingdom although it was known in 
Mesopotamia from the beginning of the Early Dynastic period, and 

possibly used earlier; nor, as we have seen, for the sudden appearance 
of a sophisticated form of architecture not used in Egypt on any scale 
before this age, while it was indigenous from very early times in Meso
potamia. 

But even the purely stylistic resemblances are in their totality more 
significant than a. mere accidental group of resemblances. If we ex
clude the rendering of musculature which distinguishes the hero on the 

Gebel el Arak handle from the undifferentiated limbs of the usual pre
dynastic figures, we notice that the features which we claim to be de

rivative in Egypt not only resemble individual Mesopotamian de
signs but possess one feature in common which is as characteristic for 

Mesopotamia as it is alien to Egypt: they are all pronouncedly un
realistic. By their predominance of imagination or design over proba
bility or nature, they illustrate the remarkable power of abstraction of 

the Mesopotamians. The same mentality made the pictogrsms which 
underlie Mesopotamian writing lose almost at once all resemblance to 

the objects which they depicted, to end in the entirely abstract wedge 
groups of cuneiform writing. Egypt, starting also from pictogrsms, 
retained throughout the clear pictures which we call hieroglyphs and 

even exploited their representational character in later times by puns 
or "enigmatic writing."11 

The disappearance of the features enumerated in our table becomes 

understandable also if we remember that they are derivations. Al
ready in the Third Dynasty, brick gives way to stonework for monu
mental funerary structures. The seal cylinder is replaced by the scar

ab for all practical purposes after the Old Kingdom. Of the other fea
tures in our list, not one survives the early reigns of the First Dynasty.· 

"For this monument. and all others referred to. 800 Scbarlt"s article quoted In n. 55. 

.. Scharl't, Milltilunqtn ""' dtr atq. Sammlunq, Vol. V, Pl. 22, No. 108. 

"Enigmatic I!Crlpt: E . Drloton, '"La Cryptographic 6gyptienno," Rtou~ Lorrain• 
d'oniAropoloqit, Vol. VI: puns: c g., Grimth, Btni-llanoo. Vol. HI. Pl. VI, 82. 
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Contact with Mesopotamia ma.y have stopped then, and in any case 
the vitality of Egypt was such that it would certainly not retain un

assimilated foreign matter. It would be absurd to consider Egyptian 
civilization in any way derivative. There is no necessity to assume 
Mesopotamian influence in order to explain the development of phar

aonic civilization, but it so happens that we have evidence that such 

influence was, in fact, exercised. Our view is not, therefore, a theoreti
cal postulate but a conclusion based on observed facts which seem to 

suggest it. 
This influence from the east may well have worked merely as a 

catalyst. I t is curious that there is no evidence of contact on the 
Mesopotamian side. Since it was exercised, apparently, via the Red 

Sea route and affected Egypt most noticeably in the region around the 
terminus of the Wadi Hammamat, it is possible that some thoroughly 
"Mesopotamian" culture on the Persian Gulf or Arabian coasts was 

the center involved on the Asiatic side and that such signs of inter
course with Egypt as might be preserved there never reached Mesopo

tamia proper and have also evaded the modern excavator. However 
that may be, there can be no doubt that intercourse did take place and 

that it grcat\y stimulated Egypt during the formative phases of its 

own culture. 

ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

THE OLD ARAMAIC ALPHABET AT TELL HALAF 

THE DATE OF THE "ALTAR" INSCRIPTION 

RA YMONO A. BOWMAN 

In 1931 Baron von Oppenheim, reporting on his excavation at Tell 
Halaf, wrote: "In der Kaparaschicht fan den wir ein kleinesKelkstein

altiirchen mit cinigcn wenigen, Ieider nicht entzifferbaren altsemit
ischen Schriftzeichen."1 No further stratigraphic detail has been re
leased on this piece which, therefore, must be discussed apart from any 

exact archeological context. Meissner, from the character of the cunei
form signs, peculiaritiPsof language, and the point of view expressed in 

the short cuneiform inscriptions of Kapara, feels that a date in the 
twelfth century B.C. is fitting for the Kapara stratum.2 Von Oppen

heim insists that the date of the small finds of the stratum and the 
views of B. Landsberger with regard to the earliest possible presence 

of Aramaeans in Mesopotamia also support the twelfth century B.c. 
date.s The twelfth-century date bas been widely accepted• but not 
without considerable opposition.' 

The publication of the Kapara Aramaic inscription, long awaited, 

has finally appeared as the work of Johannes Friedrich.' A hand copy 
of the inscription is given (Fig. 1) but, unfortunately, no photograph. 
Friedrich transliterates it as •t;!:) I •r I l(x)xJb~~ I nb, T but, with re-

• M. F. von Oppenheim. Dtr Tdl //olaf (Lelp7Jg. 1931). p. 65; ct. English translation 
by G. Wheeler. p. 70. The expanded F'rench edJt.lon, which I understand l.s In J)l'eparatlon. 
Is no~ available. 

• B. Meissner. <lpud von Oppenheim. op. cit .• p. 266 (Engll.sh ed., p. 316). S. Langdon, 
Ozford Mogoaint . June 16. 1033. P 812. on the basis or the cuneiform signs. dated the 
Kapara Inscriptions to the tonth C4lntury a.c. There can be no certainty In dating ba.sed 
on cuneU"orm script alone. 

• Von Oppenheim, op. cit., p. 04 (Engll.sh ed., p. 68). 

• Of. W. F. Albright. "Tho Present State of Syro-Paleetlnian Archaeology.'" in Tht 
lla•tr/ord Svmpotivm 010 .Arthatoloqv oJid the Biblt (New Haven, 1938). p. 27. Albrlgh~. 
however. modillee the dato to "twelfth or ehwonth century."' 

• For a summary and bibliography or 110me of the outstanding OPPOnents or the ~feJ.ss. 
ner-von Oppenheim dat.e see E. JJerzfold, "Der Tell Halaf und das Problem der hettl
tl8chen Kunst." .Ar<hotolO,i~tho,. Milltilunge,. ""'Iron, VI. Part 3/ 4 (1934), 112 tr. 

•J. Friedrich. A. Ungnad. 0. R.l\feyor, E. F. Weidner, Die ln4chri/tt,. aom Ttll Halo/ 
(Belhett rum .ArtAi• /Dr OrioJtt/ortdtung, Vol. VI [Berlin. 1940)), pp. 68-70 and Pl. 29. 
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gard to translation, says: "Die kiirze des Texies und einige Be

scbiidigungen erscbweren die Lesung, eine tJbersetzung der paar Zu
sammenbangenden Zeichengruppen ist Ieider nicht moglich." 

Concerned about the distribution of letters in the first group, be 
suggests that the first letter might be the demonstrative pronoun and 

the remainder the Akkadian dimtu, "pillar"; but he is troubled by dis
agreement in gender. For the second group of letters he has no sugges

tion but remarks that, after the mem, "Dann beginnt die Zerstorung 
um die Kante herum, in der etwa ein bis zwei Zeichen Raum hatten, 
doch ist moglicherweise auch diese Kante ebenso schriftfrei gelassen 

worden wie die folgende." His copy, however, shows no such exten
sive damage. He rightly reads the next letters as the Aramaic relative 

pronoun, which classifies the language of the inscription. The final 

Flo. 1 

group he reads as two words and translates "denn lebend" or "denn er 

lebte." 
The decidedly anachronistic forms of some of the letters disturb 

Friedrich. His beth he recognizes as much too late a form for the deUa 
and mem, which suggest the old Phoenician characters from Byblos. 
He was tempted to read an archaic aleph retrograde or possibly a 

kaph, such as occurs later in the inscription, but finally abandoned 
both as less likely than an open-headed beth. The next to last letter he 
regards as an unusuall).eth bearing only two bars. He should rightly 

be concerned over such troublesome letters, for they certainly suggest 
that the relationships with the Byblian script, proposed for the re

mainder of the inscription as supporting the doubtful date of about 
120Q-1100 B.c. for Kapara, must be called into question. 

The results I achieved when I copied the same inscription in the 

Tell Halaf Museum, through the kind permission of its owner, were 
quite different (Fig. 2) and would lead to another conclusion with 
regard to its date. My transliteration reads7 •••• ~r.:)j ~T I ~~~ I n·:n. 

' The reading bulll.s discussed below. 
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It will be noted that in my copy those anachronistic letters which 

seemed to link this piece with the earlier inscriptions from Byblos dis
appear completely. Zigzag lines, which would produce the "Byblos" 
mem, are, as epigraphers know, perhaps the most common of copyist 
errors. 

There remains doubtful, however, the second letter, which is in

complete. The form at once suggests that it should be completed as a 
deUa-form daleth. Such a letter, when compared with the others, would 

be slightly anachronistic, although not absolutely impossible. It is sig
nificant for dating that such a daleth is found in Phoenician inscriptions 
as late as the eighth century B.c. along with forms showing an incipi

ent staff. Such letters arc found on the bronze fragments of the Ba'al 
Lebanon bowl from Cyprus which mentions Hiram (II) of Tyre. s By 

Back Ltft Bide From 

FIG. 2 

this period the earliest Syrian inscriptions from Zenjirli, written in a 
much more cursive style, have forms with a very short staff. 

The defective letter might be completed in another fashion, how

ever. Only a short horizontal stroke, easily omitted by a careless 
writer, needs to be added to convert the letter into a beth that would 
be consistent with all the other letters of the inscription. This single 

stroke would at the same time convert an awkward combination of 
letters into an intelligible and plausible word. It is highly probable 
that the letter is to be read as beth rather than as daleth. 

More damaging for a theory of an early date for this writing is the 
form of the kaph. The letter appears in the early Byblos script as a 

fan-shaped triad of equal lines joined at a point below. This form oc-

'CIS, I. 5, Pl. IV, Frags. A. 0, and F of the OO!t-preserved bowl. This Inscription bas 
boon dated by Lldzbarskl to a J>Orlod cl08e to the sooond millennium s.c. (llandb~tch der 
Nordotmiti1chu Epi()raphik [Weimar, 1898], p, 176). Z. Harris, A Grammar o/lht Phoeni
cia" La"IJitOIJ• (New Haven. 1936),p. 167, dat.es It with some question to thenJnth century 
B.c.; while A. T. Olmstead, 1/iotorvo/ Poltlline a"d 811ria, p. 434, and Hiotorvo/ Auvria, 
p. 183, places the bowl in the time of Tlglath-pUeser HI. 
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curs regularly as late as the Eli-Ba'al inscription (925-889 B.c.) from 
Phoenicia• and would be expected in the Kapara inscription if it 
showed affinity with the early alphabet. The Kapara forms most close
ly resemble the early Greek kappa's from the island of Thera, dated 
to the eighth and seventh centuries B.C.10 Similar forms, but with 
longer statTs, are found on the Lebanon bowl mentioned above. The 
cursive kaph's of the Mesha' and Kilamu inscriptions are morphologi
cally a bit later in their development than that of the Kapara legend, 
since the trend appears to be in the direction of a longer staff. 

Most critical for dating, too, is the l;eth with two bars11 which 
Friedrich recognizes as having no parallel in the early Byblos inscrip
tions, where a three-barred variety prevails.12 In Moab the two
barred form is found as early as the last half of the ninth century n.c. 
and is regularly so written in the Moabite stone. In Syria and Pales
tine, however, the three-barred form persists for a longer time. It is 
used in inscribing the Samaritan ivories13 and on the Aramaic in
scription mentioning Hazael discovered at Arslan Tash.14 

In striking contrast, at this point, are the Hazael inscription and 
the letters on the backs of the ivories found at Arslan Tash. In the 
small group of the latter there are three l;eth's of the two-barred vari
ety to one with the three bars.u U all these ivories are assumed to be
long to the same piece of furniture, they would form a transitional 
stage in writing such as is represented by the Samaritan ostraca where, 
however, the three-barred form is still the most frequent. 11 The recent 
tendency to date the ostraca to the eighth century B.c.,I1 rather than 

• R. Du.ssaud, Blf'ia, VI (192S), Pl. XXV and copy on p. 109. 

u U. Roehl, I mag. In~er. Graec. Anli. (3d eel., 1907), I. No.6, 2. 

" In my copy the mark within the lettec indicates a rat.her deep hole. 

n There Is the 1)088ibllhy or a single two-barred form In the Yehlmilk inBcrlptlon !rom 
Dyblos or the twelfth or eleventh century 8.c. (ct. M. Dunand. Ruu• bibliqut. Vol. XXXIX 
[1930), Pl. XV, 1. I), but in the light or t.he preponderance or evidence, even within the 
ln8Cl'lptlon Itself. thls lllolated form must be considered an error. 

uJi:. L. Sllkenlk, "Notes on Hebrew Letters on tho Ivories," apud J. W. and 0. M. 
Crowfoot, Earlv Iooriu{rom Samaria (London, 1938), p. 7. 

,. F. Thureau-Dangln, A. BarroiB, G. Dossin. and M. Dunand, Artlan Toth (Paris, 
1031), p. 136, Fig. 49 and Pl. XLVII. No. 12. 

,. Ibid., p. 91, Fig. 33, Nos. 2. 26, 27. Only No.6 has three bani. 

"0. A. Reisner, Itraelit• Ottraea/ro'" Samaria ("Harva.rd Unlvoralty P alestinian Ex
pediUon"), Pl. VI, Noa. 22 and 24; Pl. VII, No. 26; Pl . IX, No. 31. 

n 0 ! . R . Dussaud. Svna, XVI (1936), 211; H. L. Ginsberg. Archie orientdlnf, VIII 
(1936), 146; W. F. Albright, Frortt tA• Sto,.• Agt to Chrittianitll (Baltimore, 1040), p. 314, 
n. 17. 
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to the ninth, is interesting as suggesting a probable date for the letters 
on the Arslan Tash ivories. 

The ninth-century date for the inscribed ivories of Arslan Tash, 
suggested by Sukenik on the basis of their association with the Hazael 
inscription,I8 deserves to be reconsidered. Not all the ivories were 
part of the same piece of furniture, datable by the Baza.el name. Only 
one of the inscribed ivories, and that without a. /}eth, is definitely men
tioned by the excavators as being found in proximity to the Bazael in
scription and the remains of the couch dated by it. There is a distinct 
difference between the forms of the l;eth's of the inscription and those 
of the letters on the backs of some of the ivories. The latter seem to be 
later than those on the Hazael ivory. The furniture from which the 
inscribed ivories came may have been made later than the days of 
Hazael and may have been brought to Arslan Tash, then the royal 
city ijadatu, after the fall of Damascus in 732 B.c. 

The suggestion that the Arslan Tash ivories may have come from 
the west, possibly from Cyprus, ~calls the fact that the earliest evi
dence for the two-barred l;eth in the Greek inscriptions comes from the 
texts written in Eleutherna, Crete, in the seventh century B.c.1• 

In Syria proper, at Zenjirli, the three-barred l;eth persisted until the 
time of Bar Reku~ (ca. 725 B.c.), in whose inscriptions the double
barred type is the rule.20 The definite two-barred form in the Kapara 
inscription, together with the other evidence mentioned above, defi
nitely eliminates the Kapara letters from being considered as con
temporary in date with the early Byblos script. 

What, then, is the date of the Kapara inscription? As indicated 
above, the letters critical for dating are the kaph, /}eth, and possibly 
the second letter, even if it be completed as a daleth. Comparison with 
the letters on the Moabite stone suggests a date in the last half of the 
ninth century B.c. If, however, the geographically more remote Moab
ite letters be discarded in favor of Syrian and Palestinian letters as 
criteria for dating the Mesopotamian forms, a definite lag in the de
velopment of some forms of the letters must be considered, particular-

"Sukenlk, op. cit., p. 8. 

"F. HalbhOIT and D. OomparetLI, Mv,. ital. anl. elau., II (1888), 16~. Nos. Ia, 
N2 and N3. 

"F. von Lu8Chan, A vtgrohnge" '" B•nd4cAirli, l V (1911), 379, Fig. 275. 
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ly with that of the lJ,elh. Under such circumstances comparison would 

be with materials of the eighth century B.C., some of which are even as 
late as the time of Tiglath-pileser III. If the second letter be com

pleted as a beth, the argument for the later date would be strengthened. 
It would be safe, therefore, to date the Kapara inscription to the last 

half of the ninth or to the beginning of the eighth century B.c. 
Mr. Braidwood, of the Oriental Institute, whom I have consulted 

on the possible date of the Kapara material in the light of Syrian 

stratigraphy, writes: 

In view of the fact that the great bulk of late material excavated by the 
Oriental Institute's Syrian Expedition in the Plain of Antioch is still not ready 
for publication, I venture to append this note to Dr. Bowman's argument. 
Unfortunately, the reader has no choice but to accept my judgment in com
parative archeology in this matter until the Syrian Expedition publication 
appears. It is, however, possible to say quite categorically-as will be evi
dent when this material is published-that the bulk of the Tell Halaf small 
finds, published as of the "Ka.para layers" or so noted in the Tell Halaf 
Museum in Berlin, correspond exactly with the material of Amouq phase 0 
( = Judaidah IV), and especially with the later aspects of the phase known 
best on Tell Tayina.t (AJA, XLI [1937), 8-16; OIP, XLVIII, 6-7). The com
parisons involved are matters of detailed similarities, not merely superficial 
likenesses. The following list of comparisons which are to my judgment valid, 
present on Tell Rala.f ("Kapara layers") and our siut, must suffice for the 
moment. 

1. Architecture: "palaces" of the normal "Hilani" plan, embellished with 
architectural sculpture. Wooden timbers used to bond thick mud-brick walls 
(cf. Tell Halaf, p. 80; p. 82 for plans). Similar gate constructions. A great 
terrace-like mass of mud bricks, appended to the second phase of the "lli
lani." 

2. Graves and burial customs: General use of cremation with ashes put in 
pots along with gifts (by inference at our sites; no burials at all were found, 
but cf. Ham& E-F and Carchemish Iron Age graves). Later in the period in
humation practiced, at least in part. 

3. Ceramics: A red-slipped and burnished series in which appear tripod 
bowls, the mesomphalic phiale form, the horizontal bar handle, characteristic 
rim profiles, some incised decoration, and a black-ware variant. Painted wares 
of·Cypriote Iron Age type. Painted wares in which the sub-Mycenean motifs 
are localized (cf. Hama F and Carchemish Iron Age). Simple wares of 
"Assyrian" type, some very fine and with intentional depressions in the sur
face, or decorated with "jewelry" impressions. Assyrian glazed wafC!l in two 
or three colors. A geometric petal motif. A frit bowl of gadrooned phiale 
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form {cf. Tayinat in red-burnished pottery, Hama E and Carchemish graves, 
in bronze). "Zigattu" decorative knobs (cr. Tell Halaj, Pl. LV and Fig. 4, p. 
310). 

4. Metals: The first general use of iron in Syria. Bronze bowls, some fluted 
(ga.drooned phiale?), small cups which flare slightly at the lip. Fibulae. 
Hollow gold earrings with "knobs." Stone-set rings with granulated setting 
borders (cf. Telll!alaj, Pl. LVII, Pl. III (color)). 

5. Stone objects: Basalt bowls with tripod legs and fluted sides. Tall 
"censer" shapes. Duck weights. Rectangular bowls with animal heads (cf. 
Khorsabad; Tellllalaj, Pl. XLIX). 

6. Bone: Decorated cosmetic box lids. Boxes with five compartments 
(in steatite at Tayinat) (cf. Tell Halaj, Fig. 21b, p. 221). 

Certain points pertinent to the chronology should be noted. Baron von 
Oppenheim and his colleagues have not yet offered their definitive publication, 
but in Tell Halaf they refer all the material listed above to the "Kapara 
layers," sometimes qualifying the latter by adding "and their Assyrian suc
cessors." They go beyond this generalization in the matter of the graves, 
which they explicitly state were used by Ka.para and collateral personalities. 
It is therefore important to note that a good proportion of the items from 
Tell Halaf listed above come from the graves. Two shaft graves were actually 
sealed by a great mass of mud bricks southeast of the Halaf "Hilani" or 
"Temple-Palace." Since both of the latter structures also are called "Kapara 
dynasty" in date, we may be quite certain that-in the minds of the excavators 
- the tomb material is of Kapara date with no admixture from the "Assyrian" 
or "Guzana" layers. Schmidt (Tell Halaf, p. 311), who is quite specific about 
the ceramic content of the tombs, describes essentially what is listed above. 

There is excellent evidence that the material from Tayina.t listed above 
covers the range between 850 and 600 a.c. It is certainly from the middle
later part of our phase 0 ( = Judaidah IV). The material of the earlier part 
of that phase is distingui hable from it on clear typological and stratigraphic 
grounds, and it is absolutely nonexistent in the previous phase N ( =Judaidah 
V), dated by us to between 1200 and 1000 B.c. on the basis of a splendid 
series of "Sub-Mycenean" pottery. The Tayinat material of mid-late 
phase 0 comes from a time when that town came under Assyrian influence 
and even occupation, and the Assyrian objects found are in no way disturb
ing. 

It is, of course, possible that the complex of objects listed above could be 
slightly earlier in the Syrian hinterland than in the Plain of Antioch, where 
the period from 1200 to 1000 B.c. was so thoroughly taken up by the "Sub
Mycenean" peoples. A case in point would be Ham& F, which shows painted 
pottery (with motifs copied from the "Sub-Mycenean" tradition) and the 
practice of cremation (heretofore strange in Syria and certainly another 
"Sub-Mycenean" trait) appearing together with the earliest red-burnished 
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wares which could not be from before 1000 oo 950 B.c. in the Aroouq plain. 
A similar material culture of mixed traditions seems oo have been present 
at Tell Ralaf. The more advanced forms, which are listed above and check in 
such detail with those of Tayinat (and, evidently, with Rama E), could not, 
in my opinion, be before 900 B.c. at the earliest. I strongly contend that the 
published material of the "Kapara layers" at Tell Halaf, sculpture and all, 
is almost directly contemporary oo the period of large public buildings on Tell 
Tayinat, and that, like Tayinat, there is no gap whatsoever between it and the 
appearance of Assyrian material which is dated at Tayinat by an inscription 
of Tiglath-pileser 111.21 Assyrian material is simply added oo the sum ootal of 
the culture. My own opinions aside, this note needs do little more than re
mind the reader that Dr. Bowman's evidence will acquire impressive support 
when the later Plain of Antioch volumes appear. 

Thus, by independent evidence, epigraphic and archeological, the 
Kapara stratum at Tell Halaf can be checked and dated. 

The inscription on the aUiirchen is not illegible. There is little doubt 
about the majority of the letters. But it is difficult to be certain re
garding the meaning of the combinations of letters. The initial letter 

is doubtless a prefixed demonstrative pronoun, but the group that it 
precedes is baffling if its first letter is to be read as daleth. The demon

strative suggests that the name of the object should follow. Unfortu
nately, the top of the object is missing, and there seem to be no paral

lels usable for its identification. That it is a miniature altar is possible. 
It may be a small household ~~ebah.f:l Such an object might be de
scribed as the "abode" of the god,13 a. reading that would result from 

calling the incomplete letter of the difficult group a beth. The next 
word would then be, by context, some divine name for which I can 
offer no parallel or identification. Then follows the one certain group, 

the Aramaic relative pronotm. 
More difficulty is encountered with the final group, which rounds 

the corner. Should the letters be regarded as forming a single word? 

" Or. Calvin McEwan calls attention to tho fact that an I118Crlb00 fragment l'l'om Ulo 
stratum at Taylnat boars tho name or Kalparunda or Hattlna. a contemporiU'y or Sbal· 
manOlHlr Ill (858-824 n.c.) . This find (cr. I. J. G-elb, llittit• 1/ierouluphic Mo..umtntf 
[01 P, Vol . XLV), p. 39. No. 62) would push back the possible date or the stratum to a 
point wboro It would be In complete agreement with the ear1J011t poll8lhlo date ror tho 
Aramaic lnBcrlptlon under discussion. 

"A slmJIIU' but much larger altar. also tn.sc:rlbOO on Its bMO. probably contemporary 
with Ule Tell Balar piece, waB round i" ait,. Just outside or a cult building on Toll Taylnat 
(cf. l. J . Oolb, op. cit., Pl. LXXXIV, Fig. 53). 

u Oen. 28:22. 
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If so, one at once thinks of the Hebrew lro~t, "my strength," which 

would produce an intelligible and appropriate, if somewhat exalted 
~nse, "This (is) the abode of .... who (is) my strength." But lro~; 
IS not found elsewhere in Aramaic except in the later Jewish Aramaic 
where it doubtless occurs under Hebrew influence. If the meanin~ 
can be derived from the Ethiopic word "rock" (kuakue~< *kuaMueM, 
sometimes cited as a cognate to the foregoing Hebrew word u another 
fitting translation will ensue, "This (is) the abode of .. .'.who (is) 
my rock." 

But the problem of translation is not so easily solved. If the kaph 
be regarded as a separate unit, as its presence on the side surface rather 
than on the back with the following letters might suggest, there would 

be scarc~ly another alternative to Friedrich's translation of the group 
as mentiOned above. The matter is complicated by the fact, not indi
cated in the published copy but clearly suggested by my own, that 

there seems to be extensive damage to the back of the stone immedi
ately after the last legible letter. We may have to translate, "This (is) 

the abode of KCJ who is like l:JI. .... " One may have to reconstruct 
the last word, if it is incomplete, as a verb, but the radicals suggest 
nothing appropriate; one can only conjecture what it might be. 

. It is unfortunate that the meaning cannot be easily and unques
tionably recovered. But translation in this case is not the most im
portant factor. It is in the interest of establishing the text and its 
probable date that this is written. The piece is important beyond its 

mere text. Let us hope that the future will see both the significance 
of this inscription and the role of Kapara. in the later Assyrian empire 
clarified. 

ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY OF CIIICAOO 

"Cr. 0911.-Buhl, 1/andw~rttrbuch .... "· p. 306. 
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THE STORY OF JERICHO 

FURTHER LIGHT ON THE BIBLICAL NARRATIVE 

JOHN GARSTANG 

Revision in the dating of certain types of pottery from Beisan,1 as 
proposed by Dr. Albright and accepted in principle by Rowe and 
FitzGerald, the excavators of that site, calls for a correlation of results 
elsewhere, in'cluding Jericho. Here it involves in chief a class of paint
ed warest decorated in monochrome or shaded duochrome with linear 
or triangular devices, which was formerly assigned to the first half of 
the Late Bronze Age but is now ascribed to the second half of that 
period, from the time of the pharaoh Seti I (ca. 1320 B.c.) into the 

next century. 
Personally, I have always found it difficult to class these painted 

wares, and the common pottery associated with them, in the same cul
ture phase as those which belong to the age of Thuthmes III, as seen, 
for example, at Megiddo.' The painted lines seem relatively thin and 
spidery and the original motives are tending to be lost: the snake, for 
instance, is often rendered quite conventionally by a wavy line. The 
tones used are more frequently only shades of a single color rather 
than contrasting and distinct; while the pottery itself, though for the 
most part well made, is thinner on the whole and of a paler shade and 
was made apparently on a faster wheel. The common pottery shows 
also noticeable variations: the tapering vessels are fatter and less ele
gant than of old, while the lamps show pronounced tendency toward 
reinforcement of the rim. I was also perplexed by the fact that none 
of these painted wares appeared in the tombs; and I did in fact class 
them at first as LB II; but the evidence from Beisan then generally 
accepted made it necessary. to find a place for this group before the 
close of LB I. My misgivings were revived in 1939 by a further study 

o Albrlgh~. A A SOR, XVII. 86; FitzGerald, P E FQS, 1940, p. 81; Rowe, F'o1Ar Conoonire 

T•mplu, I, lx. 

1 PEFQS, AprU, 1935, Pl. I and p. 68; AAA. Vol. XXI, Pis. XXX- XXXIX. 

1 Engberl and SWpton, SAOC, No. 10, In Strata VIII and IX. 
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of the Jericho materials with a view to a final publication of our re

sults, hitherto confined to progress-reports in the University of Liver
pool's Annal8 of Archtuology and Anthropology. With the specimens in 
question thus clearly in mind, though without access to my notes and 
records at the time of writing, I have no hesitation in accepting the 
proposed revision in principle, and like other students I shall be glad 
to see an agreed reclassification made in due time by the excavators 
themselves together with the publication of their very interesting 
fifteenth-century pottery, which is as yet known only to a few privi
leged friends. 

The later painted fabrics were found by us at Jericho in consider
able quantity upon the small mound overlooking the spring during the 
excavation of the Middle Building, a structure so named because it 
stood in apparent isolation, stratified between the so-called Hilani 
above and the older palace storerooms below.• In previous excava
tions Dr. Watzinger had also found specimens on the same spot. His 
last-minute excavation of the Hilani had penetrated to its founda
tions, which were exceptionally deep in proportion to its massive char
aeter, and so disclosed some underlying walls of the Middle Building, 
as shown in his published plan,• and with them some of its pottery. 
His personal records, which he kindly commurucated to me in reply to 
my inquiries, left no doubt that he had reached in places and probed 
the upper levels also of the palace storerooms. Thus is explained bow 
fragments of the older painted fabrics came to be found in the debris 
of the Middle Building and how a number of these fitted together, 
though found by us in different rooms or areas.• Notwithstanding the 
evident disturbance of the strata, the original stratification of the 
pottery under discussion is clarified by the present recognition of its 
later and earlier elements. The later series clearly belongs to the Mid
dle Building in which it was found exclusively; and this was confirmed 
by my recent re-examination of the materials which include a number 
of tell-tale pieces. The earlier series must perforce be assigned to the 
underlying stratum, and this also seems to be confirmed by the rus
c;overy of two whole vessels of this class in the topmost levels of the 
palace storerooms-in spots, it should be noted, that lay outside the 

' TA• Stor11 of JtricAo, Figs. 3 and.(, 

• Jericho, Table TV. • AAA, Vol. XXI, Pl. XXXIX, and p. 103. 
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area of the Middle Building and were accordingly freer from <listurb
ance.7 These vessels are similar to those from Tomb 5, where they 
seem to date their incidence to the age of Thuthmes III. Another type 
of painted wares-the last of our LB I series-is represented by a 
number of long-necked jugs found in Tomb 4; they appear to imitate 
in a way the larger type of Cypriote jugs of biW>il fabric; and their in
troduction as a type into the repertory of Bronze Age Canaan seems 
to be dated both at Jericho and at Lachish8 by contemporary scarabs 
of Amenhetep III. 

A few specimens of the later class of painted wares that we have 
been discussing were also found, by both myself and Dr. Watzinger, 
at the north end of the site, outside the limits of the Fourth City. 
Ours came from a group of rooms against the Hyksos defensive para
pet, and it was with interest I noticed that I had in fact dated them at 
the time to LB II. 8 So far as I am aware, none of this distinctive pot
tery was found by either expe<lition elsewhere on this site. Certainly, 
none was found in association with the main walls of City IV, and, 
as already stated, none was found in any of the tombs. The evidence 
for dating the occupation and destruction of the Fourth City remains 
thus unchanged by this revision: the Middle Building is simply <lis
sociated from the period when that city was in being. 

Though as a result of this revision the Middle Buil<ling cannot have 
been the residence of the last kings of Jericho (as the in<lications and 
criteria led us to suppose at the time of its <liscovery)10 a reinterpreta
tion of the evidence in the light now available <liscloses a possibility of 
high interest. Our excavations, logically interpreted, point to the fall 
of the city in the reign of Amenhetep III (ca. 1400 B.c.), possibly late 
in his reign (which is well represented), but before that of his successor 
Akhenaton, of whose period there is no trace-no royal signet, no in
flux of Early Mycenaean pottery, and no mention of Jericho in the 

'Of. tOI)Ort for 1933 In ibid., Pl. XXIV, No. 6, found with n. Cypriote mllk bowl In 
tho top ln.yor or house-room No. 60; and Pl. XXVII, 15, from the uppermost ln.yor or spot 
17a, in sQuare 1.6; n.lao cr. Pl. XX. No.1, from :Room 39. 

t Jericho: AAA, Vol. XX, Pl. XI,andp. 26; Lachish: TAt Pout Ttmplt, PI , LI.Il .ll. 

• PEFQS. 1930, pp, 130tr., and JoaAua and Judg ... pp, 146-47. 

u The caption to tbe photograph or the ).1iddle Building In TAt St<Yr~ of JtricAo, Pl. 
XVI a, noods to be corrected In the light or this revision. So also does the openlng para
graph on p , 118; the fragments or painted pottery Uke that from Tomb 6 belong In all 
probablllty, as we have seen, to the underlying stratum (ct. A A A. Vol. XX, Pl. XXV). 
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Amarna letters. But we have recognized traces of a partial and inter
mittent occupation of the site, with a few intrusive burials in the 
tombs/1 during the five hundred years that the city itself lay in ruins. 
To these traces must now be added the ~1iddle Building and its con
tents. 

Looking at the plan of this structure, we find certain curious fea
tures: though clearly a residence (for it had both hearth and oven}, 
one long room in the main block was like a stable; and it was also pro
vided with its own stout inclosing wall which was laid out noticeably 
askew from the old lines of the city. What can this strange intrusion 
signify? To what alien occupier can it be attributed, who secured for 
his dwelling the most favored position on the site, but who apparently 
made no use of the tombs? The Bible itself provides the answer. In 
Judg. 3:12-14 we read: 

.... The Lord strengthened Eglon the IGng of Moab against Israel. .... 
And he gathered unto him the children of Ammon and of Amalek. And he 
went and smote Israel, and they possessed the City of Palm Trees. And the 
children of Israel served Eglon the King of Moab eighteen years. 

The approximate date of this episode is not difficult to compute if we 
accept as basis the date of the fall of Jericho. This, according to bibli
cal tra<lition, would fall about 1400 B.c. or just before, a result in very 
close agreement with that of our excavations which, we have seen, 
point to 1400 B.c. or just later. Both sources in<licate indeed the same 
reign (that of Amenhetep III); and the central figure of 1400 is the 
nearest approximation to the date that evidence can support. With 
this as basis, the date of the oppression by Eglon, according to data 
given in the Bible (which include the period of Joshua and the Elders, 
the eight years of oppression by Cushan, followed by forty years of 
Rest},t2 would fall wholly or mostly within the reign of Seti I. But this 
is the very period to which archeologists now ascribe the incidence of 

n Tombs 4 and 13. Waco has shown that the pseudo-Mycenaean vases from the latter 
cannot be earUor than 1350 a. c. (cf. Annual o/lht Br~'ti•h School in .4th•n•. 1940 (Session-
1936-37), pp. 259 tf.). 

"The blbUcal traditions 113 to datos aro dl8cussed In Jo•hutJ and Judge,, pp. 60-62, and 
a table or n.pproxlmato and relative datos based on Egyptian chronology Is given In ibid., 
p. 243. The general estlmatoof480 years (I Klngs6: I) from the Exodus to the fourth year or 
Solomon Is controlled by the flguro or 300 years from Rosh bon to the first year or Jephthah 
(Judg. 11: 26) and harmonizes with It lf in both cases we regard the Minor Judges as con
temporary with and not lndcpeodent or the MaJor Judg~a point upon which most stu
dents are Independently agree<!. 
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the pottery we have discussed above. That this pharaoh did repress 
disturbances in the Jordan Valley is known independently from an in
scription discovered at Beisan; and that the disturbances extended 
farther south is recorded in the Egyptian archives of his reign: "The 
vanquished Shasu [Beduin] plan rebellion: their tribal chiefs are gath
ered together, rising against the Asiatics of Southern Palestine [Kharu) 
.... and they disobey the laws of the Palace." 

It is instructive to compare closely the text of this historical record 
with that of the biblical episode previously quoted. The parallelism is 
complete. Each record tells of a combine of border tribes from the 
southeast and beyond Jordan menacing the southern highlands. More
over, they agree closely in date if we accept the basis of Israelite tra
dition, and they may well refer to one and the same episode, to which 
the ruins of the Middle Building on the site of old Jericho bear mate
rial witness. The scholars who have revised the dating of Late Bronze 
Age pottery have also restored a fragment of Bible narrative to its 
rightful place in history. 

Care of ORIENTAL I NSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

DARIUS AND HIS EGYPTIAN CA:\lPAIGN 

RICHARD A. PARKER 

The verso of the so-called "Demotic Chronicle" contains, among 
others, the well-known statement of the codification of Egyptian law 
under Darius. Following the translation of Spiegelberg, later writers 
have consistently given year 8 as the one in which Darius sent to his 
satrap in Egypt, ordering the compilation of the laws.1 Actually, the 
year number is 4, as was recognized by Spiegelberg himself in his glos
sary, although he failed to correct the translation.2 It was in 518 B.c., 
thel'efore, that Darius sent the command to his satrap. a 

According to the Behistun inscription(§ 21), Egypt revolted while 
Darius was fighting Nebuchadnezzar III, but no campaign against it 
is recounted. 4 Herodotus tells us that Aryan des, the satrap whom 
Cambyses had appointed, was executed for assuming the royal pre
rogative of coining money, though Darius charged him only with re
bellion.$ Whether it was the coinage of money, the ill-fated expedition 
against Barce, or other events unknown to us, the fact that Egypt was 
considered a rebel, and that Aryandes was put to death as one, sug
gests that Darius, a young, vigorous, and energetic king, took care of 
Egypt at his earliest opportunity. Furthermore, one may conjecture 
that the use of his satrap in the passage referred to above means a 
man a'ppointcd-or, at least, confirmed in office-by Darius. This 
could not have been true of Aryandes.8 Nor docs it seem likely that 

• W. Spiegelberg, Die •ogeroc>rorote Demoli~eh• ChroRik (Leipzig, 1914), p.31: E. ~feyer, 
Atgllpli•che Dokumente ""' dtr PtrttrJtit ("Sitz. d. KOnig. Pr. Akad. d. Wl.ss. pb1l.·hls~. 
Kl.," 1915), p. 30q; N.J. Relcb, "Tbe OodJflcaUon of the Egyptian Laws by Darius and 
the Orfgln or the 'Oomotlc C'hr0n1clo.'" Mi~raim, I (1933), 180; G. Posener, La premitro 
domi~>ation Per,. en Bg11pt• (Le Cairo, 1036), p. 175. 

• Qp. cit .. p. 144. The dUTerenoo between tbe lllgns for 8 and 4 Is clear, thoUgh ~he slg
nincanoo or lobo small oblique stroke over tho sign ln tho text ls puzzling. 

1 His fourth yoor began Oocomber 31, 510, in Egypt. 
• I have <llscu8Sod this papor with tho odJtor. who has given me a number of suggestions 

and references to Persian matorlat . 
lfv. 166. No coins definitely MCrlbablo to Aryandes have yet been found. R. W. 

Rogers (A lfillorv of Ancient Ptrti<> (New York. 10291. p. 98) revives an old error in as
signing to hlm coins long before recognized as belonging to lobe kings of Sidon (ct. E. 
Babelon, Trail~ du monnaiu grttqut• et romainu (Paris, 10101. II, No.2, 546). 

1 We know that Camby- atJpolntOO him (Herodotus, loc. cit.) and that Egypt was 
considered In revolt before throo month.s had elapsed after the death of Bardlya and the 
accession of Darius (Beb. I 21. and Camoron, "Darius and Xerxes in Babylonia," AJSL, 
LVIII (19411. 314 If.). 
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Darius would have concerned himself with the codification of the laws 
of his empire, before that empire was completed by the reacquisition 
of Egypt, probably its most valuable province.7 It is possible to con
clude, therefore, that this message was sent after Darius had taken 
Egypt, killed Aryandes, placed a new satrap in power, perhaps 
Pharanda.tes, and returned to Asia. 

With the latter part of 518 as an ante quem for Darius' Egyptian 
campaign, what can be said about a post quem? As the pacification of 
Egypt is not mentioned in the Behistun inscription, it is logical to as
sume that it took place after the last event recorded in that inscrip
tion. Furthermore, the march must have been through Palestine, and, 
as this was the period of the rebuilding of the temple in Jerusalem, we 
should expect to find some echo of the Persian passage in the Bible. 

Behistun § 71 begins with the statement of Darius: "This is what I 
did .... after I became king." The most plausible reconstruction of 
the broken passage is that of Tolman, 8 who suggests: "during both the 
second year and the third year."9 Two events follow, and it seems 
reasonable to conclude that the revolt of the Elamite Atameta.' 0 took 
place in the second year and Darius' expedition against the Saka" in 

'The "restoration or order" in.scrlptlon or Darius, Susa •- No. 16 (d . Kent. J A OS. 
LlV (1934), 40ft.; ibid., LVIII )1938), 112 IJ.; Welssbacb, ZDMO. X CI (1 937), 80 IJ.) 
c:ertalnlylndlca~ law codltlcatlon throughou~ all tho empire. Its date remalnl unceruun. 
Judging rrom the provinces named. 1~ must como from before tbe European Saka venture 
but aner the Persians had learned or the two types or eastern Saka (ct. n. II below). lt 
doos not -m J)OSSiblo to tie Susa • in lflth tho Egyptian order or year 4 . The latter must 
represent only the lnltial step, whereas the rormer more probably has to do with the final 
promulgation or the codlfted laws. 

a Cvrui/orm Supplemelll (New York, 1910). pp. vi. 39. Cr. also Kent, JAOS. LVIII 
(1938). 676 r. Poebel, A.JSL, LV (1938), 293 IJ .• plaoos the Elamlte revolt and tho expedi
tion agalnlt the 8aka In the same year. the second. This ~ po8Sible. chronologically. 
Jflnz. ZDMG, XCIII (1939), 370 IJ., restores "In that tlrth year. " but to thl.a tb(ll'O are 
chronological obJections. By tbe ftfth year, Egypt had been pac1tled, and taUure to In
clude thl.a accomplishment In the Inscription would be dtmcult to oxplaln . cr. also n. 16 
below. 

• Darius Is not reckoning b(ll'O In Babylonian regnal years but means tho second and 
third year-periods arter September 29, 522 a.c .. wben he killed Bardlya. This Is cortaln 
rrom hill claim In H 52, 57, 59. and 62 that the events In the main Inscription took placo ln 
one year (d. Poebel. A.JSL, LV (1938). 298). Actually, he did not defeat Nebuchadnezzar 
IV untU Nov&mber 27, 521. The appendix, then, covers roughly tho period trom No
vember 28, 621, to September 28, 619. 

u Tho reetoratlon or F. W. Kijnlg, Relit! und In~ehri/t du Ko<niu• Dareiot I am Ptlun 
aon Bagi1tan (Le!den. 1938), p . 78. 

11 The66 must be the Sak4 tigrakhaud4, the "Pointed-bar· S&ka, as Indicated by line 22 
and the sculpture or Skunkba (see also Hlnz, op. cit .. pp. 3641!.). In Beh. U 6 and 21, the 
land ot tbe Saka Ill grouped with eastern and northeaswrn countrlee. and In Darius. Pers. <, 
1 2, It 111 placed definitely In the east. The Naqsb-1-Rustam "in.scrlption or ~anus locatea 
the Sd4 hov .. oaGrg4 and the &.t4tigrGkhowd4ln the east, and the So/c4IJ1GIIf porodrGJIG, 
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the third. His aim would be to secure part of his northeastern frontier 
before he undertook the long march to Egypt, and the spring or sum
mer of his third year would have been the logical season for a northern 
campaign. If he then left Mesopotamia before the rainy season began 
in December, the winter of that year could have seen him on the road 
to Egypt, whence he might return in the spring of the following year. 

The biblical evidence offers some support to this outline. After 
construction of the temple began in the sixth month of Darius' second 
regnal year,l2 there follow five prophecies, two by Haggai and three by 
Zechariah. Four of these date to the last half of year 2, and, because 
of the threat to the rebuilding of the temple arising from the visit of 
Tattenai (Ushtannu) or possibly because of nationalistic aspirations, 
they are tinged with revolt. The last dated prophecy of Zechariah, in 
the ninth month of year 4, has no hint of revolt. In this interval the 
decree of Darius in favor of the Jews was issued and the march to 
Egypt took place, the combination of which would effectively quiet 
any Jewish inclination to revolt. 

A small amount of other evidence, mainly Egyptian, remains to be 
considered. A demotic papyrus from the Golenischeff collection,u a 
document of the temple of Horus at Edfu, records in line 15 a date for 
Darius of yearS, second monlh of the first season (February, 519). Pre
ceding this date, in lines 2 and 4, there occurs second month of the second 
season, which presumably is year 2 (June, 520). On the basis of the 
biblical evidence, Darius could not have been in Egypt so early in his 
third year, and we may suppose either that Aryandes had embarked 
on a. policy of appeasement after he had seen the rapid rise of Darius' 

"the Saka, those beyond the sea." In tho weet. It would appear, then, th&t wben Darius 
came to the throne the only Saka ot whom the Persians had knowledge were those living 
on tho northern frontier. probably to the east or tho Caspian Sea, and that It was only 
l&ter, after his Indian campaign and the campaign against Scythia recounted by Herodo
tus, that It became necessary to distinguish by appellatives the various tribes of the Saka 
people. The canal stelae or Oarlusln Egypt, writton arter the Indian but berore the Scythi
an campaign, know only OMtern Snka. who are divided, according to the Egyptian, Into 
the "S&ka or tbe marshlands" and tho "Saka or the plains." ·rhese Posener identifies "1th 
the Sak<i tiqrakhaud4 &nd the Sak4 haumatarq4, respectively (op. cit., pp. 184 t.). To ac
count ror the ract tbat Pers. • Includes India In the empire, but taUs to d1stlngulsh between 
the two eastern Saka, It may, however, be necessary to POSit a northeastern campaign 
after the Indian one and berore the erocllon or the canal stelae. On such a campaign 
Darius could h&ve conQuered the Salc4 houmatorq4. 

u Hag. I: 16. 
u A band copy of part or tb1s papynas was published by Revillout In Rn. Bg .• Vol. Ill, 

No. 2 (1883). Pia. 1- 2. Orimtb, working from photographs, assigned the document to the 
reign ot Darlua I (ct. R11l. Ill, 26). 
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power or that the papyrus was written sometime later in the reign and 

dated retroactively. 
A passage in Polyaenus14 tells how Darius arrived in Egypt during 

the mourning for the death of an Apis bull and offered one hundred 

talents for the discovery of another. Wiedemann has associated this 
passage with the A pis which died in the fourth year of Darius (518).15 

But Apis died on the 4th of Pachons and was buried on the 13th of 
Epiphi, and this time of year, from August 31 to November 8, would 

be a most improbable time for campaigning against Egypt, with the 
inundation at its height in September. Cambyses, we recall, carried 

out his campaign in the late winter and early spring, and Darius was 
with him as a member of his bodyguard.16 The germ of truth in Poly

aenus' story may be merely that Apis died in the same year that 
Darius arrived in Egypt (though that arrival was months earlier, in 

the winter) and that the new satrap offered a reward for a successor, 
in the name of Darius and in accordance with his conciliatory policy. 

This stela of year 4 which records the death of A pis bears no Horus 

name on the banner behind the king, and Darius is entitled simply 
11King of Upper and Lower Egypt." This has led Posener to suggest 

that the stela may have been writt.en before Darius' arrival in Egypt, 
at which time he presumably would have had a titulary composed for 

himsel£.17 Such a conclusion, however, is invalidated by the fact that 
on none of Darius' later monuments, with the exception of his temple 
in the Kharga oasis, is a full titulary, or even a prenomen and nomen, 

written.18 

To summarize, then, there is no important evidence to militate 
against the theory that D arius left Persia in the late summer of 519 B.c. 

uvU.11.7. 
u OucAicht• A•gJipl•n• (Leipzig, 1880), p . 236. Through a. blunder he ga.ve ~be date 

as toward the end or 617, and unfortunately this error baa been perpe~uat.ed by later 
writers, e.g .. R. W. Rogers, A Hill<fri/O/ Ancien! Pe,.ia (New York, 1929), p. 99; Swoboda, 
In Pa.uly-Wiflsowa, R•ai-Enc11clopadi•. VIII, 2189. Sarr&-Herzreld. In Iranitch• Feltrfliel• 
(Berlin. 1910), p. 106, on the basiS or the 517 date, argue that ~he Indian campaign took 
plaoo In 618 and tltat work on the Perseoolls terrace began 518/17. lllnz (op. cil., p. 372) 
refers to Wiedemann 1n Justltytng hiS restoration or the date Ln Beb. f 7L (cr. n. 8 above), 
atatlug that the monument was completed before the return trom Egypt. But Wled&
mann'e date should be 518, and Darius' ft!tb year from hiS accession to the kjngsblp would 
be rrom September 29, 518, to September 28, 517. HIS ft!th year IIOOOrdhJg to Babylonian 
regnal year reckonLug would be still Later, 517/ 16. Poaener (op. cil., p. 181) aeeme not to 
have noticed Wiedemann's error. 

u Herod. ill. 139. n Op. cit., p. 176. 
u Oautbler, Le Liore du roit d'BgJiple, IV, 140 0'.; cf. alllo the canalaldae In Poeener, 

op. cil. 
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on campaign against Egypt. Having reaehed there early in 518, and 
having disposed of Aryandes, he installed a new satrap and gave 
orders for the construction of the canal from the Nile to the Red Sea. 

Mter this he returned to Asia (in the spring(?] of 518), whence, before 
the end of 518, he ordered his satrap in Egypt to have the laws col-
lected. 

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE 

Event Date Regnal Month Day Souroe B.C. Year 
Death of Bardiya 522,Sept. 29 Ace. VII 10 Beh. § 13 
Revolt of Egypt Beh. § 21 
Last battle of Nebuchad- Dec. 18 X 2 Beh. § 19 

nezzar III with Darius 
Defeat of Nebuchadnez- 521, Nov. 27 (I) VIII 22 Beh. §50 

zar IV 
Behistun inscription com-

posed 
Ushtannu (Tattenai), first 520, Mar. 21 XII 18 Strass. Dar., 

date No. 27 
Revolt of Atameta (II) Beh. § 71 
Haggai, first prophecy Aug.29 II VI 1 Hag. 1:1 
Work begun on temple Sept. 21 II VI 24 Hag. 1:15 
Visit of Tattenai to Jews, II IEsd.6:3; 

letter to Darius Ezra 5:3 
Haggai, second prophecy Oct. 17 II VII 21 Hag. 2:1 
Zechariah, first prophecy Nov. II VIII Zech. 1:1 
Haggai, third prophecy Dec. 18 II IX 24 Hag. 2:10 
Temple foundation laid Dec. 18 II IX 24 Hag. 2:18 
Zechariah, second prcph- 519, Feb. 15 II XI 24 Zech. 1:7 

ecy 
Decree of Darius in favor I Esd. 6:27; 

oftheJews Ezra 6:1 
Expedition of Darius (Summer) (III) Beh. §74 

against Skunkha (Sak4 
tigrakhaudd) 

Appendix added to Behis-
tun inscription, by (III) (VII) 

Egyptian campaign of Da- 519/ 18 (III) 
rius (Winter) 

Darius leaves Egypt 518 (Spring) (IV) 
Death of Apia Aug. 31 IV IX 4 Louvre St. 357 
Burial of Apis Nov. 8 IV XI 13 Louvre St. 357 
Order for compilation of IV Dem. Chronicle, 

Egyptian laws v. c, 9-11 
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HURRIAN CONSONANTAL PATTERN' 

PIERRE M. PURVES 

I 

In an article published in this Jaurn.a],'! the writer set forth his dis
covery that the pattern of voiced and voiceless stops noted by J. Fried-

'The problems treated In the beginning or this article were <l1scus8od by the writer In 
a paper entllled "Medial Pause In Hurrian," read Aprll15, 1941, at the Joint meeting or 
the American Oriental Society and Its Middle West Branch in Oblcago. 

In llddiUon 'to the abbreviations In AJSL, LVII (1940), 102. n . I, the following are 
used: 

OBS University Museum, University or Pennsylvania. Unpubll.shed Nlppur tablets 
collated by A. T. Clay and cited by bJm In PNCP. 

Ob.B. Cbagar Bazar: applies also to names from that locality complied by 0. J. Olldd 

/ISS 
Marl 
NDA 

in Iraq, Vll (1940}. 35-42. 
"Harvard Semitic Series." 
Hurrlan tablets published by F . Tbureau-Dangfn ln RA, XXXVI (1039),1-28. 
l\loshe Berkooz. Tho Nuzi Dialtet of Akkadian: Orthographlf and Phono/Ofllf 

("Language Dissertations," No. 23 (Philadelphia: IJnguistlc Society of 
America, 1937]). 

PNCP A. T . Clay, PtrtoMI Na,.ufrom Cuneiform htcripliona o/IA• Cattilo Period 
("Yale Oriental Series," Rtatarchu, Vol. I (New Haven, Conn .. 1912]). 

RS 

Tu1. 

Tablets found at Ugarlt (Ras Shamra}. RS 1--48 publlsbed by Charlee Vlrolloaud 
In Srria, Vol. X (1920}, Pis. LXI- LXXV, after p. 308; RS 49, Srria, XV 
(1934), 153: RS 50, Srria, XII (1931), 389; RS 372, Srria, XX (1939), 
125-20. 

The Tldratta letter. written In Hurrlao by Tmratla, king of MltannJ. 10 Amen
hotep Ill or Egypt. All citations In tbls article are taken from J . Friedrich ·a 
transliteration In bJs KltiMtialiaeAt Sprathduhollltr (Berlin, 1932), pp. 
7-32. 

Ug. Voe. The Sumerlan-Hurrlao vocabulary discovered at Ugarlt (Ras Shamra) In 1030. 
Copied. transliterated, and discussed by Tbureau-Dangfn In Svria, XII 
(1931), 234-66; tranSliterated again by Friedrich, Kleinatialitdt SpratA· 
dtdmllltr, pp. 149-55. 

Rev. Dr. E. R. Lacheman, or Torrington. Coon .. bas kindly collated tho tmmedlately 
available SMN material which Is cited In tbls article with the perml.sslon or Protesaor 
Robert Henry Ptelll'er, curator ot the Semitic Museum at Harvard University. 

Tho writer acknowledges that bJs researches would have been lmJ)08:81ble without the 
names complied by Olay, PNCP, Ebeling In MAOO. Vol. XIII, Heft I (1939), and In 
Oadd'a Cb.B. list. In many lnstanoes the writer departs from the readings In these l1.8ts. as 
In tho case or the Oli.B. names Inn. 11. The same applies 10 the lists complied by Olay 
and Ebellng. In citations or divine and personal names, Initial letterR aro capitalized In 
order 10 dl.stlngulsb them from citations or ordinary lexical material. In readings or Hur
rlan material from Hurrlan sources. all stops are considered as voiceless. When this same 
material 18 provided by Semitic sources, stops occurring lllngly after vowels and next to 
sonant.s aro considered as voiced. Thus. tor example. the name or the chief llurrlan deity 
ls cited as Ttllup when found In TuS. and other texts ot Hurrlan origin. When this same 
deiW Is mentioned In texts of Semitic origin, such as those trom Dllbat. Nlppur, Marl. and 
Ugarlt. the name ls read TeUub. For ordinary purPOses the former reading 18 preferred. 

'Entitled "The Early Scribes ofNuzl," AJSL, LVII (1940}. 162-87. hereafter referred 
10M "Early Scribes." 
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rich and C.-G. von Brandensteina in Hurrian texts written in the 

alphabetic cuneiform script of Ugarit reflected the hearing of Hurrian 
by Semitic scribes. • The basis of this discovery was the observation 
that the very same pattern occurred whenever Hurrian names were 

written by scribes whose native language was Akkadian in its several 
forms.6 The evidence, it is recalled, was drawn from Hurrian names 

on tablets found at Dilbat, Nippur, and Assur, localities where the 
presence of Hurrian scribes is hardly conceivable,s and from names oc
curring on the few Nuzi tablets which were written in good Akkadian 
by scribes with Akkadian names.7 

The pattern concerned is generally understood as one in which stops 

were voiceless when initial and when doubled but voiced medially 
when occurring undoubted after vowels or adjacent to the sonants 

l, rn, n, or r.8 These rules are not without their exceptions.9 Since this 
stop pattern apparently resulted from Semitic hearing of Hurrian, it 
was concluded that, phonemically, Hurrian had only one set of stops, 
the actual phonetic difference in voicing being unrecognized by speak

ers of Hurrian but readily perceived by Semitic listeners t<> whom dif
ference in voicing was phonemic.1o 

In continuing his study of the subject, the writer must first deal 
with a notion of his own, shown to be erroneous by evidence yielded 
by additional Hurrian names written by Semitic scribes on the tablets 

found at Chagar Bazar which have been recently compiled by C. J. 
Gadd. 11 The stop pattern is so obvious in this material that a critical 

'See Friedrich, An. Or .. XU (1935), 130 t ., and C.-G. von Brandensteln, ZDMO, XCI 
(1937), 674. 

• See "Early Scribes," pp. 183 t. • I bid., pp. 172-77. 

• However, a Middle Assyrian scribe Ta·Qu·u~-li m4r Ew(18}·ri·lu·6ur-ni (K AJ 
167: 24) 18 tho Uurrlan S()n or a Hurrlan father. Nevertheless, be certainly would not have 
been ablo to follow 1118 calllng at AMur unless he bad been thoroughly Assyrtanized. 

' "Early Scribes," pp. 18o-83. 

• See Friedrich, A"· Or .. XII, 131: and von Brandenst~n. ZDMO, XCI, 574: and 
"Early Scribes," pp, 173 r .. 180. Evidence tor the voicing of stops after m and n In tho 
alphabetic texts Is raro, presumably boollu~~e or the tendency or m and " to disappear In 
writing before stol)6 (800 "Early Scribes," p. 184). 

• See von Brando11.8teln, ZDMO. XOI, 574, and "Early Scribes," p. 174, o. 58, and 
p . 182. 

"See "Early Scrlbos." pp. 184 t. At present the wrlt.e.-'s opinions diverge from the view 
eXPOunded by Spel.ser In Lonou•o•. XVI (1040), 319-40, who maintains thai dlll'erooce In 
voice existed pbonomlcally In H urrlan. 

"Iraq, VII (1940). 35-42. Other Ch.B. names have been published by Gadd, Iraq, IV 
(1937), 178-85. Slnce hardly any or the Items In tbls publication are Involved In tbls ar-
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examination of qualifying examples is superfluous and, therefore, pro
vides ample testimony of the handiwork of Akkadian scribes. Includ
ed are a number of names of a certain type which would have pre
vented the writer from going astray in the previous study. They con
tain the elements -te88ub, -tilla, -tirwi, -Wenni in a phonetic context 
which apparently called for voiced initial d rather than a voiceless t. 
An attempt to resolve the dilemma assumed that d was actually pro
nounccd.11 Since these elements represented Hurrian deities well 
known even to Semites, the Akkadian scribes were erroneously be
lieved to have expressed their etymological knowledge in writing. 
Thus, for example, the Akkadian scribe was understood to have heard 
-dessub; but, supposedly aware ~hat the element involved the deity 
TcMup, the scribe was assumed to have exhibited his etymological 
knowledge by writing -te-suh a.nd the like. 

However, Ch.B. names contain final elements written -ka-na-ze/zi, 
-ke-e8-{je, -lci-ia-ze, -ta-na, and -tu-up-ke in context apparently calling 
for -ga-na-ze/ zi, -ge--e8-{je, -<14-na, a.nd -du-ttp-ke, respectively.1* These 
elements are Hurrian words with whose etymology no Semitic scribe 
can imaginably have been familiar. 14 Overlooked also was the element 

tlcle, the d~tlons to Ch.B. will no• refer to I• unless speclflcally stated The wrl~ de
parts rtom Oadd'a readings. Wha• Gadd reads as " the writer understands as 11. M II met 
• ·here Oadd ..-is b the writer reads p. M&ny signs wblcb Oa.dd reads M 6i. ki, " ' · a i, ac
cording to CU8tom, the writer a• times reads as ~·· .te. ~ ·••· Where Oadd reads n the 
•Titer reads Ill. Wltb tbJs understanding tbe reader should have no diftlculty In checking 
the mat«<&& wblcb the writer bas dra'll'll from Gadd's Invaluable contribution. 

u " Early Scribe&," pp. 177, 181 r. The writer retract& bJs auggeatlon or tho value dil 
ror Nlppur U / TII., ibid .. 1). ISO. In "Early Scribe&." p. 179, the citation or s ....... w.to 
( VAS. VII , 147 :9) was quito unwise, ror It Ia really S e· ,..· bM<>·Iu, &n Akkadian name. 
Tbe writer rollo wed Ungnad 's rormer misreading In BA. VI. Ben. 6 (1009), 13 r. For tbo 
correct reading eeo J . Kobler and A. Ungnad, Ha111 m~rabi'• Gue11, V (Leipzig, 1911), 
(No. 1307). 

u Allin Ch B. •Na-oca-or-ka-na-•i. S4·du-um-kt-d·be, •Sa-a..-um-kt-tl-6<. 'M•·•••·•n·ki· 
;,. •••• tP,..•u·um-ki-io-rt, 'AI-tu-a-ta-,.o, t8,....1-t"·4·t<>-.. a (queaUonablo, 88 Oadd not.es), 
T ... up-k i-14- fta, NtJ• ICG•ar-t .. ·up-ke, where the Initial CODJIOnants or tbo 6nal elomnnts. ap. 
poarlng 88 they do artor vowels &nd ec>nants, are actually voiceless lru!toad or being voiced 
88 oxpccted. 

u BurriM ktlbe occurs as ke(ot)·d·b• (K UB, XXVII, 1 II 30, 31, 70; 6 I 31), ki-il-be 
(K UB, XXVII 4 :7; 8 rev. 7), and In the obscure (G]I§.SU.A·bi (K UB, XXV, 44 111 6), 
whlcll suggests tbe me&nlng "throne." See von BraJldensteln, ZDMG, XOl, 669. The 
writer does not know or the lru!tance alluded to without reference by von Brandenstoln In 
which kdbr begins with b. Hurrla.n kiohoccurs as A:e(ot)·e-o·li (K U B. XXVII, 42 rev. :22), 
ki·i·"i4·1i ( V BoT , 60 11 4, 10, Ill 9), and /i:e(OI}-t-4-h ·nt( K U B. XXVII, 42 obv. 7, 8) . It 
occurs 88 •kt(ot)·i4-i .. ,.•.,. . .. ,.,..•a•-(h)ln K U B. XXVII . 38 I 4 . Since It beiVS only on~ 
the divine determinative. kioie must be a divine epithet rather than a deity, as L. Opl)('n
belm propo6CS In AOP, XII (1937-39), 36 r. For kioie aa a 6nal element ln romJnlne Nuzl 
names - Oppenheim, toe. cil. Tbe element written ,,....., recalls the NuzJ name T<>-na·t 
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-taUa in Nippur Erme-taUa,16 comparable to Nuzi *Erwi-tatta, which 
should have given warning. These examples indicate that the unex
pected voicelessness in initial stops in final elements of Hurrian per
sonal names was a Hurrian speech habit faithfully recorded by Akka
dian scribes. 

A ready explanation for this phenomenon is to be found in the well
known DilbatnamedTe--eA'-A'u-ub->a-m (VAS, VII, No. 72: 10),16 which, 
when divided into elements, is TeMub-aRt. The written occurrence 
of the name shows that there was a pause between the elements 
so perceptible that the Dilbat scribe took it for an actual aleph. The 
procedure was very much the same at Ch.B., where aleph is expressed 
in the writings 1Am-ma-an--e-8e, 1An-da-ar--e-8e, A-ra-an-zi-ia-a·RI, 
A-rum-a--RI, 1A-ga-ab-e-li ( <1 >A-ta?-abf--e-li in Ch.B.list), 1A-we-en
U-bi, r E-de--en.--e-li , 1 if a-zi-ib-di8-!J,a-ra, 1 K i-lum-al-la-i, 1 K i-ri-ib-e-li, 
Ki-ri-ib-ul-me (D(K f)i-ri-ib-td-me-ak in Ch.B. list), Ku-zu-ua-a-m, 
Mu-zu-um-a-RI , 1Si-in-ap-zefse, 1Te-e8-8e-en-a-Rr, 0-na-ab-a-RI, 0-nu
UA'-U-mar. These names represent the respective Akkadian versions 
of Hurrian 1Amma.n-eSSe, 1Antar-eMe, Arans/ si\)-aRI, Arum-anr, 
'Akap-elli, 'Awen-umpi,17 1Eten-elli, 'l}a8ip-i5bara., Kelum-allai, 
IKirip-elli, Kirip-ulme, Ku§ub-aRI, Musum-aRI, 1Sin-apse, TeS8en-aRI, 
Unap-anr, Unu§-umar. The aleph represented in these writings-in 
which signs ending in a consonant are immediat~ly followed by signs 
beginning with a vowel-occurs between the elements. It shows that 
a distinct pause in pronunciation took place at that point. The pause 
occurs between the clements as if they were words or free forms. As a 

(1188, Y, HK: 15; A A SOR, XVI, 48: 22, 41) . Apparently IUs to be &!<soclated with Hur
rlan tan, "do." Tho word htph l.s d18cernlbloln tl\.-up-kcl-e (K UB, XII, 441122), tup-ki-ia· 
,..,.., ( K Bo, V, 2 U 23); lll-up-ki· n•· ( ... . ) (K UB, XII, 61 II? 9); tll-up-l:..-un·,.,._,.·ia (K Bo, 
II, 21 :7); perhapaln H-ir-tu-up-ki· na-a-14 (ibid., I. 6). The writer I)OSSe5SOS no l.n!orma.
tlon on Ob.B. ko·,..·•i but auggeats that under1yln~ Hurrlan •A:anoie Is Involved. 

uwrlttoo Br-me·la·ot.ta (BE, XIV, 66a:7; BB, XV, 37:61; 53:7; 168:2), Br-mt-14·14 
(BE, XV. 76:5 ; 187 :2), Br- mi·lll· lli· IG (BE. XV, 90:42) . Rererenoealn Clay, PNCP,p. 93, 
where IUs taken 881rmetotto. Evidently the dialect or the Hurrlans at Nippur shared with 
Nuz.l Burrlan tho rorm tr ODi which Ill tho well-known variant or Hurrlan eocri, "king." 

to Dlacut!Sed by Ungnad In B A, VI, Hert 6 (1009), 8 r., and In Subartu (Berlin, 1936), 
p. 140. This name brings up the annoying problem o! reading alGI as opPOsed to ari (see 
L. Oppenheim In Rll A, IV, Faac. 26 (1037), 66). 

u In the Cb.D. list, p. 36. n . 11 . Oadd a-~atea -d-bi with Opts. The writer. In line 
with bJs association or ibnkl (RS 4 :47, 48) with the goddess Umpl-nlkkal In "Early 
Scribe&." p. 184, 80ellln -11-bi & derivation rrom Rurrlan ""'pi. In thecontroVIlll!Y between 
A. Goetze and U. L. Ginsberg (see Orientalia (~.S.], IX [1940], 223-28, 228 r.) the writer 
finds hln:utel! an t.lly or the latter. 
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matter of fact, that is precisely what they were. Accordingly, any 
stop occurring as the initial sound of a final clement had to be voiceless 
according to the pattern referred to above, for it was the initial sound 
of an actual word and was treated as such in speech. 

This procedure applies also to the Nuzi names composed with 
-teUub and -tilla, mentioned previously.t8 Most important, the Nuzi 
name Ewara~tupi, written E-ma-ra-tu-bi by an Akkadian scribe there, 
turns out to be Hurrian.18 The pause between the elements kept the 
phonetic form -tubi from becoming -dubi as would have been normally 
expected otherwise. The writer, unaware of this development, tried to 
deal with it by a fantastic explanation which must be retracted. 

"When the initial clement ended in a consonant, the pause in ques
tion must have been subject to adverse phonetic influences, for it was 
less frequent later on, during the Kassitc period. Thus, for example, 
the Hurrian names Matip-apu and Tatip-apu occur in a Nippur text 
as .Ma-di-ba.-Cu (PBS, II, Part 2, No. 84:8) and Ta-di-ba-bu (ibid., 
l. 7), writings which openly ignore the pause between clements. In 
Ch.B. of the Old Babylonian period they would have been written 
Ma-di-ib-a-bu and Ta-di-ib-a-bu. Exceptional at Nippur are writings 
observing the medial pause as in the case of Ak-kul-en-ni (PBS, II, 
Part 2, No. 84:26) for Hurrian Ak.kul-cnni. The same situation is 
quite evident in Nuzi, where Hurrian Te\)ip-apu, for example, exists 
under conditions in which the writing Te-IJ.~pa-pu vies with Te-M4p
a-pu and finally prevails. 20 

uSee again '"Early ScrlllO!."' pp. 177-80, 181 t. Tbo writer $llll adheres to his analysls 
of -de(ja) < -te(ja) < -td iub In "Early Scribes."' p . 179. 

ttWrltiAln E-oe~r4·t0.-pl (JEN 566:24; JENu 412), 1-oeo-ra-tO.-ll-pl (H88, V. 63: 2). 
The wrlllng r E'-ma-r<Hu·b• (S~'fN 3094) by the Akkadian royal scribe ApU-sin has already 
been aUuded to in "Early Scribes."' p . 183. Human origin for eorar~ -ms probable In 
view of .-oroa-ro-li (K UB, XX\'11 , 29 iv 1). Dr Roben S. Hardy has called tho writer's 
attAmtloo to E-VGa-ri-lo-I,...Ri (2 BoTU 12 A I 26; 12 B 12). Tb~examples establish the 
vocallz.atlon .. ,..,.,.,.or e-oea·ri- wherever oncount~ . This applles to the famous name 
E-tDa (pl)-ri-iar-ri. also ldoograph!cally exprll6S6d E>I. LUOAL. trom Qatoa (800 Vlrolleaud, 
Antiouit11, III [1929], 316. and 811ri4, XI 11930), 313, I. 44), wh!cb has been generally mis
understood as B-w(i)-ri-ior-ri and contused wHh Bwri-larri. 

Nuz.l Ewara-tupl 18 certainly Hurrlan. In v'fow or Ug. Voc. ll 23. tupi must mean 
'"mighty," and on tho basis of the equation eoeari • u ln the Qatna versJon. Ewara-tupl 
must mean "(My) lord IB 11\lghty." 

,. Tbe ftrst ~)'1)6 In which meclial pause Is not Indicated Is represented In Te-bi-po. pu 
(e IJ,. JEN 310:34. 39). of 1rhlcb there are at leaat t•·entyo()ne instances: In T<-b>-P<f-pu 
( 1188, v, 72:55) ; and In De-b>-pd-pw (888, Y. 64 : 14). Allin all there are. t.hen. t•'enty
t.hree Instances of spellings Ignoring tbe pause as opposed to nine instances whore It Is ln
dlcated. as In Te-bi-ip-o.-pu (-.e.g., JEN 123:21, 26). This ratio SOODIS to bold through
out In NuzJ names where tho formallve p before vowels IB concerned. 
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When the pause disappeared between any two consonants com
prising the final consonant of the first element and the initial con
sonant of the last element, retrogressive assimilation tended to take 
place between the consonants in question. This was the fate of the 
formative p, both at Nippur and Nuzi, which was frequently subject 
to total assimilation to following a, k, l, m, 8, and t. Before n the as
similation is often only partial, for the formative p becomes m in 
roost cases.21 

Also subject to assimilation under the same influences is the little
known formative n. While p made itself noticeable at Nuzi by its 
occasional resistance to assimilation by a following consonant, n lacked 
such integrity. As a result of the instability of the pause between ele
ments during the Nuzi period, total assimilation of the formative n to 
certain following sonants and spirants was quite consistent. For this 
reason it has escaped the notice of roost investigators. At Nuzi the 
formative n is noticeable chiefly between vowels, as in the names 
1Aromin-eMe, Anin-api, Apen-aRI, Arpin-anr, Erban-aRI, Erwen-aRr, 
ltbin-am, Kulpen-anr, Namben-am, Parben-am, ~elwen-aRI, Tirwen
am, 1Tirwen-elli, Umpin-api, and Wantin-ukur.22 Even so, the forma
tive n is not readily apparent, because the spellings show that the 
pause between elements was well on its way out. Only once, to the 
writer's knowledge, is there to be found a writing which observes the 
pause, and that is Nam-fle-e~-RI, in an unpublished text (SMN 
2045). All other writings place n and the first vowel of the final ele
ment in the same sign, imparting to the casual observer the impression 
that final elements arc ones in which the initial sound is n, and not 
the following vowel. 

At Ch.B. n is quite evident as a suffix of initial elements in the writ-

uSee Berkooz, NDA. pp. 47 r, and "Early Scrtbee," p. 176, n . 66. 
n Observation of the formative n Is to be credited to Oppenheim. RH .4, IV. FMC. 26 

(1937), 61. The spellings ln which It Is Involved are the following: •A,..mi-n~d-1< (Sl\·tN 
3347:2), A-ni-na-p( (JEN 71 :4), A-p~-na-at (JKN 36\l : 18), A-pi-na-m (JENu 620o), 
A,....pl-no-RI (JEN 240:19, 22) , B,.._()a-na-at (JEN 278: 16, 21, 23), Br-()~114-RI (SMN 
3328: I); Er-we-no-RI (SMN 3367:6); 11-/li-na-IU ( 1188, IX, 105:5, 6), Ku-ul·p ... na·Rl 
(1188, IX, 23:9), Na,._b .. Ra-al (JEN 226:41. 43), Na-om-()a-no-Rt (1188, V. 77:8) ; 
Na-om·b<-R4·lll (JEN 209:25, 36 (mlscopled N~bi·6i·A<>·lli Jl, .Vam-~H,.-o-11.1 (SMN 
20-16); Pd,....b~--o-BI (JEN 323 : 6),( P)dr-~t-na-lll (JEN 36: 2) , Pd,....6.,114·BI (JEN 36: 10, 
12, 14, 17), Pdr-~·Ro-RI (0 72 : 12). Pa-or-6~1lo·RI (JEN Ul :5. 9) . P~r-()o-Ra-al (S:\1:-1 
3082, 3094, 3101), Se-tl-oee-n~•• (JEN 60:30), .§.-;1-..,.-Ra-Rt (JEN 251:2, 29), Ti-ir-,.t· 
no-at (H88, IX, 5:6), 'T•·ir-ore-n~d-li (Sl\1N 494:16(ln J A08, LVII, 183)), U,._pi-,.o-p( 
(JEN 614:7), w~an-ti-nu-ktlr (JEN 12:3), and W~an-tl.-nu-kllr, (J EN 407:28). 
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ten forms of Hurrian 1 Awen-u(m)pi, 'Eten~lli, 1Sin-aps/ze, TeMen-aRt, 
the writings of which have already been cited to exemplify the pause 
between elements. I n addition, Hurrian ~1emen-kia.§e and 1Sinen
§alli are formally preserved in Ch.B. 1.Me-me-en-ki-ia-ze and 1Si(f)
n~(f)-en-Sa-li. In Nuzi the existence of the formative n before follow
ing consonants is not so signally obvious. Before the stop t, it had a 
tendency to disappear utterly as far as writing is concerned. Thus 
Nuzi Umin-tanni is written variously as 0-mi-'in-ta-an-ni (JEN 397:6, 
14; 546:5; JENu 877), 0-mi-en-ta-an-ni (JEN 518: 1), and 0--mi-ta
an-ni (JEN 546: 36). Before sonants and spirants its identity is con
cealed by its total assimilation to them.23 Thus the form revealed as 
1Sinen-salli at Ch.B. becomes Sin~§-blli at Nuzi.24 Initial eten-, as re
vealed by Ch.B. 1Eden~lli, becomes etem- in Nuzi 1Etem-menni25 and 
ete8- in the very common Nuzi name Ete8-8enni." It was suggested 
above tha,t Ch.B. 1Amman~Me probably resulted in the form 1Ammin
eMe at Nuzi. Under these circumstances Nuzi 1Ammis-§alli27 can safe
ly be regarded as a development from *1Ammin-blli if not ultimately 
from *1Amxnan-blli. 

In addition to its becoining weakened, there were conditions under 
which the pause between elements W!\8 completely eliminated. In each 
instance this loss occurred when the name was shortened. For in
stance, the final element -UMup assumed the hypocoristic form -tela 
and the shortened form -te as welJ.28 At Kippur, -Uia and -U, when 
following an initial element ending in a sonant or a vowel, were found 
to occur as -deia and -de." In other words, the pause between elements 
was lost and the stop after a vowel became voiced in accordance with 
the stop pattern. This process may be observed in Ch.B. of the Old 

11 But rematna IIJlli&Slmllated In ~uzl Satln-Aub and Tain-Aub. The wrlt.er 8\Lil>llCU 
that" In these examples Is a derivation trom some other sound. pi'08\lmably m; cr. 1A-ri
im-t~<-ri (/ISS, V, 76:4, 6) and 'A-ri-irHi<-ri (HSS. V, 11:1), both linked by tbeaame 
genealogy. 

.. Written ISi-ni-11-la-ol-li (1188. IX. a8:30), 'Si-ni-Jt>-al-li (SMN 17). 'Si-ni-il-lol-li 
(SMN 60). tso-ni-11-ld-ol-li (SMN 135), 'Si-ni-1<~-li (Sl\IN 214), 'Si-nl-ci-ld-al-li (SMN 
306); 'Si-ni-il·ld-li (SMN M2); 'Si-ni-lot-li (SMN 654). 

•Written '8-te-•m-mo-tr>-ni (HSS, IX, 38:34). 

"Meetly written B-te-eJ-Ie-u-ni (e.g., JEN 6: 18). 

"Written 'Am-mi-iJ-Iol-li (SMN 394); 'Am-mi-ld-li (SMN 126). 

II On wblch see Oppenheim, WZK M. XLIV, 203 r., n . I, and writer. J AOS, LVIII 
(1038), 465 IT. 

""Early Scrlbel," p. 179. 
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Babylonian period, where ~uzi 1Iwi-tilla10 can be shortened to 'Iwi
dil, as attested by the Ch.B. writing 11-wi-di-'il. But, as this writing 
shows, the shortening of -tilla to -til was similarly accompanied by 
voicing of the dental owing to the absence of the expected pause be
tween the elements. 

The final vowel of an initial element was frequently lost, presuma
bly by syncope. When that vowel happened to be a, the pause be
tween elements was lost along with it. Such shortening is attested at 
Nuzi where the element enna- frequently becomes en- or enn- as in 
the name Enna-§ukru which has a variant En-sukru. u By this token 
the Nuzi writing Se-en-td.-ti (SMN 3115) must express a similar short
ening of the Nuzi name Scnna-tati. 3z But the Akkadian version of 
this shortened form is Se-en-da-da (CBS 3480). 33 Here the loss of a is 
accompanied by absence of the pause between elements, a develop
ment resulting in the voicing of the dental stop after n according to 
pattern. In his last article the writer noticed but inadequately ex
plained the Nippur writing lfa-1bi-ir1-di-il-la (PBS, II, Part 2, No. 
89:2) corresponding with the Nuzi name lJapir-tilla.34 In view of the 
shortened form Sen-dada, Nippur l:Japir-dilla must have been a short
ening of original •ijapira-tilla. This seems quite likely, in view of 
Xuzi ijapira.u 

II 

The process just discussed bas ramifications which lead the investi
gation into a much broad~ field. The Kippur writing En-zu-ug-ri 
(CBS 3480) .. obviously corresponds to Nuzi En-sukru17 which, as 
demonstrated above, is a modification of Enna-sukru. However, else-

"Written'!-IOi-lil-lo In Sl\IN 403, 3230. Shortening or names ending In -Uo. by the 
dropping or -lo Ill demoDBtrablo In SMN 2597. where tbe name tl!arum-alla. written 
t.§a-r~<-mo-al-lo, variously occurs aa tl!arum-al, written 'So-ru-mo-al. 

"Cr., e.g .. B,...nG-Iirk-rQ and g,._,....firk-ru (JEN 424:2, 11, 14, 16) and B-tn-iirk-rit 
(JEN 584:26. 4.3), all wltb the samo genealogy. See also Berkooz, NDA, p. 29 . 

n Written 'St•-•,...rra-ta-ti (RA, XXVlll, 7: 16, on p. 38). 

n Collated by tho writer at tho University Museum in Pblladelphla.. 
usee "Early &:rlboe," pp. 172, 173. Cr. Nuzi Ua-pl-ir-ti-il-1<~ (JIBS. V, 55:38, 41). 

The writer retract-s biB unsuCCOIIStul Mtompt ("Early Scribes," p. 180) to explain the pbo
nellc activity involved . 

"Written, e.g., Un-p£-ro (JEN 6: 16). 

"Collated by tbe writer a~ tho University Museum In Pblladelphla.. Transllt.erated 
B,._(Bli)-JII•uq(l<k)-ri In Clr.y, PNCP, p. 75. 

n See "Early Scrlbel," p . 176. n. 60. 
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where at Nippur Hurrian lukr occurs with initials and not initial z, for 
Nippur S1HJur-le~8ub (PBS, II, Part 2, :No. 84: 10) corresponds to the 
identically written Kuzi name Sukur-tessup, which in tum proves to 
be a variant of Nuzi Sukri-tessup.'8 Akkadian texts from Mari ex
press this name as Su-ug-ro-le-lu-ub. n Since it has been shown that 

initial stops of final elements become voiced when the initial clement 
is thus shortened, it stands to reason that the sibilant which con
sistently appears in native Hurrian sources as 8, 40 had a voiced aspect 

which, while not phonemic to Hurrians, struck the car of the Babylo
nian scribe as a somewhat different sound approximating Akkadian z 

or perhaps ~- Similar to En-zugru of Nippur is Ch.B. 'As-tu-za-ar, 
which corresponds to Nuzi 1Astua-Sa.r. 41 The shortening from original 
'AStua-Sa.r in Ch.B. itself becomes quite evident in view of Ch.B. 

'Al~tt-a-la-na. 42 Thus the pattern of voiced and voiceless sounds 
' which so far in this article has been confined to stops, appears to em-

brace sibilants and, by the same token, spirants also. 

Such a state of affairs undoubtedly may have been noticed by the 
reader in Part I of this article, where the Ch.B. elements /}azib-, 
kuzufJ.-, and muzum- were compared with Hurrian lJaSip-, ku8ufJ.- and 

mu8um-. In addition, the Ch.B. element -kiiaze also alluded to cannot 

be disassociated from Hurrian -kiale.u But Ch.B. names furnish also 
the elements -muze44 and -nirze/6 identical with Hurrian -mule and 

.. cr . .§ •• ur-INUJ> (SMN 36.57) and AU-ri·INUJ> ( .tASOR. XVI , 66: 2, 4. 7, 81f.) , 
with the same genealogy. 

"See Oborme. RA. XXXV (1938), 184, and Co,.ptu rtndu• (1937). p. a. The writer 
Ia Indebted to Dr. Oelb ror these rel'erences. 

.. That Is. In texts wblch can be shown to be written by the Human~. •uch aa the NuzJ 
documents, and above all the Tu§ratta letter. Probably all the Human textaln Bogazklly 
wore written by Hittites, a consideration making adviSable some caution 1n dealing with 
these sources. However, on the possibility that the Hittite syllabary 1.8 truly ropreecntatlve 
or the Uurrlan phonetic system see the last section of this article. 

"Written 'AI·ttl-a-lar (TCL. IX. 22:4) . Possibly 'AI-tv·a-ka (0 82:26) Is a poor writ-
Ing or thls form. 

"To bo divided 1AStua-tana; cr. Ch.B. Tupkl-tana, written Tu-up..lci-ta-na. 

. . " Semltlz11d form l.:ija10 occurs In Ch.B. '.41-tap-ki-ia-rt, t M t·mt-t>"ki·ia-ot, tPo.-.u-um
k>·><>·•e. and •0-nu-tU-ki-ia·••· See n. 14 ror kiolt in Hurrtan toxts. 

"In Ch.B. 1 A·ICt-tl-mu·••· to be directly associated with Nuzl 'Awei!-mu~e. written 
1A·1ei-il-mu-h (JEN 501: 19) and 1A-tce-el-mu-it (SMN 352). On mul soo Tburoau-Oan
gin In RA. XXXVI (1939), 22 r. 

"In Cb.B. '_AHa-i-ni-ir-.e. Nuzl names with thls element are BriCt>a-nirh, written, 
og .• Br- tct-t~J.-m·or-it (JEN 29:7, 42); Tc>i-nirlt, written To-i->ti-ir-1< (JEN 487:26. 36); 
and iSoi>P-"irlt, written 'St-Up..ni-ir-1• (S:\tN 403, 599). cr. perbapa ni-i-ir-la-e (TuA. 
lv 66). 
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-nir8e, along with puzum(-), sazwn-, and -uzuwe, which are perhaps 
identical with Hurrian *pu8um-, *8a8um-, and -*!due, respectively!• 

In addition, Hurrian 8unl in the Nuzi name 1Sunlun-naia, written 
'Su-un-8u-un-na-a-a (SM~ 3506), appears as 8unz in the Ch.B. form 
1Su-un-zu-na-ia. 

But this treatment of the sound which the Hurrians represented 
by 8 is not limited to the Ch.B. scribes when it occurs after vowels and 
sonants. The Nippur name Arik-kazu, discussed in a previous article, 

now seems to represent underlying Hurrian *Arip-ka.SuY Further
more, Hurrian names from Nippur exhibit evidence that the sibilant 

which the Hurrians wrote with 8 was subject to voicing when it oc
curred beside n or r, just as the stops were. Thus Nippur Se-er-zi-ia 
(CBS 3480: 22)48 is obviously identical with Hurrian Sersiia, 49 while 

Hurria.n -mu8ni50 is represented at Nippur in Aram-muzni.61 That it 
was attempted to represent this sound by ~ is shown by the Nippur 
writing (Ja~qi-ib-til-l[a) (PBS, II, Part 2, No. 84:22, 35), which is 

almost beyond doubt identical with l:Jasi~tilla.51 

• Cb.B. 'Pv·••·um and 1Pu-•u·u,.ki-ia-u contain ""'""'· possibly rellecled In Nuzl 
PuA-tei&. written Pu-ul-te-io (0 72:3); 'Ala-puS&, written 'A-14-p•-14 (JEN 174 :3) ; 
'U•IJ>4·pula, written. og .• 'Uol-pa-pu-la (A ASOR, XVI. 42:3. Slf.) ; and PuliHa(t) , 
written P u-li-ok-ka.( t ) (lEN 301 :21). For laiU"' In Ch.B. So-•v-um-14r(•rt) cr. l alu In 
~Mu-~up, nltten SHv·IMup (S:IIN 3241 :6) and W in ~uzl 1SGS-I<ijole, written 
r&-..l-.to-i...Se (JE:!l218:3. 5. 8. I 1) . ~nalj)o, written &-..s-,.,..i·h~ (JEN 218: I) ; Sd
tae, writtenSa....J.Io·e (e.g., JEN 3S3 : I. 61f.) . Ct. also 'S~ula. written 'Swv-li->o and 
rS..Ju·i4 (JEN 445:1, 6) 

Ch.B. tp4.,.b-rt·M-• •· w• and 'To-da-t~b-li-•u-wc con\aln a. ftnaJ elemen~ unknown ln 
Nuzl names to tbo 'lfl'lt.er. who tentatively takes recoun;e to ... ,...,.; (K UB, XA"YII, 21 :3) , 
,._, ... ,._,., (K UB, XXYII . 4 :4; 8 rev. 4). u-lu·~t>t·>t4-4_.i.,.o (K UB, XXVII, 42 rev. 12), 
and ,..i•-u-ni-pf..>t4 ( K UB, XXJX, 811131). 

"See ••Early ScribeJI. •• p. 176, concerning the Ntppur name variously written A-ri-.l:a-•u 
(PBS. 11. Part 11. 0:7). and .1-ro-i.l:-.1:4·•" (ibod., 132:7). An explanation or Nlppur .l:oau 
may be sought In Nuzl kal u. 118 In 'Kai!um-mennl, written tKa.-iu·~tm-mt-tn·Jii (0 0:2, 
61f.). Relatlon.sblp wltb Nuzi Krumbbo. wri~ten Ka•·•,.·u~-b~ (JEN 501 :26). Ka,..•u·v~·b• 
(JEN 567:4. 14), Ka-•u·•~·'bt' (BEN 624:3. 16). Is no~ liO much obvious as apparent. ror 
in Nlppur It ma.y pcrbaJ)8 havo been written •K4·ou·•~·bt; see Par~ IV or tbe preseM 
article. Tho writer takes tbll! O(IJ)Ortuntw to dl.savow bll! association or Nlppur .l:u·l<> in 
"Early Scrlbes,"p. 177, n. 08. wltb tho deity Ku.§ub . De now sees in it underlying kuUa. 

"Ae-ir-•i·i41.n Clay, PNC P, p. 131, collated by the writer at the University Museum 
In Pblladolpbla . 

"Variously wrltt(ln St-tr-fi-ia (e.g .• JEN 23:25, 43). Air-li·i4 (e.g., JEN 246:16, 26), 
Ae-er•lt•ia (JEN 47:23). Ae-er-ii·a (JEN 110 :23). cr. Hurrlan ie-er-ie (K UB, XXVII, 
as u 12. 18). 

,. On the element and word mullli see Thureau-Dangin. BA, XXXVI. 22 f. 
"Written A·r4·JJtu-uo-lli (PBS. II. Part II, 110:9). On t.be contllctlng evidence of 

A-ra-mu·•u-ni from Tell AU:bana. seen. 68. 

,. Very common at Nu.tl, wbere It Ill written throughout as U4·li-ip..til-lo (see, e .g., 
JEN 85 :36, 39). 
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In "Early Scribes" the writing of the Hurrian texts at Mari was 
attributed to native Semitic scribes, for there the stop pattern pre

dominates throughout.53 Consequently, the sibilant unifonnly repre
sented by the Hurrians as 8 should and docs occur as z in Mari when 
intervocalic. Thus {Ja-za-a!-la-ri ()fari 3: 18, 19) seems to be formed 

on IIurrian 1Ja8, "listen." But conclusive is ki-ia-ze-ni (Mari 5: 19), 

which, like Ch.B. ":i-£aze alluded to above in this section as well as in 
Part I, cannot avoid comparison with Hurrian kia8e. Likewise pa-za-la 
(Mari 6: 12) seems to be Hurria.n *pa8ala,54 and pu-za-al (Mari 6: 11), 

like Ch.B. puzttm, seems to reflect Hurrian pul. Hurrian tale(n)ni" is 
quite certain in la-ze--ne-e (Mari 1: 7), ta-ze-n~ (Mari 1: 9), ta-ze-ni-ti 
(Mari 1: 8). Hurrian til, "heart," may very well be sought in ti-za-da! 
(Mari 6: 5), ti-za-we (Mari 6 :3), and ti-zi-in-ni-ren1 (Mari 6 :6). Final
ly, wa-zu-um (.Mari 3:23, 24) is clearly formed on Hurrian wa8 M 

Interpretation of this Hurrian sibilant as ~/z was not constAnt, for 
the Akkadian scribes at Nuzi mostly transcribe it as 8.'7 In other rare 

"•• Early Scrlbos." p . 184. 

"Tho roo~ evidently being pal; cr. pa-la-a-• (K UB, XXIX, 8 Ul 14), po-Jo-1<>-o-• 
(K UB. XXIX 8 Ill 14), P4·4-Jo-"a-< (K UB, XXIX, 8 Ul 5, 14), pa-4-Ji (K UB, XXIX 8 
lv 21), pa-a-Ji-po ( K UB. XXIX, 8 W 36, iv 18), pa-a-Ji-14 ( K UB, XXVII, 42 rev. 17), 
pa-a-1Ja1-l~ ( K UB. XXVII, 42 obv. 11), pa-a-Ji-"-zl ..•. J (K UB, XXVII, 34 iv 7). 

• Perhaps a derlvallon of Burrlan tal<. Cr. 14-J<-"i (K UB, XXIX, 8lv 3); to-Je-,...,.4-e
.-e (Tid 191,92. 99. 104); ta-1~" (Tu!. I OO); and to-It (TuJ. I 85; K UB, XXVII, I U 
10, II; 6119); lo-o-Jo (K U B. YII. 56i22);and.ll.nally. to-......_ ........ au>\ (TuJ 188). Another 
derhed form occurs as ~be elcmen~ toJe,.,.i. apparently ldentlcal wltb a place name and 
h-equcM In '\uz.l Burrlan names (see Oppenheim, AOI', XII, 39; Purves, J AOS. LVIII 
(1113111. 463. and "J<;arly Scribes," p. 177 and n. 69). Oppenheim (lor. cit., n. 66) and writer 
(lot cat.) lntfl"preted ~lppur Uu-di-ti-1<-<,._,.; (CBS 34SO lv 8) a& derlvatlon trom undt'rly
lng ijutiP-taSoonl. However, Jr such were the case. Qu-di-li-fi/ta-tft·IOi would be ~be M
I)CC\00 writing. and ~hesugges\00 Interpretation is perhaps wrong. Collation or the Nlppur 
name In Pbiladclpbla revealed iHo be COITOCtly ~ran.sliiAlra\00 by Clay (Pi\'CP, p. 80). No 
opinion on this form can be ventured at present 

• Ct. ICOo-<>-ia( •••• ( (K UB. X, 6311 13), tco0·4-Ji (K UB, XXVII, 44:2), wo-Jo-i-no-on 
(TuA. Ul33), wa-lt-t-u:t (Tid. IU 112), ~to-o-ai-no-o (Tu!.lv 64), 1co0-o-Ju (K U 8, XXIX. 8 
1138), uoa.-Ja.-atl-l(i .... J (K U 8, XXYII 37: 10), woo-a-lat-"1 (K U B, XXlX, 8 II 43, 44). 
In NuLl MmCII cr. <Wa§-elll . written •wa-ie-<1-li (Jll:N 432:3, 6, 14ft.); <Monnl-waAo. 
written. e.g .. 'M•-•n-ni-~&o-h (SMN 347, 635); and <Uwur-wal&, wrltt.en, o.g., •0-wat-ur
wo-h and •O-wu-ur-wo-1<-e (S~lN 347, 360). 

" .Perhaps bocau.so the Rurrlan envlronmen~ at Nuzl accuswmed them to ~be truo 
naturo or tho phoneme. Tllb-mllk(l)-abi betrays bls original backgro1md by wba~ mus~ 
have been a rove~lon w natural Inclination by writing Qa-•i-ib/ipJ•I'-(Iol- < d > -ku 
(JEN 568:31), a form wblcb must express tho underlying hybrid namo •ij:aAIP-8llakku. 
C't the Ntppur Akkadian name Ardi.AS!-la-ak-ku (CBS 11831 In Clay, PNCP. p. 68). 
Elsewhere In JEN 568 Tllb-milk(i)-abt does not revert w type, 81nee be wrlt(lfl Qo-Ji-ia 
In II. I, 8. and II Instead of Uo-•i-ia. wblch appears In JEN 670:32, a ~blot wrl~ten by 
tho unknown Akkadian scribe or Nuz.l (on whom see "Early Scribes," pp. 171 r.). 

In " Early Scribes." p. 184. the writer suggested thM Ug. Voc. wa& writt-en by a Rcmltlc 
scribe ln ,·tow or ~o swP-Pat\Crn which dominates lt. Bu~ there Is no~ tho ezi)CC\00 J/• 
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instances it seems to occur as s.18 However, the distinction between 
the voiced and voiceless phases of the Hurrian sibilant known as 8 is 
strictly observed in the Hurrian texts written in the alphabetic script 

of Ugarit. In them the stop pattern was first observed, and on that 
basis the writer attributed them to native Semitic scribes." In the 

Ugarit texts the sibilant known as 8 is alternately written with the 
puzzling sign generally transcribed as &4° when the pattern calls for a 

voiced sound, and with the one recently termed ee1 when the pattern 

variation. Perhaps tbe scribe who wrote It wa& a Hurrlan a~t.eml)ling to emulate his Semit
Ic preceptors In following the stop.-pattern . In Nuzl a parallel Is w be round In the style 
or Sumu-IIIJAI, son or §ama§-biiri. di8Cull8ed In "Early Scribes," p. 186. Yet again tbe 
Ugarlt scribe may have boon a Semite, who. !Ike bls compatrlo~ at Nuzi, corTectly under
swod tho nature or the IIurrlan J. 

" The name apparently written 'Ua-oi-AN.r•-ri-oi (KAJ 192: 12) may reflect Burrlan 
~oJ. A good variant or Nlppur Aram-muznl. written A-r4-mu-u•-ni (PBS, II, Part II, 
110:9) and reflecting Uurrlan •Aram-mldnl, wa& brought w the writer's attention by Dr. 
Gelb. It Is evidently written A-ro-mv-•u-ni lltld occurs on a Tell At.cbana tablet (see Sid
ney Smith . A r>llquoriu JourAol. XIX (193111. 46), emanating from tbe Old Babylonian pe
riod. The writer Is unable to otrer an opinion on tbe racwrs involved In this evidence. 

,. '"Early Scribes," pp. 183-86. 

• Sign No. %7 In Gordon's list, An. Or .• XX (1940), 11 . For discussions on Ibis sign see 
Gln.sberg and ~laisler. J POS, XI\' (19:!4). 2441f.; Barris. J AOS, LV (1935), 95-100; 
Friedrich, An Or., XII (1936). 120 f.; Speiser. J AOS, LVIII, 175-93; and Gordon, loc. 
tit .. paragrapbs4 .I, 4.4. and 4 22. The writer uses the tnnslliAlratlon f employed by Barris. 
I~ exac~ phonetic nature Is not yet understood. but It has been shown ~at it varies with 
Ugarlt1c • In tbe local word for "breast" (see. e.g .• Speiser, op. cit., p . 178). This agroee 
w1~ the demonstrable corresPOndence o r i with •I •· employed by Babylonian scribes w 
repl"l!llellt tbe voiced phase or the tlbllant ap~lng a& 1 In Burrlan texts. 

The writer diverges trom the c:urrent view that i bas basically a Burrlan origin. Al
though It occurs chiefly In Burrlan words. the fact remaln.s that it does oocur In Semitic 
words and may hne had a Semitic origin . H ropresen\00 perhaps an Cgarltic phoneme 
undergoing a change making It merge llnalJy with Ugarlllc d. See. e.g., Harm. Dntlop
meAt o/IAr CuooAilt Daoltttl ('"American Oriental Series," Yo!. XVI (19391), p. 36, and 
then Gordon, lor. tat .. paragraph 4 1. where a derivation from Arabic !lolls discussed. Curi
ously enough. lt.s volcelea counterpart In the Burrlan text.s from Ugarlt Is I, wblch Is 
cosnate with the corresponding Arable voiceless sound'" (see following note). 

"Sign No. 291n Gordon's lin. An. Or., XX, 11. The writer follows Speiser, who pro
))08ed e in J AOS. LVIII, 175-70. w represent tbls sign. Its phonetic character Is still a 
mMter or debate. Tho underlying sound wa& a distinct phoneme In Ugarltic corresponding 
w the sound merging with I In tbo West Semitic languages spoken oo the south or Ugarlt 
(see HarTis. op. cit., pp. 40 r .. and A. Goetze In Longuoqe, XVII [19411168 r.). Rowever, 
that Is because Ugaritlc has a closer affinity w Eas~ Canaanite or Amurrlte (soo Goetze, 
Lo,.ouooe, XVII (1941). 127-38). wl\icb. also preserves the distinction between primitive 
Semitic 1 and i. The Idea alii I prevails that 8. since It wa& a separate phoneme. bad a dental 
rather than a sibilant character. However. the voicele68 phase or the sound which appea111 
In Burrlan writing a& I. wblle rendered as e by the Ugarit Somlt.es.ls variously rendered by 
• and J by Ntppur scrlbos. In addition. fbi In the Hurrlan text RS 4:27, 33 seems to vary 
with •bl. ibid .• I. 8. Thl.s speaks more ror a albllaot than ror a dental phonetic etroct. In 
fact, the • In the Nlppur writings referred to 1111ggests that Akkadian Jl" may at times have 

veered w ""· 
Furthermore. tbe , ·olced counterpart o r the sound represented as B In Ugarlt and as 

•li at Ch B. and ~lppur I.e t / • at Ch.B. and Nlppur. This relationship then seems w be, 
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calls for a voiceless sound. Ugarit z, then, bears the same relationship 
to 8 as z ~ does to 8 in Hurrian names and words written by Baby
lonian scribes. Thus intervocalic 8 is expressed as z in the verbal mor
pheme -uia in >arzln (RS 30:2, 4; 372 rev. 7, 15), >arznnk (RS 4:9, 
16, 28, 34), and tiJznnk (RS 4 :49), which represent formations on 
arusa- and tel;uia-, respectively.'! Similarly, Hurrian enna.Sa61 results 
in >enz (RS 4:60, 61). The phrase l)aSari l;a.Sulies, so frequently met 
in the Bogazkoy texts, has long since been associated with {Jzr fjzlz 
(RS4:1, 6, 10, et pas~im).64 Also in the same sources is the deity 
Wisai8apfji, appearing in Ugarit as Pzzpl; (RS 4:35, 37) and Pzzpl;nd 
(RS 50: 5).6~ The voicing of the sibilant after r is to be observed in 
Ugarit >Jrzp (RS4:41) and >Jrzpn (RS4:42), which represent the 
deity known as lr§appi.66 Beside mit is apparently voiced in accord
ance with the pattern, for the name >Azmny (RS 14:2), while it recalls 
to Harris the deity E8mun,'7 is also strongly suggestive of the Nuzi 
name 1Asmun-naia.68 

While the voiced aspect of 8 is approximated by z/~ by Akkadian 
scribes and z by the Semitic scribes at Ugarit, the voiceless counter
part is rendered generally by 8 by the former and 8 by the latter. This 
is clearly illustrated by the occurrences of sand 8 in initial positions, 

broadly speaking. one between the sibilants a and z. The HurrianJ alao had another sibi
lant which the wrlt.er erpresses as • (see Par~ 1'\ or the presen~ article). since It appears as 
such at Nlppur Jun what the phonetic distinction was between theee two Hurrlan pho
nemes Is not clear. They must bave '-'>similar, for they lntercbange. 

"For ari- et.c. see Speiser. Lu~IUigt. X\ I (1940), 322. The analysla or t~unk Ia one 
on which Professor Speiser and the writ.er round tbem5elvcs ln agreement durin& a con
versallon a few montbs ago. Also t.o be considered l.s ~innk (RS 4 : 14, 21. 37. 46, 69) . 
which mll$t be JJurrlan ·~utulo . The verbal element but Is very common In Burri an names. 

.. cr . ..... o~ •. written DISI>IR .. E• ...... Jo (K UB. XXVII. 39 obv. 3 : 42 obv 33; 43:R: 
K UB. XXIX. 81ll54.1v26. 29). Cf. alsoen~toii. \\'TittenoiNOIIlwdM-o-ii (K UB. XXVII. 
42 obv. 14). 

u By J . Friedrich ln AOF. X (193:>-36). 295. See also C.-G. von Brandenstcln. Z DAIG. 
XCI, 659. For a penetrating exposition or -liti and It« tuncUon see Ootzo In Rll A, V 
FMC. 35 (1930). 103- 8. 

"Association made by B. Irrozn$'. AOr,IV (1932). 120 f . • and Friedrich, An. Or .• XII 
(10311). 127 and n. 2. and 129 r. 

"Soo Friedrich. An. Or •• XII. 129. 130 r. The Ugarlt pe~nal name • Eu;rar (1. I or 
tablet published by E. Ohorme In Svria. XIV (1933123:>-37) Is generally associated w1th 
Ewari-Mrrl. misunderstood as Ew(i)ri..farri, on which see n . 19. Normally • Bu;rlr Is ex
pcctod. The writer feels that normal Ewari-brri had become Ewar-Mn-1 at Ugarlt and 
that the I had become voiced as It had In En-zugrl and •AAtu-zar. It Is probable that the 
Nut! element e11taro- Is identical w1th e~eari- in the name under discussion. 

· "Boo lAOS. LV. 98. 
"Written 'Al-mu-un-fto-o-o (SMN 1251). 
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where the pattern calls for voiceless sounds. The evidence to be drawn 
from the sources utilized in this article is so abundant and so conclu
sive that investigation of the matter is hardly necessary here. 

However, before passing on, it is quite necessary to remark that the 
voiceless aspect of the spirant in question, although mostly rendered 
by 8/8 by Akkadian and Ugaritic scribes, undergoes a phonetic devia
tion influencing them at times to render it by signs containing Semitic 
8. Hurrian samp as portrayed by Sampiia69 and Kel-5ampa70 at Nuzi 
is to be found in Sambi71 and Sa(m)bib-am72 at Nippur. The name 
Sellu at Nuzi is Scllum or ScliF3 at Nippur. Unless SI is to be read 
8i at Ch.B., the theophorous element -Simika appears to be -~imiga in 
the Ch.B. name 1 f:1 a-zi-ib-~i-mi-ga. 74 Hurrian *sinenni, apparently 
formed on 8inen, as, e.g., in Ch.B. 1Sincn-naia and 'Sinen(?)-§alli, re
sults in the name Sinenni at Nippur. 7~ Hurrian 8umm, as represented 
perhaps in 8-u-um-mu-un-ni-we. (K U B, XXVII, No. 1 ii 10), 8u-mu
ni-we, "of the hand" (Ug. Voc. ii 3), and in the Nuzi names Summiia7e 
and Summi-5enni,77 appears to Akkadian ears as Su!-um-8e-1en1-ni 
(BE, XIV, No. 14 :8),78 at Nippur and St,m-mi-te-8u-ub (KA V 
30b: 5)19 at AMur and perhaps lexicaJJy as 8U-mu-un (Mari 4: 28). The 
same variation finds expression perhaps in Obl (RS 4:27, 33) and sbl 
(ibid. I. 8). 80 

Doubling of the spirant, reflected in Hurrian writing as 88 is also 
frequently defectively writt<>n as a single 8 by Akkadian scribes. This 
laxity has caused the name of the deity Te8Sup to be universally mis
understood as Tdup. The correct version is given in the Tusratta let-

"Written So-om-pl-ra (JEN 2~3 : 21 : 289:29) . 
"Written Kt(or)-<1-la-om-po (A A SOR, XYI. 95: 14). 
"Written 8<>-om-l>i (BB. XIV, 12:2). 
n VariOU$ly written So-ba-ba-Ju (PBS. H . Part II, 90:6) and So-om-l>i-/ao-ar (BE. 

XIV, 12:9). 
"The Nuzl form Ill written Se-tl-lu (JEN 151 :24; CT,ll, 21:23, 24). Cr. Nlppur St-tl· 

tum (BE, XV, 194:4) and varlaM Se-tl-li (ibid., 198:93). 

"Unless 'Ua-•i-ib-U-mi-go Is the correct reading. 
n Written Si-nt-•ll·>li (CBS 4572), cited as Si-ni-m-ni in Clay. PNCP, p. 125. 
"Soo. e.g .• Sum-mi-io (JEN 6: 19. pouim) and Su-u~~t-nai-ia (SEN 211: 15). 
n Soo. e.g .• Sum-mi-lt-•n·ni, A ASOR. XVI, 20:20. 

"Lu-um(ap)-lt-tn-"i In Clay. PNCP. l). 103. 

,. Tho wrlt.er abandons the reading S~m-mi-te-iu-up In ··Early Scribes," p . 178. 

• As noted also by Spcl!er. J AOS. L\'111. 177. but not n~ly an error as Speiser 
states. PerhaJ>S underiylnc form Ia something like 'lop1-lo (K UB. X. 63 ill3). 
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ter, where it is written dTe-e-eS-8u-pa-a8 (Tus. i 76, ii 65, iv 118) and 
dTe-e-eS-lu-u-up-pe (Tus. ii 77). When not expressed ideographically 

in the Hurrian texts from Bogazkoy, it is written dTe-el..Ju-up-pf. 
(KUB, XXVII, No. 38 ii 14, 20; ill 2, 4, 6). As the already cited Dil

bat name dTe-e8-8u-ub-'a-RI attests, the actual quantity of the double 
consonant was perceptible enough to be significant to the Akkadian 

scribe who wrote it. This is rather unusual, for, as in the Mari writing 
Te-su-ba-am (Mari 1 :34), the single 8 indicates that scribes did not 
understand that actual length was involved. 

That writings in 88 reflect quantity has already found exemplifica
tion in Part I with regard to Nuzi names in which the formative -n is 

assimilated to a following 8. Siinilar evidence is yielded by Ch.B. A-ra
an-zi-i~-a-nJ, also mentioned in Part I. The underlying Hurrian form 

oi the initial element would seem to have been •aransi~, but quite 
possibly it may have been •aranlii.J,. 81 Whatever it was, the -n evi
dently assimilated to the following consonant with the resultant Nuzi 
form ara88ilJ. 82 

In Ch.B., esse (as in 'Amman-eMe) is written -e-se. The Nuzi cle
ments -saUi and -eUi appear in Ch.B. as -ia-li and -e-li. as The Mari 

texts show some evidence of this misconception. That alknel may be 
the underlying form for 1a1(1)-8e-ne-el (Mari 4 :25) is suggested by the 

writing a-<&8-le-is (KUB, VII, No. 56 ii 19) from Bogazkoy. Likewise 
il..Ji-na-a-an (Tus. ill 66) implies underlying issamma for i-8a-am-ma 
(Mari 1:30 and 2:14, 15), since both seem to occupy the same syn
tactic position in the sentences in which they occur. More acceptable 
evidence is revealed when pa..si-ib (Mari 1:3, 6, and 2:9) is confronted 
with pa-<&8-se (.Mari 6:20). Likewise pf.-si-di-in (Mari 5:16) appears 

as a defective writing of the phonetic form pissidin when compared 
with p£-is..si-la, two lines above in the same document. 

" Which rccalls the river Aranzub. so Dr. Gelb reminds ~he writer. Ct. equations 
Arans/ zu(b) • ldlqlat (In) Subartum/!amutbal In synonym list publlllbed by W . von 
Soden. ZA. (N.F.), IX (1936). 235.1.44, and Aransub • Idlqlat(ln) Iamutballn synonym 
list published by idem. Die lezikaliochtn To/eherien der Bob~lonier ,.;d A.u~rtr in dtn Ber
liner Mumn. II (Bertin. 1933). No. 8126. Soealso B. 0. OUt.erbock. ZA. (N.F.}, X (1038). 
84. n. I , on thls and the Hittite Corm A.-ra-a»-•a-bu. Burrlan •Aran§lb with a t/1 >, 
variation under pattern conditions seems very JJkely. 

" In Arlp-ant.Mtb. written A.-ri-i~>-4-ra-li-i& (SMN 20). and (U4)Iip(1)-oroUih, written 
!Uo(t)-l)i-ip-4-ra-41-ii-ib (JEN 659:39). In the Ntu! rendition or Arlp-ari\Mib note the 
fall~ to "'lite double consonants when they are reQUired . 

11 See Ch B. w A.-'go1-'ob1-o-li (tra.osllterated A.-14 (1)-ob(t)-c-li In Ir4q. VIT, 36). 
18-dt(t)·t»-o-li. f Ki-ri-ilre-li. 'Nu.-bvr-o-li. 'T<~-to-ol.-e-li, r.§j(t)-nl(t)-t..-14-li. rO-,.,.·tli-
14-li. 
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That quantity is involved becomes quite evident when u-8u-ul 
(Mari 1:2) is compared with td..Ju-li-e (KUB, XXIX, No.8 iii 51) 

and u-td..Ju-li-e-el (KUB, XXVII, No. 42 rev. 24) from Bogazkoy. 
The defective writing u-su-wn (Mari 2: 18) is clearly identical in form 

with td-su-u-um (K U B, XXVII, No. 38 ill 4, 6, 7, 10, 12) from Boga~ 
koy Hurrian. The quantitative character of the sibilant in wa-su-me 
[ .... ] (Mari 3: 26) becomes clear upon comparison with the Bogazkoy 

Hurrian forms wa.,-a-a8-18u1-[ • ••• ] (KUB, XXVII, No. 36 iv(?) 7) 

and wa4 -a8-18u1-u..Ja-a-.[ . ... ] (ibid., 1. 6). 
Now that it has been shown that the double sibilant was at times 

misunderstood as a single voiceless sound, the writing te-sub finds a 
ready explanation. Its usc in Nippur names to represent the theopho

rous element -tessup results, no doubt, from imperfect understanding 
of the matter by the native scribes. At Nuzi, although -tessup is often 
correctly written in personal names, the writing -te-sup was preferred 

by the Hurrian scribes who should have known better. Thus, after 
having been a defective writing, it probably became a convention, rec
ommending itself by its economy. To Nuzi scribes, who were very lax 

in expressing doubled sounds in writing, this short cut must have been 
very welcome, for -teMup is the most common element in ~uzi person
al names. 

An examination of the material adduced as evidence shows quite 
clearly that Akkadian scribes often overlooked the factor of quantity. 

It has already been observed that, when the Hurrians doubled a con
sonant, quantity alone was phonemic to them. However, the phonetic 
result was twofold: quantity and voicelessness. While the Hurrians 

were conscious of the former, they were quite indifferent to the latter. 
Conversely it may be said of Akkadian listeners that they were always 
aware of the voiceless effect, but only occasionally did they show them

selves aware of quantity, which was the real issue at stake. 
Up to now the phonetic behavior of the sibilant represented as 8 by 

the Hurrians has shown itself to be identical with that of the stops. 
However, this perfect agreement is now sharply interrupted. Post
vocalic stops when final seem to be generally voiced, although there 

are some exceptions. The sibilant in question is consistently voiceless 
under these circumstances. The Ch.B. names Muzum-aRI and 1Awes
muze include the elements written -mu-ze and mu-zu-um based on the 
Hurrian root mul. When Hurrian mu8 occurs alone without the em-
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bellishments of stem vowel or other formatives, the phonetic result is 
not muz or the like but mus, as in mu-us (Mari 6: 10, 11 , 15, 19). What 
is more, final 8 is unanimously revealed in al-lu-la-da-i[S] (Mari 5:7), 
in a-ni-il in the name Anii-burbi from a Mari king list,84 in a8-ii-ni-il 
(Mari 4: 25), a-wa-an-du-us (Mari 3:23, 26), and in a-we-es in Ch.B. 
1Awe§-muze discussed above. Other instances of final s are e-ni-e8 
(Mari 6:12, 21), e-ni-il (Mari 1:32 and 2:12, 16), e-ni-wu-US (Mari 
6:10, 11, 18, 19), Qi-ia-ri-ia-a8 (Mari 4 :28), bi-in-zu-ru-id (Mari 6: 7), 
ke-ra-ri-ia-a8 (Mari 4 : 27), i-su-di-t:S (Mari 5 : 6), tnt1rf!a-ri-is (Mari 
6:15), pa-ar-bi-wa-a8 (Mari 6:13), sa-ma-ba-a8 (Mari 4:22), ta-nu-US 
(Mari 6: 17), u-ne-el (in Ch.B. 1Unes-na), and u-nu-m (in Ch.B. 
1Unus-kiiaze, 1Unu§-Salli, and 1Unus-umar).85 

Final 8 is phonetically so well entrenched that it has a strong retro
gressive force. What is by now the well-known ending -sus, a plural 
subject or agentivc form, 84 should be something like -zus at Mari. As 
such it is to be found in[ ... .)fe-bu-na1-zu-id (Mari 6: 14). But this 
instance seems exceptional in view of pa-pa-na-8u-u8 (Mari 5 :8) and 
si-we-na-Bu-id (Mari 5: 9), which apparently exemplify a retrogressive 
assimilative force of the final sound. Oddly enough this process hap
pens to preserve a phonetic effect in keeping with the Hurrian phone
mic system. 

The sibilant, when final, results .in 8 in Ugarit writing, as e.g., in 
Kmrlm8 = KumarbiniS (RS 4:8), kldn8 = keldini8 (RS 4:2), )en8 = 
enil (RS 4:39). However, difficulty is presented by btlt, mentioned 
above, which has been compared with ba8ulies. The form to be ex
pected in Ugarit is btl8, like pzl8 (RS 4: 36). According to the con
clusions attained so far in this article, the actual Ugarit writing bzli 
implies a form in which the final sibilant is followed by a vowel. While 
suggesting this hypothesis as a possibility, the writer does not insist 
upon it. First of all, all the evidence serving to demonstrate such 
grammatical variations of the -lie8 formation is not available. Second, 
there may be involved phonetic processes which the writer, for one, is 
not at present competent to deal with. Hence any suggestions offered 
by him would be a matter of guesswork, which generally turns out to 
be more misleading than helpful. 

. "Occurring twice as A-ni-iJ..~u-ur-bi (Svria, XX [1939), 109). 
• Respoot.lvely wri~ten '0-ni-d-~ta. r(t_,.,._111-ki-ia-••· tO-•u.-.11-la-li. and rO-IIv-11J..11-

"'o'· 
M See Friedrich. Kltint Btilrllqt <ur chwrriti•cht,. Gra,..,atik (Lelpztg. 1930). pp. 11}-12. 
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III 

Also subject to pattern was the phoneme variously expressed p/w,87 

for where correspondences are obvious the pattern makes itself felt 
when this sound is expressed by p orb by Semites. That true quantity 
is involved in the postposition ww, "my," finds confirmation in pa-IJ,i
ip-pfr.ni-im (Mari 1 :32). That the accompanying effect of voiceless
ness ensued is attested by the writing p in Ugarit atynp8 (RS 4: 3) and 
atynpd (RS 4:4), which must express underlying attainippa8 and al
tainippada, "my father" and "to my father."88 Elsewhere the pattern 
is followed by Hurrian want, which appears as pand in 1pa-an1-di-en 
(Mari 6:19) and in Nippur Pa-an-di-ia (BE, XIV, No. 162:8, and 
XV, No. 199: 6). s~ Similarly, Hurrian wabr is expressed as pabr in 
Ch.B. 1Pabri-8ebirni and 1Pabri-uzuwe.~0 Apil-Sin, an Akkadian 
scribe at Nuzi/1 writes Pa-[ar-M-S]e-ni (SMN 3101) for the common 
Nuzi name Wabri-5enni. Also concerned are the words pa-ar-b[a- . ... 
-d]a (Mari 3:21) and pa-ar-bi-wa-as (Mari 6: 13). The deity WiSaiSapbi 
is represented as Pzzp~ (RS 4:35, 37, and 50 obv. 5). The deity Kum
arwe" appears as Kmrb (RS 4:6, 7, 8, and 7:1 f., 8 f.). If bin fpnrbn 
(RS 4: 60) actually represents the genitive -we, n it does so under 
pattern conditions, for it is preceded by r or by a vowel. 

Similarly concerned is the velar spirant !J., for it is again one of those 
phonemes which had voiced and voiceless phases unperceived by Hur
ria.ns but discernible to the ear of Semites. .Again this phonetic dis
tinction is governed by pattern. Such a state of affairs is revealed in 
Ugarit, where single intervocalic b, under its voiced aspect, turns out 
to have been something like a. ghayin, hereafter to be symbolized by g, 
for it is under this guise that. it appears in the alphabetic writing.94 

"Soo F. Bork. Di• Mitullitpracht, M VAG, XIV. Parts 1/2 (Berlin. 1909}. 24. and 
Borkooz, NDA. J>. 60, G. 

u Soo von Brand6113~ . Z D MG. XCI. 660, ror translation ··rather."" 

u Also Pa-4 ,..di-i4 (SMN 3082. 3004. and 3101). written by Apil-Sin. an Akkadlan 
scribe at Nuzl. on whom soo •• Early Scrlbe9."" J). 171. 

to Wrltt~ tP,.·ab--ri-le-~i-ir-ni and 1Pa-a~-ri-d-•u-oce. 

" Boo '"Early Scrlbell."" p. 171. 

u So expressed by thewrltlngs4K..-mar-w[t,) (K Bo. V. 21i 60}.•K..-mu-ur-tc•(A ASOR. 
XVI. 47: I; 4S: 1). •Ku-mar-w•,-ne-d (K U B. XXVII, 381v 21}. and Ku-ma-ar-wi-ni-da-al 
(Marl5:4). 

u As suggested by von Brandensteln. ZD/1/0, XCI. 568 . 

"Sign No. 21 In Gordon"aiJsl, A"· Or .• XX (1940). tO. the reading or which Is still In 
dl.spute. u waa read., by Friedrich. An. Or., XII. 126 r .• ln the rorm lib IJl/>9/% • Burtian 
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Thus blbii (RS 4: 10) seems to be identical with the Hurrian fonn 
lJal:pafJe." By the same token, lbtg (RS 4:36), as Speiser suggests," 
should be lubtuQe. Ugarit pgn (RS 372 A 18) and pgdm (RS 4: 3) are 
reminiscent of the stem pafJi occurring in Bogazkoy texts. 97 With 
greater certainty tgznnk (RS 4:49) can be interpreted as a fonn aris
ing out of Hurrian tefJu8a.98 In the same line a stem based on teo is 
to be found in tg. The voicing of Hurrian fJ under the guise of iJ beside 
r is demonstrated by the Ugarit treatment of Hurrian nifJr, as in ngm 
(RS 4:53 and 372 A 11) and nrgp (RS 4: 58), which reveals the meta
thesis apparent in ni-i!J,-ri-ia (KUB, XXVII, No. 34 iv 10) and 
ni-ir-O,i-ia-aS-Si (KUB, XXVII, No. 34 iii 13)." In addition, 'agr (RS 
7 :1, 8 and 34+35: 1, 13) apparently expresses the root forming 
the basis of Hurrian a-a!J,-ra-a-i (KUB, XXVII, No. 23 iii 4) and 
a!Jru8!Ji. 100 That lJ can be voiced when final is suggested by 'eykzg 
(RS 4: 15), which suggests the phrase eiia KtdulJ, (the word-divider 
being omitted, as it often is in Ugarit texts). 

Elsewhere, i.e., when initial and when doubled,· Hurrian fJ appears 
as Ugarit lJ. in examples too abundant to be cited here. Nevertheless, 
it is noteworthy that etymological evidence for quantitative !Jb may be 
sought in the Hurrian word for "female," occurring alternately as 

Tel!§up {Jal~bl. a comparison previously suggested by Broznt In AOr. IY (1932). 128. 
Von Brandenat-eln treats It as son of a slbllanl. Ho·treYer. D. H . Btu1etb (OLZ. XXXV 
11932). 70~) &lid Ginsberg (OLZ. XXX\'1 (1933). 593 f .; YlroUeaud. S~tria. XIII 11932). 
12~. n . I) read It as t. Speiser (J AOS. LVIII. 197-201) read 0 but later In Lu,~•••· XY1. 
334-36 b«:&me Involved In uncertainties &rising from method rather than from the 
evidence. 

The Hurrl&n phoneme & In Its Yok:eless r.spect Is practically the aamo &I Semitic b· 
t:nder Its voiced II8P6C\ it bec&me something like o. a ebant~e wblcb was a matter or ln
dttrerenco l.o the HlllTiAns but wbleb misled the Sem.llic Listeners at Ugarit Into thlnlclng 
t hat &II actual phonemic dlll'erence analogous 1.o their own was lnvoiYed. Tb18 ml8concep
tlon Is not obl!ervable among Akkadian scribes who bad to deal l'1th Burrian I n the tlrat 
place. 6 was not one or their phonemes. Second, the cuneiform syllabary provides no ready 
means which would have enabled tbem to express any phonetic dUference they may htt.Ve 
noticed between b and g. 

» Soo procedlng note. 
"In Language. XVI. 335. 
1

' Ct. 11<>-<>-bi (K UB. XXIX. 8 iv 11, 25). 'll<>-<>'-bi-lo-1a1-t-n<> (K UB. XXVII. 38114). 
pa.-a-bi-ip (K UB. XXIX. 8 U12I). pa·a-bi-p<> (K UB. XXIX . 8U36). and pa-4-bi-tc (K UB. 
XXIX. 8 Ill 9, 12. 18). 

•• Soon. 62. 

tt Ntbr occurs also In the Nuzl names Nlbrlia. Nlbrl-tel!§up. For an Instance or the 
same metathesis as obeer vable In Nibrl-~up and Nlrbl-tel!§up eoo Berkooz. N D A. p. 64. 
' ,,. Ocx:urrtng frequently In BoiazkOy texts. See A. GOtze and H. Pederaen, .\/,.rJilit 

Spr4tAidA'"""' (Ktlbenbavn, 1934), p. 31 and n. I. 
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a8lu/}ena and a.Sttt{J!J.ena..tol Outside of the fact that the fonner quite 
possibly is defectively written, the quantity in M of a8ttl{JfJ.ena in one 
instance can perhaps be accounted for by the ignored fonn a8-tu-u8-
lJe-e-na (KUB, XXVII, No.3 i 12), which indicates originalij. > M 
by assimilation. That 8 has assimilative tendencies becomes evident 
when the Nuzi name Kus-kipa is compared with its variant Kuk
kipa.I02 

IV 
The phonetic system which was termed as stop-pattern at the be

ginning of this article turns out to be a consonantal pattern that in
volves the stops k, p, and t and the spirants l;, 8, and p/w. Excluded 
from this scheme arc the sonants l, m, n, and r. Whether another 
Hurrian sibilant, this times, not 8, is to be included cannot be affirmed 
or ruled out until a very serious study is undertaken. It is well known 
that in writing during the Old Babylonian period and even later, Ak
kadian 8 was expressed by z-containing signs. The same ambiguity 
characterizes the writing at N uzi, as established by Akkadian scribes.toa 
By them 8 was exprrssed by the signs zi, u, and zu. The sign SI was 
used only with the value iff. Thus Sin-bant, another member of the 
small colony of Akkadian scrib<>s, writes the Akkadian fonn sasinni 
as 8d-st-ni (H SS, V, No. 65: 16, wrongly copied, as discovered by Dr. 
Lacheman). Akkadian ktsu, "pouch," is written /d.-sf, (SMN 3094: 13) 
by Apil-Sin.to• Tab-milk{i)-abi writes s!-ki-il-ta (HSS, V, No. 71: 18) 
and s!-ra-r8u•-u (JEN 404 :36) for Akkadian sikiUa, which designates 
a type of property, and sira811, "vintner." The Akkadian formsipussu 
and mdras8u appear, respectively, as i-pu-8u (HSS, V, No. 65:3) and 
ma-ra-su (ibid., 1. 5) written by Sin-bani. 

The sign st when encountered in texts written by the Akk~dian 
scribes at Nuzi has the value Si, as in $!-mi (SMN 3082: 10), written 
by Apil-Sin; i-§!-mu (H SS, V, No. 71 :4), sfrim-ta (ibid., l. 2)~ Si~m-ti, 
(ibid., I. 1), written by Tab-milk(i)-abi. Both Amurru-sar-ilaru and 

,., For examples, eoo von Drandensteln In Z A (N.F.). XII (1940), 113. 

'"cr. Ku-'uJ-A:i'-p4 (JEN 396: 13) and K .. -uk-ki·P" (JEN 537 :3) with samo genealogy. 

,., see "Early Scribes."' p. 171. ror evidence Indicating relatlonsblp ot Nuzl tablets~.<> 
those prevalent In tho Old Babylonian period. 

,,. 'Vbat T&l)..m.llk(l)-abl meant. by ..n'ltlng 'gi-it'LcoAL,OAL (JEN 4()(:26!.) Is not 
clear. 
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'fAb-milk(i)-abi write mar-8£-ti (JEN 414:8 and HSS, Y, No. 71 :26) 
for Akkadian marsUi. 

Since these scribes were Akkadian, they must have known what 
they were doing, and thus the all-embracing use of z-containing signs 
at Nuzi turns out to be a matter of orthography rather than the result 
of phonetic misunderstanding of Akkadian sibilants by the Hurrian 
populace. These rules apply to Nuzi orthography in the main, but 
there can be found exceptional instances in which 8 seems to be ex
pressed by s-containing signs.105 That this intrusive trend took root in 
the early scribal period is evident in B-8u = bts8u, "his house" 
(JEN 570:20).1o& 

Nevertheless, it becomes obvious now thatz-containing signs rather 
than so-called 8-containing signs at N uzi provide the medium par 
excellence for expressing s, a phoneme in Hurrian as well as in Akka
dian. Confirmation of this state of affairs is amply provided in the 
Nippur documents, where, for the most part, s-containing signs rather 
than z-containing signs are employed to portray 8. The actual charac
ter of the sibilant in the Nuzi name written Ka4-11i-iz-za101 is revealed 
as 8 by the Nippur scribes, who are the most reliable as far as por
trayal of actual phonetic results is concerned. They write Ka-ni-i8-8i 
(CB 3473 A 3), which imposes the reading Ka4-ni-i8-sd for the Nuzi 
writing. There are many Nuzi names in which suffixal formations in
volving 88 are expressed exclusively by z-containing signs.108 In Nip
pur this suffix is generally written with 8. The pertinent examples are 
A-gi-is-si (BE, XV, No. 190 ii 31; PBS, II, Part 2, No. 11 :7), Bn-na
as-si (CBS A3), Ka-ni-is-si (already cited), Ki-ir-ma/ba-as-si (CBS 
3474), Pa-pa-as-si (CBS 3474), Ta-gu-(us)-si (CBS 3474). Additional 
comparisons of this sort change, e.g., Nuzi Ki-iz-zu•o• to Ki-i8-su, 

'"E.g .• In the different wriUngs of the name Parlallua (800 Derkooz, N DA. p. 62). All 
the Mme. the question of sibilants in Nuzl Is to be reappr~l. probably along th6 lines 
sot forth by Ooetze, Language. X IV (1938). 136 f .. with regard to Nuzl, and recently In 
La11guaoe. XVII (1941). 128 f. and n. 15 and pp. 168 f., with regard to conventions In 
writing in tho Amarna letters. 

'"Written by th6 unknown Akkadian member of tho early scribal group at Nuzl (see 
•·Early Scribes,'" p. 171). 

'" JEN 360:2, 7, 10 If. 

"'For examples, 800 Oppenheim, WZK .V, XLIV. 206. 

'" AASOR. XVI, 20:20. 
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Pa-az-zi-ia11o to Pa-as-8!-ia, Zi-iz-zi-ia111 to Si-i8-st-ia, and Zu-un-na111 

to Su-un-na, for their respective Nippur occurrences are written 
Ki-i8-8i (CBS 11683), rpa-as-si\ (BE, XIV, No. 112: 15), Si-i8-si 
(BE, XIV, No. 19:13, and XV, 'o. 198:5), and Si-is-si-ia (BE, XIV, 
No.19:65) and Su-un-na (CBS 3480). As observed before,tu the Nuzi 
name ordinarily taken as Zil-teMup is rendered as Si-il-te-sub (PBS, 
II, Part 2, No. 84:41, and CBS 3480), indicating, of course, that the 
Hurrian root in question is sil throughout, but not zil. Likewise the 
Nuzi names previously understood by the writer and others to be 
Zike114 and Zikipa116 turn out to be actually Sike and Sikipa, for they 
appear in Nippur as Si-ge (PBS, II, Part 2, Nos. 13:45; 84:20, 39; 
132:32; BE, XIV, No. 138:3, and XV, No. 198:25) and Si-gi-ba 
(CBS 11869). The name written 1A-zu-e (G 76: 6) at Nuzi expresses 
underlying 1A8sue, a pronunciation revealed by 1As-su-me (PBS, II, 
Part 2, No. 111:3, and CBS 3638). 

Obviously z whenever encountered in the Mari material and in the 
Hurrian names from Ch.B. is to be read circumspectly, since readings 
with 8 now are not only possible but probable. As already observed 
in Part II, 8 perhaps properly written with sx makes its appearance 
in Ch.B. 'lfa-zi-ib-si-mi-ga. In Mari properly written 8 occurs in i~ 
(Mari 5:1, 5), i-8u-di-is (Mari 5:6), and ma-rtHa (Mari 5:15). 
That such usage is unusual is indicated by the fact that these writ
ings occur in only one of the six texts concerned, and attest, there
fore, the style of a particular scribe. Moreover, the system of writ
ing which clearly distinguished between s and z or ~ did not be
come commonplace until the Kassite period. Being sparse and am
biguous, this evidence provides no reliable means for reaching final 
judgments on Ilurrian 8 other than its phonemic existence in Hurrian. 
The proper time has not yet come to judge whether or not it became 
voiced asz under the appropriate phonetic conditions. What is known 
is the interchange of initial Hurrian § with it discussed in Part II of 

'".fEN 5:28 et paui.n. Ocnoalogy ImPOses the reading < Pa>·<>s-d -ia for JEN 418:28. 

"' JEN 482: ill. 30. Thll appll08. no doubt. to tho city name wraten Zi-iz-:a. or, better, 
Si-i•·•d,ln the Nuzl tabl6ts and the Identically written name element. Both must be Siua. 

m HSS, V, 16:22, 34. "'"Early Scribes,'' p. 177. n. 66. 

, .. Generally written Sl-h(o•) at Nuzl. where It Is very common (see, e.g., JEN 
46:2, 10 If.). 

wvartou.sly written Si-ki-pa and Si-J:i-p6 (JEN 636:6. s. 91f.). 
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this article. The clue to this and other related problems no doubt lies 
in the Hurrian written in the alphabetic texts at Ugarit, where s, z, and 
perhaps ~ oecur.111 However, comparisons of the words in which they 
occur with known Hurrian words are not at band, and thus this very 
fruitful study must await a later date. 

v 
Despite lack of information about this interesting phoneme s, the 

stage must be set for a survey to determine the phonetic effect of 
Hurrian consonants when they are contiguous. When the pattern was 
first discovered, it was observed that stops were voiceless after Uga
rit 0.117 But 0 and its counterpart, s, in Hurrian written by Akkadian 
scribes, have been found in this article to represent the voiceless aspect 
of the sibilant represented by the Hurrians as 8. The observation al
luded to above concerning the voiceless stops after 8 can now be stated 
in another way. That is, when any two pattern consonants occur to
gether, both are voiceless. 

Beginning with the Ugarit consonantal clusters involving 8, 8k oc
curs in 8u8k (RS 4:22, 49:2, 6, and 372 B 8) and in Ow8k (RS 34+45: 2, 
12, 14) which have long since been identified with the name of the 
Hurrian goddess Sau§ka.118 The voiceless cluster 8t is to be found in 
'a8tb[n] (RS 4: 55), 'aOtbnm (RS 4: 56), and 'a8tbnzr (RS 4: 58), all 
based on Hurrian aS't;ut in 'Aotb (RS 4:29, 31) and 'A8tbd (RS 50 rev. 
3), representing the Hurrian deity AStapi;'to and perhaps in tnOl (RS 
7: 11- 12), possibly representing the Hurrian verbal form •tanalta.m 
To be discounted perhaps is g8bp (RS 4: 61), which has been tentative
ly associated with Hurrian k.dbi.1n 

'"See Speiser, J AOS, LVIII, 177, and von Brandensteln, ZDMG, XOI, 676f. 
Ill Frledrleb, A11. Or., XII, 131; von Brandenstel.n, ZDAIG, XOI, 674. 
m By Hroznt, A Or, IV, 127, n. 1; H. Bauer, OLZ, XXXVII (1934), 476. 
lat Soo von Brandensteln, ZDMG, XOI, 567 t., and ZA (NF), XII, 113. 
'" Soo Hroznt, A Or, IV, 123. ua Ct. ta-a-na-41-to(du)-en (Tul. lv 16). 
1n By von Brandensteln, ZDMG, XOI, 569. Tbe Initial voiced stop vlolatee tbo con

sonantal pattern, wbllo In tbe Ob.B. name element -k•-•i-beln .§a-du-um-ke-tl·b• tho &top 
ln question conforms to pattern. Under tbeso elreumstances It lookB M lr tho o In the RS 
occurrence under study 1.8 actually a word-<llvidor. Renee a word lbp 18 possibly at Issue. 
Spelaer (Language, XVI, 332) IIS4l6 of&P M evidence tor MPiratlon or llurrla.n &tope. To 
tltls be couples von Brandensteln's a.s:sortion, unconfirmed by eltatlon or reference, that 
kd&i occurs with lnltlal /lin an unpublished text trom BogazkOy. Althoucb tile writer b&
Ueves tbat aspirated stops are by no means In! possible In Hurrlan, be does not, tor one, teel 
that tbe doubttul Ucartt qi/IP and the purported but unclted torm b•l&i conslltute ad&
quate evidence. 
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Similar evidence is yielded by Akkadian renditions of Hurrian, viz., 
Nippur A-ln,.,.u&-ki (BE, XIV, Nos. 58:34,60:17, 62:6), Ch.B. A-re
M-ka-an, 1A8-tu-a-ta-na ( =1AStua-tanna), 1A8-tu-e, and 'A8-tu-za-ar 
( = 1AStu-&ar), and Nippur As-tar-til-la (CBS 3480) ( = AStar-tilla). 
Here the voicelessness of sk and st is beyond question. In regard to the 
latter the same is confirmed by a1-ti-ni-i8 (Marl 4:25), lJ,a~za-aS-ta-ri 
(Mari 3:18, 19), mi-i8-ta-~tt-U8 (Mari 6:4), pf.!-8i-i8-ti-di-en (Mari 
5: 17). 

Voiceless 8 occurs immediately adjacent to other consonants pre
sumably voiceless also in [ .... -a]b-8u-Ui-lJ,i-ni-el (Mari 4 :23), ak-
8um (Mari 3: 26), ktt...St,.,.uk-se-en (Mari 1 : 11), al-{J.u-u[n] (Mari 6: 14), 
u8-{J.a-lu-ru-um (Ma.ri 4: 26), [ ... . ]-ti-ip-sa-ri (Mari 6: 7). In personal 
names the same occurs in Ch.B. Na-wa-ar-ni-iS-ye ( =Nawar-niSbe), 
Sa-du-um-ke-e8-be, and 1Sa-zu-um-ke-e8-be ( = Satum-kesbe and per
haps 1Sasum-kesbe, respectively). 

Ch.B. Ap-sa-am may perhaps be included, but at present the writer 
is not competent to deal with it, for here the Hurrian sibilants, not s, 
is concerned, the Hurrian root being aps.1u Whether or not the change 
to sis a Hurrian matter, the root seems to be correctly understood in 
Ch.B. 'Si-in-a.p-zefs~. Incomplete knowledge of s postpones discus
sion of the problem. 

The same effect is revealed in the case of Ugarit p{J., a voiceless 
combination exemplified by Pzzp!J. (RS 4:35, 37) and PzzpO,nd (RS 50 
obv. 5), which represent the deity WiWSap\)i.114 

Difference in voicing of consonants performing identical morpho
logical functions under varying phonetic circumstances is well illus
trated in RS 50. This document is concerned with offerings made to 
Hurrian deities and calls for expression of the dative concept. It is 
not surprising, therefore, to find that the Hurrian postposition -ta, 
"to," appears after the name of each deity. Since these god-names end 
in vowels, Hurrian -ta is expressed by -d, showing that the phonetic 
result was -da. In obverse, line 9, of this very text Hurrian -ta does 

111 AB In ap-[tu[-u-ia nnd ap-tu-lo-a-ul-la-ma-an (Tu§. lv 63). But In Bogazk6y ap.Ji
ur-ra (K U B. XXVII. 42 obv. 30) l\Od ap-h·n•-w•, (K U B, XXVII, 38 li 22) are puzzling, 
Implying perhaps a •/f variation or contusion on the par' or Hittite scribes ot tbe two Hur
rlan sibilants, respectively known M • and '· 

1u Frledrleb (J110. Or .. Xll. 131) observed tha' p was voiceless beside~ In tbe Ugarlt 
occurrence or thll divine name. 
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not occur after a vowel but after 0 in lJdnet bdlrO[t), which in Hurrian 
is lJtdenalta lJuiellurralta, "to the lJule-[Jtdelure gods."1u But here it is 
written t, not d, for the phonetic result was-ta. The suffixal formation 
-tukku appears in 8a-cl-lJu-du-uk-ku (Mari 6: 8), where the dental is 
voiced as a result of its intervocalic position. In the next line it ap
pears as ak-lu-uk-ku, in which it becomes unvoiced presumably along 
with the immediately preceding k. In his earlier article126 the writer 
demonstrated the same sort of phenomenon in the vagaries of -te, the 
shortened form of the theophorous element -tessuh at Nippur. With 
the resultant loss of the pause between elements it became -de under 
pattern conditions. But in the name Il-ftap/ b-ip-te (CBS 4574), a 
shortened form of * I l!;ip-tessub, it resumed its normal voiceless char
acter. Presumably the preceding formative p did the same. The writ
er alluded also to the behavior of the suffixal formation -tien127 as il
lustrated by lJa-tu-di-en (Mari 5: 19) and /,;i-ip-ti-en in the following 
line. Voiceless k after p, which presumably is also voiceless, occurs, 
incidentally, in Ch.B. N a-wa-ar-tu-up-ke ( = N awar-tupke) and Tu
ttp-f..:i-la-na ( = Tupki-tanna). 

With regard to the matter of contiguous voiceless consonants, cer
tain deviations may be possible, as in lbig (RS 4:36), which smacks 
very much of Hurrian luptu!Je, "the one of Lupti." Nevertheless, in 
the majority of instances in which ~wo consonants are encountered in 
the Ugarit texts, both consonants are represented as voiceless. The 
testimony from Akkadian scribes provides quite complementary evi
dence to support this view. Obviously this new law concerning the 
voicelessness of contiguous consonants is identical with the one con
cerning the voicelessness of double consonants which merely reflects 
instances in which contiguous consonants happen to be similar. Thus 
the consonantal pattern can be described very simply as one in which 
consonants are voiceless when initial and contiguous, but voiced when 
occurring singly after vowels and adjacent to sonants. With the ex
ception of the sibilant known as 8, they have an inclination to become 
voiced when final. A much simpler way of describing the situation is 
to amend the observation Bork made on stops long ago1t8 and apply it 

••Thlil peint was noted by von Brandenstein, ZDMG, XCI. 674. 
• IK"Early Scribes," p. 179. 

.., Ibid., p. 185, n. 112. "'Die Milani• pratAt, p. 9. 
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to Hurria.n consonants in general, for voicing of consonants had noth
ing to do with the Hurrian phonemic system. To all intents and pur
poses they were essentially voiceless. As already observed, 1" the Hur
rians seem to have pictured all Akkadian stops as voiceless. Accord
ingly, unless aspiration is to be considered, their system phonemically 
had only one set of consonants. Under this guise the Hurrian con
sonantal system is not unusual, for it finds parallels in other lan
guages.130 

VI 

By way of conclusion the writer departs from the field of fact to 
that of hypothesis in an attempt to explain the relationship between 
Hurrian and Hittite writing. Since the Hurrians were geographically 
situated between Hittite Asia Minor and Akkadian Mesopotamia, 
which was the source of culture, they presumably may have provided 
a channel through which Akkadian culture was transmitted to l:Jatti. 
Accordingly, it may very well have been through them that the Akka
dian syllabary came to the Hittites. 

If this is what happened, it can be assumed that distinction between 
voiced and voiceless consonants, customary in Indo-European lan
guages, was felt also in Hittite. The Hurrian consonantal system being 
what it was, the syllabary would have been one in which this distinc
tion was ignored in the script. For instance, the signs GA, KA, and QA 

would all three have been represented to the Hittites as having essen-

'" AF. in the case or the XuzlllCI'Ibe Al.al-t~up (see "Early Scribes," p. 185) . 

,,. Or. Sachs recallod to the wrlt.er's attention Sapir's Important artlcl~. "Sound Pat.
t.erns in Language," L<Jnguogt . l (1025), 37-51, In which among the items studied there Is 
revealed a situation quito comt>arable to the one demonstrated in the present article. This 
involves. among other mattonl, Upper Chinook. a language charact-erized by consonants 
whJch are prlmarlly either voiceless or Mplrated. Voicing or the unMpirated coUBOnantM 
occurred under practically the same pMt.ern cendillons Min Burrlan without being notlcod 
by the speakers or tho language concerned (800 ibid .. pp, o\2-44.). The same phenomenon 
becomes quite obvious to one who reads L. Bloomllcld's article "On the Sound-System or 
Central Algonquin." IAsnouoge, I (1025), 130-.'>6. Soo also Bloomlleld's Language (New 
York, 1933). pp. 82 r. '1'hat the consonantal pattern or the Hurrlan type is no uncommon 
phenomenon Is nttellted by IUJ appearance in Dravidian languages (see G. W. Bro'Wtl. J AOS 
L (1930). 279 f.), where It appears to be a modern development; see, e.g., Speiser In Lan
guage. XVI (1940). 339. n. 69, who refon1 to "Linguistic Survey or India IV," p. 288. The 
writer ftnds theso paranoia most welcome; they suggest that Hurrian too may have had 
Mpirated M wen as voiceless stol)ll. As in the Dravidian languages, the st.op-pattern may 
very well have been a tranBitory phMe in the development or Burrian and related lan
guages. Naturally, the coMOnantal pattern must be considered as a sporadically occurring 
11ngulstic development rather than 118 evidence or genetic relationship or lbe languages In 
which n Is ob6ervable. 
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tially the value ka. In addition, the Hittites, speaking an Indo-Eu
ropean language, may have readily perceived that these three signs 
had the value ga when following vowels. This would have permitted 
them to use these signs ambiguously in this regard. When OA, KA, and 
QA occurred after signs ending in k, resulting in intervocalic double k, 
the Indo-European Hittites, like the Semites, probably understood 
the effect as a single voiceless sound and not always as the intended 
lengthened sound. Accordingly, they would have been misled to be
lieve that voiceless consonants had to be written double as digraphs. 
The Akkadian syllabary as utilized by the Hittites for expressing their 
language conforms to this hypothesis. As is well known, distinction in 
voice is an equivocal issue as far as the individual signs arc concerned. 
However, as has been observed, many instances of double writings of 
stops and perhaps of other con,sonants in Hittite correspond quite 
regularly to single Indo-European voiceless sounds.131 

Since this hypothesis is based only on inferential grounds, it stands 
in need of documentary proof, which may or may not come to light. 
Moreover, it is also quite possible that others may demonstrate it to 
be incorrect. Therefore the writer, who has an aversion toward so
called "predictions," presents it only as an idea which he strongly be
lieves in for the present. More important than this theory is the factu
ally demonstrable Hurrian consonantal pattern, which is the imme
diate purport of this paper and which the writer places at the service 
of those engaged in Hurrian studies.112 

ORIENTAL I NSTITUTE 

UNIVERSITY OP CHICAGO 

"'For asummaryoftheproblem, see E. H. Sturtevant. A Comparolite Grommar o/the 
1/ittite Language (Phlladelphia, 1933), pp. 74-86, and hl8 confirmatory evidence In Lort· 
gunge, XVI (1940), 81-87. See also nn. 60 and 61 In the present article. where IHs oollevod 
that lin Hurrlan writing mlgM even express a slbUant with • &nd • 118 the respective non
phonemic phases. 

"'The concltL,Ions reached In the foregoing article conftlct with certain views expoundod 
by Professor 1!:. A. Spelser,ln Language. XVI. 319-40,in an arUclo dedicated to tho thesis 
that double writings in Hurrlan texts were dlgraphJJ expressing single volccl088 consonants. 
Tho writer. on tho other hand. holds that, since dllference ln voice WM not phonemic In 
Hurrlan, double consonants In Hurrlan writing were simply a direct expr0881on or double 
con80nantsin speech and hence voiceless like any other Hurrian oon80nantat cluster. The 
reader Is advised to read Professor Speiser's arUcle to see the other side or tbe quesUon. 

THE ORIE TAL I STITUTE ARCHEOLOGICAL 
REPORT 0 THE NEAR EAST, 1941 

CompUed by 

GEORGE R. HuGHES (Egypt and Nubia) 
JosEPH P. FREE (Palestine, TransjGrdan, Syria, Cyprus) 

WALDO H. DoBBERSTEIN (Turkey, Iraq, Iran, India, U.S.S.R.) 

EGYPT AND NUBIA 

Abusir (in the Delta). Department of Antiquities 
Excavations and restorations begun in 1937 (AJSL, LV, No.4 (October, 

1938), 426) on the ancient sites of Plinthin~ and Taposiris, 40 kilometers west 
of Alexandria, were continued in l!l40. The great tower, octagonal at the bot
tom and cylindrical at the top, has been completely restored from near ruin. 
The stairway in the octagon and the spiral staircase in the top are now rebuilt 
and show the means of access to the summit. Once thought to be a funerary 
monument, the tower seems clearly to have been a lighthouse. It is the only 
building of its kind extant in Egypt and may indicate what the great Pharos 
of Alexandria was like. The cemetery around it has proven on excavation to 
be of earlier date than the tower. 

The excavation of the so-called "Temple of Osiris" was also continued. The 
building now appears to have been something like a convent with small cells 
about a central chapel. Pottery found under the Boor of one cell points to a 
date at the earliest Hellenistic for the founding of the building. 

From a Deparlmen~ of Antlqullles releaae. 

Alexandria. Alexandria Graeco-&man Museum 
In March, 1941, Alan Rowe discovered the richly ornamented body of a 

young woman in the Alexandria catacombs. The skull contained the gold 
tongue and eyes inserted at burial, and on the body were various rosettes, two 
necklaces, and fingern(\il coverings, all of gold. The catacombs, first discov
ered in 1900, date from the second century of our era. 

NtV> York Timu , March 30, 104·1. 

Antinoe (Sheikh cAMdeh). Royal U11ivmity of Florence 
In May, 1940, the expedition continued soundings in the mound west of the 

northern cemetery, and further explored the temple of Ramses II. The sound
ings were in rubbish, hence no buildings were unearthed; objects of domestic 
use were, however, numerous. Many fragments and several small rolls of 
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papyrus were recovered. The late cemetery in the natural sand under the 
mound showed only very poor burials containing no coffins. 

The excavation of the Ramses temple continued on the north and south 
sides and to the back, where the sanctuary must have been. The temple ap
pears to have bad a crypt added later. The entrance was in the angle of the 
south tower of the pylon. The crypt went down about 7 meters and con
sisted of a narrow passage, now below water level, which ran out in front of 
the temple under the court. 

Some of the stone and mud-brick waUs of a private house of Christian 
times now stand in the sanctuary area. Only here and there did the traces of 
walls and pavements of older buildings appear. However, these traces fur
nished more reused blocks bearing the cartouches of Ikhnaton (cf. AJSL, 
LVI, No. 4 [October, 1939], 423). The titles of the Aton arc of the earlier 
type, showing that the original building was built early in lkhnaton's reign. 
One door jamb has been reconstructed. The area also yielded several figures 
of deities and kings from Ramses II's time. 

From a Department ot Antiquities release. 

(Edfu). L' I nslittd Fratl{ais d' Archeologie Orienlale and Unit>eraity of IV arsaw 
K. l\llchalowskl tt o.l .. T<ll Ed/ou 19$8 ("Foullles Franco-Polonalses. Rapper~<!," 

Tome II, l"asc. 2 (Le Caire, 1939)). This section Is by J. Salnt.o Faro Garnot on the 
Pbaranolc necropolis. 

Emile Cbaaslna.t, L• Jf~>mmiri d'Edfo,. (")l6molres 000 de l'IMtltut Fran~als •oo ," 

Tome XVI, Fase. 2(LeCalre, 1939)). 

(.lla'CJ$ara). Egyptian Museum in Stcckholm 

In March, 1937, the Swedish expedition which had boon working at Abii 
Ghalib opened six tombs at this site 20 kilometers south of Cairo. Five of 
these shaft graves had been plundered, two of them recently, but the broken 
pottery recovered dates them to the beginning of the Old Kingdom. The 
sixth, a pit grave mud-brick lined and stone covered, was intact. It furnished 
numerous fine examples of red and gray pottery and a few alabaster and slate 
bowls. These are definitively published by the excavator. 

HJalmar Lllrscn, "Tomb Six at l\laasara: An Egypllan Second Dynasty Tomb." 
Aetl.ll.lrc~atologieG. XI. Fasc. 1-2 (1940), 103-24. 

Nekheb (el-Kab). La Fondalion Egypwlogique Reine Elieol>eth 
Joan Oapart, "Un dllpOt de rondatlon sous le sanctualro," Chronique d' Equvtt, No. 30 

(July, 1940). pp. 205-10. The deoosit is that or the last sanctuary or Nokhbot. Tho vases 
compare only with Achaomonid oott.ery found at Susa. Therostorcrohhosanctuary mus~ 
havo boon a king or the Persian dynasty. 

(Sakkarah). Department of Antiquities 
Work was continued in 1939-40 in the area between the Step Pyramid and 

th~ pyramid of Unis. The clearing of the causeway of Unis resulted in the 
finding of blocks bearing interesting reliefs, including a famine scene. Mast&-
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bas have boon uncovered to the south of the causeway and others near that of 
Idut south of the Zoser inclosure. 

In the burial chamber of one mud-brick mastaba south of the causeway 
was found a very unusual false door of acacia measuring 2 meters high by 1.50 
meters wide. The mastaba is older than the causeway, for the building of the 
latter resulted in ita being covered up. The burial chamber was otherwise 
empty, and the other rooms appeared inferior in workmanship. The false door 
was excellently preserved and has boon moved to the Cairo Museum. The 
deeply cut hieroglyphs and the figures in low relief present the deceased Ika, a 
high functionary, his wife, Imerit, and twelve other members of his family. 

Close to the funerary temple of Unis the excavators came upon the mastaba 
of a Queen Nebet, whom they believe to have boon the wife of Unis. The 
rooms are large and the stone is of the best quality from the Tura quarries. 
The whole is richly sculptured and the figures and inscriptions are on an 
unusually large scale. 

Another complete mastaba proved to belong to a vizier Mehu who lived 
under the first three kings of the Sixth Dynasty. Unpublished evidence is said 
to prove that Mehu was the grandson of Unis. The inscriptions show that he 
was married to two royal ladies. lie must have been a great landowner, for 
forty estates are represented as contributing to his offerings. The entire tomb 
is in perfect preservation, even to the colors on the walls. The scenes present 
some hitherto unfamiliar subject matter in addition to the more common. 
One of the false doors is a single piece of limestone 3.1 meters high by 2.05 
meters wide. It is painted dark red, as are the limestone roofs of the cham
bers, in imitation of red granite. The incised figures and hieroglyphs on it are 
painted yellow to simulate gold. 

ILl\' , September 28, 1910, pp 412 t .; CAro11iqutd" BIIIIJ?It, No. 30 (July, 1940), pp. 211 r. 

(Sakkarah) 
Lucienne Epron. Lt TombtGu dt Ti ("~l~molres oo• de l'Institut FTanca,ls ... ,"Tome 

LXV, Fasc. I (Le Caire, 19391). 

(Semneh) 
Hermann Orapow, "Ole lnschrl!t dcr Ktlnlg!n Katlmala am Tempel von Semne," 

Z.-IS, LXXVI ( 1940), 24-41 and Pis. 11, III . 

Tanis ($an el-l.! agar). La Mission Ji'ranfaiee de Tanis 
On tho tombs or Kings t>susonnes and A rnenemope previously reported see also J B A, 

XXVI (February, 1941), 162: Chroniqu• d' Eg~pte, No. 30 (July, 1940), pp. 212-14: 
Sci•11tific "'"'tricl.ln, January, 1941, p. 27. 

Thebu (Deir el-Medlneh). L'Imtitut Fran~ais d'Archeologie Orientale du Caire 
Clearance of the ares north and east of the Ptolemaic inclosure wall added 

other smaU chapels dedicated by cemetery workmen to the forty or so previ
ously found (cf. AJ SL, LVI, No.4 [October, 1939], 427). The most imposing 
to the north were one dedicated under Seti I to Amon and Hathor and another 
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dedicated ro the deified Amenhotep I and Nefretiri. To the east was a large 
chapel of the reign of Ramses II. Among the chapels were found part.s of the 
large statues which once adorned them as well as frsgment.s of steles, offering 
tables, ostraca, papyri, and other objects. 

IBA, XXVI (February, 1941), 162. Publlcatlonsotprevlous work : Bernard Bruyere. 
Rapport"" lufovillu de Deir el Jlldi"d (JU.f-1986), Trol.sleme partie: L• Villagt, lu 
dldorgu publiquu, Ia tlolio" de repo• du eol de 14 •<>IU• d., roio ("Foulllee de l'lnslltu~ 
F'nl.ncau ... du Caire," Tome XVI [LeCalre,l939)); Jaroslav Cern!~, Catologw• du o•lrota 
4ilraliqwu """ lilllrairu de Deir d Mldi,.tlt. (No•. !41 d 339), Tome IY ("Document• de 
touUies del'lMtltut Francais ... du Caire," Tome VI [Le Caire, 1939)). 

Thebe8 (Karnak). L'Institl.d Fra~is d'Archeclogie Orientale du Caire 
!laving relinquished the Madamiid concession, the French Institute began 

excavation of the temple of Montu at Karnak. Traces have been found of a 
temple dedicated by Amenhotep III ro Amon. Under the pavement appeared 
blocks deriving from a square-pillared monument of Amenhotep II and others 
bearing geographical inscriptions from a temple of Amenhotep I. Important 
finds included a seared statue of Amon holding a kneeling figure of Amenhotep 
III in the costume of the Sed festival, ·and part of a stele of llaremhab dealing 
with the resroration of Theban temples. Montu does not appear until much 
later times, commonly on POOiemaic blocks. Among these latter was one bear
ing a relief of the sacred bull of Montu. 

IS A, XXVI (February, 1941), 161 t. 

Thebes (Medinet Holm). Oriental Institute, Unirersity of Chicago 
Uvo HOlscher, TA• Eze<>aolio,. of Jlcdi11tl Habu, Vol. III : TA• Mor1uor11 Tuoplt of 

Roouulll, Part I ("OIP,"Vol. LIV (0hlcago,l941(); Uvo HOlscher. "Oessodekoratlonen, 
lntamen und Kacbelbekleldungen In :IIedlne' Babu," ZAS, LXXVI (1940), 41-45. 

Thebes (Sheikh <Abd e/..QtmUJ.) 
Nina M and N. de 0. Davfes, " The Tomb or Amenemoll! (No. 89) ''Thebes," 1 B A, 

XXVI (February, 1941), 131-36 and Pis. XXII- XXV. 

Thebes (Qurnat Murr<ai). Department of Antiquities 
Under the direction of Baraize the romb of Amenhotep III's well-known 

viceroy of Nubia, Mermose, was cleared. In it was discovered an anthropoid 
coffin on its sledge, both of granite. 

IBA, XXVI (February, 1941), 162. 

PALESTINE 
General 

Orace l\1, Crowfoot. "Some Censer Types from Palestine," PEQ, Octobor, 1040, pp. 
16<Hl3. 

Bethel (Beiltn) 
W. Ross questions whether Beltln Is the Bethel or Jeroboant . He acknowledges that It 

Ia undoubtedly the Bethel ot Jaoob's dream but points out that another Bethel Ia men
tioned In the Bible (Betbuel) and that there might be several Bethels . See p BQ, January, 
t94i, pp. 2Z..27. 
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Beth Shan (Bmdn) 
Alan Rowe. TAe Pour Cooaanilt Ttmpltl of BtiA·•Aa,., Part 1: TAt Tutplu a"d Cull 

Object• (Phlladelphla, 1940) 
The Palestine Arehaeolo«lcal )1 u.eeum bas recently purchased a small bone tablet, 

found on the east side or Betsan. representln3 a seven-branched candlestick with tour 
other Jewish symbols. See Bl PBS. Vol . YIII, ~o. 1 (1940) (English summary). 

Beth She<arim (Sheikh Abreiq). Jewish Palestine Exploration Society 
For a r6flum6 ot the fourth seMOn see Nelson Glueck In AI A, XLV, No.1 (January

)farch, 1941), 116. According to Benjamin :Malsler, It bas now been possible to distin
guish at Sheikh Abrelq tour separate periods ot occupation. extending from the first to 
the fourth centuries •.o. Also soe Polutint RnieiD, Augus~ 2, 1940, p. 71; AISL, LVII 
(1940), 190, 323. 

Jerusalem 
R. W. Hamilron reports on three soundings in the area of the North Wall. 

Sounding A, at the west rower of the Damascus Gate, revealed two building 
periods, the second falling between the foundation of Aelia Capirolina and a 
probable repair of the curtain wall in or before the fourth century A.D. Sound
ing B, just ro the east of Herod's Gate, confirmed the sequence of pottery 
types observed in A and also repeated the evidence for a construction in the 
third or early fourth century. The pottery also indicated a reconstruction of 
the wall in the sixth or seventh century A.D. Sounding C, just w the west of 
Herod's Gate, revealed two distinct lines of fortifications at this point, one 
represented by the present wall and its projecting rower, and the other by a 
rock scarp, which still carries the remains of masonry superstructures some 9 
meters farther north. As at.B, there is no evidence of a wall that could have 
belonged ro any city earlier than Aelia Capitolina. 

See R . W . Hamilton, " Excavations against the Xorth Wall ot Jerusalem, 1937-38," 
QDAP, X, No. I ( 1940), 1-54. 

In August, 1940, a few large building stones were discovered during the 
construction of a new road just behind the property of the American School of 
Oriental Research in Jerusalem. Since these srones were located on a line 
directly east of the easternmost part of the Third Wall of Jerusalem which had 
been previously traced, the importance of the find was immediately evident, 
and the late C. S. Fisher and E. L. Sukenik immediately undertook a joint 
excavation in this area. A new stretch of city wall, 23 meters long and 4 
meters wide, rogether with a rower about 12 meters long and 9 meters wide, 
was exposed. Some 140 meters farther east another rower, about 20 by 8 
meters, has been discovered, thus extending the rotal explored length of the 
Agrippan Wall to nearly 800 meters. 

W. F. AJhrlgM, "New Light on tho Walls ot Jerusalem In the New Testament Age," 
BASOR, No. 81, p. IO.and No. 83 (In prces). Also Glueck In AI A, XLV, No.1 (January
March, 1941), 116. 

Kinnereth 
Nelson Glueck, In AI A, XLV. No . 1 (January-Marcb,t941). 116,re))Ortstha~ln July. 

1940, BenJamin Malsler, on behalf or the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society, undertook 
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t. small excr.vatlon at Klnnereth, close to Kblrbet Kerak on tbe Lake or Oalllee. A gr&vo 
was round containing seventy unbroken \'essels. bundnlds or beads, t.nd omtw~enta or gold. 
bronze, t.nd semlprecloUB stones. Maisler assigns the POtWy to the middle or the Early 
Bronze Age, that Is, to about 2500 a.c. 

Lachuh ('fell ed,.Duweir). Wellcome-Jfarston Archaeolcgical Research Expedi
tion to the .Vear East 
Loc~ith 11 (Ttll ed-Du~eeir) The Poue Templt, by Olg& Tutnell, Charles B . Inge, and 

Lankester Barding (1940). D. Winton Thomas in PEQ, October, 1940, pp. 148-49, QUOII
~Ions whether Ostrakon IV &etually demonstrates that Tell ed-Duwelr Is Laehlsb. A 
serlos or pWiologlet.l notes on the epigraphic material discovered at Tell od-Duwolr and 
Its bearing on the Bible Is given by D. S. ~fahhub in Bible Document a' Nottt 1- 1 V (Lon
don. 1939). David Dlrlnger published some known and unknown Inscriptions rrom Lachlsh 
In PBQ. April, 1941, PI>- 3&-.56. Also see B. L. Ginsberg, "L&Chlsh Ostraca Now and 
Old," BASOR. No. 80, pp. 10-13;W. F. Albright, "The LacWsh Letters after Five Years," 
BASOR, No. 82, pp. 18- 24. 

L'IJdda 
BJ PHS. Vol. VTII. No. 1 (1940) (English summary) reports tho finding. on the north

wo.<Jtern outskirts or the ancient site or Lydda, or a small tombstone bearing what Is 
bolloved to bo t1 Samaritan Inscription. 

Megiddo (Tell el-Mutesellim). Orienial Instittde, Univmity of Chicago 
J . W. Crowfoot In PEQ , October,l940. pp. 132-47. suggests that thestablesofStratum 

IV belong to Ahab and not to Solomon. Be bases his &rg~~ment on the similarity or the 
masonry to that or the Omri and Ahab palaces at S&marla. and also on the chronological 
sequence or the strata, which seem to fit more smoothly Into the historical background It 
the stables are put In the period of Ahab. Be gives a revised chronology ror Strat& II I, IV. 
t.nd v. 
Jfizpah (Tell en-N~h). Palestine Institute of ArchaeoltJgy of the Pacific 

School of Religion 
J06eph Carson Wampler, "Three Cistern Groups from Tell en-Nasbeh," BASOR. 

No. 82. pp. 26-43. 

(Nablra) 
W . R. Taylor, "A New Samaritan Inscription," BASOR. No. 81, pp. 1-6. This ln

IICI'!pllon, exvo-1 after heavy rains in 1935 on the m&1n ro&d at N&blus, Is assigned to the 
third- fourth century and furnishes &SSistance In determining the chronological relatlooa 
or other early Samaritan Inscriptions. 

(Tell ej..Jertsheh). Hebrew Unitv:rsity in Jerusalem 
J. Ory, "A Late Bronze Age Tomb &t Tell Jerlsbe," QDAP, X, No.1 (1940), 65-56. 

This Is the Rrst Instance or a LB burial at this site. 

TRANSJORDAN 

Ezion-Geber (Tell el-Kheleifeh) . American School of OrientalResearchinJeru
salem 
The excavation of March-May, 1940, showed further details of the smelt

ing technique at this site. The smelter walls were probably 12 feet high, made 
of bricks laid in complex diagonal cross-patterns. The city itself was protected 
by two separate walls, with a glacis built against each of them and a dry moat 
between. The excavator assigns Period I to the tenth and ninth centuries and 
itS most important phase to the time of King Solomon. Period II is assigned 
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to the ninth century, probably to the reconstruction by Jehoshaphat of 
Judah. Period III is assigned to the eighth century, when it may have been 
reconstructed by Uzziah. Period IV was Edomite, extending from the end of 
the eighth century B.C. to the end of the sixth. ~ot much is left of Period V, 
which lasted from the end of the sixth century to the fourth century B.c. 
Aramaic ostraca were found in this period. Glueck concludes that the cul
tural patterns of Ezion-Geber fit in with East Palestine rather than with West 
Palestine. 

Nelson Glueck, "Tho Tblrd Season at Tell oi-Khclclteh," BASOR, No. 79, pp. 2-18. 
Aug. Boa. In "Archllologlsche Beltrlge zur lsraelltlsch-JUdlschen Geschichte." Biblica, 
XXI, Fasc. 4, 437-45, dlscussos the excr.vatlons &t Ezlon-geber and the Question or Its 
being the biblical site by that name. Soo also Glueck." Ezlon-Oeber: Elah-City or Bricks 
"1th Straw," Biblical .Archatoloqiat, Ill, No. 4 (1940), 51-55; "Ostracr. from Elath," 
BASOR. No. 80, pp. 3- JO, No. 82, pp, 3-11; and "Ezlon-Oeber: 'Singapore' of Solomon," 
A•io. December, 1940, pp. 663-69; W . F . Albright, "Ostraoon No. 6043 from Ezlon
geber." BASOR, No. 82, liP· 11- 15; Charles C. Torrey, "On the Ostracr. from El&th," 
BASOR, No. 82, pp. 16-16. 

Petra 
1\f. A . 1\'lurray and J. 0. Ellis, A Street in P etra (London, 1040): an &ecount or the ox

et.v&tlon or several cavos. 

(Teleilat Ghas81ll). Pontifical Biblical Institute 
R . Koeppel, Teleilot GAouul/1: Co.,plt rendu dta/ouillta dt I'Inalilvl Bibliqvt Porttifi

<al 1931-19118 (Rome, 1040). 

SYRIA 
General 

Jean Sauvage~. "Car&,·anst<ralls syrlens du moyen-&ge," Ara falamico, YII, Part I 
(1940), 1-19: Arable lruicrlptlons trom & number or ~lamelnke et.ravansaries throughou~ 
P&lestlne and Syria. 

Amioch. Princeton Unit'Crsity, BaUimore Jlttseum of Art, Worce8kr Art Jftv 
sewn, and ·'fus~es Na1ionaux de France 
W. A. Campboll. "Tho A!xth Season or Excr.vatlons at Antloch-on-th&-Orontes: 1937." 

AJ A. XLIV (1940), 417-27: an extr&et concerning the development or tbe malo street or 
Antioch. rollowod by & descript ion or several mos&lcs. Also see Christine Alexander, "A 
Mosaic rrom Antioch," BAt M A, XXXV, No. 12 (1940), 244-47. 

Dura-Europus (Sd.lihtyah). Yale Unit>ersity and Academie des Inscriptions et 
Belles-LeUre8 
Clark Hopkins, "'fho Arehltectural DackgrOtmd In the Paintings at Dura-Eurooos," 

AJ A, XLV. No. 1 (January ·March. 194.1), IB-29, compares the background or the Dura
Europus paintings with Roman and Hellenistic patterns and concludes that tbe evidence 
makes it probable that the Hellonlstlc Oreok motives were the dominant element. 

Hamalh (llama). Ny Carlsberg Foundation of Dertmark 
B.lngholt, Rapport prlhminairatur upl CGmpoglltl dt fouillta a Flama ... Surie (19/lt-

19118) (Copenhagen, 1940);800 &ISO .thi4, April, 1941, pp. 199--204. 
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(Jebel KO&eir} 
0 W . :\fcEw&O, "Modelled Pot--Fragments from Jebel KOS5eir, Syria." .lion, XL (No

vember, 1040). 167-69 (No. 193). Also seel\1. E. L. )lallowan, "Note on Modelled Po\
Ftagmenc.a rrom Jebel Kosseir," Mu, XL (1940), 169 (No. 194)· .Mallowan bellevea the 
acene repreaooc.a &Olmals led to saaillce, as on the royal st&Odard at Ur. He da\ea the 
rragments abou~ 2500-2000 a.c. 

Leba rum 
Nelson Glueck In AJ A, XLV, No. 1 (January- March, 1941), 117, repor&a that an 

expedition headed by Rev. Joseph Doherty, S.J., has completed the excavatlon ora pro
historic alto In the Valley or Antellas In Lebanon. A petrUied skeleton and t he well-pre
served skull or a child seven or eight years old, together with Stone Age tools and weapons, 
were round. 

Ras-el-Ain. Marriner Memorial Syrian Expedition: Oriental Institute and Bos
ton Museum of Fine Arts · 
0. W. McEwan. field director, will briefly describe the 1940 SeMOn at Tell Fak.barlyya 

In the rorthoomlng number or this Journal. 

(Sak,e Gozu) 
Elaine Tankard, "The Sculptures or SakJegeuzJ," A. A A, XXVI. Nos. 3-4 (December. 

1939 (pubiL,hed July, 1940)), 86-88. A reinterpretation or the sculp~ures published In 
A A.A. XXI (1934), 37 f!. The writer points out tha~ the artist probably did not carve an 
oblique view or the race or the king but carved In the usual manner. working In two planes 
which are a~ right angles to each other. 

(Tell Atchana). British Mt~.Ut~.m 
Sidney Smith, "Timber and Brick or Masonry Colll!tructlon," PBQ, January, 1911, 

pp 5-10 . 

Ugarit (Ras Shamra). Acadimie des InscriptioTUJ et Belks-LeUres 
C. F A Schaeffer, TAo C•nti/or., Tut1 of R<U-SAuoro-UgOJrol ("Scbwelcb Lecturt'6" 

(19391); also c.li..drtl d• RGI SAomr-Ugarit ("Premlru-e IM!rle" (Paris, 1940)). Scbaelfer 
gi\'OS a description or the detense works and war machines or ancient Ugar!t, based on the 
excavations. In I LN. June 14, 1941, pp. 778-80. Also see w. F. Albright, "Two Le~~«s 
from Ugar!~ (Ras Sbamra)," BASOR, No. 82, pp. 43-49. 

CYPRUS 

0. Emes~ Wright, "The Syro-Palestlnlan Jar from Vounous, Cyprus," PBQ, October 
1040, pp. 154-67. Wright dates the Jar between 2700 and 2500 B.c. For earlier report ace 
PEQ, July, 1939, pp. 162-68, where J. R . Stewart originally published the vase. 

James A. Stewart, "Three Jugs of the Cypriote Iron Age In the Biblical 111 useum, Mel
bourne," Man, XL (October, 1940), 145 and 160 and Pl. K, date.' thls ~ype or Cypriote 
pottery to Cypro-Arcbalc I , In the elgbth~venth centuries u.c. Also see John L. Myres, 
In Man, XL (November, 1940), 169-70. 

John Franklin Daniel, "Prolegomena to the Cypro-Minoan Script," AJ A, XLV, No.2 
(1041), 249-82. 

TURKEY 
General 

Kurt Bittel bas brier reports on recent small Onda or BIUlte materials &Od some un
published museum objects In AreA. An•., LV (1940), 575-81, and also a summary or re
cently round monuments from the Greek and Roman periods (Included are a roller or 
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Jupl~ Dolichenu.s and a damaged stele depleting a warrior In the "late Hittite" atyle),ln 
ibid., pp, 68+-88. Georg Rohde repor&a on another JupiW Oolicbenus stele dated to the 
second or third century A o In ibid., pp. 506-99. Also see Kurt Bittel, "Der Depo&fUnd 
\'On Solol-Pompelopolla," ZA, XL\' 1 ( 1940), 183-205; Albrecht GoetUl, Kiu•,.,.t,.oond 
tAo Problo .. o/llithtoOtoqropA~ ("YaleOrienw Series," Rtttardu, Vol. XXII (New Haven, 
194.0)); P . Jacobethal and A H. l\I. Jones, "A Sliver Find from South-west Asia )lJnor ," 
Journal o/ Ro"'"" Sl•ditl, XXX. Par\ 1 (1940), 16-31. 

(Alaca Huyiik). Turkuh Hutorical Society 
A beautifully illustratAxl report on the work carried on at this sire has been 

made by Hamit Ziibeyr Ko~y. During 1939 the expedition concerned it.seU 
with further clearing in the Hittire remple area and with work in the lower 
levels of the Copper Age. The first cuneiform tablet found at the sire was 
recovered in 1939. 1\vo new tombs are reportAxl from the Copper Age levels. 
A fine long dagger with a golden hilt was found in this area. Two fine statu
ettes with inset eyes are reported: one of copper and one of silver and gold. 
The small objects include rich decorative materials which seem to be related 
to Mesopotamian types but also have parallels in the Kurgans of South 
Russia. 

La Turquio Komali1tt, Nos. 32-40 (Augus~. 1939-December, 1940), pp, 2G-26; AreA. 
A11• .• LV, 656 r. 

Ankara 
A brief survey or recent archeological work in and about Ankara by Hamil ZUbeyr 

KO$&Y, "The Strata or ClvUizatlons In Ankara," LG Turq•it KemO>Iiole, No. 31 (June, 
1939). pp, 13-16. 

(Bozktr) 
At this site in a cave in the midst of the Taurus region Gaffar Totaysalg~r 

discovered most unusual rock reliefs. One scene portrays a horseman with a 
long spear over a prostrate warrior. Another relief shows six rows of animals, 
apparently ibexes, and below them a dog. The style is reminiscent of Mrican 
rock reliefs. There is no comparative material in Asia Minor, and rio date may 
be assigned. 

Kurt Bittel, Arch. An1., LV, 659. 

Byzantium (Istanbul). Byzanlitle Institute 
The Byzantine Institute carried on its work as usual from May to the end 

of December, 1940, in Hagia Sophia in Istanbul. Two life-sized figures were 
found, uncovered, conserved, and partly cleaned on the walkway of the north 
Tympanum wall. One of these figures represents Ignatios of Antioch and the 
other St. John Chrysostom. In the meantime the figures of the Mother of God 
and the Child in the eastern apse were opened to the public. 

Excerpl from le~ter by Thomas Whittemore, July 28, 1941. See also illustrated article 
by Sami Boyar, "Aya Sophia," La Tura•i• Ktmllli•tt, No. 41 (February, 194.1), pp. 13--
21; and A.M. Schneider, AreA. A111., LV, 589-01. 
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(CaQdtn} 
At Cagdm near the Sacur River a relief has been reported. The representa

tion is presumably that of a god with pointed cap and sword and spear. Four 
damaged Hittite hleroglyphic signs appear above the figure, which is dated 
to the eleventh or tenth century B.C. 

AreA. AJU., LV, 566 t. 

(9akal8uyu} 
In the Qakalsuyu Valley in Malatya, ~vket Aziz Kansu reports the dis

covery of a Mousterian type of stone implement. 
AreA. An1., LV, 556. 

(Ergazi) 
At this site, a few miles southwest of Ankara, E. Pittard and Miss Afet 

report the discovery of about twenty stone implements of a Levallois
Moustcrian or a Levallois type. 

Arch. An1., LV, 555 t. 

(GollUdag) 
The excavation carried out at this site under the direction of Remzl Otuz Arlk ln 1934 

waa briefly reported ln AJ SL. Lll (1936), 136, and LV (1938), 438. Now. tor a concise 
review and dllicusSlon with photographs, see Kurt Biuel, A rch. A~•., LV, 667-76. 

(flanyeri) 
About half a mile north of the village of Hanyeri and the border of the 

Adana and Kayseri provinces, a Hittite rock sculpture depicts a large male 
figure carrying a bow and a staff or spear with a sword in scabbard at the 
waist. Accompanying the large figure are Hittite hleroglyphs and smaller 
pictorial representations. The monument is dated to the fourteenth to thir
teenth centuries B.c. 

ArtA. A,., LV, 500-64. Now publlshed by AU Rlza Yalgln In Tirk Tori A, Arktolo~l/4 
te Bl~rO/J/4 Dtr~iti, Vol. IV ( 1940). 

(Mar~) 
This site of many late Hittite monuments has yielded another, a stele about 

forty inches high. The stele probably represents a god and goddess whose arms 
are about each other in an unusual position. It is to be dated probably not 
earlier than the eighth century B.C. 

Arch. A111., LV, 564-66. 

(MerBin). Neil8on Expeditwn of the University of Liverpool 
Soe previous AJSL reports and John Garstang, "Excavatlone at Mcrsln, 1938-30," 

and Miles Burkl~t. '"l'he Earlier Cultures at Mersln," AAA, XXVI (1939/40), 33-72. 

(Pancarh) 
A damaged orthostat was found here whlch depicts a man holding a lion in 

his left hand and a double ax in his right. Style and clothing date this monu
ment w the beginning of the first millennium B.c. 

Ar<h. An1., LV, 566. 
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Tar$US (Gozla Kule). Bryn Jfawr College, Arclweologicallmtitute of America, 
and Fogg Jfuseum of llan•ard Unitoersity 

Heuy Goldman, "The Sandon :O.fonumen~ or Tarsus," J AOS. LX (1940). 544--53; 
Florence E. Day, "The Islamic Finds a~ Tarsus," A•io, :O.farcb, 1941, pp, 143-48. 

Thrace 
Repor\ by Arlt Mllftd Mansel on excavations carried on by Turkish expeditions dlll'fn& 

1936 and 1939 ln Tbrace, Tirl: Torih Kurnou BtlltltJO, IV, Parl XIII (1940), 115-39. 

(TO"pkapu Saray) 
Ropor~ by Azlz Ogan on oxcavatlons carried out ln 1937, TGr.l: Torilt Kurumu Btlltltn 

IV, Part XVI (1940), 329-36. 

IRAQ 
General 

Fr. W. von Dlsslng, "Agyp~l9che und llgyptlslerende Alaba.stergefilsze aus den deut
schen Ausgrabungen In AII8Ur," ZA, XLVI (1940), 149-82; Th. A. Buslnk, Su.,.eritcheen 
Babvloni••ileltmpelbouw (Batavia-Centrum, 1940); L. Legraln, "Nippur Agaln. Sumerian 
Heads: Archaic Engraved S~ne Plaque," U M B. I X (1941), 9-14; Heinz Lenzon, "Ole 
Zllrurrat ln Ur," Z A, XLVI (1940), 116-48; E. A. Speiser, "The Beglnnlngs or Civlllutlon 
In Mesopotamia," Anliquillf, XV (1941), 162-76; R. F. S. Starr, "A Rare Example or 
Akkadian Sculpture," AJ A, XLV (1941), 81-86. 

Eshnunna (Tell Amar) 
:\lax HUzhelmer, Ani""'l R .. ooint fro"' Ttll A•mar, translated by Adolph Brux 

("010," No. 20 (Chicago, 1941)). 

Ntai 
G. R . Driver and Sir Jobn C. :\lUes, "Ordeal by Oath a~ Nuzl," Iraq, ~II ( 1940). 132-

35; E. R . Ladleman, "Nu&l ~graphical Names. II ," BASOR, ~o. 81 (February, 1941), 
pp.1G-15;"NIU!ana," RA. XXXVI (1939),81-95;and Mi1ulloneout Ttzll (JolntExpedl
tion with the IraQ i\IUBOOJll a\ Nu&l, American Schools or Oriental Research, "Publica
tions of the Baghdad School," Tu11, Vol. VI (New Haven, 1939)). 

IRAN 
General 

Henry Field , ConlribulioJOIIolhe A nlhropol~ll o/lron (Field :O.fuseum of Natural Hl.s
tory, "Anthropological Serlee," Vol. XXIX, Nos. 1-2 (Chicago, 1939]); Intero•alio .. al 
Congrtu of PtTiian Art ond Archoto!O~I/. 3d, Lenin~rod, /935 ( III• Congrh inltrnolioJOol 
d'orl el d'orchtolo~ie iro•f•••· Mlmoiru, Leningrad, ~eptembrt 191J5 [Moscow, 1939)); 
Ar~hur Upham Popo and Phyllis Ackerman, "New Discoveries In Iran Exempllty ~he 
Superb Ar\ or Persian Ooldsmlths over a Period or Sevenwen Centuries," I LN. May 31, 
1941, pp. 718 t.; E. F. Schmidt, Pliqhlt ... , Ancient Citiu of Iron (special publlcaUon of 
the Orion tal I n.stltu«l or the Unlvcrsl~y or Chicago (Chicago, 1940]); Sir Mark Aurel 
Steln, Old Roulu of Wulern Iran (London , 1940). 

Luristan 
Arthur Upham Popo and Phyllis Ackerman, "Prehistoric Nature Worship In Western 

Iran: Bronzes from Kuh-1-daaht," I LN, March 1, 1941, pp, 292 t. 

Persepolis (Takht-i-J amahid) 
A rracment of a Umoatone relief from Persepolls Ill publlsbed In U M B. IX (1941), 28. 
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Shllpflr. LoutTe and Ministere del' Education NatioTUJle 
R. Ghirshman and Mme Ghirshman continued working at this site during 

the winter of 1939/ 40 and returned for another campaign during the winter of 
1940/ 41. Early in 1941 it was reported that they had discovered several me
ters of mosaics with portrait heads on panels and dancing figures and girls 
with musical instruments on other panels. These are the first Sassanian mo
saics discovered. No further details are available. 

AJ A, XLV (1941), 165, and private correspondence from R . Ohlrshman. 

(Y azd-i-K.h.wast) 
Myron B. Smith, "Three Monuments a~ Yazd-1-Khwa.s~." Art lola mica, VII (1940) 

1041. • 

INDIA 
General 

Bedflch Ilrozn~. Vber di• 4ltult VDlktrwandt rung 1md Gbtr dat Probl•m dtr proto
indiJch•n Zitili•Gtion (Ceekoslovenskj orlentf.lnl ustav v Prazo, "Monogralle archlvu 
orlont41nlho," Vol. VII (Prag, 1939)); M. S. Vats. Ezc<l•Gtiont at Harappa btt.,un th• 
Ytart JSio-lt and 19!!-!14 (2 vols.; Calcutta, 1940). 

U.S.S.R. 
General 

Considerable lntormatlon on recent widespread archeological acUvlty throughout the 
Soviet Union Ls contained In the following summaries and reports : Henry Field and 
Eugene Pros'<lv, "Archaeology In the Soviet Union," Antiquoi JI, XIV (1940), 404-26; 
" Archaeology In Uzbelcistan," A~tliquiiJI, XV (1941), 194-96; " Excavation. In Uzbelcll
tan, " Atia, May, 1941, pp. 24244; AJ A, XLIV (1940), 635 t.; AJ A , XLV (1941), 112- 16, 
299-301. 

BOOK REVIEWS 

Swm, J. M. PoWis. The Prophet$ and Their Times. Revised edition by Wn.
LIAM A. IRWIN. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1941. Pp. xvii+ 
342. $2.50. 

It is assuredly a tribute to the late J. M. Powis Smith that after sixteen 
years his work on the Hebrew prophets is still in such demand that the pub
lishers have issued this revised edition. The choice of reviser naturally fell on 
his former student and successor, W. A. Irwin. In a book whose subject mat
ter is more theoretical than factual it was a delicate task that Irwin had to per
form, but one that he has done exceptionably well. It would seem to the re
viewer, however, that he should have completely revised the biblical quota.. 
tiona himself, or else he should have incorporated Smith's own revisions as 
found in The Bible: An American Translation (1931 ed.), particularly in view 
of the fact that he has revised the notes to bring them up to date with modem 
scholarship. For example, in Zeeh. 13:6 we know now from the Ras Shamra 
texts that Mn yij.dhakhiJ. means "on your back," not "on your hands," and the 
last clause in Amos 7: 12 should be interpreted as adverbial: "0 seer, go away; 
off with you to the land of Judah and there eat bread [i.e., earn your living) by 
prophesying there." One wonders, too, why the new quotation on page 80 
(Hos. 11: 1- 9) should be set up as prose when it is clearly poetry. Also, the 
quotations on page 4 should have "you" in place of "thou" to make them con
sistent with the rest of the volume. This is a slip carried over from the first 
edition. 

A few other random observations may be noted. On page 13, note 39, 
Irwin should have included the discussion of prophecy favorable to his point 
of view by Porteous in Record and Retoelation, edited by H. W. Robinson 
(1938). One is a bit shocked to have Torczyner set down as the authority on 
the Lachish letters (p. 186, n. 37) and to have Jack, Dussaud, and Schaeffer 
cited as the authorities on the Ras Shamra texts {p. 234, n. 31), when their 
views need to be corrected by those of their critics (see, e.g., Albright, BASOR, 
No. 82, pp. 18 ff.; No. 71, pp. 35 ff.; Bea, Biblica, XIX, 435 ff.; XX, 436 ff.). 
It would seem useless to cite a book like Harper's Assyrian and Babylonian 
Literature (1901), because it is so obselete and has long been out of print. To 
our discredit there are no really good translations of cuneiform literature in 
English. Luckenbill's is the best translation of the Taylor prism of Sen
nacherib that we have, as noted on page 109, note 12, but it is far from perfect. 
On page 138 one wonders why Irwin did not follow his own emendation of 
Jer. 1:13 as presented in AJSL, XLVII, 288 f., or, better still, an emendation 
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(tiphqn(i(y)tc for tc7Wp~) based on a suggestion of Ehrlich (see the reviewer, 
JQR, XIV, 285, n. 23). The final he which is queried on page 138, note 13, is 
simply the terminative he, as explained by the reviewer in J AOS, LX, 230. 
On page 219, note 2, Olmstead should have been given the credit for being the 
first to attach Isaiah, chapter 35, to Second Isaiah (see his note, AJSL, LIII, 
251). Only one typographical error was noted: "Shemiaiah" (p. 35, n. 7) . 

Irwin has set himself against Smith's view that the canonical prophets were 
in any way ecstatics, but on page 12 be retains Smith's statement that there 
was "no sharp break between the early prophets and the great prophets of 
later times." As a matter of fact, Irwin sees a great difference between the 
two, apparently something like the change in Mohammed after establishing 
himself in Medina. Any ecstasies supposedly experienced by the later prophets 
are to be interpreted as nothing more than a literary device. But Irwin labors 
under the delusion that the ecstatic experience of God (which incidentally 
need not express itself in trances) makes a man less rational. This was as
suredly not the case with Mohammed, whose earlier utterances, based on 
actual ecstatic experiences, are mucb superior to those of the later period, 
when he followed a literary device which earlier experience had shown him to 
be effective. The professional prophets can be accused of following a literary 
device, and perhaps a prophet like Ezekiel, but scarcely the prophets of the 
eighth century. In his Hebrew Origins (1936) the reviewer has devoted a whole 
chapter to Hebrew prophecy, and he would have been glad if Irwin had given 
consideration to the thesis there propounded that the early prophets represent 
a protest against the professionalization of the priestly office, while the later 
prophets grew out of a similar protest against the professionalization of the 
prophetic office. On Irwin's theory it is difficult to explain the fact that the 
utterances of the prophets, like those of Mohammed in his earlier career, were 
short, direct, authoritative, and only slightly argumentative-not long
drawn-out, reasoned, and logically arranged sermons, but oracles, full of con
viction as coming from Yahweh and surcharged with the white heat of emo
tion. As Amos put it {3:8), ''The Lord Yahweh has spoken; who will not 
prophesy?" 

The most original part of the book is the chapter on Ezekiel. Here nothing 
remains of Smith's treatment except one citation. This is revision with a 
vengeance, but it is symptomatic of the tremendous change in critical opinions 
since the days of Smith. As Irwin well says (p. ix), the criticism of Ezekiel 
stands at present in complete chaos, the only agreement being that the book is 
composite and that Ezekiel began his ministry in Palestine. Under these cir
cumstances Irwin is perfectly justified in presenting his own interpretation of 
the book, but its complete exposition and vindication are reserved for a later, 
more appropriate, publication. In the present volume he could only present 
his conclusions in the baldest outline. The Book of Ezekiel, according to him, 
wlls not the father of Judaism, as it was with Smith, but the child of Judaism 
(p. 216). The dates in the book are of doubtful genuineness (p. 208), and he 
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rejects most of them. The genuine oracles of Ezekiel are in the main poetic 
(p. 212). Not only are whole chapters spurious (e.g., 40-48), but whole sec
tions throughout the book, some of which (e.g., 11: 17-20; 20:33-38, 40-42; 
34:13- 16; 36:24-38) come from the hand of a gentle and pious Jew of the 
Greek period or later (p. 204), while others (e.g., 4:13; 5:10, 12; 12:HH6; 
20:34-38,1 41; 22: 15) originate with a still later commentator whose mood 
was stern and denunciatory (p. 205). In fact, the book is interspersed with the 
comments of numerous writers, and Irwin professes to be able to separate the 
wheat from the chaff. Judgment on the thesis must await his more elaborate 
presentation, but in the meantime it is attractive enough to whet our appetite 
for its fuller elucidation. 

To a. less degree the interpretation of Hosea has been re-written. Irwin 
argues that the Gomer of chapter 1 was a religious prostitute belonging to the 
fertility cult and that the adultress of chapter 3 was a different woman, the 
two chapters being records of two distinct incidents in, the prophet's career 
(p. 74). There were two marriages because Hosea had two different object
lessons in mind. We heartily commend Irwin's treatment as representing a. 
decided advance over that of Smith. 

The rest of the volume follows more nearly the lines laid down by Smith. 
The discussion is brought up to date and all the more important later views 
are taken into account, to make a volume seventy-four pages longer than its 
predecessor. We predict for the book a. reception as cordial as that accorded 
the first edition and many years of usefulness as an authoritative guide to the 
prophets and their times. 

THEOPHILE J. MEEK 
Unim'nty of ToronJo 

VAN BUREN, DouGLAS E. The Cylinder Seals of the Pontifical Biblical lnslir 
tule. ("Analecta orientalia," No. 21.) Rome, 1940. Pp. xii+51 + 12 pis. 
Rm.14. 
The Pontifical Biblical Institute bought this collection of cylinder seals for 

the use of students. Its variety and comprehensiveness, consequently, were 
more important than the quality or special features of individual pieces; but the 
seals, though of the usual types, warrant publication. The author brings her 
wonted enthusiRSm to the task, and the text of the catalogue shows a praise
worthy attempt to counteract, by lively prose, the dulness inherent in a. string 
of unconnected descriptions. It is probably a matter of taste whether one 
prefers this method or its opposite, namely, the reduction of the descriptive 
text to the absolute minimum in which nothing is insisted upon which the 
picture shows clearly. Mter a discussion of eighty--seven genuine pieces, the 
author pictures and describes about twenty which she considers forgeries. It 

1 There must be eome BIJp bore becaUJ6 vas. 3:h'l8 or tbls chapter bave just been a.s
slgned ro qult4l a different band. 
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is disquieting to note how many can be traced back to prototypes in well
known collections-some of which may have been imjtated when still in deal
ers' hands, while others seem inspired by some such scholarly work as that 
under review. At any rate, the treatment of these forgeries is highly instruc
tive and embodies much painstaking and conscientious work. 

The reviewer is not quite convinced of the genuineness of No.7, though no 
suspicion can take definite shape on the basis of an illustration only. The 
seated figure.on this seal excludes in any case the Early Dynastic period to 
which it is assigned; if genuine, the seal belongs to the First Babylonian 
Dynasty; the drillholes point in the same direction,• but the figure holding 
the gateposts combines the head of the "nude hero" with the legs of the bull
roan-a confusion of motives hardly to be expected from an ancient seal
cutter. 

The outstanding piece in the collection is No. 14. It shows the killing of the 
"Bull of Heaven," symbol of drought; and, furthermore, the dragons of the 
weather-god which stand for the storms with their thunder, lightning, and 
life-giving rain.2 This interpretation is quite certain if one considers our seal 
in connection with other renderings of the subject, but the author unfortu
nately has not recognized its true meaning. he interprets the bull as a sow, 
perhaps because the hunting dot which assists the slaying god is considered 
by her as a piglet. This small figure certainly lacks clarity; but the victim of 
the god is not a boar or a sow, as comparison with indubitable renderings4 

will show. Moreover, our author is compelled by her interpretation of the 
animal to see in the bull's horn "a curved implement" held by the god. But 
the only implements depicted on Akkadian seals are weapons or identifying 
attributes. Bullfighters on Akkadian seals often grasp the horn of the beast, 
and, in fact, exactly this feature occurs in the Hermitage rendering of our 
subject.' It is true that the neck of the bull on the seal in Rome shows a 
curious "ruff" which may be due to a chipping of the seal or to careless tooling 
in the engraving of the neck. But the tail as well as the comparisons noted 
above exclude the interpretation as a sow. 

Some details in the scene remain inexplicable, notably the role played by 
the two figures placed among the dragons. One of these men or gods seems to 
release a dragon for its headlong flight toward the earth; the oblique placing 
of the dragons on our seal and on the Hermitage example may actually be due 
to their symbolizing the lightning and slasbing rains of the storm. In a seal 
from the Pierpont Morgan Library8 the dragon pulling the god's thunder 
chariot spits fire. But, in any case, whatever may be the exact interpretation 

• Franldort, Culindtr Stol•. Pl. XXVId, /. and p, 148. 
I Ibid., 1)1), 124--27, 
1 Or ))08Sibly lion, depleted on the small scale of an atlrlbu~. 
'Franldo~. op. cit .. Pl. XXI11A. i. 
• Ward, Crlind.,. Stolt of Wuter" Atio, No. 129o. 
1 Franld~. op. cil., Pl. XXIIo. 
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of certain details, the meaning of the scene as a whole is well established not 
only because this type of dragon is, in Akkadian times, the exclusive at
tribute of the weathergod and his spouse but also because the subject is very 
explicitly depicted on a seal in the British Buseum where the death of the bull 
is shown to coincide with the breaking of the storm.7 There is no reason to 
claim that the scene takes place in "wild mountainous country"; its signifi
cance lies precisely in the value of rain for the peasants in the Plain of the 
Two Rivers, and the presumed "rocks" seem due to accidental chipping of the 
edge of the cylinder . .Mountains, in any case, are rendered in Akkadian times 
by a regular scale pattern. 

The errors into which so experienced a student as Mrs. Van Buren has 
fallen in this case emphasize once more the impo.<>Sibility of interpreting any 
ancient seal in isolation. The first question must always be to which group of 
representations a given design belongs; next it must be determined which 
meaning the combined testimony of all versions suggests for the underlying 
myths or stories; and only after that may it be attempted to interpret any 
given variant of the subject. 

The other seals in the collection do not call for comment. It remains to 
state that the author and the authorities of the Pontifical Biblical Institute 
have placed us under a real obligation by the publication of this catalogue. 

OtUnlalimtuute 
Unil!t1'8ity of Chicago 

H. FRANKFORT 

STARR, RICHARD F. S. Indus Val{ptJ Paintcd Poltery. ("Princeton Oriental 
Texts," Vol. VIII.) Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1941. Pp. 
xiii+I06+1 map. $3.50. 

In this study Dr. Starr has undertaken the worth-while task of determining 
the status of the painted pottery of the Harappa culture in relation to the 
"great painted pottery family of Western Asia" (p. 6)1 and thereby elucidating 
the relationship of the Indus Valley to other portions of the ancient world. 

The reviewer is in considerable disagreement with the method used by 
Starr and with his conclusions. IIis method of comparing designs does not 
seem to lead to the most certain results possible; the assumption of a fairly 
close relationship between the Harappa, Amri, and Baluchistan cultures, 
which is the only justification for many of his East-West comparisons, does 
not seem justified; and particularly the absence of a chronological treatment 
of the Baluchistan and Indus Valley remains appears inevitably to vitiate 
Starr's conclusions. In fairness to him, however, his method and conclusions 

t Ibid .. Pl. XXIIt. 

• Tbe page references are to tbe book under review. Tbe abbreviations \lied ror other 
references ..,.e thole employed by Starr. 
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are presented in the following three paragraphs before they are critically 
examined. 

In Part I the various types of pottery to be utilized are described and dis
cussed. These include, in the West, the early Mesopotamian and Iranian 
painted pottery; in the East, painted pottery from Baluchistan and the Indus 
Valley. Some indications of a Baluchistan sequence of cultures are given, but 
the relative order of the Baluchistan remains is not considered certain. Never
theless, owing to an "obvious interrelationship" of Baluchistan and Ilarappan 
pottery, "various Baluchi specimens of painted design" of the types at Kulli, 
Mehi and Periano-ghundai are used in comparison with the West "not as sub
stitutes for Harappan examples, or as their equivalent, but as representatives 
of the broad eastern family of which Harappa is a member" (p. 20). The 
Amri culture in the Indus Valley is recognized to be the direct predecessor of 
the Harappa culture. Because of the similarity in design between the pottery 
of the Amri and Harappa cultures, the former is used in the "comparison 
between Harappa and the west more frequently than any other of the Indus 
and Baluchistan fabrics" (p. 23). Stair recognizes the great time interval be
tween the pottery of the West and Harappa. He infers, however, that, because 
of the static character of Harappan pottery, we may consider that Harappan 
"pottery decoration was a tradition long-fixed and faithfully retained, thus 
carrying our Harappan products back close in time to the prehistoric Iranian 
and Mesopotamian wares" (p. 11). 

In Part II Starr proceeds to compare pottery designs of the Indus Valley 
and Baluchistan with the early painted pottery of Iran and ~lesopotamia. 
Consideration of the pottery fabric and forma and a chronological treatment 
are excluded, and the comparisons are mainly of design elements and not 
design composition or style. In general, the method followed is to discover the 
possibly natural, i.e., representational, prototype of a design, or its basic 
geometric form if a representational origin cannot be found. Once the basic 
form of a design is recognized, variant types are distinguished which are then 
used in the eastern and western comparisons. The variant forms of the same 
basic motive may appear quite dissimilar but are compared because they arc 
derived from the same original geometric or representational element. 

From a study of twelve basic elements or patterns and their variants, as 
well as plant and animal designs, Starr concludes that "except for the plant 
motives, a few of the animals, and a queer" element, "there is not a single 
decorative element, not one pattern or motif, that does not have a corre
spondent among the earlier cultures of the west" (p. 87). Despite the western 
elements used, the style, or the impression which the design as a whole gives, 
is recognized to be individual and Harappan. Starr feels certain that the ele
ments shared by Harappa with the West are an inheritance from the older 
cultures of Iran, Elam, and Mesopotamia and doubts if this similarity is due 
to bbrrowing alone. He reaches this conclusion because there is "no closely 
comparable ware from India or Baluchistan that is clearly and demonstrably 
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older than Harappan" (p. 87) ;1 because the heaviness of the Harappan design 
and its standardization point to a conscientious retention of a much earlier 
decorative style; and because the marked difference in the content of the 
Harappan pottery design (which is in a tradition essentially foreign to the 
Indus) and that of other Harappan art indicates different traditions for the 
ceramic and nonceramic art. These facts are explained by the presence of two 
racial elements in the Harappan civilization. One derived from the West and 
insured the survival of the peculiar technique of pottery decoration; the other, 
responsible for the nonceramic art, was "native to the Indus," though not neces
sarily "autochthonous in India." By the time these people are known from the 
earliest discovered Harappan remains, they were amalgamated into a homo
geneous stock. The presence of the western tradition is the result of inherit.. 
ance, and the Harappa civilization is not the direct descendant of any western 
culture, for Starr would postulate a mixed and remote cultural and racial con
nection. The western element in the Harappan pottery design is not equated 
exclusively with any one western culture, though it is related to them collec
tively as a single cultural family. Starr finds it likely, however, that "an ap
preciable number of people brought up in the artistic tradition of the Halaf 
culture went into the make-up of the mixed race which was to evolve as 
Harappa" {p. 99). 

Within the limitations with which his study is circumscribed, Starr has used 
all the material available. He shows a truly inquiring attitude and is never 
dogmatic in regard to the problems involved. The reviewer is in agreement 
with his view that there is a considerable Iranian tradition in the ceramic de
sign of the Baluchistan and Aturi cultures and, to a lesser extent, in the 
Harappa culture. 

Starr's study would be more convincing if he had not limited himself to 
pottery design. Ceramic design is very valuable for comparative purposes, but 
conclusions as to the relationship of cultures are always more convincing the 
larger the number of traits shared by the civilizations which are to be com
pared. On the basis of a. nonchronological comparison of ceramic design it 
seems to me that Dr. Starr has exceeded his evidence when he assumes that 
the western element became a part of Harappan culture before the latter was 
settled in the Indus Valley. In doing this, he is drawing conclusions of chrono
logical significance from a nonchronological study of his material, while sup
porting them with an interpretation of a purely stylistic fact, that is, that 
Harappan design is static. An exhaustive study is needed of all the traits of 
the Harappan culture in relation to the cultures of Baluchistan, Amri, and the 
earlier Iranian cultures, before such far-reaching conclusions can be accepted. 

Evidence for distinct elements in the Baluchistan and Indus Valley cul
tures might have been found if the author had been less skeptical of the value 

• I am not quite certain what this means. ror the Amrl culture is admitted t.o be the 
predecesaor or the llarappan Apparently, this reJ'ers t.o an earlier stage of the Barappan 
culture when I~ had not yet aeHied In the Indus Valley. 
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of pottery fabric as a good criterion for comparison (pp. 7, 22, 90-91). A few 
words need to be devoted to this question, for it is unlikely that the use of a 
red slip "merely denotes a regional or group preference shared at random by 
east and west alike." Painted red ware, slipped or plain-surfaced, docs not 
appear in Mesopotamia before the Uruk period. In Iran the situation is some
what more complex. Painted red and buff wares do occur together in Siyalk I, 
but there is reason to suspect that they represent distinct cultures. Painted 
red ware alone occurs in Siyalk II. In Siyalk III and Hissar I, red ware is 
gradually replaced by buff ware as a result of infiuence from the buff-ware 
culture (Giyan V, Susa I, Bakun A). a In all these cases the types of design 
used correspond to the ware on which they were applied. 4 I believe that a cer
tain degree of relationship between 'design and ware can be shown for the 
Baluchistan and Indus Valley pottery. The Amri and Nal cultures, which 
have striking design associations with Iran, seem to attempt to achieve in the 
main a light-surfaced ware; the culture of Mehi and Kulli and that of Harappa 
prefer red burnished surfaces and seem basically non-Iranian. At any rate, 
in every case in which a culture or cul'tures use pottery of different wares, a 
detailed study should be made to see if there is any possibility of correspond
ence between designs and wares. 

In Part II Starr's comparisons of western and eastern designs seem to be 
confused in part by the attempt made to discover the original geometrical or 
representational prototypes. Subjective considerations certainly enter into 
the delicate matter of comparing variant forms of a design, with the result 
that such evidence is of secondary value. Many of the comparisons made in 
this book are of this sort and are therefore of doubtful validity. As long as a 
geometrical motif can be traeed back to a representational original, it is the 
more probable that the same geometric form could arise independently in 
various areas. The more peculiar and complex the elements compared, what
ever their origin, the surer we can be of a connection and the less likelihood 
there is of separate invention. 

A number of designs compared with the West are not found in the Harappa 
culture but only in the cultures of Baluchistan and Amri. These are of dubious 
value, therefore, as regards the direct relationship of Western and Harappan 
design. Starr uses such comparisons because he believes that the painted pot
tery of the cultures of Baluchistan and the Indus Valley all belong to an east
ern painted-pottery culture. This seems an unjustifiable assumption. Before 
we can consider the ceramic design of the Baluchistan and Amri cultures as 
basicslly Harappan (pp. 20, 21), their chronological relationships must bees-

1 The conclusions which are expressed here as to Internal Iranian and lrantan-Meeoi)O
tamlan rolatlonshll)fl &re based on a study or the relative stratigraphy or early Iran which 
wUI soon appear as SAOC, No. 23. 

• Ln Slyalk Ill and Hlssar I the same designs are used on red and butl warea during the 
tranJ!Uonal phase onl11. 
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tablished and a detailed study of likenesses and differences be made. Had this 
been done, certain valuable material could have been utilized which would 
have inevitably modified Starr's conclusions. The position of the Nal culture 
is of real importance, for in it are found certain designs which are very close to 
the prehistoric de:~igns of Fars in Iran. Fortunately, from two of Majumdar's 
excsvations in Sind-at Pandi Wahi and Ghazi Shah-there is clear strati
graphic evidenCe that the Nal culture is older than the Harappan.' Once we 
appreciate this fact, the explanation of Iranian elements in Harappan design 
becomes much clearer. There is no need to postulate contact between original
ly Iranian cultures and the Harappan civilization much before the beginning 
of the Early Dynastic period, when the latter was established in the Indus 
Valley. The Nal and Amri cultures contained an Iranian element from which 
this element in Ilarappan derived. This in no sense implies that the Nal or 
Amri cultures were ancestral to the I-Iarappan. It merely indicates that during 
the period of transition between these cultures certain design elements and 
patterns were taken over by the Harappan ceramic industry to be rendered 
in its own peculiar style. 

We thus see that-in contrast to Starr's view- there are earlier cultures 
than the Harappan in Baluchistan and the Indus Valley. Furthermore, there 
is no necessity to assume that the static character of Harappan design means 
it derives from a very old tradition. It seems quite as probable, or more so, to 
postulate an earlier stage of the Harappa culture than is known in the Indus 
Valley, in which red and gray pottery was unpainted. When the Harappa 
culture settled in the Indus Valley, it was in contact with the Amri and prob
ably Nal cultures, from which was borrowed the idea of painting pottery as 
well as some elements of design. The native plants and animals were also 
drawn, and the whole was given a distinct style. This also explains the rarity 
of painted pottery in the Harappa culture. 

A few particular points may be mentioned. The sherd shown in Figure 89 
was found with Harappan pottery, but-as pointed out in our discussion of 
the Ghazi Shah stratigraphy-this same design is found at -39' with Amri 
pottery only. At Ghazi Shah, therefore, it continued in use at the beginning 
of the Harappa period. Originally this particular design derived from the Nal 
culture. Figures 163 and 165 are considered to be Harappan; actually they 

• At PandJ Wahl (Sind. pp. l<Xl-14) In Trench I below +1', unmixed Amrl POttery was 
round. At +2' a typical Nal doslgn occurred (ibid .. Pl. XXVIII:S), and at +3.2' more 
Nal sherds appeared (ibid .. Pl. XXVIII: 18, 22). The first Harappan pOttery Le sbown 
rrom +8-10'. At Ohazi Shah, Amrl POttery was round below -36', whlle the tlret Harap
pan doslgn Le shown trom -32.3'. At -39.2' aNal doslgn was round (ibid., p. 99, O.S. 
253-64; cr. Otdro•ia, Pl. XXIli:Nal. 9, 10). At Tando Rahim Khan (Sind, pp. 86, 103-6) 
t11'0 Nal sherds (ibid .. Pl. XXX: 26, 40, 42) &reshown with Amrl POttery, and no Harappan 
p0tt.ery was round. More space cannot be devoted to the study or the stratigraphy or 
Pandl Wahl and Obazl Shah. but both sites show evidence or the appearance or t)r])lcal 
POtt.ery deal&n or the type round at 'Kulll and Mehl with the earliest Harappan POttery, and 
or a trans!Uon between the Amrl and Harapp&. cultures. 
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were found at Ghazi Shah at -37' in a level at which only Afnri pottery was 
found. 

Figure 24 is not related to the fringed loop pattern, for it shows an "ibex" 
with wavy horns. Compare the long-legged bulls from Moghul Kala and the 
crowded form of this design at Sur Jangal.' 

There is not space to discuss Starr's table (p. 8) of the relative position or 
the Mesopotamian periods and the levels of Iranian sites. It differs from 
Schmidt's views7 and from those of Ghirshman' as well as from my own and, 
therefore, until publication of the evidence on which it is based, must be con
sidered as highly tentative, as Starr himself does. 

Starr's use of the term "great painted pottery family or Western Asia" re
quires some comment. Enough is known of Mesopotamia and Iran so that it 
is clear that the cultures with painted pottery cannot be treated as belonging 
to one original family. Two large families of light-faced wares are well known: 
that of IIalaf and the buff-ware culture or Iran, to which the Samarra and 
Ubaid cultures were basically related. A third distinct group is represented by 
the culture of Siyalk II. The painted red pottery of Siyalk I is basically that 
or Siyalk II. The buff pottery or Siyalk I may represent a separate family or 
be related to the buff-ware culture. The pottery or Siyalk III and Hissar I is 
not a distinct fabric but represents a fusion of a Siyalk II type of tradition 
with the buff-ware culture. Thus we may distinguish at least three distinct 
painted pottery families in Western Asia, not just one. 

Starr's explanation of the Halafian element in Harappan design also seems 
a little extreme. There is sufficient evidence to indicate that at a time cor
responding to the beginning of the Ubaid period there was considerable 
Halafian influence throughout Iran. This was probably a result of the inter
action between the Halaf and the incoming Ubaid culture while the latter was 
still in communication with the regions in Iran from which it derived. Certain 
Halafian traits, including some pottery design, were taken over in Iran and 
used in typically Iranian fashion. At a time roughly contemporary with the 
beginning of the Uruk period the cultures of northeastern and or western and 
southwestern Iran were displaced by cultures with plain, undecorated gray or 
red pottery. Some peoples of the cultures with painted pottery, as a result, 
apparently migrated to the east where we first find them in place after a con
siderable lapse or time in the Amri and Nal cultures. It was through this 
movement that Mesopotamian elements came indirectly and purely Iranian 
elements came more directly to the Indus Valley. 

Oriental! nslitute 
University of Chirogo 
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"lsiWERAI." Ezei.'Ul Speau Today: A Criiical Analysi& of the Prophecy of Ezei.'Ul 
ir1 the Light of Mo<krn Even«. Boston: The Writer, Inc., 1941. Pp. xiii+ 647. 
$2.00. 

Following the suggestion of "Sweden borg and others" that "beneath the ordi
nary words in the Bible are often spiritual values whose discovery makes the mean
ing clearer," the pseudonymous author of this huge work undertakes an interpreta
tion, chapter by chapter, of the entire Book of Ezekiel. 

"Such simple words 88 'water,' or 'to cat,' " he tells us, are sometimes to be 
interpreted by the "spiritual concept they stand for"· othenvise the passages con
taining them will be incomprehensible. The method o/ discovery of this "spiritual" 
interpretation the writer happily makes clear to us. In Ezek. 34:23 "we read, 'I 
will set up one shepherd over them1 and he shall feed them, even my servant 
David.' We naturally understand tllat 'David' here symbolizes the Messianic 
Christ, for the old 'David' was long since dead and to none but the Christ would 
such leadership belong. Again it is clear that the 'feeding' is the spiritual teaching 
we are to have tllrough him. So we have gained two words to be tried whenever 
the literal significance appears in fault." 

The application of this method to Ezekiel we may sample by the treatment of 
chapter 29. After noting the views of certain expositors (which satisfy him tllat 
something mysterious lies beneath the innocent words of the chapter), the author 
invokes a "spiritual 'Egypt' " which "may be quite 88 distinct an object of study 
88 a geographic one," a view that is then bolstered by reference to !sa. 30:9 and 
51:9. A little further study reveals the conclusion tllat the "dragon" of the chap
ter is likewise "spiritual," 88 is also the river in which it lies: it is some "group at 
variance with the Lord Jehovah, though not cut off from the stores of knowledge." 
Then the scales of the "dragon," the fish that stick in them, and the hooks for its 
jaws are all similarly illumined by this profound method. And so on through the 
entire chapter. And similarly for more than six hundred pages! 

And what does it signify in the end? All the "spiritual" values so laboriously 
brought to light-in so far as they are real-are more readily revealed by the 
simple method of understanding the passages in their obvious interpretation re
lated to the thought and circumstances of their writer's age: in brief, by the 
critical metllod wb.ich "lshmerai" purports to survey but never understands. Six 
hundred and forty-aeven pages of unmitigated drivel! Alas for the labor, which 
might have been turned to some good purpose!-W. A. IRWIN. 

MARRERO, LEvf. Perfil del imperio hitita. ("Publicaciones de Ia 'Revista de los 
estudiantes de filosofia.' ") La llabana, 1939. Pp. 19. 
A short sketch of the political history of the Hittite Empire based on secondary, 

primarily French, sources. For readers who know nothing about the Hittites 
sketches of this type may perhaps be useful, but a direct translation of a g;;;d 
original book would have served the purpose better.-!. J. GELB. 

LuTz, HENRY F. A Neo-Babyumian Debenture and A Reccrded Deposition CQ1lCCTn

ing Pruentment for Tax Payment. ("University of California Publications in 
Semitic Philology," Vol. X, Nos. 9 and 10.) Berkeley, Calif.: University of 
California Press, 1940. Pp. 251-56 and 257-64. $0.25 each. 
Copies, photographs, transliterations, and translations (but no philological 

notes) of two Neo-Babylonian legal documents, one dated in the time of Neb-
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uehadnezzar II, the other in the time of Nabonidus. Contrary to better practice, 
diacritic marks distinguishing various homophonous signa are omitted in the 
transliteratio~. In line 10 of the first text the copy and transliteration 88 amtlati 
uiabiii• iru;tead of the required a-'lmukinntl are hardly possible, eince iubitl does 
not mean "to cause to appear" but "to cause to be" or "to create." Instead of 
a111ll§angfl1 "the priest," translate "the scribe," 88 so often in Nco-Babylonian docu
ments. Tne tranaliteration and translation of lines 12 and 13 in the second text do 
not eeern convincing.- I. J. GELB. 

LAUTNER, Juuus GEoao. Allbabyloniuhe Per~nmidt urut Erniearbdter ~~er
lr4ge. ("Studia et document& ad jura Orientis antiqui pertinentia," Vol. 1.) 
Lciden: E. J. Brill, 1936. Pp. xx+262. 10 guilders. 

This study is a careful and exhaustive research in the legal terminology of 
economic texts from the First Dynasty of Babylon concerning the hire of pereons 
for labor. Profeasor Lautner has consulted aU pertinent texts within the limits he 
has set for himself and at times refers to similar materials from other periods. He 
has ordered his texts into three major groups, but he correctly recognites that 
not all documents fall within these categories and that there are combinations or 
mixed types. His detailed investigation clarifies problems connected with the 
payment of wages and the position occupied by employer, employee, and con
tractor. In this connection the apprentice documents from the Chaldean and 
Pereian periods might have been utilize<f for comparative purposes. In the tradi
tion of Koschaker, the emphasis in Professor Lautner's volume is on an under
standing of the legal side of the documents rather than on their interpretation 
from economic and social angles.-W. H. D. 
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